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Abstract

There is, a growing rneed to develop flexible,'robust avionics to meet ever changing mission needs of the operational forces. Such
needs may conflict with other characteristics requircd such as standardisation, inicre:ascd reliability, durability and integnty.
Weapon system costs and associated avionics, costs continue to increase while military budgets continue to shrink due to
Lltanging w'orld conditins Thus it is even more important to intelligently resolve thecse often cotnfltiting forces drivitng
developnment efforts

These evolving trends, conflicts and challenges will be examined in this Lecture Series with a view to etnhancinig dialogue.
understanding and improved planning.

This Lecture Series. spon.ored by tire Avionics Panel of AGARD, has been implemented by the Consultant and Exchange
Programme

Abre'ge

Des 6quipemerrts d'avrorique adaptatifs et robustes sont de plus ein plus demandes pour faire facei Nrlvolutron perianente des
besorns cxpriis par les forces op~raiiorinelles Or. il se peut que de tels besorns sorent cii contradiction avec d'autres
snpcifications qun sont denrd~es, telles. que la standard isatton, la fiabilit6 rcoforc&c. la ddr~e dec it l'integrit6

Les coats des syst~ites d'armes et ceux des syst~mes d'avronrque assocr~s continuent iI grirrper, tandis que les budgets militaires,
ne cessent de diminuer en rarson de la situation politique mondiale 11 est done ir foriori n~cessaire de r6soudre intelligemnment
les donn~es souvent contradictoires qui sont la base de lorentaton des efforts de d6veloppement dans cc domarne.

Ces tendarices. ces conflits et ces dr~fis seront examin~s lors de ce cycle de conf~rencei, en vue de favoriser le dralogue, de
facrliter la cornprt~hcnsion ei d'amelnorer la planificatron.

Cc cycle de co-if&ences est pr~sent6 dans Ie cadre du programme des Consultants et des Echanges. c-'us Nkgide du Panel
AGARD dAvionrique.

N
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EVOLUTION OF AVIONIC SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE,
FROM THE 1950'S TO THE PRESENT

Gary L. Ludwig
Technical Director

Directorate of Avionics Engineering
DCS, Int, ,rated Engineering and Technical Management

HQ Aeronautical Systems Division
WRIGIHT-PATrERSON AFB, OH 45433-6503

USA

SUMMARY: of total weapon system state, and make system-level
decisions regarding tmssion objectives and execution.

ThIs paper describes the evolution of avionic systems
architectures in U.S. Air Force fighter aircraft, beginning with (b) INTEGRATED ARCHITECTURE. Many
the system design typical of the "Century Series" aircraft (the functions performed autonomously wi.:.i a system/
F-100, F-101, etc.) and progressing on through the long list of subsystem, with well-defined means for all subsystem
fielded aircraft to the front-line fighters of today and beyond to interactions. Little need for direct operator intervention or
the systems currently under development at the Aeronautical management of subsystems, except for high-level
Systems Division. In parallel with this description, the forcing decisions affecting realization of mission objectives.
functions and catalysts for change of avionic systems
architecture are also noted. In this regard, the rapid shift to (c) HYBRID ARCHITECTURE. System designs
digital avionics made possible by the transistor and the possessing both federated and integrated design
integrated circuit, wafer-scale integration, and high-density characteristics, containing mixtures of "stand alone"
mass memory devices has rapidly driven the evolution of subsystems and clusters of locally integrated subsystems
avionic system architecture. Attendant with such technology (supporting common, dedicated functions).
advancements, pilot interface associated with each new
generation of avionic subsystem has also continued to mature It is important to note that pilot performance plays a very
and this also has had a major impact on system design. With significant role in system design. The pilot's activities and
the ever-increasing capabilities of weapons systems, pilot functions must ultimately be integrated before total system
workload has increased dramatically. The need for performance may be realized. Because of the attention
simplification, integration, and automation of operator required of the pilot in federated designs, and ultimately
functions has become abundantly clear. The evolution of because of the continually increasing repertore of capabilities
system design features intended to ease the operator's burden and related numbers of avionic subsystems in each new
have greatly influenced system design, and these impacts are generation of fighter aircraft, the trend has been strongly
also reviewed. In conclusion, a quick glimpse at future means toward integrated system architectures. Such systems greatly
of supporting the pilot is provided and the implications on relieve pilot workload and permit better focus on
future avionic system design reviewed, accomplishment of mission objectives. As will be seen, there

are a myriad of ways and means to satisfy mission objectives
PREFACE: and ever advancing technology has had a major impact on

system designs. This may be best illustrated by beginning with
The purpose of this paper is to document the evolution of the typical system architecture of the Century Series fighters

avionic systems architecture, as well as the forcing functions of the 1950's, and describing the evolution of avionic system
responsible for most significant changes in fighter aircraft architecture to date.
designs over the past 40 years. The paper will also address the
emerging technologies which are affecting our c,,'cn, avionic THE 1950's:
system design development activities, as well as a'. 'apated
architecture issues in systems to be fielded throug,' ut the In she "Century Series" fighter aircraft (the F-100, F-101,
current decade. etc.) of this era, the typical avionics system architecture was a

federated design. Most avionic subsystems designs were
INTRODUCTION: isolated, stand-alone equipments ( see Figure 1 ). They were

largely based upon vacuum tube technology, employing
As an introduction to avionics architecture, let's first begin analog (or discrete) interfaces with dedicated controls and

with a definition: avionics architecture is that top level system displays. The pilot was the principal integrator, gathering
design characteristic which best describes the manner in which information from a multitude of sources md exercising system
system-level functions have been defined and implemented, control through manipulation of toggle- sw;tches or stacked
allocated to subsystems and integrated into the whole, such wafer (Ledex) switches. Because of the large number of
that predetermined objectives and operational needs may be discrete components (transistors, resistors, connectors, etc.),
satisfied. Architectures may be broadly described as- most subsystems designs could not perform reliably

throughout the variety of variety of operating environments.
(a) FEDERATED ARCHITECTURE. Systems These avionic subsystemis were also quite heavy and required

composed of many "stand alone" subsystems, wherein significant allocations of volume (which has always been
each subsystem is highly dependent upon the operator for extremely limited in fighter aircraft). These characteristics
management (data inputs) and control (operating mode have been succinctly described by Longbrake (Ref. 1) in his
selection). The operator must continually gather outputs paper on "Avionics Acquisition, Trends and Future
from each subsystem, develop and maintain an awareness Approaches". Specific details and trends have been aptly

• - - ,
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rigure 1

captured in figures developed by Longbrake, two of which good examples of such efforts to control pilot workload were
have been extracted from his paper and included here for the "Flight Director System" (FDS) and the "Head-Up
reference (Figures 2 and 3). And finally, these subsystems Display" (HUD) (see Figure 4). In the FDS, a multitude of
were frequently difficult to integrate electrically due to individual cockpit instruments (attitude indicator, compass,
instabilities associated with analog signals. For all of these angle of attack indicator, radio navigation indicator, etc.) were
reasons, there was little or no backup or system redundancy, integrated into two primary instruments: the Attitude Director
and it was incumbent upon the pilot to gather and interpret Indicator and the Horizontal Situation Indicator. In addition,
available information from his limited avionics suite to control the FDS presented command steering cues which greatly
the air vehicle, to maintain situational awareness, and to reduced the burdens associated with radio navigation and
perform his assigned mission. With this limited repertoire of instrument landing. Similar capabilities were consolidated into
system capabilities, the pilot was able to assimilate all the HUD, which permitted the pilot to gain necessary control
necessary information - and could do so quite reliably, given information while keeping his eyes out of the cockpt (looking
sufficient training and experience. The greatest chink in the for identifiable landmarks, targets, adversaries, and conflicting
armor was the low reliability of avionics systems (typically on traffic, while maintaining formation position). With increasing
the order of 10 hours MTBF), and the inability to accept use of the transistor, system weight and volume requirements
failure of a critical avionic subsystem without affecting would have been expected to be reduced; however, the greatly
mission success. improved operational performance offered by newer

subsystems such as the inertial navigation system, radar, and
THE 1960's: HUD caused system weight and volume allocations to

continue to grow (although at a somewhat reduced rate).
During this era, existing avionic systems capabilities began System architectures remained largely of federated design, and

to mature and most importantly, solid-state technology was as in the previous era, there was little opportunity to improve
introduced. The reliability of many avionic subsystems began system robustness or offer system redundancy.
to improve dramatically as use of the transistor became the
norm. It addition, significant advances in operational THE 1970's:
capability were realized by the introduction of new avionic
subsystems such as the inertial navigation .ystem, radar In this era the transition to digital avionics was fully
systems, and the head-up display. However, the pilot was realized. Truly integrated system architectures began to
becoming more and more burdened as additional subsystems emerge, and dependence upon the digital data bus began (see
and functions were added, and the list of operator tasks example, in Figure 5). More importantly, avionics began to be
associated with avionic systems began to grow. The need to employed in flight critical apphcations (electronic flight
integrate or consolidate many avionic subsystems into larger, controls and terrain following systems). Sensor and system
more manageable and efficient units began to be recognized capabilities continued to increase dramatically, including
and hybrid avionic system architectures began to emerge. Two smart stores and associated management systems.
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Figure 4

Night/all-v eather capabilities began to be realized. HUD, stores, and the flight control system for this specific
Avionics weight and volume allocations began to level off, mission segment. Large scale integration computing devices/
primarily due to inability of the pilot to accept increased chips enabled a much greater degree of automation, while
workload associated with the management of additional system weight and volume reouirements remained essentially
avionic subsystems. System architectures became highly constant. Since physical size ot processors was beginning to
integrated, and the use of shared time division multiplexed shrink, we could now afford to build in some redundancy to
digital data buses (MIL-STD-1553) became the norm. It was gain system robustness. However, it became fully apparent
during this era that the full impact of the "information that if maximum advantage were to be taken ,, emerging
overload" in the cocktit began to be recognized. The ability of sensor technologies, further automation of sensor system
the pilot to properly select and interpret necessary information, management would be required. Because of the complexity of
and to manage his weapon system in such manner as to realize such avionic systems, reliability and maintenance issues began
its full potential, became recognized as a hmiting factor and a to loom ever larger. While the reliability of individual
significant problem winch required resolution before subsystems became much greater (due to the reduced number
additional capabilities could be supported. of electronic components and interconnections within

subsystems), the ever growing number of subsystems began to
THE 1980's: impact overall system reliability. The determination of fault

modes and failre locations became ever more difficult,
In this era very few new fighter aircraft designs emerged; impacting maintenance activities and operational readiness of

instead, the capabilities of existing aircraft were substantially aircraft. With the development of Very High Speed Integrated
improved and upgraded, including the upgrading of avionic Circuit (VHSIC) chips, the enormity of the software
systems. Digital, highly integrated avionic systems were development task also began to be felt. With the emergence of
optimized to the extent that technology allowed. A good immense processing capabilities among various subsystems,
example is the F-16C/D architecture (Figure 6), one of many the difficulties related to parallel processing, time dependence,
examples illustrated in the Multiplex Applications Handbook and data correlation (i.e., data latency) within the avionic
(Ref. 2). Pilot workload issues were fully recognized by Jean system became a significant issue. By the end of this era it
R. Gebman (Ref 3) and others, and inroads were made on became apparent that significant changes in avionic system
easitng management and control of avionic systems. Controls architecture would be necessary if we were to take full
were optimized such that with minimal switch-throws or key advantage of the new sensor technology (electronically
strokes, a single mode of operation could be selected (with scanned arrays), high-throughput computing devices, and
many lower-tier control actions performed automatically, wafer-scale integration techniques/surface mount technology
tinder computer control). For example, a simple selection of just beginning to emerge.
ground attack mode would automatically prepare the radar,

FIRECONTROL FIRE CCNTROL BUS INERTIAL HEAD-UPNAVIGATION ICOMPUTER AM~n NIATON DISPLAY IPANEL(FCMP) I (FC.C i DISCRETE UaN N U.-- T

STORESI CE~NTRAL AIR TA
-iT " A I " aL r MA~zNGEllMNT I I DATA COMPUTER I I tIE

EARLY F-16 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

figure 5
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ADVANCED F-i6 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

THE CURRENT DECADE (1990's): sponsored Joint lntegratedl Avionics Working Group (JIAWG)
described in DOD's 'Joint Integrated Avionics Plan for New

The systems architectures in the beginning of this era are Aircraft", dated March 1989 (Ref. 4). ThiMs architecture is a
exemplified by thc preliminary design activities ongoing in the derivative of the "Pave Pillar" architecture recently pioneered
Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) program. Due to the severe by the Air Force Avionic Laboratory (Wright Laboratory).
pressures on the defense R&D budget, Congress mandated These design standardization intiuatives are based on the use of
that the Tn-Services (Army, Navy, and Air Force) agree ca modular avionics, high speed fiber-optic data buses, common
standardized approaches to the dvelopment of advanced processors, and reconfiguable systems architectures
systems architectures for the next generation of tactical employing common modules to support many avionic
aircraft, including the Army's "Light Helicopter" (LH), subsystem functions. These common modules will depend
Navy's "Advanced Tactical Aircraft" (ATA), and the Air largely upon VHSIC chips and wafer-scale integration (Figure
Force's ATF. This activity is ongoing within the Tn-Service 7), allowing functions which were previously performed in
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In addition to the advanced capabilities of sensors and
processors, and redundancy of flight and mission critical
functions, special attention is Heng devoted to threat and target

ATR I-o"detection. Senbor correlation in systems utilizing two or more
dissimilar sensors will be employed to achieve better

identification; target files will be maintained and continuously
updated; target prioritization will also be a feature. All of these
functions will be automated, and many will depend upon
"expert systems" and neural networks (artificial intelligence), a

I feature vhich is frequently viewed by me operator as a
"computer in the back seat" (i.e., a single. seated fighter
possessing the capabilities of a two-seated aircraft). Such
computer systems are being developed through the "Pilot's
Assoctate" program by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) (Ref. 5), in concert with the

STANDARD ELECTRONIC MODULE military services. Additional research is being pursued by the

SIZE COMPARISON Air Force Avionics Laboratory and industry into automatic
target recognition. This capability will be based upon unique

f.gure 8 pattern recognition algorithms and the synergistic effects of

dissimilar sensors (i.e., "sensor data fusion"). It is envisioned
black boxes sized to Air Transport Rack (ATR) standards to be that systems using this technology will offer a capability to
housed in relatively small Standard Electronic Module - Size E
(SEM-E) packages (Figure 8). These modules -will be housed in f
a common avionics rack (Figre 9), and will communicate via
high-speed (50 gigabits per second) data buses. The currently - BIU
favored bus design is the Linear Token Passing Bus (LTPB),
depicted conceptually in Figure 10. Such a net will permit well
disciplined bus management (as exemplified by MIL-STD- I
1553), plus token passing to aid lower level background
communications between subsystems. High speed data buses I
will also be enployed for backplane communications between I_. ( BI(6 _- I B
modules, to permit rapid access to extensively shared data. The
common avionics rack will be liquid cooled to ensure a
hospitable operating environment. Several modules will be of

common design, allowing a very robust design wherein system Physical Bus- ------- Logical Ring
reconfiguration may be accomplbshed on the fly, using spare
(or idling) modules as mission requiremenls or equipment LINEAR TOKEN PASSING BUS
failures dictate (Figure 11). rigure 10
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PROCESSING EC SIGNAL
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identify and pnontize targets, assigning target value while meetings of SAE's Avionics Systems Division are held twice
assessing risk of engagement, greatly increasing the yearly, to rview status and propose updates to draft
effectiveness of our weapons systems. document/ don and to discuss recent industry experience and

findings relative to the viability of proposed design guidance.
Vehicle management tasks associated with internal The military services have also participated in this activity,

%eapons system operation will be largely automated, and thereby insuring a balanced perspective of evolving
mission management aids will be avadiable to support in-flight - -quirements (i.e., consideration of operational requirements,
mission changes, perform related risk assessments, etc. The operating environment, maintenance support structure, etc.).
pilot will be able to tailor the performance of such aids during The AEEC meets formally on an annual basis, and it also has
preflight mission preparations, to establish extent of autonomy produced draft design guidance. Whether the military services
and control authority to be delegated to the system. The pilot will use any of these specifications and standards in the iext
will retain ultimate control authority, but he may confidently generation of weapons systems remains to be seen; it is
depend upon "the computer" to assist him in managing his believed that economic forces may play as large a role as the
weapons system and mission functions. technical aspects, and - , 3e of common modules in both

civil and military aircraft applicati could offer significant
It is also expected that future systems will make extensive financial benefits. R -liability ot crformance of such systems

use of integrated diagnostics, not only to ease the maintenance in particuli severe military operating environments will be
burden but to allow in-flight system reconfiguraon. Our goal a major consideration. The NATO and ASCC activities meet
is to develop a next generation fighter which will be extremely independently on 18-month cycles, and are beginning to
reliable and self-sufficient, capable of being sent on routine establish similar standards.
deployments for up to 30 days without dependence upon
additional support staff (maintenance personnel, ground Several different R&D activities within our AF
support equipment, and spares). Such weapons systems will be laboratories are focusing on the pilot/vehicle interface. We
expected to offer greatly improved mission reliability, and will anticipate that the aircrew interface requirements will become
also enhance safety of flight. better defined and validated during this period, particularly

involving cockpit controls and displays. In the near term we
In addition to the JIAWG initiative, the Deputy for anticipate increased use of high density flat panel display

Avionics Control (ASD/AFALC/AX) is developing a Modular technology (which offers lighter and mom reliable displays,
Avionics System Architecture (MASA) design approach but at a cost of increased processing). Helmet-mounted
(Ref. 6) whic% closely parallels JIAWG. It is quite hkely that displays are also emerging which offer bettcr situational
the first common modules derived from JIAWG / ATF design awareness and enhanced air-to-air tactical engagement
activities w'll form the initial list of common modules; other effectiveness. Other computer intensive capabilities include
modules will be developed and added to the MASA list as in-flight mission planning (which will allow in-flight mission
applications evolve. It is anticipated that the MASA approach changes, location of moving targets, and related situation
will be applied to both the update of older, existing aircraft in assessments/mission success probability .ssumadons), terrain
inventory, as well as future aircraft to be developed throughout mapping data (for autonomous navgation, threat vulnerability
this decade. Similar standardization initiatives are being assessments, terrain following terrain avoidance flight, and
explored by industry, through several groups: artificial terrain displays for use at night or in adverse weather

(1) Aeronautical Radio, Inc (ARINC), by their Airlines conditions), optimal employment of active and passive sensors
Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC). and countermeasures, and integrated diagnostics to zupport

(2) The Society for Automotive Engineering (SAE), by avionic system reconfiguration decisions and aircraft
their Avionics Systems Division. maintenance activities.

(3) NATO Air Standardization Committee, by the
Avionics Systems Working Party. FUTURE APPROACHES:

(4) Air Standardization Coordinating Committee,
Working Party 50. The manned air vehicle remains the most robust means for

assuring a high missinn success rate. Acting as the "on scene
The SAE has drafted a number of preliminary standards commander", the pilot is in the most advantageous position to

pertinent to various aspects of modular system architecture, observe, measure, and evaluate progress toward
avionic components, and high-speed data bis designs. Formal accomplishment of mission objectives. He will be capable of
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making the most informed decisions regaring continuation or do not foresee significart changes in this decade. System -
abort of missions. The future challenges are many, but two architectures which accommodate large amounts of parallel
stand out: processing are assumed, the typical OFP may contain 2-to-4

million words! Further, integrated diagnostics may be
'I) The pilot must be adequately supported in the arena expected to identify and locate all failures to the module or

of information management. In addition to threat and system component level without dependence upon ground
target detection, identification, and prioritization, we must support equipment.
factor in all available information (including that which
may be available from external agencies) pertinent to the CONCLUSIONS:
assigned mission We must present this information in a
manner which best supports the pilot in his role as a The modular avionics system has high potential for
weapon system manager. For example, if the pilot wishes controlling the escalating costs of advanced avionic systems.
to modify his flight plan to pursue an alternate mission, With its basic simplicity, its building block approach and task
sufficient resources and information must be available to oriented functions, we believe that standardization benefits
support thorough evaluation of most viable options ( and and economy of scale of this approach will ultimately force
associated risks). Factors which must be considered system architectures to move in this direction. With the large
include level of exposure to threats and probability of amounts of parallel processing anticipated in future systems,
detection, capabilities of on-board counter-measures the use of high-speed intra-system (fiber-optic) networks will
(including state of expendables ), weapon system health, become the norm. In addition to the transmission of sensor
and required coordination with other mission elements data (and attendant time correlation requirements in the data
(including formation members). fusion process), common access to large amounts of stored

data will place additional demands on high-speed networks.
(2) We must develop weapons systems which are Of greatest concern will be the development of mission

reliable, of rasonable cost, and which possess robust peculiar hardware and system software. With proper
design characteristics. Such designs will depend in large management attention and dedicated effort towards building a
rieasure upon the ability to share resources (for example, standardized suite of core modules and a library of
common processor modules), and graceful degradation standardized computer programs and so)ftware development
features which will insure a tolerable pilot workload and tools, new system designs may be efficiently developed and
sufficiently robust system capabilities to assure completion future costs of avionics may be readily controlled.
of assigned missions (or capability to abort and safely
return to base).

(3) We must carefully examine the viability of
knowledge based "expert" systems, with which to ease the
pilot's task. Self-learning (neural net based) subsystem REFERENCES:
architectures must also be included in this review. 1. Ronald B. Longbrake.

Avionics Acquisition, Tre;nd,, and Future Approaches,
When modular avionics system designs and associated AGARD Proceedings No. 424, 198S

component developments come to fruition, we can anticipate
that the core avionic system components will be widely 2. MIL-HDBK-1553A, Multiple-, Applications Handbook,
available and in numbers which will permit realization of 1 Nov 88
economy of scale. Peculiar system designs (for mission
peculiar sensors and applications) will be the principal d.ivers 3. Jean R. Gebman, et al,
of non-recurring hardware costs. As can be seen, all of the Fighter Avionics: Making Good on the Promise,
requirements listed in the preceding paragraphs are software Rand Research Review, Summer 1988, Vol. XII, No 2.
intensive; one may readily envision that the principal costs of
future avionic system developments will be associated with 4. Joint Integrated Avionics Plan for New Aircraft,
the development of software. If we are successful in Mar 89, Office of the Under Secretary of Defense,
developing a good library of computer programs, which may Acquisition
become standard programs (or which may be readily modified
as necessary for mission peculiar applications), the expenses 5. Banks, Shelia and Carl Lizza, "Pilot's Associate:
associated with software development may also begin to level A Co-Operative, Knowledge-Based Systems
off. We should also mention the need for high-density mass Application" (IEEE "Expert" Journal, June 1991,
memory devices; it appears that the laser disk memory has Vol VI, No. 3, Pgs 18-29)
great potential to support identified functional requirements
Considering the evolving sensor technology (electronically 6 Minutes of the MASA Open Forum,
scanned arrays, etc.), shared antennas, flat-panel displays, and June 26, 1989,
common avionic modules, we believe that the weight of by the Deputy for Avionics Control,
.' alled avionics (as a percentage of aircraft empty weight) Aeronautical Systems Division,

has leveled off and will remain at approximately 8 percent; we Wright-Pattersor. AFB, Ohio

5.
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AVIONICS STANDARDIZATIcN IN THE USAF - 1980 TO 1990

NANCY L. CLEMENTS
DEPUTY FOR AVIONICS CONTROL (ASD-ALD/AX)

WRIGHT PATIERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433
USA

1. SUZMARY Before reviewing Air Force success using
this approach, some definitions are

USAF avionics standardization increased 83% provided. These are not standard
in applications from 1980 to 1990. definitions, but will be used for this
Docunented cost avoidance of $1.3 billion paper.
dollars was achieved along with inproved
operational effectiveness. For continued Standard Avionics - Avionics which conforri
success in avionics standardization, efforts to specific requirements established and
are underway to identify and evaluate documented by at least one Department oL
methods historically used to assess avionics Defense (DOD) organization.
applications and requiremnts.
Standardization measures and lessons learned ComTon Avionics - Avionics which have
fran past efforts are also being evaluated. multiple applications within an aircraft
Information obtained will serve as the point or across multiple aircraft..
of departure for assessing the dynamic
programatic, operational, and technical Core Avionics - Core avionics consist of
forces affecting current and future avionics those avionics systems that are typically
system architectures. Results will help found on any aircraft. Examples include
determine future standardization and radio/ccmmunication systems, navigation
commonality initiatives. Preliminary equipment and displays/instrumnentation.
analysis indicates a need for change in the
selection and application criteria for Avionics Standards can be divided into two
standardization and camonality efforts. areas-, hardware standards and architectural

standards.
This paper reviews avionics standardization
from 1980 to 1990. Background, definitions Avionics Hardware Standards - Avionics
and anticipated benefits of avionics equipment which is developed or adopted
standardization are presented followed by to be a standard to fulfill requirenents
the current extent of standards application for a functional capability. The highest
and associated cost avoidance summaries. level of hardware standardization occurs
Lessons learned from the past 10 years are at the line replaceable unit (LRU) level.
highlighted along with efforts underway to These LRUs constitute the actual
define a set of standardization application subsystem (i.e. "black boxes"). A common
and implemntation criteria designed to method of hardware standardization
identify future avionics standardization involves procuring a family of hardware
initiatives and quantify anticipated standards to meet several mission needs
benefits. verses one. Exanples include the Standard

Central Air Data Computer (SCADC) and the
2. BACKGROUND Standard Flight Data Recorder (SFDR).

Exanples of avionics hardware standards
Between 1975 and 1977 there was increasing are: ARC-164 UHF Radio, ARC-186 VHF Radio,
concern at senior policy levels over ARN-II8 TACAN Set, Standard Central Air
avionics managenent. Examples included: Data Computer, Standard Flight Data
lack of a broad, horizontal (across weapon Camputer, and Standard INU.
system) picture; inc-easing role of
avionics due to technological advances; Avionics Architectural Standards -
proliferation of avionics (e.g., 43 unique Architectural standards generally govern
Inertial Navigation System); increasingly how avionics equipment and subsystems
ccmplex logistics support; and perceived interact to make up the aircraft avionics
unaffordable solutions. During the late 70s suite. These standards descrice how
and early 80s the Air Force established avionics systems camunicate with each
policy to ensure cost effective, reliable other through buses, computer instruction
avionics neeting required mission set architectures or digital information
requirements. Attention was focused on fron higher order languages (HOLs)
rational use of standards as a st-ategy to instructions. Fran 1980 to 1990 the USAF
meet this objective: Use was based upon architectural standards in use include:
programmatic, technical, and cost analysis HOLs, MII-STD 1813 Ada and MIL-STD 1589
versus "for standardization sake", hence the Jovial; ISA, MIL-STD 1750; multiplex data
term "rational standardization". Trades and bus, MIL-STD 1553; and the aircraft/stores
analysis were to be done early in the interface, MIL-STD 1760.
acquisition process in order to mke the
best decision.

V0
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Avionics Functional Areas - Avionics nuntber one measurement or metric.
functions can be divided into the areas as
shown in Table 1.

4. BNEFITS

Several avionics standardization objectives
O COMMUNICATIONS were cited in a 1986 study' conducted for
OD CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS the Deputy for Avionics Control (ASD-
EO ELEOTROMAGNETIO COMBAT AID/AX). They were derived through review
FL FLIGHT CONTROLS of several past avionics standardization
ID IDENTIFICATION programs and interviews with personnel from
N NAVIGATION the military and industrial camunity.
RE RECONNAISSANCE These objectives were identified in the
SI SYSTEM INTEGRATION study as criteria by which the avionics
TA/S TARGET ACOqUISITION/STRIKE ccrrmunity has defined, measured and )udged

the success of avionics standardization.
Table 1 - AVIONICS FIUNOTIONAL AREAS

WIDE APPLICABILITY

OOST AVOIDANOE

Avionics Noenclature - For designation '11K REDUCTION
purposes avionics hardware items are EASE OF INTEGRATION

assigned narenclatures through the Joint TECHNOLOGY MATURITY
Electronics Type Designation System. ADAPTABILITY TO CHANGING REQUIREMENTS
E:xanples include ARC-164 UHF radio, ARN- EASE OF TECHNOLOGY INSERTION
118 TACAN, AAU-34/A Altinter, etc. ENHANCED RELIABILITY AND SUPPORTABILITY

Avionics Installation - Indicates quantity
of aircraft a specific nomenclature is Table 2 - ANTICIPATED BENEFITS
installed on taking into account quantity
per aircraft.

Class V and IV Modifications - Typically
Class IV modifications represent
reliability and maintainability (R&M) and "Benefits" shown in Table 2 are
safety inproveents. Class V interrelated, but are not nece sarily listed
modifications provide capability in priority order. For exanple, high
increases, reliability of a mature, low risk standard

contributes to the cost avoidance
associated with using that standard in lieu

3. EVOUJTICN AND APPLICATIN CF STANDARDS of a less reliable item. In the past, the
principal tangible benefit was cost

In many cases, the Air Force has elected to avoidance. Previous LCC analyses2 indicate
adopt a successful avionics subsystem as a a 15% to 25% cost avoidance with use of a
hardware standard for subsequent hardware standard, 30% for ISA, and 85% for
application.These were and still are a standard bus. These percentages were not
referred to as defacto standards. In other substantiated nor discounted because both
cases, a subsystem was developed and unique and stendard options were not
acquired as a standard item. A large pursued; however, previous government and
percentage of these ("developed as a industry studies supported these
standard") replaced older systems to provide percentages..
reliability and maintainability (R&M)
inprovements. Architectural standards on
the other hand, resulted from pursuit of 5. APPLICATICN CF AVICNICS STANDARDS
laboratory technology developments. Once a
standard was developed for two or more 5.1 HAPDWE STANDARDS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE
applications, the system engineering process
determined whether it was applied to other One reasure of standardization progress is
platforms. For both hardware and the quantitative change in application of
architectural standards, each program office standards (hardware and architectural).
analyzes various avionics alternatives, each Using data from the Air Force Avionics
program office analyzed various avionics Planning Baseline (APB) 3 documrnt, the
alternatives. Based upon cost, schedule, number of avionics subsystems, i.e.,
performance and supportability each program nomfenclatures, were totaled for 1980 and
director selected the best approach. 1990. This was a unit count and did not
Typically, if an avionics standard consider cost. Percent standardization was
alternative was picked, it was selected determined based on the numrber of hardware
because it provided the required capability standards crpaxed Lo Ihe LLal nutiber of
at the lowest LOC. In this regard, noenclatures. Data indicated that in 1980
assuming functional adequacy, cost was the 11% of the nomenclatures were considered

A ' :
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standard (predcminately in the area of AVIONICS NOMENCLATURES
ccmiunication, e.g., ARC-164 UHF radio) and SCHANGE FROM IM TO IM
in 1990, 19% of the systems were standard. S CHANGE IN TOTAL NUMBER
This represents an 83% increase in 30,
application of avionics hardware standards 2
over the past 10 years. As mentioned 241
previously, cost was not a consideration so 2(M 198
a $1,0000,000 radar was equal to a $10,000 -
radio for this single paramter accounting.

I11U

AVIONICS HARDWARE STANDARDS 1%
I INCREASE 1080 TO lgIO, INmEAE Ol0--] .. .--

300% -21

AI TAMi BOMBER OkAO0 FIGHTEA 810O0N TRINER
2508 2098

AIRCRAFT TYPE

160 % 2 0% Figure 3

104%2008 808 68 3% Figure 3 shows the increase in avionics

608,I 2 Fnomenclatures over the last 10 years. This
0 . represents the increase in total nunber of
08 n _ avionics namenclatures (total suite) and not

TAKE .ARONAFY the total change, i.e. all Class IV and V
AIRCRAFT TYPE modifications.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of Class IV
Figure 1 and Class V modifications completed based on

the nunber of ncenclatured item in 1980.
Figure 1 shows this increase by aircraft As this figure depicts, typically there were
type. Same obvious results are highlighted. more capability enhancements than R&M
Bombers and cargo/tanker aircraft showed the irprovemnts on high perfonrmance aircraft,
largest increase. Although fighter aircraft with the opposite true for cargo/tanker
had the smallest increase, this does not aircraft. Figure 5 shows totals for Class
inply a significant difference in overall IV and V modifications and what portion of
totals, these changes were addition of standards.

AVIONICS HARDWARE STANDARDS AVIONICS CHANGES

8 STANDARD NOMENCLATURES INSTALLATIONS I0 TO I0

0 WiTHIN AIRCRAFT TYPE 8 OF 180 */ONICS SUITE

521
28 " 150%

20 4D%

30%8
20%-1 elm'

ATTACK BOMB-H CARGO/ FIIGHTER REtON TRAINER 08i

TANKER ATTACK BOMBER CARGIO/ FIGHTER REOON TRAINER
AIRCRAFA TYPE TANKER

1980 NOMENCLATURES = %80 INSTALLATIONS AIRCRAFT TYPE

CO 96NOMENOLAIURES W IM8O INSTALLATIONS [DOLA V FCOLASS IV

Figure 2 Figure 4

Figure 2 indicates fighters started with a 5.2 HARDARE STADARDS BY FUM ICML AREA
higher nunber of standards in 1980 than
other aircraft; however, their increase over In prior years, stateents indicated that
the next ten years was a lower percentage. the growth of avionics standards would be in
Figure 2 shows the change in nurber of the core avionics area, i.e.,
ncienclatured item and the change in ccmlunications, navigation, and controls and
quantity of aircraft installations. For displays (including instruments). Rationale
example, on bamber aircraft in 1980, the pointed to the sanewhat universal
standards -re evenly distributed, i.e., applicability, core avionics subsystem
both 5%; however, in 1980 the cargo/tanker offered. It was not surprising, that after
aircraft which had larger quantities, had reviewing APB data, this appears to have
more standards (9% and 25%). been substantiated frmi 1980 to 1990.
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nomvnclatured items, i.e. ARC-164, ARC-190,STANDARD AVIONICS CHANGES ~ -lec
,geo to 1 90 ARN-II, etc.

O0 1980 AVIONICS SUITE
8001 8f AVIONICS INSTALLATIONS

601 - BY FUNCTIONAL AREA

aos1 %01 OF: TOTAL AVIONICS INSTALLATIONS

20% L 216' 24%

401

RC1 OI0[R W001 FIOMTE R REO TRAINER 281 1 0
'ANKEn 16:15%

AIRCRAF T TYPE 01

F igure 5 011 F-1
0 O E F L O N R E SI T A / S

FNTOAR ARES
For each of the avionics functional areas
listed previously, Table 3 shows the
quantity of avionics hardware standards Figure 7
currently in the inventory.

Figure 7 shows how these item were
distributed by installation. The data

FUNOtIONAL OUMTIT
° 

I.MOF indicates the majority of avionics
AREA TOTAL BIN DAN subsystems were controls and displays,
C 4 121 navigation and camounications equpment
cO 14 42% respectively. As a percentage of actual
EC 2 as installation, the controls and displays area
FL 1 3% had far more installations than any other
IC I 3% functional area.
N 9 271
S; 1 5%
TA/S 1 31

TOTAL C3 AVIONICS STANDARDS
0"RR WW.RINSTALLATIONS BY FUNCTIONAL AREAS

Tabl S - AONACS HAROMAS STANDARDS BY FUNCTIONAL AREA 801 OF FUNCTIONAL AREA INSTALLATIONS

41371

AVIONICS NOMENCLATURES
BY FUNCTIONAL AREA 201 181

3 OF TOTAL NOMENOLATUREO ITEMS 181 13%301 2 131

271! 101&

21% 01 ox ox.i~JI
201 1 - C O EC FL t0 N RE 81 TA/S

FUNCTIONAL AREAS

181

o%- Figure 8

51 KlF7 Figure 8 shows the nuber of standard

0% L L installations, of which ccmunications had0 0o EO FIL N St TA/S the largest nt,-r. Again, data indicates
FNINAR AEASFUNCIONA ARES Ithat communications, navigation and

controls and displays were the dominate
Figure 6 areas. Also, the controls and displays

area had a very high installation count

More detailed data concerning the nuftfer of (Figure 7, 29%), but compared to the
avionics nomrenclatures and corresponeing commications area had a low percent of

number of installations (aircraft installs) standard installations (Figure 8, 15%).
by functional area was tabulated. The
nunber of nomenclatures is shown in Figure
6. This data does not represent the nunber
of installations, only the nunber of unique

Li
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aircraft (fighter, bomber, and cargo). Data
5.3 ARCHIMMLT M ST ARS was cvllected on usage of four architectural

standards. For MIL-STD-1553 the nutber of
To examine the use of architectural total connections to a bus was determined
standards two methods were used. The first and a percentage taken of those connected
examined the use of three standards to a MIL-STD-1553 bus. For MIL-STD-1750 the
(MIL-STD-1553, MIL-STD-1750, and total nuter of 16-bit processors was
ML-STD-1859) across the fleet by aircraft determined and a percentage taken for those
type. Data was collected on the number of that were MIL-SMT-1750.- Lines of code which
aircraft by Mission-Design-Series (MDS) were written in lIL-STh-1589 were counted
which used ML-STD-1553. This was weighted and a percentage of the total detennined.
by the quantity of NDS aircraft. For For MIL-STD-1760, the nunber of MIL-STD-1760
example, if an aircraft MIS had an connections compared to total connections
application of MIL-STD-1553 and there were was also detenlned. Figure 10 provides the
200 of these aircraft, this represented a results.
count of 200. Figure 9 provides the
results. The overall usage percentage of
MIL-STD-1553 is 61%.

ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS
BY NIRCAFT TYPE EXAMPLES WITHIN WEAPON SYSTEMS

S OF TOTAL INVENTORY BY NACAAFT TYPE 100%

00 . . . ....... .. .. . 0

50 40%-
40

00, 20%.
20,

10NL

ATTAICK 90MVR OAROO ELE0 FIRTER HELO REOOB TOTAL Bus 7SA JOVIAL INTERFATARKEPIU 8 OVA NEF

AIRCRAFT TYPE AROHITEOTURAL 8TANARtD

MI-T8Vbf 18 -MIL-ST01780 EaML-6T7D 01 =-"FIOHTER 0OAR00 -BOMBER

Figure 9 Figure 10

Figure 9 shows that high performance 6. AF AVICTICS STANDAPDIZATICU INVES'TE T
aircraft such as fighters, have extensively
used MIL-STD-1553 compared to lower Another measure of standardization progress
perforamnce aircraft such as cargo/tanker. is the cost avoidance associated with using
One possible reason could be that the lower standards. Recently the Deputy for Avionics
performance aircraft are typically older Control, while examining the gains and
systems and they pursue fewer major payoffs in avionics standardization over the
upgrades. The majority of their last 10 years, assessed the current AF
modifications sten fran R&M inprovements. investment in avionics standardization.

Based upon this, the cost avoidance
associated with this AF investnent was

For MIL-SMT-1750, the sane type of detexmined. A gain was defined as the
nethodology was employed. That is, if MIL- application of standards and a payoff was
SD-1750 was used anywhere on an aircraft defined as the cost avoidance associated
MDS, it was counted. For MIL-STD-1750 the with using standards. Totals from previous
data was not readily available because studies indicated a minimm cost avoidance
records did not consistently indicate MIL- of $1.8 billion. Results fron these
STD 1750 usage for enbedded computers. studies were used as justification to pursue
Figure 9 shows the results recognizing that development or use of a standard but were
it represents a conservative estimate for not completely validated, since both
the number of applications. Again, this alternatives (standard and non-standard)
standard was used more extensively on the were not pursued. Therefore, there was a
higher performance aircraft with the sane need to reasess the current cost avoidance
possible rationale as MIL-STD-1553. Figure in order to use it as a metric fron which
9also shows the percent of aircraft which future assessments could be measured.
had at least one embedded computer using
MEL-STD-1589. The method used examined life cycle costs

associated with weapon system, avionics
The above methodology does not provide the system and standard avionics. By
extent of use on board an aircraft. The structuring the approach in this nenner,
second nethod examined three types of modern relationships were established which showed

mmmm mmmmmm m m m m m m mmm imm mmm m minim~m llimll m~ ( mm mmmm~cmm~mmma~mm m 'St i mil
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the portion of overall weapon system LOC As seen from Figure 11, avionics investnent
associated with standards and also the is higher in the more coplex aircraft
portion of avionics LCC associated with (baber, fighter, recon) which was due to
standards. In order to conpare resultant the high cost of mission avionics. For
data with previous studies, a 15 year LC attack, cargo and trainer aircraft the
was car~uted in FY89 dollars. The LC avionics investment is a smaller percentage
included develcpment, production and of the overall weapon system cost.
operations and support costs.

Preliminary efforts concentrated on WEAPON SYSTEMS GAINS
representative aircraft within the attack,

fighter, borber, trainer, cargo/transport, S _OF AVIONI _LOG
and reconnaissazice type aircraft. Two
fighter aircraft were examined, one older 10 "
vezxion and one newer version. This data 0I
was then extrapolated to include the total LI
aircraft fleet. For these aircraft avionics I
LCC and standard avionics LOC was
extracted. PODS were not considered. Data 0,1
sources included AF cost libraries, AFIW
data systems (O&S), Government and Industry
studies and the A&-AID/AX data base. Data ATO 0'A , PWEO DM1O, 1101 ,,AN ,
elemaents are summarized in Table 4. M RAAT Y E T

AIRCA=T TYPE

C3MA'OISL OO 1=8TANOARDSLO 100 OTNOD1ANOE

WEAPoW MT E
AIRCAFT TYPE
OUANTITY Figure 11
AFRAME DEVELOPMENT C0T
AICAFT DIEVELOPMEN T OST
FLYWAY TCOST Figure 12 shows the standard avionics
SYElAR OPE ATIONSAND SUPPORT COST investnent and standard avionics cost

ATONICO AND so. DOW, avoidance as a percentage of the total
OuMIIITY PEA AIRCRAFT avionics investmant. There were no
W t COST surprises in that the standard avionics
ISII YORATION ANo SUPORT O, investment indicates a higher percentage of

the avionics investment on the cargo and
Te'4o 4 - LIFE Cea.E OOST CATA ELENENTS (16 YR LOO) trainer type aircraft, than the more ccmplex

barber and fighter type aircraft. This was
due to lower avionics unit costs. For
exauple, on a fighter aircraft, the million
dollar cost of the radar far outweighed a
low cost instrunent.

Once the 15 year investment associated with
standard avionics was determined, a 20% AVIONICS GAINS
value was used to determine the cost 10 YEAR LOC
avoidance associated with the use of these 1 OF MOS 1C.0
standards. The 20% figure was validated ,00
based upon the average percentage cost 20 is 281
avoidance previous studies had predicted for 10% 72
use of standard alternatives. It may vary
for specific uses ; however, it was used as 22%
a baseline at this level of aggregation, [trm F

For architectural standards extrapolation
was not done. Actual investments were
determined for all applications. Based upon ATTACK BOMBER RPOHTER CAnOW/ RECON TRNNER
previous studies, cost avoidance figures of TANIKER
30% for an ISA and 85% for a data bus were AIRCRAFT TYPE
used. = STANDARD LOC M OOST AIOIDANOE

Figure 11 provides relative estimates from a
weapon system perspective of the percent of Figure 12
avionics LX and standard avionics IC
associated with each weapons system type. Figure 13 sumarizes the gains and payoffs
The investment in standard avionics for the last 10 years. This is shown from a
indicates the gains made in &vionics total weapons system perspective and from an
standardization and can serve as a baseline avionics perspective.
for f ture assessments. Also shown is the
cost avoidance (payoff) associated with the
use of standards related to the overall
weapon system cost.

iI
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total) were done by the Deputy for AvionicsWEAPON SYSTEMS AND AVIONCS Control to support the evaluation of
standard alternatives when there was an

PEROENTAGE issue or a user request. The pivotal output
from these assessments was the relative
delta ICC among the alternatives ,i.e.,

10% t percent increase or decrease. However, the
$I .8 billion tabulation included the dollar
delta cited in these analyses. These
results have not been validated as mentioned
earlier., The $1.3 billion cost avoidance

O2 was based upon the AF standardization
o1 application investment which representedWEAP'ON SYSTEM LOO AWIONI LO actual applications. To determine the cost

avoidance, the 20% cost avoidance associated
C-- AnONtC8 10 N STANDARDS LOO with use of hardware standards, 30% for use
MOOST AV00 IDANOE of ISA, and 85% for the data bus figures

were used. Work now needs to be done to
13 substantiate these percentages and establish

FigUre 3relationships for use in subsequent
assessments.

7.2 Timeliness of Standards
A constraining factor in the ability to have

Over the last ten years by virtue of going extensive use of standards is the timeliness
through the processes of planning, of those standards. MIL-ID-1553 is
develcping and applying standards, there extensively used becanse it was available in
have been several key points which lend the 70s during periods of large weapons
themselves to be categorized as "Lessons system buys. An exanple of a standard
Learned". These fall into the following which was not timely was DCD-STD-1788,
areas: Metrics, Timeliness of Standards, Avionics Interface Design Standard. DCD-
Cost Avoidance - Contributing Factors, STD-1788 was conceived in 1980 and fonmlly
Avionics Standardization Criteria, and Long published in May 1985. It is an Interface
Range Modification Planning verses Short Design Standard that specifies the black box
Term Requirements. physical form factor, electrical connector,

aircraft racking system and trays, and
7.1 Mtrics s *cific maximun heat dissipation "alues for

the various size black boxes. In June of
Past estimates for the increase in 1986 frustration was expressed over atteupts
application of avionics standards indicated to require application of the standard to
a 300% increase verses the 83% cited in this several programs. Based tpon these
paper. The 300% and the 83% figure were concerns, a study was done by the Deputy for
both derived from APB data; however, data Avionics Control to validate DCD-STD-1788
reporting was not consistent between 1980 as a viable standard, define where and how
and 1990 and was not accounted for in the it should be used, and detemine its' future
300% figure. A brief explanation is needed. as new standards evolve. The study
During the mid 1980s there was a concerted addressed all planned aircraft and avionics
effort to more accurately reflert all development and modification progran. It
awionias nomenclatures on each aircraft. also predicted future applications due to
For exanple, considerable work was done in planned changes, capability inprovement and
the controls and displays area, which introduction of new aircraft. Cost factors
included instruments. This area had, as were deternned concerning the
Table 3 indicates, a large percentage_ of inplenrentation of DCDI-STD-1788 into
standards. Therefore, the reporting of aircraft. These cost factors were then
these standards was accamplished; however, applied to a fleet wide inplementation. The
in most cases they were on the aircraft in results ot the study showed that the
1980, hence this was not a real increase. econaimc benefits of DCD-STD-1788 as an
This took considerable time to sort. out, and interface design standard did not appear
required continual interface with the significant due to the limited application
personnel responsible for data collection. base. DCD-SM-1788 did offer other benefits
Solving this prcblem for future assessments in the area of reliability and
will require data base refinements. maintainability (R&MW. However, these were

not unique to DCD-STD-1788 since other
Another metric used to examine avionics design approaches offered the same benefits
standardization has been cost avoidance, e.g., rear connectors. The study concluded
Uere again, previous reports indicated a that it the standard could have been applied
"conservative" $1.8 billion verses the $1.3 in the 70's as was MII,-STD-1553, it would
billion cited in this paper. The $1.8 have had wide application;, however, since
billion figure was a tabulation of results it was a black box concept new technology
fran IC assessments. These assessments (16 passed it by. The decision was to not



require its use on new aircraft
acquisitions. Therefore, timeliness is a STATED REOURFMENT
key factor and technology continually needs INTEGRATED PERFORMANOE

to be assessed and proper planning done so INSTAED RELABLITY
that future standards have a viable life
span such as MIL-STD-1553. OPERATIONAL COMPATIBILITY

MAJNTENANCE OOMPATIBILITY

* 'N8TALATIONI/EN V1RONMEN T

7.3 Cost Avoidance - Contributing Factors - SCHEOULE OMPATISLIY

Historically, the standardization benefit TIMELINESS

associated with cost avoidance has as its
min contributing factor reduction of Table 5 - STANDARDIZATION OITERIA
Cperations and Support (O&S) costs .
Typically, this was attributed to the higher
reliability for the standard alternative.
Questions as to why the standard
alternatives had higher reliability have not
been thoroughly investigated; however, it is
not dependent solely on the fact that it is
a standard. Newer technology, proven design
and acquisition strategy all could capability or inprove supporJability.
contribute. It is a fact; however, that
avionics reliability has irproved and as it INTEATED PEFMW - The integraLed
inproved the cost avoidance contributions performance of as item is determined by
associated with reliability inprovemaents is considering all function required of the
less of a contributing factor to the item by the avionics suite and the system
standard's O&S cost reductions. Efforts design constraints . Consequently, the
are currently underway to investigate integrated performnce rec.ired of an
factors contributing to R&M liprovements to item may be more complex than that
determine relationships between R&M and provided by the item specification,
technology, proven design and acquisition
strategy. INSTALLED REIAILITY - Installed

reliability is a derived weapon system
7.4 Avionics Sandardization Applicatign requirement allocated down to the
and I mplemntation Criteria functional level. The requirement is

based upon the system environment,
The benefits listed previously in Table 2 mission ccmpletion criticality, and
were identified as criteria by which the Air integration constraints..
Force standardization community selected
initiatives. Typically these were examined OPERATICNAL CCMATIBILITY - This is
from a subsystem point of view, It is clear defined as the ability of the standard to
that idetification of standardization operate within the framework of the
opportunities in future decades must use a weapon system operational requirements.
broader set than those listed. Not only is For ex&nle, weapon system operational
the level of system integration increasing, requirements such as stealth may dictate
but the acquisition strategies will an operational mode (s) not typically
enphasize continuous inprovement, total associated with the standard or unique to
system responsibility and integrated one application.
application of design, engineering,
manufacturing and logistics disciplines. MANTEANCE COMATIBILITY - This refers
Further, the continued introduction of new to the current or expected method of
technology mist be accommodated in future supporting the weapon system. The
acquisition strategies. candidate standard mist have a support

concept that is consistent and ccpatible
Table 5 provides a preliminary list of with the weapon system approach.
criteria which attempts to capture the
essential weapon system verses "strictly INSTALIATICN/ENVIROtMT - This is
subsystem" considerations. These will help defined as the inpact of the weapons
determine the level of expected acceptance systems' physical design constraints upon
of a standard. After assessments using this the items design and performance.
criteria are done, IOC assessments can be Considerations include space
done on the alternatives which meet or availability, weight, power availability,
exceed the Table 5 criteria, cooling capability, signal interface,

external surface/appeture constraints and
vibrations.

A brief explanation of each criteria element
follows. SCHEDIRE COCATIBILITY - This refers to

the schedule requirements for the various
STATED RaU - Stated Pequirement weapon system applications.
refers to a written explicit requirement
from a weapon system perspective to ad a

Ap
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TDIMINESS - This refers to assessnents References
of current and future technologies which
may have an impact on the lifespan of the
standard. 1. " Future Standardization Strategies",

Prepared by: CNEIDA RESOURCES, INC, 25
7.4 long Range Modification Planning January 1989.

A larre portion of the modifications for 2. ASD-AID/AX Analysis Reports: "E-3
existing aircraft are done on a single Weather Radar ICC", 1987; "ILCC Analysis
subsystem basis. Because of this of Standard Architectural Standards",
opportunities for synergistic benefits 1987; "Standard Fliaht Data Recorder
associated with long range modification LCC", 1988; "Standard Central Air Data
planning are lost. This problem is Caiputer LC, 1985, 1989; "Ccupass/AHRS
associated with the process in that it does LC, 1988,1998; 'Vodular Avionics
not consider broad or long range planning Handbook", 19 April 1990
i.e., considering near tenn ndifications
for on single weapon system or across 3. ASD-AI)D/AX Docunents and Data Base:
weapon systems. For exasple, as was shown "Avionics Planning Baseline", 1980
in Figure 9, MIL-STD-1553 was not through 1990
extensively used on the cargo/tanker
aircraft. The high payoff associated with
use of MIL-SD-1553 (85%) was mainly
attributed to the reduction of future
integration costs. To take advantage of
this and to justify its first application,
long ten modification planning should be
done.

8.0 Conclusions

As stated earlier USAF avionics hardware
standardization increased 83% in
applications from 1980 to 1990. This
increase was concentrated in the core
avionics area which included ccmmunications,
navigation and instrmntation. The banters
and cargo/tanker aircraft had the largest
increase for hardware standards while the
higher performance aircraft showed the
largest application percentage for
architectural standards. Cost avoidance
sumaries indicted .2% of Weapon System LOC
and/or 2% of the Avionics lCA was avoided by
use of hardware and architectural standards.
This anvunt varied across aircraft type
(high performance versed lower performance)
because of the different mixes of avionics
unit costs comprising the total weapon
system avionics IMC. The cost avoidance
attributed to architectural standards was a
larger percentage on the higher perfomrnoe
aircraft than cargo/tanker type aircraft.
For the fighter aircraft this corprised 50%
of the cost avoidance. This is due to the
high dynamic, conplex nature of changes on
these aircraft and the ease of integration
architectural standards offer. In
conclusion it appears the Air Force has
shown gains and payoffs associated with
avionics standardization. The challenge
now, is now to '.e acivantage of the high
payoff associa.d with use of architectural
standards for all aircraft not just our high
performance aircraft.

mm47
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Historical Perspective on the Evolution of Avionics Standards

Dr. John C. Ruth
Chief Engineer, Avionics Technology

Boeing Military Airplanes
P. 0. Box 3707, M/S 4C-64
Seattle, WA 98124-2207

U.S.A.

SUMMARY is a down side to the common equipment
approach; the present technology tends to
be frozen in the system addressed.

This paper will present the development of The DAIS concept proposed that the
interface standards from the late 1960's to processing, multiplex, software language,
the middle 1980's. An Avionics Laboratory and display functions be common and serve
ma)or program, the Digital Avionics all the subfunctions on an integrated
Information System( DAIS) played a key role basis. In this way the DAIS concept, would
in the evolution of these standards, have the flexibility to adapt to a spectrum

of multiplex, processing, softw-re
The DAIS program considered interface languages, and display needs; yet maintain
standards in its basic concept and the common interface processing architectures,
cornerstones of the DAIS concept weze. display concepts, and software standards.

a. A digital multiplex distribution Prior to the DAIS concept the conventional
system. approach for designing an integrated "black

b. Functional software coded in a box" system configuration was to divide the
Higher Order Language. total system configuration into a number of

c. A functional interface standard for more or less autonomous subsystems and then
processors in theform of a common to design equipment black boxes to meet the
instructional set architecture. performance requirements of each of the

d. A glass cockpit with interactive separate subsystems. Each subsystem
displays. normally performs most of its functions

within itself, indulging sensing,

The DAIS hypothesis was that significant computation logic, control and display.
ownership savings could be obtained on an Furthermore, each of the subsystems has
aircraft and other weapon systems if some usually been developed and built by
type of standard interfaces were separate subcontractors. A certain amount
established. Commonality of hardware was of integration and interface among these
not the driving issue, but standards which separate subsystems is normally provided,
d-efined the key interfaces and did not but the overall total system design has
inhibit creative and innovative technology often been characterized by
upgrades was imperative. The DAIS program compartmentalized functions and equipment
endorsed many of the standards, 1553, 1589, uniqueness; duplicate functions and
1750, and 1760, by which avionics designers equipment, nonstandardized input/output
now design highly integrated systems. signals with unnecessary conversion from

one form to another, resulting in
THE DAIS PROGRAM subsystem/system inflexibility. This

impacts the entire life cycle cost of an
In the early 1970's, the designer of avionics systems - viz. - aircraft
military avionics systems was facing a instalation retrofit costs, numbers and
seemingly impossible task. On the one variety of spares required, AGE costs, and
hand, t rapid advances in electronics extensive training requirements.
technology were placing an ever increasing
premium on growth, capability, and
flexibility - the need to respond to The DAIS design approach starts with a

changing threats and missions, and react to total system concept uhich is functionally
operational irement changes in a very oriented rather than hardware-oriented.

short time; on the other hand, cost Although the total system still consists of

pressures from increased system complexity, a number of subsystems, the word

higher maintenance expense and general 'subsystem" will be used in a different

economic inflation were forcing the connotation. It will be thought of more in

designer to address the total cost of terms of subfunctions rather than hardware.

ownership of avionics systems. There was a

new approach to solving the dilemma facing For example, a "naiv Lion subsystem" in
the scaoni,. system designer. It is based DAIS does not refer to a set of black boxes
on recognition of the importance of which are identifiable uniquely and
information systems in the design and exclusively to the navigation function but

development of integrated avionics systems. to a set of navigation identifiable
The cost of the avionics could be amortized functions which are performed in various
over many systems on the aircraft and also places throughout the system. Note the
between various aircraft. This approach system is not dedicated exclusivqly to
does not advocate commonality, but common doing the navigation function alone; it is
(alike) elements in the system would drive also used to perform the functions of many
down the total costs. Unfortunately there other "subsystems".

v
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AIR VEHICLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION But with all this, a decided improvement
over previous approaches has been achieved

Avionics integration, which is defined here Technology improvements in computers and

as the cooperative uso of shared digital hardware (ise , mlcroproc.-sors)

information among avionic subsystems, first and maturation of the software design
became a necessity when requirements for process allow further extension of the
missions and their associated avionic integration approach by a more distributed
hardware could no longer be met practically system concept consisting of both
in air vehicles with independent and self- microcomputers and minicomputers
sufficient subsystems. Elimination of
unnecessary duplication of information The newer integration approaches will use
sensing and display, performance gains, more processors and buses to functionally
reliability gains, cost reduction,, and lack partition the avionics along common
of space are usually given as the major military ard industry organizational lines
reasons for integration. Subsystems were (such as navigation, stores management,
forced to depend on each other for basic control and displays and communication).
information. This level of integration
began with the most complex subsystem This functional partitioninq should further

because it had the most capability, as well ease the integration problem by allowing

as the most need for information from other design of the functions to be developed

subsystems. As digital technology more independently of each other prior to

progressed, the (entral subsystem was completing the total avionics integration.

expanded to incorporate mission processing
(processing not specifically associated MULTIPLEXING ADVANT.GE

with a subsystem or display) However,
problems arose early in the centralization The data bus provides a path upon which
approach because subsystems were designed many users can communicate with each other
with no concern for interconnecton with without requiring a dedicated link to each

other subsystems. Each subsystem had been other. Weight saving is achieved by
specialized, and the interfaces reflected reduction of wire weight provided by the
this specialization. The central computer serial multiplexing of digital data as

input-output (I/O) circuitry was designed compared with the point-to-point

to perform the functions of ordering this undirectional interconnection required to

incoming a l outgoing data, and the achieve similar integration without the

computer .as often small compared to the data bus. Weight savings vary greatly

size and complexity of the I/O. Even so, among the systems being compared with the

the central computer concept and its data bus. If an analog system with analog

associated integration upgraded the point-to-point wiring is compared with a

capability of the mission and made sensible digital multiplex system, considerable wire

use of the shared information It was then weight savings can be achieved. This

reasoned that some of the centralization weight saving will be reduced so what if

problems related to the complexity of the the analog sensors and displays a,4

I/O could be solved if the circuitry could connected with integration units that

be partitioned and distributed,, alleviating interface these sensors and displays with
the data bus. In other words, the overall

the central units's complexity, weight savings resulting from the reduction

of aircraft wiring is offset by the weight

Multiplexing, which makes information of integration units However, if the
transfer convenient and simplifies I/O, subsystem is digital and compatible with
offered this capability, and the extended the bus interface, the offset is recovered.
computer I/O philosophy was developed. Another comparison of weight saiing (but
Multiplexing makes information exchange not as great as in the previous case) is a
convenient because sensors and processors digital systen that uses digital point-to-
are all "on the bus". Multiplexing point data interconnections with a approach
simplifies I/O because the information to integration, the advantage is in the
transfer medium is reduced to a single wire multiple ,ccess provided by the data bus in
pair. This extended I/O philosophy was contrast with the point-to point
adopted extensively by military avionics interconnects previously required,
integrators with the development and use of Therefore, smaller gains are achieved
military minicomputers and the availability because both systems use integration and
of lower cost digital components. multiplexing in slightly different wayd

Each example represents extremes in weight
savings. Most new and existing systems

These avionics integration methods began o will exist within these bounds with a
be referred to as multicomputer systems. mixture of both types,, thus providing
This made possible the distribution of the varying weight savings dependent on the
computation and permitted several computers actual use.
to replace the morw powerful cwntral
processor. Application of this concept in The integration flexibility that is
various forms existed on several aircraft available is one of the key features of
(e.g , B-1, F-16, F-18 and Space Shuttle). this method of integration. Because of the
From the sibsystem equipment point of view, common serial interface, the high data rate
these approaches to integration use both (up to 50,000 words per second), the
integration units for unmodified subsystem multiple access, and the command/reaponse
interfaces and embedded interfaces The data format provides extensive flexibility
integration approach using multiplexing is tfo pois pe sive asexibit
implemented by defining information in operationt priod.

transfer formats and electrical interface
characteristics. Therefore, the functional Other digital integration methods have
performance is accomplished by both failed to meet the flexibility rwquirements
hardware and software. Most of the necessary in the military environment.
problems associated with the centralized These failures have occurred due to the

I/O have been eliminated by this approach, following reasons
while others have surfaced (e.g., software f

complexity, synchronous operation, multiple
executive control, data communication and a. Too low a data rate was selected
I/O circuitry). (data rate selected based on
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initial need with little growth aircraft with missions of attack,
capability), transport, reconnaissance, and defense. It

has therefore been demonstrated that the
b. Insufficient definition of NIL-STD-1553 approach to integration has

interface (difficulty in been proved applicable to a wide range of
duplicating the interface), air vehicles, avionic functions, and

missions.
C. No method for expansion to now

sources or deletion of sources MIL-STD-1553 Chronology
(inflexible to hardware additions
or deletions). The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE),

Aerospace Branch, established a
d. Limited data encoding and decoding subcommittee of industry and military

capability (restricted to BCD or personnel in 1968 to define some of the
ASCII). basic requirements of a serial data bus.

By this means, an exchange of industry and
a Limited addressing capability military views was accomplished. The

committee, Multiplexing for Airzraft (SAE-
f. Inefficient data transfer (too many A2K), developed the first draft of a data

wires, too much overhead pet data bus standard that was similar to the

word) present military standard requirements and
procuremen- specification requirements.

g. Difficult to simulate, which would Its format allowed standardization on
provide confidence prior to requirements that could be agreed upon and
hardware development, a slash sheet in the appendix for

requirements that appeared to be vehicle

Each deficiency was carefully considered particular. This document represented the
during the development of MIL-ITD-1553. best that the industry and the military

The detailed electrical interface of MIL- could define at the time. The benefit of

STD-1553 provides the necessary this document was that it produced a

requirements information to allow multiple sounding board for ideas. In this respect,
uppliers to build compatible interfaces. it was successful and provided the step

The multiple access and high data rate forward required to develop the USAF

allow extensive integration of complex military standard, MIL-STD-1l53, in August
systems. 1973.

The capability to simulate any part of an As time went on, the original aircraft
integration usirg a system integration avionic suites designed around MIL-STD-1553

laboratory prior to hardware and system and its forerunner, McDonnell Douglas
design commitment reduces the risk of new Aircraft Company's H009, made use of the
developments and modifications. The standard interface feature of the data bus.
ability to communicate data in a Avionic upgrades were accomplished by

"transparent" fashion (i.e., the MIL-STD- replacing old subsystems with new ones
1553 system manages the communication designed to take advantage of increased
transfer without affecting the data) is an sensor capabilities and/or to insert new
advantage to the user. Thus, the data user technology. The black boxes wer, switched
cin encode data to the user's required with minimum systems impact. Ideally, only
format and not to the transfer system's the software in the bus controller was
format The use of message addressing per effected.
MIL-STD-1553 rather than .ord addressing
allows much more flexibility than can be During the years from inception of the SAE-
achieved with the word addressing formats A2K to the release of the first military
used in some point-to-point digital documents, the industry was designing and
communication approaches. producing hardware for various multiplex

systems. Some of these systems were
A final advantage of this approach to developed prior to or during the
information transfer is the ability to standardization era (a g ,, F-15 and B-l)
control data flow in a scheduled manner Because of program timing, each system went
from one location; namely, the bus its own way because no standaidization
controller. Changes in the integration can effort existed at the time.
be handled by message changes in the bus
controller rather than by wiring and From 1973 to 1975 (when MIL-STD-1553A was
hardware changes to the subsystems. released), industry and the military (Air

Force, Army, and Navy) coordinated their
APPLICATION AREAS efforts to determine the degree of

standardization required. During this
The intended application of the data bus time, several preliminary drafts of Air
standard includes data communication Force and Navy documents were developed and
techniques that require (1) a extensive industry comments were solicited.
command/response format,, (2) a time- By 1975, the DOD directed the military to
division multiplexed data transmission develop a single position and to make the
technique, and (3) application internal to necessary revisions to MIL-STD-1553. Based
an air vehicle. This has been accomplished on this effort, 1553A was released in April
with the application of the standard to 1975 and its first incorporation was on the
system designs that accomplish (1) F-16. Since then, industry and the
integration of air vehicle funvtrin,1 military have continued to coordinate the
groups such as navigation, weapon delivery,, standard through symposia, studies, and
flight control, propulsion, stores military development programs. With the
management, defensive systems, standard available, the industry and the
communications and control and displays and military began to apply the data bus to
(2) integration of these functional groups more operational vehicles and systems.
into a weapons system.

As applications became extensive, certain
The application of these system designs to difficulties were recognized in MIL-STD-
various vehicles includes fighters, 1553A. Discussions concerning these
bombers, helicopters, and transport difficulties were conducted between the

~V )i~f
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SAE-A2K and the DOD Tr-services Committee As more and more systems applications fed

(the group responsible for controlling the back their "lessons learned" and as unique
military standard). These discussions service (USAF, USA and USN) requirements
resulted in the formation of an SAE task developed, an USAF "Notice 1" was issued
group (MIL-STD-1553 Update) in October selecting preferred options in
1976. The task group's assignment was to architectural features and protocol.
develop suggested changes to 1553A. Once Minimizing the choices did not hinder the
again, a task group was formed from several data bus operation but did not provide a
industry and military segments. degree of forced szbystem interface

commonality and, therefore, resulted in
The task group solicited comments from improved hardware compatibility and system
industry and the military to support its interoperability in aircraft avionics.
work These responses were extensive and
involved foreign as well as domestic Also, because the acceptance of the data
equipment suppliers and users of the bus integration technique spread to other
standard. It was from this base that the applications such as ships and vehicle
task group developed and presented the electronics, the original military
suggested revisions to 1553A. In October standard, which was primarily designed for
1977, after review and discussion of aircraft avionics integration use, was
suggested changes, the S.E-A2K approved a sanitized by removing any avionic and/or
proposed revision; in December 1977 these aircraft unique references. Because this
recommendations were provided to the DOD action removed any military unique
Tr-services Committee. In addition to the requirements from the standard, a Tri-
SAE input, industry comments on changes to Service "Notice 2" wag published in 1986.
1553A were solicited in January 1978 by the The notice states which options each
DOD Tr-services Committee. Based on these service wants to implement and any
comments, the Dor Tr-services Committee restrictions, interpretations and/or
met on several occasions and produced a clarification that they felt needed to be
draft of 15538. This draft was prejented defined in order to enhance understanding
to the SAE's task group in April 1978 for of the standard as used in their military
review and comment, weapon systems.

As avionics systems became more An Anecdote
b.w aiti.ated and more highly integratod,
extra protocol features such as mode codes The following is a narrative from Irv
were added to MIL-STD-1553A, but the basic Gangl, ASD Engineering, Wright-Patterson
design, operational protocol and AFB, Ohio. Irv was a leading proponent for
physical/electrical interfaces were the 1553 standard, but his personal
preserved. No further changes were observations give a certain flavor to the
permitted and the standard was frozen in evolution of the standard. It is
th,' "B" version as published in 1978 and interesting to see how events and certain
was initially incorporated on the F-18. circumstances with execution timing can

influence the definition of a standard.
MIL-STD-1553B contains many features, all
defined in detail,, however, not all need to "When I was assigned to the FX (F-15) SpO
be implemented in each systems application. in 1968 which at that time was still in
The standard can and should be tailored, competition with three primes, McDonnell,
in fact, as written, it forces the user to Rockwell,, and Fairchild I told them that I
make choices when se~eral options are had this ides of simplifying the converter
provided, some of which are mutually problem by making each subsystem put out a
exclusive. For example, you can choose digital link. It was considered high risk
either a single or dual-redundant bus and was turned down. After the avionics
architecture but not both;, or you must design was completed by each contractor,
decide if you want to use either all three were determined to be o -rweight.
transformer or direct coupling of a stub at With a commitment 'o a total gross take-off
the main bus interconnection In other weight for the aircz.t a weight cutting
areas you can opt to implement or not exercise in every dimensicn still left them
implement certain protocol features. An slightly overweight. Then the chief
example here might be choosing to implement engineer asked me "How much weight might
the "dynamic bus control" mode command your data bus save on the rx?,.
which allows you to actively hand-off the Approximately 200 pounds, I said. That was
master bus control function by passing it Just what we needed to put us over the
to capable (smatt) terminals; and not to hump. So I was asked to meet with all
implement the "broadcast" option which three primes and initiate a feasibility
permits one to send the same data demo. This was done. I specified to them
simultaneously to all terminals and thus how I wanted the bus to function, the dual
suppressing all termin,' status responses and redundant architecture and protocol,
(handshakes) which are .ormally required to did not specify the medium and waveforms.
confirm receipt of transmitted data. In
addition,, each system that applies the Rockwell had Autonetics build a coaxial
standard must develop a tailored frequency division bus (like the 747
"application-oriented" multiplex entertainment system). It did not work
specification defining exactly how the data well. Fairchild was teamed with Hughes and
bus is going to be used. For example it demonstrated a system that worked okay, but
would define such thin 5 se the nuzb4L of was rather complex. McDonrell had a two
terminals, terminal addresses, installation w)re twisted pair (one for clock, one for
routing, design stub lengths and data) for each bus and successfully
connectors, etc,. Because each system continued to operate when one bus was cut
designer will tailor his application of the with wire cutters. Thus the H009 bus waf
standard, the remote terminal (RT) born. They used a sine/cosine summing
maiaufacturer cannot predict the exact technique to transmit the data. At I Mhz
options that will be actually selected, the twisted pair looked like a transmission
Therefore, most RTS are designed to handle line causing Oata skewing based on wire
"all" MIL-STD-1553 options and implements length and thickness variation. It
the part of a standard that is not a design required precise control technzqxes and was
specification, not the best concept.



I then briefed and sold the B-1 SPO on frtitless again, a half a dozen of us met
using the ous for electrical power control late that night, after dinner, in the
promising them 8000 pounds of copper chairman's hotel room at the George
savings It became the EMUX design done by Washington Hotel. I found out that each
Radiation, Inc. (Harris Systems) under industry sembei was commisrioned to stick
subcontract to Rockwell. They worked with by his company's design because of the
us to come up with the new techniques now fact, if he agreed to accept his
in 1553 to use Manchester coding, etc.. It competitors design, it would give that
then was directed that the electrical company the competitive edge in future
characteristics also be used for AMUX and business.
CITS on the B-1. This was done aad Harris
developed an encoder/decoder chip to be Thus,I told the that, since the Air Force
used w~th the EMUX. I was challenged by my so far was the only user of the multiplex
Colonel to standardize the bus when I told data bus, the standard would use the
him that even though all three B-I buses electrical chaxacteristics from the B-i and
had the same electrical characteristics, the protocol from the F-15 To my
they were incompatible and thus CITS, the surprise, that made everyone happy, since
centralized integrated test system, had tc losing to the Government was not conside;ed
build translitor boxes between the various giving in
buses. For example the EMUX had a word
length of 24 bits while AMUX and CITS were Before publishing the standard, it was
16 bit, like the F-l5. coordinated with the remainder of the Air

Foice divisioni and laboratories known to
Thus came the start of trying to have an interest in multiplexing
standardize the Multiplex Data Bus! This Follo.ing this, it was sent to all
was circa 1970. In struggling to establish interested .nostry perswnnel for comment
a committee to assist in the A tri-s',rvice meeting was called in an
standardization process, I organized an in- efforf to get DOD approval. No agreement
house group in engineering to look at all was reached at this time b,?cause tne Navy
aspects of the data buses use in avionics, was in the process of defining their ow,
also including in the membership, the multiplex system. While the ASD committee
personnel from R&M and EMI. To 3ustify was actively defining itS tandard, the
such a large group my boss made me write a chairman 3oined the Socle.y of Automotive
charter and insisted on the keeping of Engineers (SAE) A2K committee on aircraft
minutes. The charter was passed on up the multiplexing.
line for approval. When it reached the ASD
Commander, Lt. Gen. Jimmy Stewart, it was SEA-A2K membership is a )oint DOD/Industry

sent back unsigned with the following group interested in reducing the

message: I cannot endorse something I proliferation of avionic multiplexing.

don't understand. This seems high risk to Their effort entailed the development of a

me and I'd rather wait and see what will specification for a general EMUX.

happen first. Let Ganql do whatever he After establishment of the AF standard, the

wants to If he succeeds, we'll take the Avionics Laboratory, as part of their DAIS

credit; if he fails we don't know anythiig pc'joct, decided to utilize MIL-STD-1553 as

about it. tieir multiplexing design standard. As a
result, the Navy gave up its unique

The committee didn't understand the concept approach to multiplexing in favor of the

either and, rather then getting help from command/response concept defined in the Air

them, it turned into an educational Force standard. The Navy's claim, a valid

process. Program offices that were one, was the MIL-STD-1553 did not go far

approached responded negatively predicting enough in defining the total multiplex

poor reliability and high risk. Fcr system. Therefore, MIL-STD-1553 has been

example, they could not believe that one extended to include the definition of the

could replace hundreds of point-to-point bus controller and the remote terminal as

wires and numerous cables/connectors with well as adding the flexibility of subsystem

3ust "one" puny little wire pair. interrupt and block data transfe without
destroying the standard's definition of the

This instilled in me the need of extreme bus system".

reliability. Thus the numerous checks in Evolution of MIL-STD-1773, Fiber Optics
the bus design sending each bit and its
complement (Manchester Code), word parity, The data bus philosophy and the resultant

word count, time-outs, automatic standard interfaces are technology

retransmission if anything is out of place, independent. However, the design which

shielding of the cable, dual redundant implements this concept is limited by the

buses. Looking for help I turned to a transmission media, the transmit/receive

committee of tile Society of Automotive electronics and the encoding/decoding logic

Engineers which %'as working on chip design selected. it is no wonder

standardizing a submarire communications that, as fiber optic transmission

bus. The SA./A2K subcommittee was holding technology matured and was being applied in

a meeting a. SCI in Huntsille which I the commercia4 world, an effort was

attended. initiated by the military to look into its

use as an avionics data bus medium. Fiber

With the expert help of industry I found optics has several advantages over twisted

out that there were many ways to build a pair cables that me it the ideal

serial multiplexed data bus; all of the transmission link for the future.

designs werc good, meeting perceived First, it has the capability for
_,mqu-rren-.. , but different enou';h to ,aak. transmitting digital data at extremely high

standprdization difficult. Each company speeds (primary limited only by the speed
had their own design including the Navy and of the electronics on either end).
the commercial airline stands iization Secondly, it is not susceptible to electro-
committee (ARINC/ASCC). And ,o did I, but magnetic interference (EMI) nor does it
no one wanted to give up the.. own design. radiate any signala which provides both
So for months we were at a stalumate; electrical design and information content,

until, a mceting of the A2K committee held which is Tempest proof. Finally, itn
in Warminister. PA, hosted by the Navy. At Ultimat. ovezall systems cost is sxpected
the meeting, after talks that were to be considerably lower.
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The logic behind the MIL-STD-1773 concept In embedded avionics computer systems that

is as follows. A single optical fiber is operate real time, data atilized in complex
used as the transmission medium. The bus equations, such as weapons delivery
tiat into rne subsystem via a fiber optic algorithms, are needed from various
connector. The transmission wasreform is a functional subsystems in the same time
"light" encoded emulation of the electrical window to provide accurate results MIL-

Manchester 11, B) Phase L code used in the STD-1553 is especially suited for this kind
MIL-STD--1553 wire system. A light-to- of problem, Even though the data
electrical transceiver is deviloped to transmissions do not have to be clock
convert the light impulsei to electtical synchrcnized (i.e., it is an asynchronous
wavoforms, and vice versa The electrical data bus), the messaqe traffic, controlled

side is ioentical to what a subsystem by the bus controller, is handled
termsnal would see if a MIL-STD-1553 sequentially in repeatable frames that ar.
mancbester-to-electtical transceiver ca, very predictable. The bus controller
used. The address and logic decoding assures that the data needed in the
electronics is identical since MIL-STD-1773 equation is sampled in real time from
uses the identical message format and whatever sensor that provides the
communtcations protocol. The system information in a sequential, deterministic
throughout ri. kept at the one megahertz bit manner. That is, t assures that the
rate, and except for the transceiver and sequence of events that gathers the data

fiier optic c~nnector,, the dat. bus medium for the a3 rithm are done in the same time
is transDarent to the aubsystem (i.e , it window. D, i collection is sync (data
does not know, nor tale, if it is hooked to user) driven keeping unwanted data off the
a 1553 or 1173 system). bus and reducing the bus duty cycle.

Central control also assures system data

Because the same large scale integrated flow synchronization and supports
(LSI) logic chips used in MIL-STD-1773 are testability by accurate event
used in MIL-STD-1553B, the cost of repeatability.
conversion to fiber is significantly
reduced In the HSDB design, data is source-

generated and transmitted asynchronously on
Conversely, the design of the the bus. When the subsystem gets access to
command/response protocol embedded in these the bus, which also hapfens in an
LSI chips limit the speed at which decoding asynchronous manner, the data generated by

end communications is programmed, address the subsystem is broadcast. This approach

decoding and other message overhead will requires that receivers of information must
actually reduce data bit throughout to less actively sort through the data looking for
than that. The application of MIL-STD-1773 the wanted, ignoring the undesirable. Not
is a logicol evolutionary step towards the all data is needed at all times, but the
future by utilizing optical components to extra sent is not perceived as a problem
gain all the stated fiber optic advantages because of the significantly higher
(except speed) when used as a bus medium, throughput capability of the HSDB.

:t wll be shown later how this is a
necessary step towards an orderly evolution The HSDB architecture eliminates the nee'
to high speed busing technology, for a bus controller and allows new

subsystems to 3ust be added to the network
NEXT GENERATION A HIGH SPEED DATA BUS to vie for their own bus time. It is

assumed those subsystems needing the new
A committee of the Society of Automotive one's data will be reprogrammed to pick it
Engineers (SAE/AE-gB) had been working on off the bus.
the definition and concept of operation of
an avionic High Speed Data Bus (HSDB). As Because bus access Ls not centrally

a result of their efforts, tu; controlled, arrival of data is
architectures with two transmission mediums unpredictable and, also, the subsystem bus
were under consideration, These access sequence is not necessarily
architectures include a ring and linear but repeatable. Therefore, the data gathered
wxth both coax and fiber opbic catling from the various subsystems is not
mediums. Note that a unique requirement of guaranteed to have been sampled in the
HSDB is that there is no centralized bus "same" real time window. As a result, each
controller. This criterion requires a less data sample needs to be time-tagged at the
deterministic approach in tat an address- source. So when the weapon delivery
ing scheme was developed th t allowed algorithm is solved, for example, all these
subsystems to vie for bus utilization, data samples that dwfine a fixed point in
When multiple subsystems request bus access space at any specific instant of tsme (such
simultaneously, collisions occur and as navigational coordinates, altitude above
arbitration has to be initiated. Who gets target, range, ground speed, wind,
the bus is based on prioritv and the attitude, etc,.) must be adjusted to fall
arbitration algorithm used, "who's on within the same real time window. This
firstS" requirement establishes a need for keeping

track of data samples so that
Another HSDB requirement is that, when new interpolations or trend predictions could
Anntr aDreaddemet that whsorexising be done on these input signals to put them
subsystems are added to the bus or existing into the proper time perspective. The
ones fail, the protocol must be designed to result is higher subsystem processor
accommodate this bus configuration software and execution time overhead. It
modification and continue operating without is anticipetad that if a v - 'a nuber
C'i' -oft,. r r~ *** * of terminals are on the bus there will be

no timing problem; however, if even one

In MIL-STD-1553 for example, it is fourth the maximum of the 64 terminal
necessary to reprogram the bus controller architecture were to be used, the number of
to accommodate the added subsystem; but the collisions would dramatically increase and
MIL-STD-1553 protocol has predefined most likely cause a serious time skew.
reconfiguration criteria resident in the
bus controller on how to handle failed Due to technological advances in recent
subsystems in order to continue degraded,, years, processing speeds have increased j
but uninterrupted bus operation. manifold. Also, the new HSDB will run at,

.. . ........ .
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data rate speeds over 50 Mhz with a minimum were learned in bringing JOVIAL to a usable

of 20 Mhz throughput. A lot more state. These lessons were applicable to

information can be transmitted on the bus the development of other languages, such
despite the increased bus arbitration as, Ada.
overhead. New weapon systems are in the

bus design stages that require this high The four most important lessons are the

speed capability now! following:

The protocol must allow for fault-tolerant A. Optimizing compilers for embedded

arhitecture, data integrity and self- targets are complex pieces of
diagnostics. The general feeling in the software. The same standards that

acquisition community is that arriving are used for applicatiin coding
quickly at a reliable, standardized should also be applied to compiler
protocol is still a high risk while the implementation. A sufficient

fiber optic medium implementation is an design, coding and test period,
acceptable risk. That is, militarized should be allowed for a compilers
fiber optic components are in development, development rather than have it

but few large-scale integrated HSDB driven by the schedule of the

decoding logic circuits exist. The use of operational programs.

MIL-STD-1773 control of the high speed
d~gital link for data transfer in avionics b. A changing language specification

can, if desired, be extended to additional during compiler development opens

wavelength division links that can carry the door to an implementation

either additional digital data or even disaster. If a major language

analog/video data. The amount of change is necessary, be prepared to

parallelism is only limited by transceiver go back to the design phase of the

technology. compiler's implementation.

HISTORY OF MIL-.TD-1589 c A compiler for an embedded target
must gener,.te very efficient object

in the late 60's and early 70's, expert code, Plan for this fact in the

programmers would program in assembly compiler's design phase rather than

language because the cost of memory was so try to retrofit optimizations in
expensive. If a higher ordered language later.
were used, it would have to be compiled and

since the compilers were inefficient it d A commonly available implementation
would require more memory than if language on mainframes, such as,

programmed in an assembly language. With FORTRAN (and perhaps later Ads)

the phenomenal lowering of memory costs, significantly decreases the cost of

ard the ability to produce more efficient compiler rehosting
compilers and support tools, higher order

languages became the way of software APPLICATION OF MIL-STD-1589B
programming. The development of a standard
programming language is a multi-year effort JOVIAL J73 as described by MIL-STD-1589B
involving many phases of activity starting was the current Air Force standard higher
with language requirements analysis, order language for embedded computer

leading to language definition, production applications software. JOVIAL is a block
of compilers and programming utilities, and structured, strong type checking, procedure

then configuration management of the oriented language. This version combines
support software and documentatio,. After the features of many earlier dialects of

a study of the requirements for a standard the language, e.g.; J3, J3B, J4 and J73/I.

Air Force high order language, the ueneral Dynamics was implementing all of
JOVIAL/373 language was defined by MIL-STD- its flight programs on the F-16 C/D

1589A (later superseded by MIL-STD-1589B). avionics in JOVIAL J73. These OFPs include
Several years of compiler devlopmet has the Fire Control Computer, the Data

resulted in JOVIAL/J73 compilers hosted on Transfer Unit, the Stores Management Set,

three mainframe computers and targeted to the Multi-function Display Set and the Up

several embedded architectures. The Front Control processor. An integrated

compilers were developed before the other JOVIAL J73 support Software System (ISSS)

Ltilities that now exist, consisting of three separate computer
programs (a compiler, assembler, and

There are four major utilities apart from linker) operating in a common IBM 370 type
the compilers. These are: host environment was developed to support

this use of JOVIAL J73.
a. Interactive Debugger - DEC-10

hosted symbolic debug package, The host environment forms the major
interface between the programs and the

b. Code Auditor - IBM 370 hosted user, and provides the means for running
utility to check conformance of the programs and supplying inputs ani
JOVIAL/J73 source code to coding outputs.
standards,

General features of the JOVIAL ISSS are as
c. Program Support Library - IBM 370 follows.

hosted configuration management
utility, a. Portability. Host dependent

portions of the system are being
d JOVIAL Automatic Vx1ldatzcn System. minimized and isolated to allow the

- IBM 370 hosted utility to assist system to be reheated with a
in automatic testing of JOVIAL minimum of effort.
object code.

b. Retargetability. Target dependent
There are many facets to the development of features of the system are
a standard programming language, Those who parameterized and isolated to
were involved with the evolution of better facilitate changes in the
JOVIAL/J73 had discovered the complexity of target computer or to totally
standardization. Many important lessons retarget the system.

%K



c Appropriateness. Tc'e ISSS is being policy requires that before a
specifically desgned to support compiler can use the name Ada, it
the performancQ .equxrements must be fully validated, i.e.,
associated with real-time avionics there must be a current certificate
software of validation issued for the

compiler from the AJPO They may
d. Maintainability. The ISSS will be also require renewal of the

maintainable in source form by validation every two years. AJPO
organizations other than the presently allows use of the
developer, trademark Ada in con3unction with

partial implementations if a caveat
General Dynamics had worked with the USAF is included in all associated
to extend this common support software advertisements These policies
package to encompass all F-16 avionics, mean that frequent retesting of
including GFE; multiple users results in full and partial implementations of
multiple benefits. Cooperative application Ada may be required, and therefore
resulted in faster maturing of the support configuration management of the Ada
package and provided a single, unified, Compiler Validation Capability
support software package at the ALC. (ACVC; test suite will be very

important.
MIL-STD-115, Ada

A final consideration is that with
Many of the procedures developed by the Air the explosion of Ada
Force for controlling JOVIAL can be applied implementations on microprocessors,
directly to Ada. The type of tailoring there is an attending requirement
needed for some of these procedures is the for the ACVC to be adapted to the
topic of this Section, in which we point microprocessor environment It is
out some of the more obvious considerations unlikely that these processors will
to be made in preparing for Ada. host an Ada Programming Support

Environment. This entire area
a. IMPACT OF DOD-WIDE LANGUAGE. Since presents additional new challenges

Ada is a DOD-wide language, for establishing validation and
maintenance of the Ada language configuration management procedures
standaid will require coordination and tools.
among the Air Force, Army, and Navy
through the .da Joint Program d. SIZE OF Ada USER COMMUNITY. The
Office (AJPO). This will result in DOD standardization policy for Ada
a )engthy process unless efforts obviously resulted in an Ada users
are made to establish an efficient community that eyceeds the size of
screening procedure for proposed the JOVIAL users community by
changes. In effect, the Services several orders of magnitude. User
would propose changes based services is already a big job and
principally on criteria of language that job will increase
utility; and the DOD would dispose significantly for the Ada users
of or approve those changes based community. We recommend a direct
principally on criteria of language extension of current JOVIAL users
and compiler impact and the services, with the addition a
coordinated satisfaction of the liaison function to interact with
needs of all the Services. The other user groups that may exist
current JOVIAL language control There is the JOVIAL/Ada Users Group
mechanism could serve for the Air transitioning to an Ada/JOVIAL
Force with adjustment of the Users Group, eno by popular demand
criteria for analysis and they have establ.shed the "Ada
acceptance Corner" in the JOVIAL Newsletter.

b. GRADUAL TRANSITION TO Ada. One e. RAPID GROWTH OF Ada EXPERIENCE
point that nearly everyone in the BASE. With Ada an early emphasis
standardization community agrees on user support and coordination is
with is, "We want to profit from anticipated among the Services to
our lessons learned in JOVIAL and assimilate and dispense a common
not make the same mistakes in the knowledge base. Then, as the users
Ada effort." With that point in emerge, a rapid growth of the Ada
mind, the trend we observe in the experience base and a high demand
Air Foice towards making the Ada for compiler validation services is
transition a gradual one is readily expected. This means early
understood. This transition preparation is essential to become
occurred in four carefully planned familiar with ACVC and to refine
phases that we might descriptively JOVIAL procedures for administering
title JOVIAL, JOVIAL/Ada, it effectively.
Ada/JOVIAL, and Ada. With the
benefit of proven language control f. Ada AS AN ANSI STANDARD. DOD
procedures on which to base the recognized that to accomplish its
transition and a flexible number of long term purpose, it must expose
computer resources from which to Ada to public review and obtain a
draw in implement'ng each phase, national consensus. Therefore, DOD
the Air Force uould enjoy a high approached the A&*eican National
pooability or success with such an Standards Institute (ANSI) about
approach. making Ads an ANSI standard. Of

three possible avenues for

C. Ada VALIDATION POLICY. The Ada accomplishing this, DOD chose the
JOINT PROGRAM OFFICE (AJPO), canvas approach. The canvas has
staffed with Air Force, Navy and been completed.
Army personnel, has the
responsibility for ensuring the As a sponsor of Ada as an ANSI
appropriate validation of Ada standard, the DOD will be totally
compilers throughout DOD. AJPO responsible for maintenance of the

W
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standard Later, DOD Intends to among user groups will be necessary.
make Ada an international standard Fifth, a rapid growth of the Ada experience
through the International Standards base and an equally rapid transition to a
OrganIzation (ISO). The degree to high demand for validation services is
which the DOD, ANSI and ISO anticipated. Finally, with Ada as a
standards are the same will be military (DOD), ANSI and ISO standard,
affected by the review process of coordination on changes to the language
the respective organizations. will be especially important and will

affect control activities at all levels.
Once Ada is an ANSI standard, it
must comply with ANSI rules, which APRLICATION OF MIL-STD-1750A INSTRUCTIONAL
require that the standards must SET ARCHITECTURE
either be revised, reaffirmed or
dropped within a five year period. The Air Force wanted to develop a MIL-STV-
This means any changes to MIL-STD- 1750A chip set. However, past DOD
1815 will be reviewed by the ANSI contracting for "non-commercial" chip sets
technical committee before approval had not been supported by the semi-
is given to implement those changes conductor industry becauso of the low (by
in the ANSI standard. Furthermore,, theiL standards) quantity production runs
if Ada becomes an ISO standard, planned. To interest the semi-conductor
another level of review is required industry,, ASD decided to use a "prime
by an international committee to airplane contractor" with a large
approve changes to the ISO production run to incorporate the standard
standard. Notice of plans to chip set. Thus, the F-16 System Pro)ect
revise the ISO standard must be Office contracted with General Dynamics to
given to the international procure a small, low-power, cost effective
community at least a year ahead of implementation of MII-STD-1750A for use on
the target date for revision of the the F-16 program.
standard.

An instruction set architecture (ISA) as
SUMMARY OF SOFTWARE STANDARDS described in MIL-STD-1750A includes not

only the instruction set, but alsm the
JOVIAL was to be the interim standard interrupts, fault handling provisions,
language for Air Force avionics embedded extended memory addressing, and protection
computers until Ada became available, mechanisms as viewed by the machine
Language control is the assurance of the language programmer. In this design, all
integrity, stability, consistency and features of the standard are partitioned
usability of the language. The four ma3or into three sets of requirements: (1) the
elements of language control are: (1) a Central Processing Unit (CPU) incorporating
well defined and consistent policy for all mandatory requirements for the F-16:
controlling language changes, (2) a (2) the Memory Management Unit (MMU)
mechanism for making these changes, (3) a combining the optional features of extended
mechanism for checking for conformance to memory addressing and operating systom
the language spscification and (4) a paging protection; and (3) the Block
centralized knowledge source. The Protect Unit (BPU) holding the memory
principal control tasks are establishing write-protection maps. Other optional
and maintaining Language Control Facility features within the standard are left to
(LCF) policy, maintatning the language the ambedded computer system designer where
specification, maintaining the validation, they may be incorporated easily with
performing validations, and providing user standard digital components.
and Program Office support. The LCF has
developed rigorous descriptions of One benefit was the establishment of the
procedures for these tasks using SADT MIL-STD-1750 Users Group in August 1979 as
models. These models promote tight a voluntary organization of industry
administration of the control function and representative to exchange information and
provide an organized basis for status of MIL-STD-1750, and to recommend
reconfiguring the language control function changes to the standard. This established a
to new languages, such as Ada. pattern for future new technology

development. MIL-STD-1750 is the standard
There are several readily recognized for an instruction set architecture. It
characteristics of Ada that need to be does not define specific implementation
considered in establishing language control details of a computer.
for it. First, since Ada is DOD-wide,

maintenance of the specification will The benefits of this standard ISA are the
require inter-Service and AJPO coordination use and re-use of available support
and will be a lengthy process. One software such as compilers and instruction
approach to streamlining this task was to level simulators. Other benefits achieved
establish both a component level and a DOD were: (1) reduction in total support
level of LCF analysis, and, in effect, set software gained by the use of the standard
up a well coordinated double-screening ISA for two or more computers in a weapon
process. Second, the Air Force trend system, and (2) software development
toward transitioning to Ada very gradually independent of hardware development.
suggests we should build the Ada control
function to be operated in parallel with
that for JOVIAL, then gradually phase out The Air Force recognizes the group as the
the latter. Third, a need is anticipated sole industry body to recommend chanqes end
for frequent testing and retesting of Ada improvements to the standard. Although the
compilers and a possible need for Air Force and other government
validating partial implementations, representatives participate in the
including those on microprocessors. This committee and group discussion, they do not
makes configuration management of the ACVC vote. The Air Force uses a "Control Board"
a very important factor in successful test to accept changes or refer them back to the
administration, and it poses many new users group. The control board and the
challenges for language control. Fourth, users group is part of tne control
the large size of the Ada user community structure which the Air Force has
makes user support a big job, and liaison established for MIL-STD-1750.

%~
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The committees are the backbone of the for growth. Invariably, the changing
group. The following is a summary of the stores list requires modifications almost
function of the committees. as soon as the aircraft begins its

operational life. The adoption of
Standards - To interpret and clarify acquisitln methods which result in
definitions and descriptions appearing in aircraft systems which are tailored to
MIL-STD-1750; to assess the scope and handle specified lists of stores has
applicability of the standard. limited weapon system capability, grow

t
h,

and flexibility. These methods yield
Architecture - To assess the value and weapon systems which are well defined
impact of proposed architecture within themselves, but are inflexible and
modifications or extensions to the costly to modify.
standard.

The intent behind developing MIL-STD-1760
Verification - To address issues related to was to support achievement of
verifyirg and certifying MIL-STD-7SO interoperability between independently
hardware implementation. designed stores and aircraft by imposing

specific interface design requirements
Software Tools - To act as an information applicable to each. To accomplish this,
exchange to MIL-STD-1750 related software the interface characteristics of the
tools, and to assess the need for MIL-STD- aircraft and of the stores must be
1750 support tools, controlled so that each unit of a given

kind, e.g., a carriage store, is
Liais&on - To retain communication and functionally interchangeable with any other
coordination with other related unit of the same kind.
standardization groups.

The overall goal of the standard is to
The group has meetings three or four times remove non-standard electrical interface as
a year, each for about two days. The an obstruction to interoperability
committees elect their own committee Application of the standard will result in
officers and make committee reports to the a wide range of stores being interoperable
full Users Group at each meeting. with a wide range of aircraft.

Modification of aircraft and store hardware
THE STORES MANAGEMENT INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT to allow individual combinations to operate
- MIL-STD-1760 together will be minimized. The use of

adapter modules will be discouraged In
Interoperability between aircraft and this way, the effort and cost necessary to
stores was precluded by a set of integrate aircraft and stores will also be
obstructions. Within this set, a primary minimized.
obstruction was the nonstandard aircraft-
to-store and store-to-aircraft electrical MIL-STD-1760 was designed to be flexible
interface. Interfaces between aircraft end enough to accommodate individual system
stores are becoming increasingly peculiarities. In particular,
sophisticated and complex. At the same implementation may change with technology
time, thete is an increasing desire on the advances as long as the interface
part of onteroperability between aircraft characteristics are maintained. The MIL-
and stores. STD addresses only the electrical interface

between aircraft and stores.

The number of different types of stores is
large and continues to grow as a result of Compatibility parameters such as size,
development and acquisition programs. weight, aerodynamics, avionics

Stores include conventional general purpose capabilities, etc., must be satisfied in

bombs, guided bomb dispensers, missiles addition to the electrical interface in
(air-to-air and air-to-ground), nuclear order to realize interoperability. The
weapons, sensor pods, dropped sensors, electrical, or MIL-STD-1760, portion of the
camera pods, counter- measure pods, fuel aircraft/store integration effort will
tanks, dispensers,, guns, rockets, etc, ultimately be limited to developing
Interfaces between aircraft and stores are software modifications necessary to
only partially guided by standards and,, accommodate new stores.

therefore, have tended to evolve into
systvm peculiar mechanical To achieve the program objectives, the
adapters/connectors, electronic signals, Aircraft/Store Electrical Interconnection
power connections, and other armament System (MIL-STD-1760) consisted of three
assemblies which make interoperability hierarchical elements: electrical,

impossible without major modifications to physical, and logical. Each element is
aircraft and/or stores on a case-by-case described below:
basis. The trend toward more complex store a. Electrical: Toe electrical element
functions which require increasing amounts quantitatively specifies the signal
of avionics data from aircraft systems is set the aircraft must provide and
causing the problem to become increasingly that the store must utilize. The
acute. Examples of this situation are signal set for the Aircraft Station
AMRAAM, HARPOON, PHOENIX, HELLFIRE, ATLAS Interface was published in July of
POD, ALCM, etc,. 1981.

On the aircraft side of the interface, b. Physical: The physical element of
Stores Management Systems (SMS) are unique the standard defines the
to each aircraft type and sometimes each intermateability characteristics of
model. Old aircraft Stores Management a got of armament connectors. It
Systems are generally hardwired, not is envisioned that the
integrated not automated and reflect characteristics of the following
outmoded, obsolescent electronics design. three classes of connectors will be

Although new aircraft SMS designs refle*t specified:

current technologies in electronics a.d o An umbilical connect for gravity
cotmunications, they are still tailored to release stores employing the MIL-
a specific store list and were not designed STO-1760 signal set.
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o A low cost connector for simple three classes of connectors. However, the
stores employing a limited subset requirement was for interoperability was
of the 1760 signal sot. now. The approach MIL-STD-1760 had taken

was to select and standardize on the best
o A blind mating connector fok rail which is available or can be made available

launched stores employing the 1760 in the near term.
signal set.

C. Logical: The Logical element of
To achieve the goal of interoperability, it MIL-STD-1760 is primarily concerned
is not necessary to completely describe the with the utilization of the MIL-
interconnection component as one would, for STD-1553 multiplex data bus.
example, by calling out a particular part Although this multiplex standard
number, defines word types and protocols

for general types of data
The physical element of the standard transfers, further definition would
defines only those characteristics be helpful to optimally apply NIL-
essential to intermateability. Essentially STD-1553 in the aircraft/store
this means that a particular set of environment.
physical dimensions had to be defined. The
method of achieving this definition for It was envisioned that the MIL-STD-1760
gravity release and most eject launch logical element would be comprised of two
stores was to select a set from an exi3ting primary areas; Standard Data Words and
state of the art connector. Several Aircraft/store Protocols. Standard Data
manufacturers designed similar connectors Words are MIL-STD-1553 data words which
for MIL-STD-1760 employment under the have been assigned specific bit patterns to
constraint that each must employ the represent functions, commands or values.
selected set of intermateability As such, they provide the same inrormation
dimensions. The problem of to all users. If data words are not
intermatoability also includes defining the standardized,, implementors will by
connector insert physical and functional necessity derive their own. Unique words,,
layouts, particular contacts, crimping in turn, complicate aircraft or store
tools, and etc,. In all, some ten or interpretive hardware and software. The
twelve piece part specifications were Aircraft/Store Protocol area provides a
required to completely define a connector definition of rules to transfer data
as a functionally intermateable system, between aircraft and stores. Additional
Most of these have been developed, protocols are necessary in such areas as
coordinated, and published for the lanyard user application data, store addressing,
release or so called umbilical connector message routing, block data transfer,
for gravity release weapon. message encoding, encryption, and fault

handling.
The umbilical connector described above is
intended for relatively sophisticated MIL-STD-1760 implements a new philosophy in
weapons and as such is complex. There was aircraft/store electrical integration. No
an effort under the SAE AE-9 Aerospace longer will aircraft be restricted to
Avionics Equipment and Integration designs for unique sets of store
committee to define a signal set for simple requirements and, conversely, stores will
low cost stores (SLCS). A configuration not be constrained to interfacing with
employing only a single channel MIL-STD- aircraft peculiar electrical
1553 data link, 28 volt dc power, configurations. Through MIL-STD-1760,
addressing lines, and associated ground aircraft will offer a standard electrical
returns has been proposed. The major capability and stores will electrically
difference was in the method of selecting integrate in a prescribed and orderly
the intermateability aspects. manner. Through NIL-STD-1760,

interoperability can be enhanced and
Rail-launched weapons pose particular aircraft modification costs reduced.
interconnection problems such as the
necessity for blind mating. There is also ACCEPTANCE OF STANDARDIZATION
the problem of rocket or jet blast burning
of connector contacts, Because of these The success of any standard is determined
considerations and others, the definition by its acceptance in the community at
of the physical interface for rail-launched large. It is not enough to simply
stores was deferred to following that for introduce a standard, it must be applied.
gravity release weapons. The first store The degree of acceptance is often affected
incorporating the MIL-STD-1760 interface on by, (1) the manner in which the standards
the F-16 will be the AMRAAM missile which are developed and introduced to system
will be added to the existing AIM9 designers, and, (2) how they impact
stations, organizational structures. To improve the

speed and effectiveness of the
It was recognized that the interface standardization process, it is necessary to
requirements specified for the AMRAAM choose an appropriate scministrative
program were going to impose very difficult approach to standardization.
and complex interconnection problems.

Since the ANRAAM launcher must meet certain Four major administrative approaches have
interface requirements unique to each of been used to introduce standards. These
the F-14, F-15, F-16 and F-18 aircraft, *re:
internal space allocation for the connector
and its release mechanism was critical. a. Defacto industry standard - an
The method of coupling the missile official standard is adopted by
receptacle to the launcher connector was . manufacturers to increase product
readily adaptable to other rail-launched compatibility.
weapons. That possibility in itself drove
the AMPAAM connector toward a standard b. Technical society committee - the
device, standardization process officially

sponsored and monitored by a
It was desirable to undergo a long term recognized technical society, such
systematic development program for these as IEEE, SAE or EIA.

,.
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C. User Gloup - a committee of When the modularity concept is fully
interested military and industry exploited, resultant availability and
personnel meets regularly to performance levels will be equivalent to a
develop or mature a standard, larger operating fleet, thus providing
Examples include the JOVIAL User's force multiplication. Current Air Force
Group and the 1750 User's Group. avionic integration technology programs

should be supported to provide a forum and
d. Unilateral government - an proving ground for these initiatives.

interested government organization
develops a standard and requires ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
its use on related programs. I would like to acknowledge all of the

Neither the defacto industry nor the people involved in determining digital

unilateral government approach have high avionics standards for the past 23 years.
succsl rates since only one side of the The standards which I have described above
product development partnership is are the heart and soul of the basic
involved. Both the technical society standards which digital avionics designers
committee and user group approaches have use in their trade. Many people come to
worked very well. For systems with purely mind in the evolution of these standards
military applications, the user group and I cannot remember each and every name.
approach is favored since the military can However, I would like to list the names of
sponsor the group. The military can then the people I can rempmber and those whose
determine the participants in the meeting, help was invaluable in writing th3 paper.
set the frequency of the meetings, and fix Listed in alphabetical order, the, are:
target dates for the availability of draft
standards. Albertson, Dick Longo, Tom

Behen, Steve Lyons, Bob
By itself standard modular executive Borky, Mike Maher, Austin
software provides only limited improvements Botha, Darlow Maher, Dick
in the system software design and Cantrell, Bill Moore, Carolyn
integration effort. Much greater Clifford, Gary Moon, Donimprovements can be achieved if the Cossrove, Ar Morgan, Reed
standard modules are combined with standard De Thomas, Tony O'Connor, Mike
interfaces between the executive to Disipio,, Dick Pope, Jim
applications and application tasks, and to Druffel, Larry Pesler, Jeff
the buses. A rigid executive to application Duchene, Jerry Ramage, Jim
interface, such as the one developed for Edwards, Judy Robertus, Duane
the DAIS program, permits the applications England, Gordon Scarpino, Frank
software design tasks to be undertaken Evans, Bobby Smith, Tom
without detailed knowledge of either the Geyer,, Manny Trainor, Lynn
executive or the system control procedures. Gifford, Chuck Turner, Ray
In addition, the applications software can Gregory, John Urban, Lou
be functionally partitioned allowing Harris, Bob Vokits, Ron
independent design groups to define and Hitt, Ellis Wagner, Marlin
develop portions of the system. As long as Lavoie, Bob Weber, John
each software module adheres to the Lee Bob Wilnai, Dan
standard interface, and as long as the Wyatt, Barbara
standard interface module includes the bus
control functions, the system integration
process becomes a simple mechanical task. Special recognition is given to Maretta

Holden, Irv Gangl, Don Dewey and Don Lind,
Technology is becoming available to without whose help, I could not have
significantly increase the effectiveness of finished this paper.
military aircraft operating at night,
weather and in a severe threat environment,
The potentially of this technology can be
realized through improved integration Others who took a special part, in getting
design based upon modular hardware and this paper, out were my two typists, Angie
software concepts and proper application of Clark and Cathy Callahan, who did a
a program of military standards acceptable magnificent 2ob 'n turning my thoughts into
to industry. this paper.

The technical approaches selected during
these efforts need to be rapidly reflected The most important person I would like to
in additional military standards that will honor is my wife, Mary, for her patience
encourage industry wide acceptance of and forbearance while this paper was being
common modular desion techniques. created.
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AVIONICS STANDARDIZATION IN EUROPE
by

L GUIBERT
DGA/DCA6STE

129, Rue de la Convention
75731 PARIS CEDEX 15

SUMMARY

I will first try to recall the different bodies which deal with standardization at both french and
european levels.

Avionics standardization in Europe relies up to now on common standards, such as Stanags. That
approach is not large enough to ensure real interoperability, as will be demonstrated with the Link 16
example.

It is foreseen that one of the major challenges for future avionics standardization will be the
modularity. For some reasons, there must be international commonality in order to obtain minimization of
costs.

One important issue is clearly the applicability of modular avionics on board european aircraft.
This has been studied in France with relation to the Rafale. The results of that study will be discussed in
some details.

Another issue is the standardization of Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) in the field of data
processing. That concept helps solving some problems, such as software interchangeability and
reconfigurability, but has also severe drawbacks. A solulion to the need which does not imply common ISAs
is envisaged in France : the software bus. That concept, related to EXTRA (for Real Time Ada Extension) is
proposed.

It is clearly understood in Europe that modular avionics will gain maximum advantage if its F31
specifications are common to the different nations and services within NATO. This enforces tIe need for
cooperation at both governemental and industrial levels. Europe has launched two multinational
programmes in order to define and validate a common avionics architecture for application in the 2000's
the ASAAC (cooperation between UK, GE, FR and hopefully US) and the EUCLID CEPA 4 (within the IEPG)
The scope and content of first phase of these programmes will be described.

iI
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INTRODUCTION

This lecture will be divided into five main parts
- A review of the different bodies in charge of aerospace standardization in Europe.
- The relationship between standardization and interoperability.
- An example of area where standardization has large implications: modular avionics.
- Another example - the Software Bus.
- Conclusion.

I- NORMALIZING ORGANIZATIONS IN FRANCE AND IN EUROPE

The organization globally in charge of normalization in France is the AFNOR (Agence Frangaise do
NORmalisation), which is subordinate to the Ministry od Industry. It elaborates the national standards (NF) in
every industrial sector, in concert with other specialized normalization offices.

At the european level, the counterpart of the AFNOR is the CEN (European Standardization
Committee), which works out the European Norms (EN). The AFNOR is representing France within the CEN,
while other national organizations represent their countries. The aerospace industry party to the CEN is the
AECMA, which gather a number o1 national trade associations.

In that aerospace sector,, the BNAE (Bureau de Normalisation do I'A~ronautique et de I'Espace) is in
charge of elaborating and editing the french standards (NFL). For that purpose, it works in relation with the
ministry of Defence, via the DGA (D6lgation Gbn~rale pour I'Armement), and with industry, via the GIFAS
(Groupement des Industries Frangaises A~ronautiques et Spatiales, the french ad hoc trade association), which
secure most of the necessary fundings.

The BNAE may also assume other tasks, such as
- technical support to the elaboration of new standards, both at national and international levels,
- conducting inquiries in France regarding international draft standards.
This is particularly the case for NATO standards (Stanags) in avionics (AVS and Al NATO groups).

For that purpose, it has set up several specialized working groups, to which the Industry and the DGA take
part.

The BNAE is also representing France at ISO (International Standardization Organization) in its
area (TC 20).

Figure 1 describes the relationships between the different standardization bodies in France, in
Europe, within NATO and worldwide. Figure 2 shows the participating countries to the international bodies.

II - STANDARDIZATION AND INTEROPERABILITY

It is generally agreed that interoperability necessitates the conformance to common standards. The
pending question is : is that sufficient? In order to answer it, it is usefull to consider a particular exemple
the link 16.

Briefly described, the link 16 is a protected, networked data link, that is defined by the Stanag n'
5516, which amongst others, describes the usable messages, part of which are mandatory and other are not.
The organization of the networking and of the messages is to be in accordance with another NATO document, the
AdatP16.

In this case, interoperability lies in the ability to exchange and understand messages among
different participants : Air, Land and Sea Forces from one or several allied contries. This means that the
following must be defined :

- the mu!ti-forces or multi-national networks that will allow the exchange of Information,
- the messages that will be exchanged within each network, together with their emission order and

time by the terminals,
- the content, formatted at the bit level, of the messages (field).
For each net, it is necessary to define data transmission frames in the same way it has to be done

8<E
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for such a multipexed bus as 1553B. This Implies some Inter-forces office In charge of organizing the
communication nets and channels.

It is clear In this case that the pure implementation of common standards (stanags, AdatP) does not
fulfill the need for interoperablity. This requires additional tasks, to be done commonly by all parties.
Moreover, complete Interoperability cannot be guaranted unless the participants utilize the same hardware
and the same software. If not, the amount of trials and tests that it would necessitate is well beyond the feasible

This exemple learns two lessons.
First, common standardization cannot ensure Interoperability in all cases.
Second, some requirements in that field, given the amplitude and the difficulty of the tasks to be

performed, may lead to cooperative work, including the industrial one.

III - MODULAR AVIONICS - AN APPLICATION STUDY

Modular aviornics is another field where cooperative approaches are needed, from the design phases
on, in order to ensure a certain level of interoperability.

This part of the lecture is divided in four chapters
- review of the concepts,
- review of the programmes,

applicability to an european fighter aircraft,
- conclusion.

I11-1 - The Concepts

Actual avionics systems are composed of pieces of equipment (black boxes), connected to several
data nets (busses), each of which performs one or more functions. Each box is optimized for its functions, and
the system architecture is fitted to the missions of the aircraft, taking into account the constraints, such as the
arrangement of the equipment cases, the volumes, weights, consumption of thehardware, the cost/performance
ratios, etc. The system components are defined, in theory, following a functional analysis which leads to
determining and sizing the necessary functions and to assign them to such or such box. There are however some
functions that can only be completely described during the development. In such a case, the sizing of the
material resources is defined with some margin. This is also done in order to allow the future system evolution
(pre-planned product improvement),, whenever possible. There is obviously In that approach some potential
problems, such as under- or over-estimation of the capabilities and performances of the equipment.

In addition, given the increasing complexity and Integration of the functions and the number of
missions in one hand, and the technological break through in the other hand, that kind of architecture has today
some clear drawbacks.

This is true at the technical level, because in addition of the problems already mentionned, it
induces very important data exchange volumes, and thus an increasing complexity for the communication nets.
The data fusion capability is also bounded by the multi-location of information and of the related processing.
Consequently, integration and validation become difficult to deal with.

At the operational level, the availability and survivability are hindered, because redondancies of
functions are only possible by doubling the hardware that implement them, which Is not allways possible and
is only efficient after one first deficiency.

For maintenance purposes, each failure leads to the replacement of one (at least) box. The spare
parts stocks are therefore heavy and costly, and many skilfull people are needed.

As far as costs are concerned, some drawbacks have already been showed (maintenance,
availability). Some other ly in the black boxes approach, due to the separate development and acquisition of
each of them, with generally very few common components, which obviously multiplies the spendings.

The modular avionics offers to cure these Illnesses.
The main idea is to gather within a small number of digital centers all the digital processings,

which represent the large majority of the future systems. One such center Is composed of an electronic rack,
in which standardized, interchangeable processing elements are plugged.

'''.'
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The potential advantages of that concept can be described as follows.
All th6 functions of one type, realized up to now by a piece of equipment or another one, are

performed by generic modules. The number of the different modules (electronic boards) needed is therefore
much lower for the entire system. This reduces the complexity of the system and the development costs (and
the production costs because of higher volumes).

The modules are provided with full self-test capabilities, in order to allow the detection and
localisation of the failures on one of them. They are replaceable in line. Thus, the maintenance is highly
simpler, and the spare stocks are less voluminous and less expnsive.

One process can be realized by whatever module of the right type in the rack. The related
operational software is stored in mass memories. This allows multiple path reconfiguration, with an installed
capacity much lower than needed with classical architectures. The resulting availability and survivability are
increased significantly, up to the point where the spare modules in a rack, together with their high reliability
allow to start a mission with an initial failure ratio without loosing every reconfiguration capability.
Theoretically, the scheduled maintenance operations may adequately ensure the needed availability.

The processing capacity provisions may also be utilized for system improvements and makes them
easier and cheaper.

Modular avionics shall globally allow the system volumes, weights and power consumption to
decrease, with the synergetic regroupment of functions (in that area, the comparison with other solutions
must be done considering equivalent capacities, in particular in the field of reconfiguration), and the
reliability to raise because of different factors (use of leading edge technology for every module, lower
dissipated power and interconnection, etc).

It is however at the financial level that the benefits must be definitive, particularly in the context
of diminishing defense budgets. In that area, the reduction factors have been raised above : in acquisition cost
(for development, with the reduced number of different hardware, and of the associated tools for software and
validation too, and for production) and in life-cycle cost (maintenance, logistics, improvements).

It must be clear that the ability to reduce costs with depends heavily of the obtained level of
standardization. The more platforms will make use of the same modules, the more attractive will be the scale
savings. This is the reason why the success of modular avionics lies in its universal application to every
military aircraft, in the same way. This is particularly true in Europe, where the na!tinal military fleets are
not large enough to completely achieve the potential savings, with regards to the Investment that is necessary
to develop the concepts.

In that wide area, the completion of common standards to several nations requires to take into
account the specific needs and constraints of each of them : here, the need for standardization leads to a high
degree of cooperation between the nation, at both governmental and industrial lavels.

This brings to a new sophisticated kind of intoroperability. The modular avionics concepts open the
way towards new objectives : be able to implement on a platform a function that was developped for another
one, by means of standardized hardware and software, and to maintain the systems of several aircraft with
common means (tools and spare parts). These objectives are ambitious, but not irrealistic from a technical
point of view. They are perhaps one of the key-points for our ability to keep a highly efficient defense with
limited budgets.

111-2 - The programmes

The modular avionics concepts have come out in the United-States, in the frame of the PAVE PILLAR
programme conducted by the USAF Wright Laboratories. This programme was started in 1982 to provide the
preliminary architecture definition, and was terminated in 1987 with the production of detailed design
specifications for the architecture.

On that basis, a US tri-service committee, the JIAWG (Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group),
was settled to identify and develop joint avionics components and software, for appication on the Advanced
Tactical Fighter (ATF) and the Light Helicopters family (LHX).

In Europe, several projects have been launched in that area.

In Germany, the NAS (Neue AvionikStruktur), started in 1986, is intended to define the next
generation of avionics suite and to investigate its applicability in retrofit programmes. Its phase 1, terminated
in 1988, provided a concept definition for advanced modular avionics and a concept evaluation. In phase 2,
started in 1989, a risk reduction demonstration for subsequent developments has been undertaken, and will
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lead in 1991 to preliminary architecture specifications.
In the United Kingdom, a continuous research programme is running since 1986, for identifying

relevant technology and concepts and modeling life-cycle cost benefits. Subsequent work has been aimed at
investigating critical areas. A flexible research rig is being developed that will enable new concepts and
components to be tested.

In 1988, the UK MOD began a programme to demonstrate advanced modular avionics architecture
the A3P (Advanced Avionics Architecture and Packaging). The first phase, which is complete, was Intended to
study emerging concepts and technologies and to qssess the benefits In operational performance. Phase 2 will
consist of subsequent architecture definition and piases 3 and 4 of validation of the feasibility and of the
definition.

In France, the development of data processing, high-speed data bus interface and mass memory
modules, compliant with the PAVE PILLAR standards, was began in 1988, In cooperation with the United-
States (USAF). Validation is expected in 1992. The applicability of a modular avionics suite to a fighter
aircraft has been studied in an effort started in 1989. The results of that study will be adressed in the next
chapter. It willbe followed by a definition and validation phase, in the frame of an exploratory development, A3
(Architecture Avionique Avancde). Some risk reduction studies are also started in 1991.

All these efforts require the knowledge of many aeronautical compagnies, and must be coordinated
in order to ensure the convergence towards common specifications. The BNAE, in its role of technical support
for future standards, has been tasked to do that coordination, for the purpose of which several working groups
have been formed, which are comprised of members from the whole french aeronautical industry and from the
DGA

In another hand, several efforts t. , oeen Initiated for the application of the concepts of modular
avionics in the field of the CNI (Communication, Navigation, Identification). In the United-States, the IGNIA
(Integrated CNI Avionics) led to the realization of advanced development models which integrate the CNI
functions in the 2Mhz-5GHz spectrum and whose evaluation has begun in 1990. In the United Kingdom, the
RAE (Royal Aircraft Establishment) has realized a technology demonstrator designed to show the capability of
an integrated communications suite. In Germany, the NAS has dealt with the CNI and in France, the need for
integrated CNI and the associated architecture are being studied under the SIERA project (Systme Int~gr6
d'Equipements de Radio Aroport~s), lauched in 1990. The results will form the bases of an exploratory
development to be initiated in 1991, that will be aimed at the architecture validation.

This brief listing shows that the different countries have the same preoccupation and the same
general objectives. But the related efforts are national ones. As has been demonstrated earlier, getting
international standards in that domain necessitate extensive cooperation. This requirement is still enforced by
the heavyness of the investment involved In the validation of a modular architecture for the whole avionics
suite.

This is the reason why the four countries above mentionned (USA, UK, GE, FR) have worked since
1988 to the initiation of a cooperative programme for the definition and validation of a common avionics
architecture, aiming at application in the years 2000-2010 timeframe. It is the ASAAC (Allied Standard
Avionics Architecture Council). Its mission is to develop the technical specifications for an A3 consisting of
functionally interchangeable (form, fit, function, interface), integrated avionics modules that can be used by
different aircraft as needed to perform their mission. The ASAAC end objective is to propose a set of validated
Stanags for a common A3 and associated avionics building blocks (common modules), allowing to ensure their
interchangeability.

A partcular emphasis will be put on core avionics and the CNI. however, the programme will tackle
the problems related to the entire sensors system in an aircraft. It will comprise several phases : definition,
validation, evolutions.

The ASAAC is the object of a memorandum of understanding signed by the ministries of defense of
Geraany, the United Kingdom and France In 1990. Due to budgetary constraints, the United-States DOD
(USAF) was not able to sign it at that time, although it had participated very actively to its preparation. It
shall do so In 1991. By signing this memorandum, the ministries recognise that their main emphasis in future
avionics standardization lies within ASAAC. For the european countries, this will lead to reorient towards this
cooperative programme most of the actions above mentionned that are not yet started, such as the exploratory
developments A3 and SIERA in France.
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111-3 - Application of modular avionics to an european fighter , one example

3-1 Oblectlves

Applying the modular avionics concepts to an existing aircraft raise a number of problems that
have to be studied. In such a case indeed, some constaining factors lie in the fact that a number of elements are
already defined and shall not hopefully or cannot be modified. This is conditionning the ability to examine the
feasibility to carry out these concepts, particularly for a mid-life update. It is moreover a mean to mesure the
advantages over classical architectures.

In order to investigate that question, the STTE has awarded a contract to the french industry dealing
with the implementation of modular avionics on the Rafale aircraft. It has been carried out by five major
aerospace companies (Dassault Aviation, as lead contractor, Dassault Electronique, Sextant Avionique, SAGEM
and Thomson-CSF) and was terminated in mai 1991.

The main objectives were :
- getting the bases of a modular architecture that could be used for the following developments in

France and in cooperation,
- examining the characteristics affecting the whole system,
- evaluating the degree of applicability of the main concepts to an existing platform, and the relatec

constraints,
- determining a set of standardisable modular resources with the technology available today.
The main constraints taken into account were :
- the already defined arrangement of the equipement cases and of the volume available for avionics,

the utilities definition : electric power generating, cooling and conditioning systems,
- the security objectives related to the very low level and terrain following missions.
The operational functions are those airready defined or planned, with the hypothesis that the

functiona' architecture is independant of the physical organization on which it is projected. The aim of the
study is not a global validation of the concepts, but to propose a modular construing of the physical resources
representing the system architecture (the ANS : Attack and Navigation System), considering identical
functions, and to highlight the benefits, drawbacks and constraints.

3-2 Hypotheseh,

The fundation for determining the ANS specifications are the operational functions (OF) that it
must fulfill, In the frame of this study, only the main OF, which affect directly the system definition, i.e.
which allow to dimension it, have been considered. Other minor functions coulb be added, but without inc icing
heavy modifications of the physical resources. The considered OF were

- navigation
control
localization/updates
approach and landing
flight management,

- communications (clear and jammed modes),
identification,

- aircraft systems (utilities) management,
- Man-Machine Interface (MMI),
- breakdoown and alarms management,
- on-line maintenance,

mission preparation/restitution,
- air to air fire-control,
- air to ground fire-control,
- very low altitude flight,

self-protection,
- tactical situation awareness.

In the already defined system, these OF are realized by means of material resources comprising 29
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black boxes and 3 multiplexed Stanag 3913 busses.
It is worth to note thet the fly-by-wire system is not part of the study, and that the resources

related to the self-protection(ECM) and the forward looking optronic (FLIR) systems were not taken into
consideration, because of lack of sufficient progress in their definition at the tir'e of the study.

3-3 Method

From a system point of view, modular avionics run into notions like fault tolerance and dynamic
reconfiguration of the functions. This is the reason why a breakdown struclured approach into boxes and
elementary modules (LRM : Une Replaceable Modules) cannot lead to an optimized architecture, because it doe.
not take into account every possible regroupment and commonality of the processing treatments, nor their
possible standardization.

The adopted method is a top-down approach, starting from the existing results of the ANS functiona
analysis. In a first stage, the defined OF have been gathered within some entities having physical
characteristics of the same nature : the Homogeneous Entities (HE).

That approach allows to determine the different primary components that are capable of fulfilling
one function with close relation to their paterial caracterisrics : the Material/Functional Modules (M/F-M).
For instance, there are :

- a multispectral receiver module, whose function is the multispectral RF reception,
- A DSP module (Digital Signal Processor), whose function is the execution of one or more digital

signal processing algorithms,
- etc.

At that stage, a M/F-M is not a LRM, because commonalities leading to physical module
standardization has not been sought. In addition, one M/F-M may be composed of several LRMs. This
partitioning allows to :

- assess the different processings associated to each M/F-M and to identify their specific
characteristics,

- determine the Inpout/Output of each of them, from an Informational point of view (type, flow,
caracterisrics of the data) and from the physical point of view (type of link, encoding, frequency, throuput,
etc),

- assess the constraints related to each M/F-M : location in the aircraft, temporal (dating,
response time, synchronization), working safety,, confidentiality (red/black isolation), power supply,
volume, conditioning, etc.

Each M/F-M being defined, it is possible to envisaged their gathering according to such criteria as
- safety (gathering in one rack redondant modules, or separating two parts in order to avoid a

simple failure to hinder a whole function),
- vulnerability (physical separation of subsets for damage hardening purposes),
- facilitating the integration and validation (by homogenizing the functions in ')ne rack),
- minimizing the data throughput between racks (oy gathering the modules exchanging a great

volume of information among them),

and taking into account such constraints as
- the number of LRM in a rack,
-the number of racks in a case,

the disposal anct arrangement of the cases,
- the maximum powb; consumotion of a rack,
- the number of links to a bus,
- the maximum distance between transceiver on a bus
- etc.

This lead to defining 7 Homogeneous Entities, as shown on figure 3
- HE1 Fly-by-wire and powerplant .system (not studied)
- HE2 Aircraft Systems (utilities) Interface (ASI)
- HE3 CNI (Communicltion, Navigation, Identification)
- HE4 Core system
- HE5 MMI (Man/Machine i-, -face)
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- HES : SSI (Stores-System Interface)
- HE7 REO (Radar, ECM, Optronics)

On figure 3 appears a System Communication Net (RCS Rdseau de Communication Systbme), which
reflects the total Integration of the architecture. It is In fact composed of sub-nets.

Figure 4 shows, as an example, the break-down of HE2 into M/F-M. HE2 comprises the following
sub-systems : landing gear, electric power, starting, conditioning and fuel. The content of the four M/F-M is

- sensors/actuators
They may be taps, valves, electro-valves, pumps, gauges, tachymeters, switches, etc. As afsr as

the electic supply is concerned, they are mainly switching and protection units.
- sensors/actuators interface
This module realizes the electrical Interfaces of all sensors and actuators for each sub-system.
- sensors/actuators signal concentration
It collects every signal generated by each interface to allow their processing by the management

module. It may be Implemented on the same LRM(s) as the Interface M/F-M.
- resources management
This module gathers the Intelligent part of each sub-system. It realizes the processing of the

controls, regulation and supervision of every circuit, of the failure analysis, etc. It is linked to the RCS in
order to exchange data with the other HEs.

This HE necessitate some redandancles and reconfiguration capacities at control and management
level, in order to ensure a sufficient availability, and some supervision and data merging mechanisms for
safety purposes.

The other HEs are comprise

HE3&7 (CNI and REO)
Antennae
Hyper-frequency stage(s) (analog)
Pre-processor stage(s) (digital)
Signal processing stage(s)
resources management

JE4 (Core system)
There is here one sole M/F-M, which realizes the following
- Technical management

initialization
ground maintenance
sensor fusion
information synthesis (localization, tactical situation, malfunctions)
resources management (power supply, compatibility, sensors, armaments)

- Mission control
cooperation
flight conduct (elaborating the trajectories and the guidance and control information)
macro-functions such as fire controls, counter-measures, flight management

- failures and alarms management
- System management
- MMI management

synthesis
displays assignmont
controls assignment

- Mass memories management
map data base
mission preparation/restitution data base
reconfiguration software

HE (I H S)
Displays and controls
Video interface and concentrator interface

*0 M
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Graphic and signal generation and commands interpretor
MMI resources management

HU (SSI)
The stores interfaces are standardized following the MIL-STD-1760. The interfacing and

distribution functions are implemented by a specific MIL-STD-1760 interface module (Stores I/O).

3-4 Results

3-4-1 General architecture

Based on the previous functional breakdown, a general architecture has been defined. It is shown on
figure 5.

It presents an intermediate solution for modular avionics, since some sub-systems are not
completely integrated : REO, CNI and flight control.

The main characteristics are as follows.

Core system
It is the heart of the whole system and it administers the entire avionics suite in association with a

set of technical resources (sensors and MMI) located in the other HEs.

Global bus definition
The processing (or management) racks are linked together by a global bus. In order to avoid

common mode failures due to the fact that rack intercommunication interface are obligatory waypoints, it is
necessary to make use of two global busses to which are connected every HEs. This is a high speed redondant
bus, like HSOB or HSRB (high Speed Ring Bus).

Secured system architecture
Taking into account the very low altitude (VLA) function leads to dispose of a dual architecture in

order to demonstrate the required safety level. This strengthens the need for two global busses, with connectior
to both ones of the related sensors (radar, radio-altimeter,, terrain data base), of the Core system and the
flight control system.

Secured Core system
The Core system elaborates the VLA trajectories. It must then be secured. This has led to separate it

into two sub-sets in order to ensure
- the VLA processing redundancy
- a lower physical vulnerability
- the VLA commands fusion.
However, some safety mechanisms within one rack could be envisaged, which would be more

efficient than within one classical black box because of the dual backplane bus and the possibility to duplicate
and isolate the processes on different LRMs.

Notions of data base and dispatching bus
Some functions utilize an important volume of stored data. These data users are multiple,

especially when considering the software reconfiguration requirements, in case of failure or with regards to
adapting it to different missions or system configurations. This leads to propose a "data base" rack, which
comprises all necessary storage resources and allows the access to all HEs.

The volume of transfered data may be very high, so there is a special bus for that purpose, which
avoids the global bus saturation: the dispatching bus. It may be the same type of bus as the global one in order
to achieve standardization (but for the Rafale, a 3910 would be sufficient).

Notion of sensor bus
There is a tremendous need of communication between some M/F-Ms of one HE (for instance,

betweei image building and graphic generation in the MMI, between the pre-processor and the DSP in the CNI,
or between the arithmetic unit and the PSP (Programmable Signal Processor) in the radar, with throughputs
of about 100 Mbits/s). When these functions are located in different racks, they need a serial (because of the
distance between the racks), point to point, 100 Mbits/s bus in order to exchange data : the sensor bus.

,I
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Notion of control and status bus (CS bus)
The analysis of the HEs physical breakdown shows a low band communication need for transmitting

such information as controls and commands and status data. This is especially the case for the many MMI
resources located in the cockpit : there, a 1553B bus fits, but must be doubled. This occurs also between some
LRMs of the ASI and SSI, where a 1553B Is oversized. In that case, a RS422 type bus should fit.

Integration of the Inertial Navigation Units (INU) Into the FCS
The INU resources can be split into two sets : the inertial sensor with its supervision electronics,

and the data processing which calculates the pure and optimal inertial data. A hybridization of the inertial
sensors to the Flight Control System sensors allow to fuse information and to strengthen the validity of the
localization data. for that purpose, the inertial sensors are integrated In the FCS.

3-4-2 Physical breakdown

Each HE is splitted into LRMs. The modules format is double Europe (an implementation study has
been carried out with SEM E modules, but the equipement cases arrangement and volumes are not optimized for
that format).

Two types of racks have been defined
One has a capacity of 40 LRMs. It will be used for HEs comprising a great number of I/O modules

and a small proportion of connections to the backplane parallel busses.
Such a bus being generally capable of a maximum of 15 terminal units, a second rack with a

capacity of 18 modules is necessary. Its size is
Length 324,5 mm
Width 220 mm
Height 273 mm
Volume 19,5 liters

The 40 modules rack is twice this volume.

The composition of each HE and the module list is presented hereunder. There appears some
memory modules, which are related to the mechanisms of reconfiguration and dynamic assignment of the
resources. Today, such modules are proposed with a capacity of 4Mbytes, which is enougi for most of the HEs.
However, capacities of twice or four time higher are expected.

HEASI

This HE comprises, in a 40 modules rack
- a processing set, in charge of managing all functions. The reconfiguration principles of modular

avionics should allow to fulfill the requirement for safety and reliability,
- a I/O set, with the redundancy of the interfaces directly implemented on the LRMs.
A CS bus performs the information exchanges between the two sets. The LRMs of the processing set

are connected via a parallel backplane, PI-BUS type, bus.
The list of the LRMs Is as follows.

Bid LRM Number
Processing CPU 32 bits RISC 2

Memory 2
global bus Coupling 2
CS bus Coupling 2
Power supply 3

Sub-Total 1 1
I/O Discrete Input 5

Analog Input 3
Discrete Output 3
Power Output 2
Specific Input 1
Specific Output 1
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Power Sup. for sensors/act. 2
Sub-Total 1 7

Total 28
Spares 1 2

HE SSi

The breakdown is similar to ASI, with extra coupling to 1553B (for store interface) and
dispatching (for distribution of stored data to the stores) busses.

The list of the LRMs is as follows.

tLM Numbe
Processing CPU 32 bits RISC 2

Memory 2
global bus Coupling 2
CS bus Coupling 2
Dispatching bus Coupling 1
1553B bus Coupling 2
Power supply 3

Sub-Total 1 4
I/O 28V Switching 9

200V Switching 6
Armament safety Logic 1
Emergency safety Logic 1
ViK6o Matrix 4
Vidoo Options 3
Concentration 2

Sub-Total 2 6

Total 4 0
Spares 0

HE MMI

It comprises
- a processing set, in a 18 LRMs rack, connected to a PI-BUS and to the dispatching bu3 {:iap

generation, etc).
- a video functions and MMI interface set, which handles the graphi, generation and the commands

acquisition. It is composed of a 40 LRMs rack and comprises 2 DSP modules for the video processing. The
beackplane bus may be PI-BUS like, but a throughput higher than 25 Mbytes/s is probably necessary. It is
connected to the displays and control terminals by the mpan of two 1553B busses with a high frequency duty
cycle (100 to 200 Hz) in order to minimize the response times.

Ths breakdown into two sets is further justified because their reconfiguration r",-hanisms are
different. They are connected by a redundant sensor bus.

The list of the LRMs is as follows.

LEM Number
Processing CPU 32 bits RISC 7

Memory 3
global bus Coupling 2
Sensor bus Coupling 2
Dispatching bus Coupling 1

- Power supply 3
Sub-Total 1 8
Video & Interface Sensor bus Coupling 2
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DSP 2
Graphic generator 5
Video processor 2
Video insertion type 1 2
Video insertion type 2 1
Digital map generator n* 1 1
Digital map generator n* 2 1
Digital map generator n0 3 1
3D Generator 2
CS bus coupling 2
audio analog I/O 2
Power supply 4

Sub-Total 2 7

Total 45
Spares 1 3

HECNI

The CNI comprise the following primary functions : MIDS, GPS, IFF, V/UHF,, R/A, INU and ABC
(Anemo-Baro-Angle of Attack) sensors. The concept studies being under way in France, a precise breakdown
into LRMs has not been obtained. The estimates undertaken on the basis of available information from the ICNIA
programme (TRW), which would permit to largely fulfill the Rafale needs with 70 LRMs, or from the NAS
programme (Germany), which corresponds to a CNI suite relatively similar to the Rafale one and which
comprises 123 LRM of 26 different types, leads to a CNI HE with 60 modules, plugged in one "digital" rack
and three "hyper-frequency" racks (with 12 spare modules). With a rack volume of 19,5 liters, this
hypothesis seems to be pessimistic when compared to the SIERA programme (Thomson-CSF) objectives of a 45
liters volume.

Since the radar architecture is already modular,, and the other sub-systems in this HE have not
been analysed, the considered modules for the radar are those already defined : 83 modules of about 20
different types (these modules are of different formats, so the comparisons with other HEs are not easy).
Deporting the radar resources after the signal processing stage (PSP) would require an important flow of
information (c.a. 500 Mbits/s), which could be realized with sensor busses. Deporting the PSP is not
technically possible nowaday.

It is composed of two identical 18 modules racks with a PI-BUS, and is comprised of

LBM Number
CPU 32 bits RISC 5
Memory 3
Global bus Coupling 2
Dispatching bus Coupling 1
Power supply 3
Total 1 4
Spares 4

HE Data Base

It has been assumed that half of its 18 LRMs rack was dedicated to the data base itself (which can be
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implemented with optical disks reader or with hybrid Si memories). The t eakdown into LRMs is then

CPU 32 bits RISC 2
Memory 2
Sensor bus Coupling 2
Dispatching bus Coupling 1
Power supply 2
Data Base 9
Total 1 8
Spares 0

Synthesis

The considered HEs are globally Implemented by means of 210 LRMs dispatched the following way
&E Racks Capacily Nb LRM Spares
ASI 40 28 12
SSI 40 40 0
MMI 58 45 13
Core 36 28 8
Data Base 9 9 0
CNI 72 60 12
Total 255 21 0 45

Except the CNI (60 LRMs), the 150 remaining modules are of 32 different types, the more
frequently used being :

CPU 32 bits RISC 23
DSP 2 (out of the radar)
Memory 1 5
Global bus Coupling 1 0
CS bus Coupling 4
Dispatching bus Coupling 5
Sensor bus Coupling 6
1553B bus Coupling 4
Power supply 21

The racks can be installed in the equipment cases where the replaced black boxes were
previously housed.

It is worth to note that some optimization have not been taken into account in these results, as for
example for the CNI, or for the global and dispatching busses which could be identical. The results are thus
pessimistic, compared to those that could be ontained with a complete compliance with the concepts of
modular avionics.

This study did not consider a complete avionics system. However, it shows that the
implementation of the operational functions of a small size aircraft like the Rafale is possible with a
modular system, while fulfilling the severe safety requirement linked to the VLA missions. No ,ignificant
benefit appears in terms of avionics volume or weight, but it must be considered that the reconfiguration
capabilities are greatly improved, and that significant spares are available (17% of the installed
capaoity).

3-5 Conclusion

This study was a first step in France towards modular avionics.
It allowed the industry and the ministry to assess the feasibility of these new concepts. However,

and this is not the least lesson, it did not demonstrate that all potential benefits are obtainable, especially
from a financial point of view.

i i i ii wl l i l l l l l l i lm~ m m a iu m wd alwlilamlaim
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It has also led to identify some areas of high risk, such as the packaging or the implementation of
a global operating system being capable of automatic reconfigurations within a rack, whose mastership
will still require great efforts.

The related work will continue in the frame of cooperative programmes, such as ASAAC, already
mentionned, or EUCLID (European Cooperation for the Long term In Defense, whose Common European
Priority Area no 4 is on modular avionics). This is absolutely mandatory, in one hand because of the
required budget for carrying out such a developme:nt, and in the other one in order to ensure the widest
standardization within NATO, which is the only way to ensure an optimized use of the resources and
interoperability within the alliance.

IV - THE SOFTWARE BUS

The previous chapter shows an extensive use of the arithmetic logic unit (CPU) module within an
avionics suite. This reflects the importance of that kind of prc' essing, which results in exponentially
growing software bulks. The necessary standardization of the CPUs intends to meet three main objectives

physical Interchangeability, which is ensured via the F31 specifications,
- dynamic reconfiguration; this demands that in one system, or at least one rack, all CPU

modules are able to work the software stored in the bulk memory,
- portability of the software, and eventually of the modules themselves, from a system to another

cne.

This is inviting to infer the need to standardize an unique Instruction Set and an unique Real Time
Executive.

However, the solution has already been investigated and has led to some severe disappointments.
The US DOD have done so with the MIL-STD-1750A. Now it appeared that the processors using this 16 bits
Instruction Set have been fast outmatch in performance by 32 bits items, especially RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computer), before their large scale implementation in aeronautics. The french MOD
experienced the same troubles with the CMF programme (Calculateur Militaire Frangais), that was
intended to meet every military need and had practically no application, although it was based on a 32 bits
Instruction Set.

Standardizing an Instruction Set for all military platforms presents among others the following
drawbacks :

it is an obstacle to technological break-through,
it precludes from ullizing the best available technology at one time,

- it hinders to profit from synergy with the professional sector, which in this area benefits
from a much higher growth than the military sector, both at hardware and software tools levels,

• it implies substantial fundings in order to maintain the penormances.
It could be envisaged to use as a standard an Instruction Set of the commercial shelf. But there,

the same objections arise, because any choice, be it the good one (which is very difficult to assess on a
medium term basis), is considerably limiting the capacities.

One potential solution to that problem would be to design a standard interface between the
application software and the real time executive (RTE) : this is the notion of Software Bus.

Three interface standardization levels can as a matter of fact be defined :
- one for exchanges between sub-systems, or racks, by the mean of multiplex busses like the

HSDB,
- one for exchanges between modules within a rack, by the mean of backplane busses like the PI-

BUS,
one between the application software of a module and its RTE.

The objevlive is to obtain a complete portability of the operational software from a
processor/executive set to every other one, with the accepted constraint of recompiling it (the modules of
a same rack will need a higher level of standardization, in order to allow some reconfiguration). This leads
to:

- a real independance in regard to the hardware,
- the portability of the applications,

Crm•,• * - -
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software reuse.

Within the DGA, the DEI (Direction de I'Electronique et de I'lnformatique) has initiated some
actions in this area, comprising several facets.

A Real time Executive is generally composed of several functionalities
interrupt handling,

- Ada rendez-vous,
- asynchronous primitives,
- I/O handling,
- distribution (sharing of the global executive into local ones, at the module level, in order to

meet in particular the reconfiguration objectives).
Some of these functions exist in the Ada Runtime and is thus standardized.

As far as distribution Is concerned, the DEI has developped a complement to the executive, called
EXTRA (EXtension du RunTime Ada). The targets are the MIPS, SPARC, 680X0, 88000 and I 960, with the
Ada tecnologles from Verdix, Telesoft and Alsys, which allow to cover a large range of products.

Ada does not provide such well-known asynchronous mechanisms as events or semaphores.
However, the need exists, in order to :

- accomodate existing application designs,
- support asynchronous communication and signaling operations,
- enhance the application performance,
- enhance the application portability and reuse.
Such services can be realized in pure Ada using the rendez-vous mechanism. However, it is at

cost of extra server tasks and rendez-vous operations. Thus, the DEI has proposed a list of primitives tor
insertion in the Ada language. They represent a coherent model of asynchronous cooperation mechanisms
that promotes clean, efficient application architectures which avoid usage of non-portable solutions. The
entries relative to these primitives are :

- counters : "resources" and "buffers",
- states : "events" and "blackboards",
- pulses "pulses" and " broadcasts".

They are preliminary to the Software Bus notion, on which the studies are just beginning.

The Software Bus notion implies that the requirements and constraints of all potential users
shall be taken into account. This enforces once again the need to conduct this design in a cooperative way,
which could be optimally done in the frame of the international programmes on modular avionics.

V - GENERAL CONCLUSION

This lecture does not intend to deal with all the avionics standardization aspects in Europe : this
is too large a topic. But by considering some aspects of avionics, it intended to demonstrate that:

- standardization and interoperability are substantial financial and operat;onal stakes for the
future. In this way, standardization itself is a brand new requirement, that will have more and more
importance,

- the objectives can only be met by extensive cooperation, at every level.

The illustrations to this Section can be found on pages 4-16 to 4-20, which immediately follow the French
translation.
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LA STANDARDISATION AVIONIQUE EN EUROPE
par

IPA L. GUIBERT
DGA/DCA6/STTE

129, Rue de Ia Convention
75731 PARIS CEDEX 15

INTRODUCTION

Cet expos6 comprend cinq parties:
-Rappel des diff6rontes aigenisations en charge de la normalisation a~ronautique en Europe.
-Los rapports entro Ia standardisation et l'inieroprabilit6.
-Un exomplo de domaino pour loquel Ia standardisation a do tortes implications : l'avionique

modulaire.
-Un autre exemple : le Software Bus.
-Conclusion.

I - LES ORGANISMES DE NORMALISATION EN FRANCE ET EN EUROPE

Lorganisme responsable do la normalisation en France est I'AFNOR, qui dopend du Ministbre de
l'Industrie et de IlAm~nagement du Territoiro. L'AFNOR 6labore, en concertation avec: des bureaux de
normalis.3n sectoriels, des normos nationales (NF) pour tous los socteurs do l'industrie.

Au plan europ~en, Ihomologue dle I'AFNOR ost to C.E.N. (Comilit Europ~on do Normalisation), qui
6labore les Normes Europ~ennes (EN). Coest l'AFNOR qui ropr~serito Ia France au C.E.N., do m~me quo
d'autros organismos natlionaux y repr~sentent lour pays. L'industrie a6rospatiale ost repr~sent6e au C.EN.
par I'AEGMA, qui rogroupo plusiours syndicats profossionnels nationaux. L'AECMA ost, pour le CEN, le
bureau ourop~en do normalisation dans le domaino a~rospatial.

Dans le domaino do I'a~ronautique ot do l'espaco, un bureau particulior, le BNAE (Bureau de
Normalisation do lAMronauliqueof0 do l'Espace) a en charge I'Maboration et la diffusion des normes
frangaises (NFL). Pour cola, it est en rotation avec le Ministbre do Ia DWfnse, par le biais do Ia OGA, et
avec l'industrie par le biais du GIFAS (Groupement dos Industries Frangaises A~ronautiques et Spatiales),
qui assuront Ia majeure partio du financomont do son fonclionnement.

Le BNAE pout aussi assurer d'autros tAches, telbs quo
l a soutien technique pour I'laboration do nouvellos normes, aux plans national et international,
Ia mise A loenqudte on France do projels do standards inlernationaux 61abor~s par aillaurs.

Coest en particulier le cas pour los standards OTAN (Stanags) en avionique (groupos AVS et Al).
Cola le conduit A mettre en place un certain nombro do groupes do travail regroupant des

repr~sontants do l'industrie et do [a DGA.
11 ropr6sente aussi Ia France A 1150 (International Standardization Organization) dans son

domainoe (T 20).
La figure 1 montre los divers organismos en charge do normalisation en France, en Europe, au

sein do l'OTAN ot dons le monde, 01 los relations enlro eux. La figure 2 pr~cise Ia participation des divers
pays aux diff~rents offices do normalisation internationaux.
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11 LA STANDARDISATION ET L'I NTEROPE RABI LITE

11 est commun~ment admis que l'interop~rabilit6 n~cessite la conformit6 A des standards communs.
Mais est-ce suffisant? Pour r~pondre A cette question, i1 est utile do prendre un oxemple :Ia liaison 16.

La liaison 16 est ossentiollement une transmission do donn6es prot~g~o, en r~seaux, d~finie par un
Stanag, n, 5516, qui d~crit entre autres choses los messages possibles, certains 6tant obligatoires et
d'autres facultatifs. L'organisation des r~seaux et des messages est r~gio par un autre document OTAN,
l'AdatPI 6.

Linteropdrabilit, dlans ce cas, consiste simplement A pouvoir communiquor entre los diffdrents
intervenants :Arm6es do l'Air, do Terre et de Mer d'un pays, et de plusieurs pays allids. Pour cola, il faut
d~finir :

let r~seaux interarmes ou intoralli~s sur lequel los informations seront dchang~es,
los messages qui seront 6chang~s sur ces r~seaux, et leur ordre d'dmission par los diff~rents

terminaux,
- le contonu format6 au bit prbs do ces messages (champs).
11 faut en fait organiser los trames d'6change des informations, do tagon similaire A ce quo I'on fail

pour un bus multiplex6 du type 1553B. Cola n~cossite Ia mise en place d'organismes interarmes ou
internationaux pour g6rer les r~seaux L16.

11 est clair dans co cas quo I'application do normes communes (Slanaws, Adal) no suffit pas A
assurer l'interop~rabiliA. Cello-ci exigo un travail important en commun. Do plus, otto no pourra Otre
vdritablement garantie quo si bous los participants utilisent to m~ine 6quipement 0t11e m~ine logiciel. Dans
to cas contraire en effet, sa d~monstration dleianderait pour couvrir tous los cas possibles une somme
doessais irr~alisablo.

11 y a donc deux legons A tiror do cot exoinple
La premi~re, coest qu'une normalisation commune no suffit pas toujours A assurer

into rol.~Arabilitd.
,a socondo, Cost quo certains bosomns d'inter'pdrabilitd, solon Ia difficul t 01 ampleur dos

lAchos A accomplir pour l'obtonir, peuvent entrainor des bosomns do coopdration, y compris au nivoau
indlustriet.

III - L'AVIONIOUE MODULAIRE - UN CAS D'APPLICABILITE

Lavionique modutairo ost un cas oxemplaire do domaine oii l'interopdrabilitA n~cossito une
approcho coopdrativo au stade do Ia conception.

Cello partie do l'expos6 ost d~compos~e en quatro chapitros
*rappel dos concepts,
-los programmes,
*applicabilitA A un avion doe combat ourop~on,
-conclusion.

Ill-1 - Les concepts

Los systbmes avioniques actuols sont compos~s d'6quipoments, qui r~alisont chacun uno ou
plusiours fonctions, reli~s entre eux par plusieurs r~seaux d'6chango d'informations, les bus. Chaque
6quipoinont est optimis6 pour sos fonctions, 01 Iarchitecture du syst~me est adapt~e aux missions do l'avion
on fonction do contraintos telbs quo l'amdnageinent des soutos, los encombreinents, poids, consoinmation des
6quipements, l'optimisation du rapport performance/coOt, etc. La composition du syst~ine est 6labor~e, do
fagon th~oriquo, aprbs uno analyse fonclionnelle qui permet do d~finir 0t do dimensionnor los fonctions
n~cossairos at do les altribuer A tel ou lei 6quipement. Pour los tonctions qui no pouvent 6tro tolalernont
d~finios ou dimensionn~os quo pendant te d~votoppement, on est amen6 A prendre certaines provisions pour
to dimensionnement des rossources mat~rielles n~cessaires A tour implantation. 11 en va do mdine pour los
6volutions futures du systbmos (6volutions prA-programmdos), quand cola ost possible. On to voit, it y a
d~jA I& un certain nombro doe sources potentiollos do probibmes au niveau du systbmo (sur- ou sous-
6va~uation des capacit~s et des performances dos 6quipomonts).
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De plus, 6tant donn~s le nombre, la complexit6 et l'int~gration croissants des folictions, Ia
multipicitil des missions et les perc~es technologiquas, ce type d'architecture pr~sente auJourd'hui des
inconv~nients certains.

Au plan technique, car outre las problbmes dAJ& 6voqu~s plus haut, 11 induit des volumes
d'6changes d'informations importants et donc une complaxitAl croissante des r~seaux do communication. La
capacit6 A fusionner les donn~es est aussi limitde par la multi-localisation de ces donn~es et des traitements
qui leur sont appliqu~s. En cons~quanca, l'int~gration et la validation peuvent devenir difficilement
maitrisabies.

Au plan op~rationnel, la disponblitA at la survivabilit6 Sont limit~es par le fait que Ia redondanca
d'une foniction ne peut Atre assur~e qu'an doublant lMquipemnent qui Ia r~alise, ce qui nest pas toujours
possible et nWest eficaca qu'aprbs una saule panne.

Au plan de la maintenance, tout 6quipament en panne dolt Otre d~pos6 at remplac6. 11 taut donc
avoir un stock de rechanga voluminaux at coOteux et du personnel qualiflA pour chacun doaux.

Au plan des coOts, anfin, outre ceux Inhdrents a la maintenance at & Ia disponibilit6 6voqu~s ci-
dessus, d'autres inconvinients r~sident dans le fait qua chaque Aquipemant est d~velopp6 et approvisionn6
s~par~ment, avec tr~s pau de composants communs, ca qul a un elfet muitiplicatif 6vidant.

Lavionkque modulaire se propose de rem~dier & tous ces maux.
L'id~e directrice est de ragrouper dans un nombre r~duits de coeurs informatiques lensemble des

trailements num~riques, ce qul repr~sente la quasi-otalilb des systbmes futurs. Un coeur ast compos6
d'une 6tagbre 6lectronique sur laquelie sont anfichdas des modules de traitement standardisds,
intarchangeables.

Las avantages de ce concept sont en Nhoria las suivants.
Toutes las fonctions de m~ma type, jusqu'A pr~sant r~alis~es par tel ou tel Aquipement, [a sont par

des modules g~n~riques. On a donc besoin d'un nor ibra significativement moins 6lev6 de modules dilffrents
pour r~aliser un systbme complet. Cola diminue d'autant la complaxitil du syst~me, at permat d'dconomiser
sur les coOls de d~valoppement ainsi qua sur ceux de production par effet do sanie.

Las modules (cartes Alectroniques) sont munis d'autotests permeltant de d~tecter at do localiser
las avaries sur l'un d'entre eux. [Is sont remplagables au premier niveau. Ainsi, Ia maintenance est
considdrablement simplifi~e, at le stock de rachanges, qui ne comporte qua des modules, ast r~duit an
volume at en oot.

Un traitament paul 6tre effectu6 sur l'un quelconque des modules standardis~s du moma type dans
une Alagbre. Cola permat d'obtenir des possibilit~s de reconfiguration muliiples en instailant une capacitAi
suppldmentaire pour Ia reconfiguration en cas de panne bian infdrleure A ce qui ast n~cassaire avec une
architecture classique. Les logiciels de traitement sont pour cola stock~s en m~moire do masse pour chaque
rack. On obtient un accroissement de la survivabilit6 at de Ia s~curit6. De plus, en fonction du nombra de
modules an r~serve, et de leur fiabilitil, ii ast possible de commencer une mission avec; un certain taux de
panne initial tout an ayant encore une capacit6 de reconfiguration. Th6oriquamant, on pout arriver A un
nivaau de disponibilit6 accru A un point tel qua la maintenance programrnde suffirait A maintenir l'a~ronef
en Mat de combattre.

Las r~sarvas an capacit6 de traitamant peuvant aussi permaltra d'accroltra las fonctionnalit~s du
systitme do fagon plus ais~e at A menindre coOt.

Lavionique modulaire doit aussi permettra de diminuar globalament les volumes, poids et
consommations des syst~mes (par ragroupement des fonctions, las comparaisons davant Atre faites A
capacit~s Agates, notammant en matibre de reconfiguration) et d'augmentar Ia fiabilit6 par Ie jeu do
plusieurs facteurs (utilisation de Ia technologie Ia plus avanc~a pour tous las modules, d~verminage d'un
petit nombre do produits, diminution de Ia puissance dissip~e at du nombra d'interconnections, etc).

Mais c'est sans doute au plan financier qua les avantages doivent Atre d~terminants,
particulibrement dans Ie contexte actual do diminution des budgets. Las facteurs de r~duction ont Ml6
mentionn~s plus haut :an coOts d'acqulsition (de d~valoppemant, par Ia nombra r~duil de modules
diffrents, mais aussi d'outils associ~s, pour le logicial, las tests at Ia validation, et de production, pour las
m~mes raisons) at an coOls de possession (maintenance, loglstiquo, dvolutions).

11 ast clair qua Ia capacit6 du concept A r~duire las coOls d~pene. du nivaau de standardisation
obtenu. Plus Ie nombra de plateformas utilisant las m~mas modules sara 6lev6, plus las 6conomies d'6chella
saront attractives. Caest pourquoi un factaur d~tarminant pour Ia r~ussite de lavionique modulaira r~side
dans l'universalit6 du concept at son application A l'ensambla des earonats militaires do fagon idantique.
Caest particulibramert Ia cas pour les pays europ~ens, pour lasquels las flottes natlonalas d'a~ronafs sont
trop pau nombreuses pour profiler plainament des Aconomles potentiallas.

Dans ce domaine, trbs vasta, l'Alaboration de standards communs A plusieurs nations nocessite Ia
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prise en oompta des besoins at des contraintes spdciflquas A chacune daellas :14 parliculibrament, le bosoin
do standlardisatlon n6cessita une coopdratlon pouss6e entre las nations, aux niveaux gouvernementat at
industrial.

Cola conduit A une forina dintrop6rab!llt sophistiqu6e. La conccpt d'avionique modulairo ouvro
en effat la vole vars des objactlis nouveaux :pouvoir Installer sur un adronef une fonction ddvelopp6e pour
un autra, tant sur le plan mat6rlel que logiciel, at pouvoir maintanir un systbme avac des moyans communs
(outils at rechanges) A pluslaurs plateformas. Ces objectifs; sont codtes trbs ambitleux, mais pas
irrdalistes au plan technique. Ils sont peut-6tra une des ct6s de notra capacit6 A maintenir une dManse
performante avec des moyans financiers limit6s.

111-2 - Los programmes

La concept d'avionique modulaira a Yu Ie jour aux Etals-Unis, dans Ie cadre du programme PAVE
PILLAR men6 par las Laboratoires Wright da l'USAF. Ca programme a dt6 lanc6 en 1982 par l'tude de Ia
d6finilion de I'archit'~ctura at s'est tarmin6 en 1987 avec l'dlaboration des sp6cifications d6taill6as de
conception de l'avior,: lua PAVE PILLAR.

Sur cet base, un groupe tni-service a did mis en place pour identifier at d6velopper des
composantas at des logiclels avioniques communs, deslin6s A 8tre appliqu6s sur l'ATF at la famille LHX entre
autres :Il JIAWG (Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group).

L'Europe a aussi mis an place plusleurs programmes sur Ia sulet.
En Allemagne, Naua Avionikstruklur (NAS), lanc6 en 1986, ost destin6 A d6finir une nouvelle

g6n6ration d'avionique at d6tudier son application A des rdtrofits d'a6ronefs. 11 comprend une premnibre
phase da conception, terminde an 1988, et una deuxl6me phase de r6duction do risques qul dolt aboutir en
1991 A dos sp6cifications pr6liminaires d'architecture avionique.

Au Royaume Uni, un programme continu do racharches ast en place dopuis 1986 pour identifier
las technologies at las concepts applicablas, 6tudier las domaines critiques at moddliser les bdn6ficos en
tarmes do coOts. Dans ce cadre, un banc de recherche est d6valopp6 pour pormetire do tester do nouveaux
concepts at composantas de systbmas. En 1988, Ia programme AOP (Advanced Avionics Architectures and
Packaging demonstrator) a d1d lanc6 pour 6tudier las nouveaux concepts at technologies en avionique at
d~torminer tours avantagos op6rationnei,- (phase 1 , qul est termin6e), puis pour d6finir una architecture
(phase 2) et valider so faIsabIllt6 at sa d6finition sur un banc daossais (phases 3 at 4).

En France, Ie d6veloppement dle modules do traitoment de donn6es, d'interface pour bus optique at
do m6moira de masse conformas aux standards PAVE PILLAR a 616 lanc6 en 1988, en coop6ration avec les
Etats-Unis (USAF), pour une validation prdvue an 1992. Une 6tude d'application do l'avionique modutairo A
un avion do combat a commencd on 1989, dont las r6sultats seront abordds dans Ia chapitre suivanl. Cotta
6tude dolt so poursuivro par une phase do d6finition at do validation d'architectura dans Ie cadre d'un
d6veloppemnn axplorataira, A3 (Architecture Avionique Avanc6e). Des 6tudes de rdduct~on do risquas sont
aussi lanc6as en 1991 dans les domainas du packaging at do Ia reconfiguration. Lensemble do ces actions
requieri las compdtancas do nombrouses soci~ts a6ronautiques, qul doivant so coordonnar pour assurer une
convergence vers dos standards co-.muns. Coest nalurellement au BNAE, dans son r6to do soutic technique
pour I'6laboration do nouvellas normes, qu'A 616 confide cato t~che, pour laquollo pluslaurs groupes do
travail r6unissant l'ensomble do l'industrie a6ronautique frangaisa at las services do Ia OGA ont 616 cr66s.

D'autro part, plusiours programmes ont Mid lanc6s pour I'application des concepts d'avionique
modulaire dans Ie domaino des ONI (Communications, Navigation, Identification). Coest Ia cas aux Etats-
Unis, avec IONIA (Integrated CNI Avionics), qul a conduit A Ia r6alisation do modblos do d6valoppaement
int~grant las fonictions CNI dlans un spectre do 2MHz A 5GHz, dont l'dvaluation a commanc6 en 1990. Au
Rayaume Uni, Ia RAE (Royal Aircraft Establishment) a r6alis6 un d6monstrateur technologique oriant6 vers
l'6valuation des capacit6s d'un syslbme int~gr6 do communications. En France, l'tude SIERA (Systbme
lnt6grd d'Equipaments doe Radio AMroport6s), lanc6e en 1990, a pour but do d6finir los besouis en mati6re do
CNI int6gr6es at leur architecture. Elle doit aboutir au lancament d'un d6veloppemant exploratoiro en 1991
pour on assurer la validation.

Cas efforts, plus ou mains imporlants, sent d'oidrea national. Comma il a eta montr6 plus haut,
l'obtention do standards internationaux n6cassite dos coop6rations importantes dans ce domaine. Cotta
exigence ost encore renforche par linvestissemant lourd qua reprdsento Ia validation d'une architecture
modulaira pour laensambla do l'avionique.

Coest pourquoi las qualro pays d6jA cli6s (USA, RU, RFA, FR) ant travaill6 depuis 1988 A Ia misa
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en place d'un programme en coop~ration de d~finition et de validation d'une architecture avionique
commune, visant des applications dlans tes ann~es 2000-2010. 11 s'agit doe VASAAC (Allied Standard
Avionics Architecture Council). Sa mission est de d~veloppor [es spdcificalions techniques d'une
architecture avanc~O composde de modules int~gr~s Interchangeabtes pouvant Otre utilis~s sur tout a~ronef.
Son objectif est de proposer, aprbs validation, des projets dle standards OTAN (Stanags) d~finissant une
architecture commune et ses constituants et permettant d'assurer lour interchangeabiit6.

L'accent sera mis plus particulibrement sur to coeur des syst~mes avioniquos ot sur los CNI.
Cepondant, le programme traitera des problbmes assocl~s A 1ensemble des senseurs d'un a~ronof. 1t
comprend plusieurs phases :d~finition, validation, 6votution.

L'ASAAC fait lobjet d'un protocote d'accord signd entre tes ministbres dle la danse de Ia RFA, du
Royaume Uni ot de la France en 1990. Les Etats-Unis, bien qu'ayant trbs activement particip6 au, 'ravaux
de prdparatlon, nont pu signer A cetto dpoque pour des raisons budg~taires, mais dolvent to faire en 1991.
En signant cat accord, les ministbres ant reconnL que I'ASAAC constitue teur axe prioritaire d'effort en
matibro de standardisation en avionique. Ceta va conduiro A r6orienter la plupart des actions natlonates
montionn~es ci-dessus qul no sont pas encore tancdos vers ce programme en coop~ratlon, comme par
exemple pour la France les d~vetoppements A3 et SIERA.

111-3 - Application de I'avlonlque modulatre A un avion do combat europ~en ,un

example

3-1 biect~f

Lapplication des concepts do lavionique modulaire A un a~ronef existant pose in certain nombre
de problbmes qu'it convient d'ittudier. En effet, dans ce cas, it faut tenir compte des contraintes ti~es au fail
quo certains 616ments sont d~finis ot qu'it nest pas souhaitabte ou impossible doe tes modifier. C'est A cette
condition en effet quo t'on pourra so prononcer sur la faisablit6 do metire en oeuvre ces concepts, A
t'occasion d'un retrofit A mi-vie par exemple. Coest do plus un moyen do mosuror los avantages do
t'avionique modutaire par rapport A des architectures classiques.

Pour 6tudier ces probtbmos, to STTE a passO un contral A t'industrie frangaise sur t'application do
t'avionique modutaire au Ratato. Cello 6tude a Mt r~alisdo par cinq soci~t~s a~ronautiques majoures
(Dassault Aviation, maitre d'oeuvre, Dassault Etectronique, Sextant Avionique, SAGEM ot Thomson-CSF) a1
soest termindo on mal 1991.

Los objoctifs doe t'tude 6talent
- obtonir los bases d'une promlibre architecture modutatro pouvant Otro utilis~es pour la suite des

d~vetoppemont en France 01 en coop~ration,
-recenser los caractdristiques dimenstonnant to syst~mo d'arme,
- vatuer to degr6 d'applicabiit6 dos principaux concepts A un avion oxistant, ot donc los

contraintos qui en decoutent,
,d~torminer un ensemble do ressourcos modutairos standlardisabtes avec Ia tochnotogie disponiblo

aujourd'hul.

Los princip-Mes contraintos prises en compto sont
l a d~finition do I'am~nagement dos soutos A 6quipemonts ot los volumes attou~s A l'avionique,
l a d~finition des servitudes :g~n~ratlon 6loctrique, systbme do rofroidissoment et doe

conditionnomont,
- los objectifs do s~curit§ 116s aux missions basso attitude tous temps 01 suivi do terrain.
Los fonctions op~rationnellos sont celles qui sont d~jA d~finies ou pr~vuos pour cot avion,

t'hypothbse do base Atant quo t'architocturo fonctionnelto 051 inddpondante do lorganisation mat~riotto su'
taquotto otto ost projot~o. Le but do lMtudo nest dono pas do vatidor to concept on g~n~ral, mais do proposer
A iso-fonctions opdrationnettes los d~compositions modutaires des ressourcos matdriottes ropr~sontatives
do l'archltocturo du systbmo (SNA Systbmo doe Navigation 01 dAttaque) 0t doen d~duiro los avantagos,
Inconv~ntonts at contraintos.

Z:
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Pour doterminer le cahier des charges du SNA, on s'appuie sur les fonictions op~rationnelles (PO)
qu'il dolt r~aliser. Dans te cadre de cette 6tude, it a 604 pris en compte les FO principales qui influence
directement la d~finition du systbme, c'est A dire colles qui perrmeont de le dimensionner. D'autres
fonctions poau~raient 6fro ajout~es, mais sans indluire de modifications profondos des ressources
mal~riellos. Les FO considordes sont les suivantes:

- Navigation
Pilotage
Local isation/recalagos
Approche
Gostion du vol

*Communications (modes clair et brouill~s)
-Identification

-Gestion dos syst~mos avions (servitudes)
*Interface H-omme/Systbme (IHS)

*Gestion des pannos et des alarmes
*Maintenance en ligno
-Pr6paration/rbtstitution de mission
*Conduites do fir Air/Air
-Conduites de tir Air/Sol
-Vol trbs basso altitude (TBA)
-Autoprotection

-Elaboration do Ia situation tactique

Dans le systbme actueloement d~fini, ees FO sont r6alis~os par des rossources mat~rielles
cemprenant 29 6quipemonts et 3 bus muttiplex~s conformes au projet do Stanag 3910.

1t faut noter quo los Commandos do vet 6lectriques nentrent pas dans le cadre do cette 6tudo, et quo
les ressources Wies au Systbme d'autoprotection (OME) ot A l'eptronique soctour frontal (FLIR) no sont pas
prise,, 9n compto 6tant donn6 to faible avancoment do leur d~finitien au moment do l'tudo.

L'avionique modulaire d~bouche ossentiellomont sur dos notions do tel~ranco aux pannes et do
reconfiguration dynamique dos fonictiens. Pour cotto raison, l'apprecho classique do d~composition on
dquipemonts, puie en modules 6l6mentairos (LRM :Line Replaceable Modules) no pout cenduiro A uno
optiniisation do I'architecture car 0110 no prond pas en cempto teutos los possibili~s do rogroupemnent et do
cemmenalitA des traitemonts, ni do standardisation.

La m~thede suivie 051 do type top-down, A partir des r~sultats do t'anatyse fonictiennollo du SNA
d~jA r~alis~e. Los fonctions d~finies ont dans un premier temps 6td regroup~es on entit~s poss~dant des
carL'.;ristiques mat~rielles do m~ine nature :los Entit~s Homeg~nes.

Cetto approche pormot do d~terminor los diftrnts constituants 6l6montairos susceptibtes do
reniplir une fonction particulibre 6treitoment Ii~o aux caract~ristiquer mat~riellos :ce sent les modules
Mat~riel/Fonctionaiol (M-M/F), Par oxomplo, on trouvora:

- un module r~ceptour multi-bandes dent Ia fenctien ost Ia r~ceplion radie-fr~quonco multi-
bandes,

-un module DSP (Digital signal Processing) dent Ia fonction est loex~cutien d un ou do plusiours
algetithinos do traitomont num~rique du signal,

- etc.

A ce stado, un module M/F nest pas un LRM, car it n'y a pas encore eu recherche do commonalitA
conduisant A uno standardisation mati§Callo des modules. Do plus, un M-M/F pout 6tro composA d'un ou do
plusiours LRM. Cetto d~composition permet do

-Connaitre los diff~rents traiteinonts associ~s A chaque M-MIF 0t identifier tours sp~cificit~s.
- Dterminer lesEntr~es/Sorties do chacun d oux, sur to plan informationnel (typo, flux,

caract~ristiques dos information) quo mat~riollos (typo, support, codago, fr~quenco, d~bit, etc).
-Reconsor los contraintcs asseci~es A chaque M-M/F (do localisation g~ographiquo dans l'avion,



temporelles (dlatation, temps de r~ponse, synch ronisation),, de sOret6 cde fonictionnement, do confidentialit6
(sdgrdgation "noir/rouge),, d'alimentation, de volume, d'environnement, etc).

Quand chaque module M/F est ainsi d~fini, it est possible d'envisagor les regroupemnents seton
cerlains crit~res comme

- la sOret6 de fonctionnement (regroupement dans un m~me rack doe modules redondanis ou
separation do deux sous-ensembles pour 6viter qu'une panne simple no rondo indisponible la totalif d'une
foniclion),

l a vulndrabilitd (s~paration physique de sous-ensembles pour la r~sistance aux impacts),
l a difficult6 des t~ches doe validation et d'int~gration (qul conduit A homog~n~iser des fonictions

d'un m~me rack),
- la minimisation des volumes d'6changes d'intormations (regroupement des modules ayant A

s'6changer un grand nombre doe donn~es),

et avoc des contraintos commo
let nombre doe LRM par rack,

- t nombre do racks par soute,
l a disposition et l'instaltalion des soutes,
l a dissipation maxin'ate d'un rack,
let nombre d'abonn~s sur un bus,
l a distance maximate entre emettour et r~cepteur sur un bus,

-etc.

Celte approcho a conduit A dotinir 7 Entit~s Homogbnes, commo indiqu6 sur Ia figure 3

E~I- ODVE et moteurs (non 6tudi~e ici)
EH-2: Interface Syst~mes Avion ISA
EH3 ONI (Communications, Navigation, Identification)
EH-4: Coeur Syst~me
EI-5 IHS (Interface Hommo-Systbme)
EH-6 Interface Syst~me-Emports ISE
EH-7: RCO (Radar, OME, Optronique)

La figure 3 fail apparaitre Ia notion doe R~soau do Communication SysIbme (RCS), qui permet
t'int6gration totla do Iarchitecture, sans pr~juger do sa nature exacto it est compos6 doe plusiours sous-
r6seaux.

La figure 4 montre un oxemplo do docomposition doe EH2 en modules M/F. L'EH2 comprond los
sous-systbmes atterrissours, 61que, domarrago, conditionnomont et carburant. Le contonu des M-M/F
ost to suivant:

- Captours/aciiiateurs
Its pouvont 6tre des robinets, valvos, v~rins, pompes, jauges, capteurs; do temp~rature.

tachym~tres, 6lectro-valves, contactours. Pour Ia distribution 6toctriqueo, co sont ossentiottomont des
616ments do commutation et do protection.

- Interfaces capteurs/actuateurs
Ce modutg r6aliso los interfaces 6lectriquos do bous los capteurs/actuatours pour chaque sous-

systbme.
- Concentratour signaux captours/actuatours
It assure Ia concentration do btus los signaux g~nr~s par chaque interface pour pormoltre tour

exploitation par to module doe gostion. It pout 6tre r~alis6 sur to(s) m~me(s) LRM quo to module interface.
- Gesbion rossourcos
ii constitue ia partie intelligonbe do chaque sous-syslomo. 1t execute los braltomonis ties aux

commandos 01 aux surveillances des circuits, aux difrentes r~gultions, A Ia synthbse des pannos, etc. 11
pr~sente une liaison avec to RCS pour los 6changes avec d'autres EH.

Cello EH n~cessifo dos redondances et des reconfigurations au nivoau des traitoments do commando
et do gesbion pour en assurer Ia disponibilit6 0t des surveillances 0t consolidations, 0tc, pour Ia s~curit6.

Las autres EH soil doompos~es comme suit.
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EH3 at (ONI at RCO):
Antennas
Etage(s) hyper-frdquence (analogique)
Etago(s) pr~processeur(s) (numdrique et conversion A/N)
Elage(s) traitement du signal
Traitements at gestion de la rossource

EHA (coeur systbmo)
On trouve Idt un soul M-M/F, qul effectue les traitoments suivants
- Gestion technique

initialisation
maintenance sol
fusion des capteurs
synthbso des Informations (de localisation, situation taclique, pannos)
goslion des ressource5 (alimentations, compatibilit~s, capteurs, armements)

- Conduito de la mission
coop~ration
conduito du vol (6laboralion des trajectoires et des informations do pilotage)
macro-tonctions telles quo los conduitos de lir, ltes contre-mosuros, la gostion du vol

-Gestion des pannos et des alarmos
*Gestion systbme
*Gestion de l'IHS

synth~se
affectation des visualisations
affectation des commandes

*Gestion des m~moires de masse
base de donn~es cartographique
base de donn~es proparation/reslitution do mission
logiciels de reconfiguration

E&~ (I H S)
Visualisations/Oommandes
Interface vid6o et Intorface/concenlrateur
Gindrateur do trac6/signal et Intorpr~teur do commandes
Traitemonts et gestion doe la ressource IHS

EHO~ (ISE)
Les interfaces avec les emporls sont standardis~es selon la norme MIL-STD-1 760. On Irouve donc

des fonctions d'interface ot do distribution r~alisdes par un module d'interface sp~cifique MIL-STD-1 760
Storesl/O).

3-4-1 Architacture g~n~rale

Sur la base de Is d~composition fonictionnelle pr~c~dente, uno architecture g~n~rale a Wt 61abor~e.
Elie est prdsenlde en figure 5.

Elie ropr~sento une solution interm~diaire pour l'avionique modulaire, puisque certains sous-
cnserb~cs no sont pas entibreman', lnt~gr~s :RO, OINi at COVE.

Les principalos caract~ristiques en sont los suivantes.

Notion do coeur syst~me
L'architecturo repose sur le coeur syst~me, qui g~re Ia tolalit6 de l'avionique A laide d'un

ensen-thl. de ressources techniques (capteurs et IHS) quo constituent les autres EH.

DMflnItlon des bus globaux
Les rack de trailements (ou do gestion) sont reli~s ontre eux par un bus global. Pour 6viter des

modes de panne communs lids au !ait que I'interface do communication do ces racks sont des points do
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passage obligatoires, it est n~cessaire de disposer de deux bus globaux, auxquels sont connect~s toutes les
EH. Ces bus sont du type HSDB ou HSRB et sont redond~s.

Architecture systbme s6curls6e
La prise en compte de Ia fonction op~ralionnello TBA impose une architecture de type double

chaine pour d~montrer le niveau de s~curit6 rocherch6. Cela renforce Ia n~cesst d'un bus global double,
avec: couplage aux deux bus des c'apteurs (radar, radio-altimbtro, base do donn~es g~ographiquo) ainsi que
du coour sysl~me (qul 6labore les trajectoiros) et des ODVE.

Coeur syst~me s6curls6
Ldlaboration des trajectoiros TBA par le oour systbmo Impose IA aussi d'en s~curiser le

foniclionnoment. On est donc amend A le s~parer en doux sous-ensombles pour assurer
l a s~gr~gation des traitements TBA

-une moindre vuln~rabilitd physique
l a consolidation des ordres TBA.

Cependant, il serait possible d'envisager des m~canismes de s~curisation au sein d'un m~ine rack,
plus faciles A mettre en oeuvre dans une structure modulaire grAce Ai le redondance du bus de fond de panior,
et Ia possibilitAi de dupliquer et de s~gr~guer des traitements sur des LRM diff~rents.

Notions do base de donn~es et de bus sorveur
Certaines tonctions n~cessitent des volumes imporlants de donndos stock~es. Lee utilisateurs de ces

dlonnides sont multiples, surtout en tenant compte des bosoins do reconfiguration des logiciels en cas de panne
ou solon Ia mission ou l'dtat du systbme. Cola conduit A proposer un iack 'oase do donn~es" qui concentro
toutos los ressources do stockago n~cessaires 0t permet Ilacbs do toutos los EH.

Le volume d'informations transfr6 pouvant 6tro trbs important, un bus serveur A haul d~bit
auquel tous los utilisaleurs sont abonn~s ost sp~cifi6 pour 6vitor do pdnalisor les performances dos autros
6changes sur le bus global. Ce bus pout Otre du m~ine type quo le bus global par souci do standlardisation
(mais un bus 3910 ost suffisant pour le Rafalo).

Notion de bus capteur
11 y a un bosomn do communication entro M-M/F d'une m~ine EH (par exeinplo : pour l'IHS, ontro

la constitution d'imago et Ia g~n~ration do trac6, un d~bit do 40 Mbits/s est n~cossaire. Do m~ine ontre le
pr~processeur et le Dsp dos ONI et entro l'UnilA Arithin~tique et le PSP (Programmable Signal Processor)
du radar, avoc des d~bils do 100 Mbils/s). Si ces fonctions sont dans doux racks diff~ronts, il taut d~finir
un bus sdrne (car Ia distance ent,,e racks pout 61re importanto) doe d~bit 100 Mbits/s ulilis6 en poin A
point.

Notion de bus dle commando et do contr~le (bus CC)
L'analyso des d~compositions mal~riellos dos EH montre un bosomn do communication A bas d~bit

pour Ia transmission do commandos et Ia saisie d'informations do contr6le (status). Coest to cas entre los
diverses rossources do I'llIS plac6os on cabino un bus do type 1553B convient, mais doit 6tre doubA. Coest
aussi le cas entre diff~ronts LRM dos ISA et ISE, pour lequol le couplage A un bus 1553B ost
surdimonsionnA: IA, un bus de typo RS422 doit suffire.

int~gration des Centrales Inertielles (Ci) aux CDVE
Los ressourcos des Cl sont constitudes do doux sous ensembles :1le senseur et son 6loctronique do

contrdile et le traitomont des donn~os pour obtenir des informations inortiellos puros ot do l'inortie
optimale. L'hybridaticn dos captours inertiols A ceux dos commandos do vol permot d'effectuor une synth~se
des informations et donc do consolidor los donn~es doe localisation. Pour cola, le sous-onsomble sonsour des
Cl est int~grAt dans los CDVE.

3-4-2 Ddcomposition mat~riello

Chaque EM fait lobjot d'une d~composition en LRM. Le format rotonu pour los modules ost le
Double Europe (I Atludo d'implantation a aussi did effoctu~o avec dos LAM au formal SEM E, mais; le nombro
do modules rosto le m~ine et los volumes des soutos no sont pas adapt~s A co cas).

Deux types do racks ont dlA d~finis.
Le premier pout comprondro un ensemble do 40 LAM. 11 pout bt'e utilis6 pour des EM compronant
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un grand nombre de modules d'Entr~es/Sorties et un faible nombro d'interfaces aux bus paraliles de fond
de panier. Un tel bus ne pouvant en g~n~ral relier plus de 15 abonn~s, cette contrainte a conduit A d~finir un
rack de 18 LRM.

Les dimensions du rack de 18 modules sont
Longueur 324,5 mm
Largeur 220 mm
Hauteur 273 mm
Volume 19,5 litres
Le rack do 40 LRM est d'un volume double.

La composition et Ia lisle des LRM do chaque EH est pr~sent~e ci-dessous. 11 apparail des modules
m~moire qui sont lift aux m~canismes do reconfiguration et do gestion dynamnique des ressources. Do tels
modules sont aujourd'h;ji proposes avec: une capacit6 do 4 Modtels, qul semble suffisante pour Ia plupart des
EH. Cepondant, des capacit6 deux ou quatre fois sup~rieures sont envisageables.

Cette EH comprond, dans un rack de 40 modules:
- un ensemble do traitement, effectuant la gestion do toutes s05 fonictions. Les principes do

reconfiguration offerts par l'architecture modulaire doivont permettre do r~pondre aux bosomns do s~cur~t6
et do fiabilOt,

- u', ensemble d'Entr6es/Sorties. La structure redondante des interfaces ost implant~e sur rhaque
LRM.

Los 6ctianges d'informations ontre ces deux ensembles s'effectue par un bus CC rodondant. Los LRM
do lonsomblo do traitement sont relies par un bus do fond do panier parallitle, do type P1-BUS.

La lisle des modules est Ia suivante

Traitement UIT 32 bits RISC 2
M~moire 2
Couplage bus global 2
Couplage bus CC 2
Alimentation 3

Sous-Total I1
E/S Entrees discritios 5

Entr6es analogiques 3
Sorties discrbtes 3
Sorties de puissance 2
Entrees sp~cifiques 1
Sorties sp~cifiques 1
Alimentation capteurs/act. 2

Sous-Total 1 7

Total 2 8
Rhserve 1 2

La composition est semblable A cello do l'ISA, avec des couplages suppi~mentaires a des bus 15538

(pour l'interface emports) et serveur (distribution do donn~es stockdes aux omports).

La lisle des modules est Ia suivanle

Ensemble ~fkflob
Trailement UT 32 bits RISC 2

MV6molre 2
Couplage bus global 2
Couplage bus CC 2
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Couplage bus 1553B 2
Couplage bus serveur 1
Alimentation 3

Sous-Total 1 4
EIS Commutation 28V 9

Commutation 200V 6
Logique s~curit6 armaments 1
Logique sdcurit6 d~tresse 1
Matrice vld~o 4
Options vId~o 3
Concentration 2

Sous-Total 26

Total 40
R6serve 0

11 comprond
- un ensemble de traitomont, implant6 dans un rack do 18 LRM, reli~s par un P1-BUS. 11 est

abonn6 au bus sorveur (cartographie, otc).
- un ensemble do fonctions video et interfaces IHS qui r~alise toute [a g~ii~ration do trac el atI

saisie des commandos. 11 est r~alis6 dans un rack do 40 LRM. 11 comprend des LRM IDSP pour to traitoment
des vid~os. La bus do fond do panior pout 8tre du type P1-BUS, mais avoc: un d~bit qui pout exc~dor los
25Moctets/s. 11 est reli6 par doux bus 1553B A 1'ensemble des torminaux do visualisation at do commando,
avec uno fr~quonce do fonctionnemont plus 6lev~e (100 A 200H-z) pour diminuer los tomps do r~ponse.

La d~composition en doux ensembles ost justifi~o par lo fait qua leurs m~canismos do
reconfiguration sont diff~rents. Its sont relids par un bus captour rodondant.

La listo dos modules ost la survanto

Ensemble hb 1Qmbre
Traitomont UT 32 bits RISC 7

M~moire 3
Couplago bus global 2
Couplage bus Captour 2
Couplago bus sorveur 1
Alimontation 3

Sous-Total 1 8
Video at E/S Couplage bus Capteur 2

DSP 2
G~n~ratour do trac6 5
Traitomont vid~o 2
Incrustation typo 1 2
Incrustation type 2 1
Cartographie num~rique nO 1 1
Cartographie numdrique n' 2 1
Cartographie num~rique n0 3 1
GUndration 3D 2
Couplage bus CC 2
E/S analogiques audio 2
Alimentation 4

Sous-Total 2 7

Total 4 5

IF16serve 1 3
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Les CNI regroupent les fonictions 616menlaires suivanles MIDS, GPS, 1FF, MVLS, V/UHF, R/A
Centrales inertielles et capteurs ABC (Andmo-Baro-Clinom~triques). Les Atudes du concept Atant en cours
en France, une d~composition precise n'a Pu 6tre obtenue. Les estimations r6alis~es A partir des dorndes
disponibtes sur IONIA (TRW), qui permel de couvrir largement tes besoins du Rafale avec 70 LRM, sur le
NAS (RFA) qui correspond A une configuration proche de cello du Rafale et qui comprend 123 LRM de 26
types diff6rents, conduisent A une EH ONI compos~e do 60 modules dans un rack "num~rique" ef trois racks
"hyper-fr6quence" ( avec une r6servo de 12 LRM). Un rack ayant un volume de 19,5 litres, l'tiypothbse
rotenue semble conduire A un surdimensionnement par rapport A l'objeclif do l'tude SIERA (Thomson)
d'un volume de 45 litres.

L'architecture du radar Atant trbs modulairo, et los autres sous-ensembles do cotte EH n'ayant pas
6t0 analys~s, [a liste des modules rotenus pour to radar est cello dAjA d6finie 83 modules de 20 types
diff~rents (Cos modules sont de formals divers, ce qul rend los comparpisons difticiles avec los autres EH).
Le fait do d~porter les ressources du radar apr~s l'tage do traitement . 3signal (PSP) am~nerail un d~bit
de communication trbs important, qui pourrail 6tre rdalisd par plusieuts bus capteurs (do t'.)rdre do 5).
Le d~port du PSP n'est par contre pas envisageable acluellement.

Elle est implant6e dans doux racks identiquos de 18 LRM et comporlo

Noim du LRM Nombr
UIT 32 bits RISC 5
M~moire 3
Couplago bus glot at 2
Couplage bus se:veur 1
Alimentation 3
Total 1 4
Rdsorve 4

EH Base do donn,6es

1t a 6l6 suppos6 quotao moiti6 du rack do 18 LRM qui Ia compose est r~serv~e A [a base do donn~es
elle-mdme (qui pout 6tre r~alisde avec des lecleurs do disques opliquos ou des m~moires siliciumn
hybrid~es, par oxemple). La d~composition en LRM est alors:

Nom fldu LLM Nomffbra
UIT 32 bits RISC 2
Mdmoiro 2
Couplage bus capleur 2
Couplage bus serour I
Alimenlalion 2
Base de dnn~es 9
Total 1 8
RUserve 0

On arrive pour los EH eludi~es A un ensemble do 210 LRM r~partis ainsi
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Capait desrak NLb -M Nb sg
ISA 40 28 12
ISE 40 40 0
IHS 58 45 13
Coeur 36 28 8
Base Donn~es 9 9 0
ONI 72 60 12
Total 255 21 0 45

Hors les ONI (60 modutes), los 150 modules restants sont de 32 typos difl~rents, coux los plus
utilis~s dtant:

UIT 32 bits RISC 23
DSP 2 (hors radar)
Mdmoire 1 5
Couplago bus global 1 0
Couplage bus CC 4
Couplage bus serveur 5
Couplage bus capteur 6
Couplage bus 1553B 4
Alimentaliou 2 1

tes racks ainsi dMinis so logeni dans les scutes o6j scnt actuollement install~s los 6quipemenls
qu its remplacent.

11 taut notor quo cortainos optimisations no sont pas prises on compto dlans cos r~sultats, commo
par oxomplo pour los ONI, ou pour los bus globaux et servour, qui pourraient 6tre idontiques. Los r~sultats
sont donc pessimistes par rapport A ceux qui devraient Wtr obtonus en appliquant totaloment los concepts do
l'avioniquo modulairo.

Cetto 6ludo ne porte pas sur loensomble d'un syst~mo avionique. Elle montro toulefois qu'un
systbme modulairo permos de rdaiiser los fonictions op~rationnollos d'un avion do taillo r~duito comme lo
Rafale, tout en rospoctant los contraintos do s~curit6 Ir~s s~vbro lies aux missions TBA. 11 n'apparait pas
do gain significalif on mati~re do volume ou masse do l'avionique, mais il taut consid~rer quo los capaci~s
do reconfiguration sont largement augmont~es, el quo I'on dispose do r~sorves appr~ciablos (17 % des
rossources installabtes).

3-5 Conclusion

Cello 6lude ropr~senle un premier pas vers une avionique modulare on France.
Ello a permis do confortor lindlustrie 0t11e minist~re dans oeur foi en Ia faisabilit6 do ces

nouvoaux concepts. Elto no permet pas actuellomenl copendant do confirmor tous los b~n~fices, en
particulior financiers, qui en sont altondus.

Ello a aussi pormis d'idontifier dos probl~mes techniques compliqu~s, comme le conditionnemont
ou Ia r~alisation d'un systbme doexploilation global permottant los reconfigurations automatiques au sein
d'un rack, dent Ia maitriso demandera encore beaucoup d'efforto.

La poursuito des travaux, pour des applications futures, sora r~alisdo principalement au tilre do
programmee on coop~ration comme ASAAC, d~jA cit6, ou EUCLID (dont lo domaino prieritairo n0 4 a pour
ebjet l'avionique modulaire). C'est n~cossaire, d'une part ti causo dos sommes requisos pour menor A bien

utot d~voloppement et d'autre part pour assurer ia sladiadisain ia plus large dans l'OTAN, qui seule
pout amener une optimisatien do l'utilisation des ressources 0t do l'intorop~rabilit6 au soin de l'allianco.

IV - LE SOTWARE BUS

Lo chapitro pr6c~dent mentro une utilisation intensive do module do trailemont arilhm~tique et
legique (UT) au co9in d'un systbmo. Cola refl~to liImportance do ce typo de traitemont, qui so tradluit par des
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volumes de logiciels en croissance exponenlielle. Ces UIT doivent dire standardis~es, avec trois buts
principaux:

*l'interchangeabilitd physique, qul est assurde par la conformitA aux spdcifications F31,
* I recnfiguration dynamique, qui impose qu'au sein d'un m~ine systbme, tous las modules UT

puissant fonctionnar avec les logiciels implant~s en m~moire de masse,
- Ia portabilit6 des logiciels, voire des modules UT eux-m~mes, d'un syst~me A l'autre.

11 est tentant d'en d~duire Ia n~cessit6 de standlardiser un code d'ordre unique et un systbme
d'exploitation temps rdol unique.

Cependant, cotta voio a d~jA dtd oxplorde et a conduit & de s~vbres d~sagr~monts. Le D~partement a
le DWense Amdricain a standardisd un code d'ordre, le MIL-STD-1750A. Or les unit6 centrales r~alis~es
avec ce code d'ordre, 10 16 bits, ont dtd rapidement d~pass~es au plan des performances par des mat~riels 32
bits, en particulior RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer), avant leur mise en application A grande
Achelleoen adronautiquo. La France a fait Ia m~ine dure exp~rience avec: le programme CMF (Calculataur
Militaira Futur), qul bien qu'Atant bas6 sur un code d'ordre 32 uits, na pratiquement pas eu d'application.

La standlardisation du code d'ordro pour toutes las pialeformes militaires pr~sente donc des
inconv~nients, qua I'on pout lister de Ia fagon suivante:

-ella constitue un frein A l'innovation technologique,
-elte no parmet donc pas d'utiliser Ia moilleure technologie disponiblo A un moment donnA,
-elle ne permet pas de profiler de Ia synargie avec le secleur professionnel civil, qui dans ce

domaine bdn~ficie d'un d~veloppement plus rapide qua le secteur militaira, A Ia fois au plan des mat~riels
qua des outils logiciel,

- ella implique l'immobilisalion do budgets consid~rablas pour inainlenir A niveau las
performances.

On pourrail imaginer d'utiliser comma standard un code d'ordre du commerce. Mais IA encore, las
m~mas inconvdnients surgissent, car tout choix, f~t-it bon (ce qui ast difficile A pr~voir A moyan erine),
restraint consid~rablomant las possibilil~s.

Une solution pour sortir do cotta impasse consista A avoir une interface slandardisda antre to
logicial d'application at le systbme exdculif temps r~el (RTX) :caest Ia notion do software bus.

Par analogie, on pout an effet discerner trois niveaux do standardisation d'interfaces
- ceile pour les Achanges entre sous-systdmas, ou entre racks, par l'utilisation de bus

inulliplex~s comma Ie HSDB,
- celia pour las Achanges antre modules d'un rack, par l'utilisalion do bus do fond do panier

comma le P1-BUS,
- cello entre le logiciel op~rationel d'un module at son ex~cutif.
La but est d'obtenir une porlabilitA botla du logicial op~ralionnel d'un ensemble

processeur/ex~cutif a l'autre, en acceptant Ia contrainta d'une recompilation (los modules d'un m~ma rack
devront donc avoir un nivaau sup~riour do standardisation, pour assurer las reconfigurations). Cola permat
d'oblenir:

-l'ind~pendance vis A vis du mal~rial,
l a portabilit6 des applications,
l a r~utilisabilit6 du logiciel.

La DEl (Direction doe lElectronique at do lIInformatique) do Ia DGA a lancA des Aludes allant dans co
sans, qui comprennent plusiours volots.

Un ex~cutif lamps r~el comprend plusiours fonctionnalit~s
l a gestion des interruptions,
le1 randez-vous Ada,

*des primitives asynchrones,
l a gastion dos E/S,
l a distribution (r~partition sur piusiours modules do 1iax~cutif global, en parliculier pour

satisfaira las objectlfs dle toldranca aux pannes).
Une partie do cas fonctionait~s so reirouvont dans le Run Time Ada, at esi donc standardis~e.
En ca qui concerne Ia distribution, Ia DEl a fail d~veloppar un compl~inant d'ex~cutif, appatA

EXTRA (EXtension du RunTime Ada). Las cibles soni las codas d'ordra MIPS, SPARC, 680X0, 88000 elI1
960, avec: las technologies Ada do Verdix, Telesoft at Alsys, ce qui permet do couvrir una trds large gamma
de produits.

Pour las m~canismes asynchrones, Ada n'offra pas de services tls qua los s~maphores,
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Wvnements, etc, bien connus dans d'autres langages. Cependant, le besoin existe, pour
*prendre en compte les application existantes (portabilitd)
*permettre les communications et operation de signalisation asynchrones,
-am~liorer les performances,
-am~tiorer [a portabiitA6 et la r~utilisation.

Ces services Alant extr~mement coOteux en temps d'ex~cution avec le m~ca-.isme du rendez-vous,
le DEl a propos6 une lisle do primitives pour insertion dans le langage Ada, qui constitue un mod~le
coh~rent de m~canismes de coop~ration asynchronos, qui permet des architectures d'application propres et
efficaces en 6vitant l'ulilisalion de solutions non protables. Cola doit permettre une meilleure ad~qualion de
ce langage aux application fortement temps rdel, et assurerait une portabilitd plus facile des applications.
cos primitives sont:

-des compteurs :"resource" et "buffer",
*des Mtals :"event" et "blackboard",
-des impulsions :"pulses" et "broadcast".

Its sont un prdalable A Ia notion de software bus, dont los Aludes ne font que commencer.

En ce qui concerno le software bus, it exisle IA encore un besoin do prendre en compte los
exigences et los contraintes de tous les utilisateurs polentiols. C'est pourquoi cette approche doit Otre mende
en ci)op~ralion, de fagon optimale dans to cadre des programmes inlernalionaux d'avionique modulaire.

V - CONCLUSION GENERALE

Le prdsont exposd ne pr~tend pas avoir fait to tour de tous les probl~mes de standardisation
a~ronaulique en Europe tol champ est beaucoup trop vaste. Mais en abordant certains soctours; de
l'avionique, it a essay6 do d~montrer quo

-pour to tutur, Ia standardisation et l'intorop~rabiliA sont des enjoux consid~rablos,
op~rationnels et financiers. En ce sons, la standardisation ost A e110 seulo un bosoin nouveau, qui sera do
plus en plus important,

-ces enjoux no pourront 6tro gagn~s quo par Ia coop~ration, A tous los niveaux.
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FIGURE 4

EH2 (ASI) BREAK-DOWN INTO MODULES
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MIXED APPROACH TOWARDS MODULAR AVIONICS
CONFLICTING REQUIREMENTS

by
J.P. LACROIX

THOMSON-CSF RCM
178 Boulevard Gabriel P6ri

92240 MALAKOFF FRANCE

1 MODULAR AVIONICS CONFLICTING CEPA 4 in Europe, aim at architecture selection
or standards recommendations 3n order to satisfy
at least three requirement domains:

1.1 INTRODUCTION LCC (Life Cycle Cost) requirements
Performances requirements

New avionics development efforts like PAVE- Availability requirements
PILLAR and PAVE-PACE in the USA, EUCLID

PERFORMANCE LEVEL

NEW CPUS/ARCHITECTURES

IMPROVED ALGORITHMS

TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENTS
UPWARD COMPATIBILITY

LIFE CYCLE COST
F31 DECREASING

FAULT TOLERANCE
(HARD/SOFT STANDARDIZATION) ACOUISITION COST

EDUNDANCY RELIABILITY DECREASINGREUAEILITT

AVAILABILITY

Figure 1.1: MODULAR AVIONICS REQUIREMENTS
(Ends of axis stand for domains to be optimized; along axis are some means allowing to achieve that goals)
1.? LCC REQUIREMENTS volume on too much companies,

LCC requirements reflect customers as well as put a premium on reliability, which
airframe manufacturers expectations: depends on cooling efficiency among

- to lower procurement and acquisition other factors like components quality
costs level,

- to minimize field exploitation costs skip at least one maintenance level by
having a very thorough Built In Test on

Some recognized policies seem able to cope each LRM.
with these requirements: These policies seem obviously able to offer

rely on standard products (F31 benefits, but all have not been yet demonstrated
modules), mass produced in order to in the field.
share the NRE costs on many parts and
get low unit prices; but tradeoffs have to Nethertheless, there is a trend in new
be made on the number of suppliers, so programs to put a high priority level on these
as to have second sources without problems by requesting that design should be
disseminating the production ILS(lntegrated Logistic Support)-driven.
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1MIcompatibility requirements could be a progress
1.3 PERFORMANCES REQUIREMENTS limiting factor).
The basic idea of Modular Integrated Avionics Nethertheless, on a development/ production

is to concentrate in the same rack many CPUs point of view, having less CPUs to produce could
previously spreaded in severall boxes This mean to add more NRE amortization on each unit
computational teaming should, at a given time, while having higher unit cost.
deliver a sufficient amount of processing power
while benefitting from resources sharing and 1.4 AVAILABILITY REQUIREMENTS
offering some incremental power enhancementcapabilities ("graceful upgrade"). Availability requirements are due to

operational people. They need very high avionics
But progresses have been made since the era availability (current figures are in the range of 150

of 16 bits processors, and new 32-bit RISC or working hours -without unpairing failures) and the
CISC processors are currently able to replace (on answer comes from built-in reliability, fault-tolerant
a computation capability point of view) severall 16- architecture and reconfiguration capability and
bit CPUs with a significant cost saving. Graceful that will be the drawback which could hamper this
upgrade (in term of stress effect on the rest of the approach with cost overhead (typically 200 % to
system), could be achieved by relying on 300%).
technological improvement, assuming use of
upward compatible micro-processors (yet

Method Hardware penalty Latency time Correction time Reconfiguration Overhead due to Nb of
delay spurious errors faults

DUPLEX 100% Computation Computation Cycle 1
Cycle

TRIPLEX 2009/ Computation Computation Cycle 2
Cycle

MAJORITY 200 % proc and Instruction Instruction Instruction Cycle 2
VOTING voting circuits Cycle

PARITY 12% memory Instruction Exception Not Handled Exception handling 1
Cycle handling_ _

ECC 25 % memory Instruction Clock cycle Not Handled Instruction Cycle 1
I Cycle _ _I

M for N (M/N) % Test cycle Ilsolation+selftest Selftest+Loading Correction time M

Table 1.4 Fault detection policies

1.5 INTERACTIONS/CONFLICTS BETWEEN remains questonnable (see Tab!e 1 4).
Netherlheless, the total price could be high, due
to the number of CPUs used which does not offer

They are mainly in the field of the architecture; a good cost per Mips, even if a great number of
everybody will agree on the benefits of higher them will be put in production. High reliability
reliability and Buit-In-Test capabilities. figures are also difficult to achieve in suchconfigurations.

But the most significant parameter is thearchitecture choice: In the second case, using only one CPU
(obviously based on one unique micro-

Starting from performances requirements, processor) can't provide fault-tolerance, so the
one may use severall identical medium architecture has to be designed as a dual
performance CPUs or only one powerful CPU processor one or better as a triplex, majority
able to do the job. voting architecture (see Table 1.4). In this

approach, cost Overhead is high, graceful
In the first case, some organization schemes upgrade difficult or costly, but total cost could be

provide fault tolerance and reconfigurability with a advantageous, despite there is obviously less
low price penalty (in % of total cost,, and also CPUs to produce.
graceful upgrade if the Real Time Executive is
able to offer transparency for task localization/ So it's difficult to find the best (or the least bad)
allocation; but latency time in case of defect compromise at a given time; and technological

-fl# ;'v
<' "
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progresses are also cha,' .' the hypothesis International cooperation programs like
every two years, and may. the future Avionics ASAAC, Nun-Bennett agreements.
has to wait for the muti-million transistors chips
which could offer parallel, redundant and self This kind of business, contractual matters

reconfiguring/ repairing architecture at an being put apart, demands a very accurate Work
affordable cost. Break-down Structure and a clear system

definition and partitioning. as well as interface
The greatest risk remains to overdesign the definition. Tools are lacking In this field, and a part

modules, because the aim to standardize for a of this need is tentatively addressed by the tool
wide range of platforms will surely lead to retain described in the later part of this paper.
the highest level of performance/ environment
requirements in every domain, and that could not 3 CANDIDATE APPROACHES
be right for some aircraft retrofitting where a good
balance between airframe and avionics No panacea seems able to solve all the
capabilities has to be made. depicted problems, and a combination of

methods, tools, tricks is currently used.
2 EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

CONSTRAINTS 3.1 IMPLEMENTATION INDEPENDANT

2.1 DESIGN FOR CUSTOMER'S NEEDS

The aim of this approach is to exercise
On an industrial point of view, there is a will to methods allowing to be (almost) free of the final

design for a right adequacy with customer's hardware implementation.
needs and for the lowest intemal production cost.
This requirement could be not well satisfied by Such methods are already in use in the ASICs
standard products: for exemple, at the CPU side, business: Silicon compilers are tools which offer
it's difficult to get the correct amount of some protection versus process change or
processing power needed as well as of memory. discontinuing by the semi-conductors'
This problem arises also for I/O processing where manufacturers; they are also useful for doing
dedicated boards are often to be designed while request for quotation and price comparison
some standard ones are under-utilized, among potential suppliers.

So, if every one agrees on the benefits of In software development, in order to try to
building prototypes from standard (eventually decrease the climbing costs, there is a need for
under utilized) parts, it could be profitable to bring modules re-use; Ada and (perhaps more) Object
cost effective adjustements for mass production. Oriented Languages should provide the right

2.2 ROBUST DESIGN/ GRACEFUL answer.

UPGRADE At the LRM level, it seems difficult to ask for
implementation independance if

Another difficulty of the designers job is to interchangeability at the binary level is requested;
cope with short technological cycles: standards if not, one may argue on a strict conformance to
need currently more than five years to mature, the F3 1 requirements by attaching priorities to
while technologies change every two years. The requirements:
dilemna is to become rapidly obsolete when
using stabilized technologies or to miss deadlines - Form interhane relies to mechanical/
when using too emerging technologies. thermal constraints and must be satisfied,

So there is a need of "robustness" at each - Fit laterchanoecould be understood as a
level of the system (board, chassis, rack, avionics top-and-bottom conformance:
suite) in order to accept without major redesign * at the top by compatibility with some
some technological improvements (related to HOL (usually software written in Ada
costs savings for the final product) as well as to with standardized Real Time
provide growth capabilities for evolution of Extensions),
customers specifications or even some errors in * at the bottom by compatibility with a
system sizing during the design phase. This given backplane: connector, pins
need is currently addressed by choosing allocation, data exchange protocol,
upgradable components and designing-in
flexibility through programmable devices. - Function interchane should be achieved for

2.3 SHARED DESIGN/ DEVELOPMENT various micro-processors through a combinationof software layers and hardware additions
There is a trend for design and development (ASICs), assuming that they all can satisfy to a

Weaming inside companies, between companies given level of computational capabilities and
in a country and also between countries: response time.

EUCLID, PAH-2 and EFA programs in
Europe,

o,~
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This approach could offer transparency of the 3.2.1.1 INTERACTIONS/LOCKS
inner part of the LRM and allow to use for BETWEEN STANDARDS
maintenance purposes CPUs based on differentmintenaneprs u s basth edpri on doffren One of the first conclusion when conducting amicro-processors, but at the price of softwarebotmuaprchitatheesacle
recompilation at flight line depot, and less bottom-up approach is that there is a close
reconfiguration capability if different types are relationship between potential standards.
used within the reconfigurable entity (usually one For the hardware:
rack). Board size will put constraint on board

density (eventually leading to a two
APPLICATION (in Ada) sided board).

- Board density will have influence on
REAL-TIME EXECUTIVE package type.

Package type will have influence on
BOARD SUPPORT cooling management (it's difficult to use

conduction-cooling for PGAs).
IAS If surface mounted package type is

CP choosed, it could force to develop
,HARDWARE hybrids or ASICs.
PACKAGE For the software:

- CPU type and power will determine if
multi-processing is required.

- Communication between tasks will have
influence on the backplane bus

Figure 3.1 Hardware encapsulation (message oriented rather than memory
oriented) and on the Real-Time OS (to

3.2 MIXED APPROACH be tied to Ada).
- Bus width could influence the hardware

3.2.1 BOTTOM-UP (connector size).

FCgur 3.B. rs-opigotnards Coln

T Ta d aiPackagetype
Ts Real-Time bs density surfacefs I Tlor2sidesC vs
anyavionicsio ul bdtn lses through

a mc ASICs (ifo

are~~~sevc seinit9aipl2qj ridrs

Figure 3.2.1.1 Cress-coupling of standards

Test/ Maintenance bus3.2.1.2 CORE FAMILY BUILDING *Down-loading/ Debug bus (if dedicated
This approach aim at building a family of the bus is needed)

four main types of LRMs from which a large part of -2-nd layer INTELLIGENCE LEVEL defines:
any avionics suite could be deveopped. It uses a *main classes of micro-processors
layered method: "companion ASICs (If any)

1 1-st layer BUS LEVEL defines: service serial links
backplane bus "bulk memories
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- 3-rd layer PERIPHERAL LEVEL defines: a very wide range of delivered power. Adding one
functionalities requested to interface with LRM could force to add two PS modules. This

the system (Avionics Bus, AC/DC Y1O, problem does not arise with local on-board power
Discrete bits,..) supplies, which offer natural incremental power

capabilities.

Using these three levels, a set of boards can This method is applied since 1980 in
be built, some with or without intelligence (Dumb Thomson for 680X0 based designs, targeting
I/O or I/O controller, Bulk Memory or File Sever), all various form factor boards (1/2 ATR, Double-
intelligent boards using the same kernel. Europe, ARINC 600, ...) and functionalities.

Development cost and time savings offered byOne flexibility advantage was to place, for the family concept are a major argument when
some families, an on board power supply; when answering RFPs.
considering racks' composition, there is a need
for a redundant power supply, which should have

L-- ---I F -HIBULK WOPOAOM1CM N k

WC2.1.3VIRTUAMMOUAL

0 E

HQBII(! IA M cLM ET *~ I OL

Figure 3.2.1.2 Layered approach of LRMs family

3.2.1.3 VIRTUAL MODULE

The very best solution is to ha a truly F3 1 conceptual level: the standard is a combination of
modules, and use them in all products, but in a thoroughly validated schematic together with
some cases, like partial revamping of old software layers (BSP, BIT, ...). This Hardware/
products, it could be useful or profitable to port Software Kernel could be considered as a pail of
designs towards other board sizes or different a library of high level functions. The good side for
backplane bus, or to add functions to a previous users is that they get some freedom of
design. implementation; the good side for standardization

is that expensive developments which insure
There are also compromises to find when software portability are locked.

looking for standards acceptance within a
company; a way to fight the well known NIH (Not This approach is used in Thomson-CSF for a
invented Here) position is to leav6 some creativity new family of RISC based modules, allowing (non-
to people. predictive) software to run on any cached or no-

cached architecture developped within the
The "virtual module" is a soft way to do company.

standardization because it remains at a
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ODE ATED LA YO IT Ln P A

OEM = DEBUIGTOOL.S

DULfONNECTIO

HAN DR SOARD SUPPORT A T T S

HADESPACKAGE NIE
ADDEDLLJ[ JLJ

FUNGTlONS

Figure 4.1.3 Virtual Module (or SHAPE: Software Hardware Adaptable Processing Elements)

Don? try to sell Virtual Modules: you could be paid with virtual moneyl

3.2.2 TOP-DOWN Underestimate of data traffic could lead to

When building an Avionics system, and increase data rate or to add busses to the system.

starting from operational and functional In the case of Integrated Avionics, the
requirements, the problem is to answer at least problem is widened to system bus and backplane
three questions: bus; and also because this concept has not been

were are the functions? yet used in any conflict, and vulnerability issues
what amount of resources (memory, I/O, are not known, Top-Down approaches have to
computation power,...) do they need? handle centralized as well as distributed Avionics.
which is the volume of data exchanged
between them? Starting from some knowledge of the system,

from a software load balancing point of view, the
Misplacement of functions could lead to aim is to find the best reparlition of processing

avionic bus bottleneck by unuseful data power among different racks in order to cope with
movements. backplane bus bandwidth and system bus

Local underestimate of processing power capability; the ultimate (technically speaking) goal
could force to add computation capabilities or to should to be able to place tasks anywhere (CPU,
use remote ones. Rack, Avionics Suite): it would make worksharing

and reconfiguration easier.

EFT I

__ CMAJNICATIO

----------------------

Figure 3.2.2 Tasks communication system's transparency
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3.2.3 TOP-DOWN METHOD The first step was to build a common
equipment description form, then design cature

It was decided to start from a known part of the tool, simulation method, and, if needed, the
RAFALE aircraft system. Thomson-Csf being simulator.
main contractor for the Radar, Counter-
Measures, Optronics and Communication 3.3 TOOL DESCRIPTION
equipments, it was possible to get all needed
informations to describe the equipments and do 3.3.1 DESIGN OF A MODULAR INTEGRATED
method validation. AVIONICS SYSTEM

FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONAL

REOUIREMENTS REOUIREMENTS

FUNDAIMENTAL

CONCEPTS LCC
CASE TOOL(S)

CPU. Bus, MODELS

ARCHITECTURE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

DEFINITION PARTITIONING CS
I IG RELIABILITY

RACKS LRMs CATALOG

COMPOSITION

Figure 3 2.3 Required CASE tools
avionics systems (ratios between 17 and 27), but

The designers dreamed CASE Tool could there is a lack of methods for a more accurate
look like the one depicted in Figure 3 2 3. system sizing.

One of the candidate architecture for future All these unknown datas/ factors make uneasy
avionics system leads to place in the same rack/ the design of an efficient (in term of
chassis severall identical modules (CPU or I/O requirements/ product adequacy) if there is no
oriented) which were previously spreaded among help available through some Computer Aided
different boxes. Tools.

The design of the CPU itself is not a 3.3.2 SYSTEM SIMULATION
tremendous task, according to the current s!ate-
of-the-art and the many off-the-shelf available The simulation of any avionics system,
micro-processors; the main difficulties to solve are w'-ether centralized or distributed, is useful to the
in the field of the behaviour of such many CPUs designer to get a rough idea of how the data
dealing with an unique backplane. processing parts of the various LRMs are acting.

By the time this study was launched, there The main figures of interest are the
was no tool allowing to forecast the bus scheduling of the events (harware and software),
efficiency/load in an not well known context of the dynamic bus load balancing and the
bus accesses scheduling; tasks scheduling resources allocation' sharing.
inside the CPUs must be aware of bus activity,
and vice-versa.

The second unknown factor is the actual
efficioncy of the CPUs; the current upgrade in the
available memory space and the computation
power leads to a TBD shrink of resources.

The third unknown factor is the initial system
sizing; by the time being, some laws seem to
appear between successive generations of

...- ' .;; . -.
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3.4 PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS OF THE 3.5.2 SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT AND
I= HOSTS

3.4.1 TARGET APPLICATION The graphic capture and simulation package is
written in C. It should be easily portable on any

The tool is dedicated to the simulation of a workstation with some care to exercise for the
network of data processing racks, In respect to graphic library.
the internal tasks scheduling and the
communication between data processing The very first release of the tool used the
modules. The activities of task creation and SUNVIEW graphic library developped for the SUN
execution are to be simulated with their timing TM workstations but the design was rapidly
aspects In mind, as well as with their hardware ported under X Window (of the MIT) with the
resources consumption. Xview toolkit offered by SUN; this toolkit is under

The tool Is a complementary approach in port on DEC stations by a third party (Unipress).

regard of some commercialy available products The current version of the tool is fully
which are more suited to algorithms simulation, operational on SUN workstations and in beta-test
network simulation and to global systems on DEC stations, both types being used within
simulation. the author facilities. The design should have be

made with the Xlib library of X window in order to
A particular care has to be given to the run on any X Window workstation, unfortunately

modelization of data communication between this library was not available at the beginning of
computation modules as well as between racks, in the study. TBD
the future attempt to find the best place of these
modules in the most suited rack of an Integrated 3 5.3 USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE
Avionics Suite. The simulation package user's interface relies

3.4.2 PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT AND on pull-down menus and multi-windowing for a
HOST higher flexibility.

The language(s) for the programmation of the The capture and editing of the modules
tool must be supported by a wide range of (segments and links description) is made easy by
workstations; the perennity of the tool itself is optional "help on the syntax" placed in the pull-
insured by not using specific or exotic down menus.
environment, bound to any non standard
workstation. 3.6 GRAPHIC CAPTURE

3.4.3 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE AND 3 6.1 CAPABILITIES
EASE OF USE The graphic capture utility allows the system

The tool was designed for people being not designer to descnbe in a modular way the
familiar with capture/ simulation arcana, in order to application software packages running on severall
have a short training time. computation modules.

35 TOOL DESIGN 3.6.2 METHODOLOGY

3.5.1 APPLICATION FIELD As said in § 3.5.1, the methodology is based
on three types of software modules and four

The tool is based on a simplified, macroscopic types of links.
approach considering that there are only two
useful levels in an avionic system: Each software module is made of a collection

the computation module level of segments, which represents an execution time
the global system level corresponding to instructions cycles, memorycycles and I/O operations.

This concept allows an easier relocation of the

modules in a modular avionic system. Transactions from module to module areexecuted by transfer between segments.
The analysis of the software side of the

system is made through the representation of 3.6.3 TYPES OF MODULES
linked software modules: there are three types of 3.6.3.1 Running CPU module
modules and four types of links.

The description Is done In an hierarchical way: This module is made of a serie of segments
for exemple, an I/ module can be built through a where the CPU is running freely and does not rely
combination of elementary software modules. nor is constrained by any external event.

r'
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A report file saves all error, warning and
3.6.3.2 Waiting CPU module help messages.

-A "help to debug" file records the
This module represents a serie of segments operatords last commands (in a 1024

where the CPU is denied any external access steps ovingowind s il i hepu
cycle. This module is used to describe a CPU in a steps moving window); this le is helpful

psiewfstt.for the debugging of the tool itself, by
passive wait state. allowing to replay the commands

3.6.3.3 Synchronization module producing a malfunctionning.

This module is referenced to a global (in a 3.6.5.3 Printer output
system point of view) event. This event will All block diagrams of the CPUs edited on any
synchronize severall CPUs; it is Issued by an window of the workstation can be sent to a
unique source, but may be received by more than Postscript printer.
one CPU.

The Syncronization module encompasses 3.7 SIMULATOR
"active wait" segments corresponding (for 3.7.1 POLICY
exemple) to the response time (delay) of an I/O
device. Using an off the shelf behavioural simulator

(VERILOG, VHDL,...) makes mandatory to design
This module is used to describe a CPU in an a source code generator. Designing this

active wait state. generator proved to be as complex and difficult as

3.6.3.4 Modules' hierarchy designing a discrete events simulator. The final
choice for this part of the study is not definitively

The tool has the capability to represent a set made, but the best way seems to look for a discret
of modules by an unique module (of an higher ever's simulator.
level). The graphic capture package alows such
an ascending approach. 3.7.2 ENTRY PARAMETERS

The reverse approach (descending) is also The description of the software modules uses
offered, in order to get a more detailed view as references some hardware (in the sens of
inside the functionning state of a module. performances) parameters of the CPUs (w

processors cycle time, message travelling
3 6.4 GRAPHIC CAPTURE CAPABILITIES delay,...).

The graphic capture package allows the All these parameters are entered as text datas
designer to open simultaneously severall editing and are interactively modifiable during the
windows. Each of them is dedicated to the simulation.
description of one CPU (block diagram) and works
on one hierachical level. Using the views is 3 7.3 SIMULATION
orthogonal to the combinations CPU-Hierachical The simulation belongs to the "discrete
level. event" type, the likelyhood of apparition of an

3.6.5 FILES GENERATION event is computed for each previous event.
Between each event, all memory accesses

3.6.5.1 Description file and I/O transactions are saved for each CPU for
The graphic capture package produces a further statiscal analysis purpose

texte file containing all the software modules
described. This text file is correctable and The discrete event simulator has to be
modifiable. All software modules are referenced compared to the scheduled simulator: the
to the same level, but theyremain tied to a previous will chain the events, whatever the limepticular PU. between two succeding events; the following willexercise its scheduler at each time slot.

3.6.5.2 Other files 3.7.4 SIMULATION RESULTS

The package generates four other files:
- A global file saves all CPUs block The simulation output is a graphic one, which

diagrams as well as the contents of the represents the current activity of each CPU,
modules. expressed as segments referenced to the

- An utility file safeguards the memory software module which contains them.
space allocated to the CPUs description It will be possible to appreciate the interactions
and the graphic context. This file is between CPUs by examining the activity
useful In case of crash of the capture diagrams. The statistical analysis of resources use
package; the user can restart from a should be offered in a later version of the tool.
previous stage, preceding the crash.
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3.8 IMPROVEMENT OF THE ACCURACY OF 3.8 3 ACCESS PRIORITIZATION
.THE SIMULATION (SYSTEM LEVEL) If any C 'U has to access to a common, shared

3.8.1 WEAKNESSES OF THE DESCRIBED resource, the synchronization module, which is in
TOOL charge of this request, must receive

acknowledgement or denied access from this
For the available version of the tool, all CPUs resource: the pnority access mechanism to a

are executing their tasks at the same rythm, shared resource is yet to be modelized
whatever the context.

4. QNCLUO
In order to add some flexibility in the tasks

scheduling, conditional execution of the software The described tool (graphic capture and
segments has to be provided, simulation) aim,, to bring some methodological

help for designing modular integrated avionics
Another problem is the access to a shared systems, by allowing a more accuratb analysis of

resource, which relies on priority modelization their dynamical behaviour.
and resolving mechanism. The refinement of the system modelization is

3.8 2 CONDITIONAL EXECUTION tightly dependant on the performance of the

The first improvement will be to launch the simulation package. Additional work will be

execution of some particular segments of the performed during the current year in this area and

software modules by global system conditionning more results would be shown at the lecture time.

parameters. These parameters will be either 5 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
defined by the user when setting up the current
simulation, or dynamically generated by some The author would thank Jean Paul Petrolli for
software modules during the simulation. The his contribution and Patrick Berniolles for his
mehod for generating these global conditionning valuable help when setting-up this paper.
paramete, s is not yet defined.
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AVIONICS SOFTWARE EVOLUTION

John A Turton,
UK Ministry of Defence,

St Giles Court,
1-13 St Giles High St,
London WC2H 8LD
UNITED KINGDOM

SUMMARY
is that efficiency of the generation of the system can be

The paper reviews the critical software-related aspects maximised, and an ability is provided to minimise the
where thorough planning and implementation of number of errors that pass through to the later
philosophies and principles are needed, in order to be able development stages, where they are very costly to
to develop software-based avionic systems to meet target correct.
timescales and budgets; identifies some of the critical
software technologies that will facilitate this process, both 1.4 From the perspective of the customer for these
today and in the near future; and briefly descibes the advanced software-based systems, the risks associated
implications for software resulting from the currently- with the software content of projects continue to grow, as
emerging modular avionic architectures. A central theme a result of the rapidly increasing complexity that is
of the paper is that the system and software generation achievable and demanded Large real-time embedded
process should be placed on as formal a theoretical basis software projects are prone to timescale overruns and
as possible This is in order to be able to deal effectively budget overspends, or fail to meet their operational
with the complexity of the software-based avionic requirements The result is increased cost, late service
systems that are 'just around the corner' entry, a need for further development after service entry

to meet original requirements, or in extreme cases
1 INTRODUCTION cancellation

1.1 The magnitude of the software component within 1.5 This paper reviews the critical aspects where
milita.y avionic systems has grown considerably over the thorough planning and implementation of philosphies and
past twenty years The technology has come a long way principles are needed, in order to be able to develop these
from the earliest systems, containing some 16kbytes of very complex systems to meet target timescales and
code embedded in a central processor, to the budgets; identifies some of the critical software
architectures under consideration today that feature technologies that will facilitate this process, both today
many megabytes of code within a distributed processing and in the near future, and briefly describes the
environment. The enormity of the software development implications for software resulting from the currently-
task has required a move away from the assembler emerging modular avionic architectures
language technology of the early years, to the use of
standardised high level languages such as Ada, in order 1.6 This work has been carried out with the support of the
that overall Life Cycle Costs may be minimised. Procurement Executive of the UK Ministry of Defence
Advances in semi-conductor technology over the same (UKMoD(PE)). The views expressed in this paper are
period have provided the system designer with the those of the author, and do not necessarily represent
microprocessor and memory building blocks that were those of the UKMoD(PE).
unavailable to those early digital systems. Those
components have the performance capability to 2. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE LIFE CYCLE
accommodate the code expansion common to most high MODEL
level language implementations. The software content of
avionic systems seems set to continue increasing, with 2.1 Evolution of the software functionality of avionic
the next generation of military aircraft likely to feature systems has necessitated a parallel evolution in the
distributed processing architectures based upon a overall approach to the development of the software
modular construction. component. A variety of idealised lifecycle models for the

development of software based systems currently exist;
1.2 In parallel with this growth in size and complexity, lifecycle being defined as the complete process from
there has been an evolution in the understanding of how initial definition of system requirements, through
these systems should be developed in order to meet development, production, in-service support, to eventual
performance, cost and time-scale targets. The rapidly disposal.
increasing capabilities of the hardware that can be fitted
into an aircraft provides more and more scope for 2.2 A potential difficulty in the development of complex
software-based functionality. This must be supported by software-based systems is the conflict between the need
the software engineering technology to handle the to freeze the design requirements at some point, in order
definition and design of those functions within reasonable that the system can be designed, manufactured, tested,
costs and limescales. etc, and the reality that it is often not possible to define

fully the requirements for the deliverable system until
1.3 A central theme of this paper is that we need now to experience has been obtained in the application of
be placing the system and software generation process something that represents it. To this end, a considerable
on as formal a theoretical basis as possible. This is in proportion of the overall design/development budget
order to be able to deal effectively with the complexity of should be assigned to the process of simulation,
the software-based avionic systems that are 'just around modelling, prototyping, animation of specifications, etc
the corner. Formality will allow automation to be applied to prior to commitment to design; furthermore, as much
the fullest extent in the development process. The result scope as possible should be provided to allow the
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functional requirements of the system to be further refined cycle model. These more advanced models may in fact be
throughout the development programme. considered as further elaborations of the basic concept

2 3 One thing is certain; a positive decision must be 3.1 7 It is vital that the individual system developer is
made from the outset of any software intensive project, as given the freedom to arrive at the final product by
to what model or paradigm is to be applied, in order to set whatever way he chooses, provided that he can
the framework upon which the detailed project demonstrate from the outset that this is consistent with
development process is built (Paradigm defined as the basic requirements of the Waterfall Model. He should
something serving as an example or model of how things have the scope to choose the development life-
should be done) cycle/methods that best suit his organistion and/or the

task requirements
3 LIFECYCLE MODEL EVOLUTION

3 2 V-Model
3 1 The Waterfall Model

3 2.1 A development of the model appears in the UK
3 1 1 The conventional model for many years has been STARTS Guide

2 (See Fig 2), prepared by the UK
the internationally known 'Waterfall' Model (see Fig 1). Department of Trade and Industry and the UK National
This evolved from earl/ experiences in the development of Computing Centre, The STARTS Initiative (standing for
software based systems. It wa: formalised in Software lools for Application to large Beal ime
DOD-STD-2167 'Military Standard - Defense System g.ystems) provides a collation of information on available
Software Developme-it', and has been carried forward into tools and techniques for the development of software
the the current versio A of the document' issued in 1988. based systems.

3 1 2 The Standard requires that developers implement a 3.2.2 The V-Model explicitly introduces links between
process of managing the development of deliverable design decomposition phases and integration and test
software. A sequence of phases is defined for the phases. It is the documentation and reviews which
definition of requirements, the design, integration and provide the tangible and objective milestones throughout
testing of software in parallel with the system hardware the software development process. Each phase can only
development process, be considered complete when all the required

documentation has been completed and reviewed to have
3 1.3 An implication of the Model is that the development met the requirements The subsequent phase can only' be
process should start at a software systems highest level started when all the input documents are complete and
of functional requirement. Oesign definition proceeds available
progressively 'top-down' through a successive breaking
down into lower level software components, down to the 33 Incremental and Evolutionary Development
ultimate component level, the module. The coding and
integraion to build the complete system is then carried 3.3 1 The in.cremental approach (see Fig 3) achieves the
out 'bottom-up', allowiig full testing of ihe component final full-function deliverable, by building the total system
software assemblies before integration into the next level capability in ever increasing increments Successive
up builds have increasing capability, which is formally

demonstrated at prm-planned points in the programme. Of
3 1 4 The DOD (Department Of Defense) Standard also particular concern in this process is the co-ordinated,
introduces the concept of baselines, to provide parallel development of the hardware needed to support
assistance in the process of management control A the software at these milestones
baseline represents a configuration identification at a
formally specified point in a cosifiguration items' lifecycle. 3.3.2 The evolutionary approach is similar to the
The completion of one phase of the development process incremental, but instead of achieving full capability over a
is determined by the satisfactory assessment of the single development phase, the process spreads over a
deliverables of that phase, and may be identified as a number of phases, probab!y including in-service A
baseline. The products of the next phase are formally limited-capability system is taker info service as part of a
verified against the previous baseline, as part of the pre-planned programme, which sees further drelopment
quality assessment, before themselves being to full capability in parallel with the initial in-service period.
subsequently incorporated into a new baseline.

3 3 3 The incremental and evoluticnary approaches can
3.1 5 The Model has come in for some criticism over the help to reduce the risks involved in single phase
years, as it is conside~ed by many not to reflect what development to full functionality of very complex
actually happens during the lifecycle of software systems The, also help where the requirements are
development. The concept of phesing through the 'fuzzy' i e where the general requirements are known, but
development process, with detailed design being the details are lacking The building of a limited
completed before coding and tebt being carried out, and functionality system allows 'hands-on' experimentation in
not being revisited, does not match what has to really a real or simulated scenario, increasing understanding of
happen in a project, where the design process may be what is actually required, and leading to refinement of the
reiterated throughout the development phase, and requirements.
probably on into the in-service phase as well.

3.4 Models for the '90s and Beyond
3.1.6 Hcwever, I would suggest that the basic concept

behind the Waterfall Model must be present in whatever, 3 4.1 A recent proposal3 is a further development beyond
more refined model, is employed. The fundamental the incremental approach. Instead of a rigid number of
requiremrnits of 'top-down' design Definition, and 'bottom- phases, successive levels of prototypes are used (see
Lp' coding and integration, are essential to ensure design 4 2 1) to iterate towards the final requirement. The use of
traceability in the final delivered product However, for the continuous evaluation and risk ana!ysis provides a good
complex systems of today and the future, other basis on which to make necessary decisions over options
processes must be included to achieve a workable life- that may be open. When the prototype has iterated to the

ii r l I[ I ii i [ ... .... ... .... .. .. .... . .. ...
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point where it meets the requirements, it is engineered as 4.2.4 Analysis Tools
necessary to provide the design soundness required by
the criginal Waterfall Model, in order to provide the Automated tools are required to detect mis-specifications
deliverable product. This approach is known as the Spiral and errors during the early stages of the specification
Model (' e Fig 4). process.

3 4.2 Another possibility is the 'third Generation' Model, 5 THE EVOLUTION OF ADA
proposed by A 0 Ward 4 of BAe (see Fig 5). This again
recognises the importance of the rapid prototyping 5.1 Ada today
process in defining the requirements for the eventual
design of the system. Ada was originally developed by the US DOD to provide a

standard language for the development and maintenance
4. THE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION PROCESS of large real-time embedded systems. The language was

initially standardised as MIL-STD-18155 in 1980, and
4.1 It seems clear that great emphasis will be placed upon subsequently revised as ANSI-MIL-STD-1 81 5A6 in 1983.
the requirements definition process in future models, as a The tools to support the development of systems with the
result of the present difficulties in precise definition from language have progressively become more capable, and
the early stages of a prolect. It is here that the more widely available for application on a broad range of
requirements are set to be transformed through the development hosts As at February 1991 there was a total
development process into the final design. If the initial of 135 validated compilers7 for use with the Ada language,
requirements are wrong, then so will be the system and covering a broad range of both host and target machines.
software that appears at the end of the development A number of these compilers are second or third
process If we can only describe precisely what it is that generation developments, and the efficiency of target
we want, in complete and consistent detail, then the code produced is believed to be becoming very good
process of developing it, whilst by no means being trivial, indeed. A wide range of other development tools are also
does become a realistic, relatively low risk task A further available to support the development of Ada based
complication is ttw design of the hardware on which the systems. A significant amount of demonstration and
software wili run. which often has to be tackled from an development has taken place for real avionic applications,,
early stage n ,he development process (see Fig 6), including applications having flight safety implications.
because of the long lead times involved in obtaining the Offsetting any increase in code required to carry out a
components, designing enclosures, environmental testing particular function is the increase in the caabilites of
leading to qualification for the application, etc. target processors; there seems to be very little reason

today to oppose the use of Ada for the development of
4 2 Techniques and Tools systems on grounds of performance alone, for a broad

iange of avionic system functions
Techniques and tools available to assist in the
requirements definition process include. 5.2 Ada 9x and the future

4 2.1 Rapid Prototyplng 5 2.1 Since the Ada 83 Standard was issued, there has
been a considerable progression in the capabilities of

Enables the system developer tc assess design and computing systems appropriate to military applications.
specification decisions through the implementing of part There has also been a realisation from practical
or all of the system, without consideration of integrity and experience that there were a number of aspects of the
formality requirements. The rapid prototype can then be original Standard that were less than perfect. As a result
exercised in realistic situations, of these factors, the Ada 9x project was started, with the

intention of defining an updated Standard for applications
4.2.2 Animation in the '90s and beyond. The project was initiated in

October 1988, with an invitation to the public to submit
Animation of a systems requirement specification is a revision requests, and over 750 were subsequently

process which facilitates the examination and received. A number of meetings and workshops were also
demonstration of the specification. The specification is initiated, to assist in the process of further refining and
converted into an operating, visible representation, which prioritising user needs
can then be exercised by the customer or designer with
the aim of checking that the specification does actually 5.2.2 The Requirements Definition Phase was completed
record what is required in December 1990, with the publication of the Ada 9x

Requirements Documents . It appears that there is still
ii. Rapid prototyping and animation may be applied some way to go to the publication ol the updated
iteratively, with repeated modification to the models or Standard, and that r will also be some time after that
specifications generated, until a satisfactory solution has before the development tools are available in order that
been demonstrated. In the case of rapid prototyping, the Ada 9x Standard can be applied in real projects.
there is also the option for the prototype to be developed
further into the deliverable product. 5.2.3 The overall goal has been to balance the necessary

changes for the languages' growth in terms of applications
4.2.3 Notational Tools in the 1990s, with the need for stabil-ty in terms of

preserving the integrity of existing Ada software and
Notational tools provide support to the process of tools. Thus, upward compatibility has boon a guideine
detailing the requirements A number of such tools now (but not a rule) for the activity; legal Ada 83 programs
exist in proven forms, but are likely to need further should in general be legal Ada 9x programs, and should
development if they are to support adequately the very retain the same functional characteristics. There are
complex systems now being considered. In particular, exceptions to this guideline, and it will be interesting to
mathematical formality needs to be introduced as far as see how much upward compatibility Ada 9x eventually
possible, in order to facilitate automation of the process, allows.

i I-r. i
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5.2 4 Upward compatibility is likely to be of significance in 6.2.3 With the current generation of avionic system, the
avionic applications, where large amounts of specialist Support Environment needs to feature a wide range of
software are required, often performing safety-related tools, each phase of the hf,-cycle being supported by an
real-time functions. Upward compatibility should allow automated tool. Each tool has the facility to interface with
significant amounts of software to be carried forward from others within the integrated toolset, supported by a
one project to the next; lack of it would require redesign common data-base recording the design itself, its
and comprehensive reverification at the changeover from configuration and so on.
Ada 83 to Ada 9x, imposing a considerable cost burden on
that development project. 6 2.4 For the future generation of system, more advanced

tools, and more of them will be required, with perhaps the
5.2 5 At a more detailed level, there are several aspects facility to tackle safety-critical as well as mission-critical
identified in the Requirements Document that will be of software. A highly complex, integrated toolset featurirg a
particular significance to the avionic field: common database and user interface will be necessary,

as will be the ability to provide very wide distributed
The need for the Ada 9x solution to accomodate both access

parallel and distributed processng
6 2.5 Major improvements to over ill productivities a.

ii. Support for modern programming paradigms required, perhaps by a factor of twc or more. This is likely
to prove very demanding on the tool suppliers, but

ill Provision of facilities to support real-time appl'cations software productivity is an area wiere such improvements
are needed if we are to assure that the costs of

iv Requirements for safety-critical applications developing systems for future applications are kept within
acceptable imits,

6. AUTOMATED TOOLS, AND THE INTEGRATED
PROJECT SUPPORT ENVIRONMFNT 7. FORMAL MATHEMATICAL METHODS

6 1 Automated Tools 7 1 As systems complexity increases, it becomes ever
riore apparent trat it is impossible to dynamically test

Automated, integrated software tools are vital to the large programs to ensure their correctness. To obviate
achievement of the increased software productivity this proble,.,, we need to unsure that the program is
needed to match the rapidly increasing size and correctly designed in the first place, and one of the
complexity of software-based avionic systems techniques promising to assist in the achievement of this
Estimates today of realised productivity in the production is the formal mathematical specification of the
of software for avionic systems vary in the range 1,000- requirements for the software. This may appear at first to
3000 lines of fully-tested code per man year In the considerably increase the effort required to produce the
future, the total software load for an aircraft may amount specification Recent experiences however indicate that
to more than the equivalent of 40+ million lines of source in certain circumstances this may be more than recovered
code. Maximum productivity will be essential in c-ler to in the reduction of time and costs associated with the later
contain development and support costs, ard will need to stages of coding, integration and test, as a result of a
be greatly improved over that typically achieved today if considerable reducton in the number of errors .,rrit,
the systems are to be remain affordable. An objective forward. The specification may be fe'eally proven, and
should be that each stage of the ifecycle is supported by reliably demon .irated against the syst6m requirement by
a fully automated tool means of automated animation techniq, es

6.2 The Integrated Project Support 7 2.1 The title 'Formal Method'is commonly used to
Environment describe a number of aspects of the same idea. The more

correct title is 'Formal Mathematical Method'. The three
6 2 1 As the complexity of avionic systems and their fundameotal features of a Formal Method are.
software increases, so there is a need for their
development to be suppoited by more sophisticated tools A mathematically formal notation
As the total amount of software content increases, so the
number of people who nued to access these tools and the A mathematically formal development process
design itself increases, as does the required productivity
of the software development process Hence, the need A mathematically formal means of proof
for these tools to be interfaced together, and supported
by a system which allows access by a number of people at 7.2 2 The mathematically formal notation allows the
the same time The picture is further complicated by the unambiguous statement of software specificalions; these
needs of international collabordtion on development may then be transformed by a mathematically formal
projects, leading to a possible need for access to be development process into programming languages; those
spread over a wide geographical area The Integrated transformations may then be proven to be mathematicaily
Project Support Environment (IPSE) is the ultimate goal, correct via .ne formal means of proof
featuring an integrated set of tools providing complete
support for the design/development process, through the 7.2 3 The following examplq illustrates how a Formal
in-service phase as well as during initial development (see Method could be applied in a practical project.
Fig 7).

i The User Requirement for the system is first set down.
6.2.2 Integration comes in two forms; information sharing This would often be expressed in an informai (i.e not
between develkpment tools for analysis, specification, mathematically precise) way, often using conventional
design, coding, testing and integration; and information larguage such as english. Because of the lack of
management via configurat;on control, change control, precision in an; commonly used language, the
requir-merts traceability, and pro,;ect management Requirement will certainly have many inconsistencies,
support errors and omissions. ven if the drafter managed to set

down a correct statement of what he thought was needed
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(i.e there were no errors in the record of what he wanted, carried out in recent years in the UK .n the development of
based upon his understanding of the words he used), two tarlicular semi-automatic tools, MALPAS (MAIvern
there is still a certainty that his understanding of the Program Analysis Suite), and SPADE (southampton
words and the use of words would not be precisely the Program Analysis and Development Environment). Both
same as someone else reading and interpreting the tools automate the process of static code analysis, which
sptn.ificaton. previously had only been possible using largely manual

low-integrity techniques such as code reviews,
i1 The User Requirement is translated into a Formal walkthrough3, etc. The tools pu, the process onto a
Specification This is a mathematical object, and it can be sound mathematical basis, which lends itself to
precisely shown that properties hold in this specification automation, and therefore potentially makes them a
The properties ot this document can be compared with the practical proposition when considering the development of
desired behaviour, as part cf the process of verifying that relatively large systems.
the properties do exist correctly in the specification.

8.2 In broad terms, the tools first carry out a number of
This comparison may also be used to refine further standardised checks using computer analysers (see Fig
understanding of what properties are actually required, 8):
leadinq to modification of both the User Requirement and
the Formal Specification With some specifications an i Control Flow Analysis, where the analyser
animation process may be applied, where the spec is examines the program structure to identify all possible
'brought to life' via a simulation process, su-h that the starts and ends, unreachable code, black holes, and the
behaviour of the system described in the specification location of entry and exit points of loops
can be physically examined and exercised This then
allows iterations to take place, drawing out what the user a Data Use Analysis, where the analyser checks that
really wants from what he originally said he wanted all inputs and outputs of the program are identified, and

that the data is used correctly e.g data is not read before
Il. The verified Formal Specification may then be refined it is written, or is not written more than once before it is
into a more detailed, lower level specication This may read
be repeated a number of times, specifying successively
lower levals of detail, which is then verified and ,i Information Flow Analysis, where the inputs on
documented The process is ideally repeated until the which each output depends are identified
lowest- pel specifications can be the subject of direct
translation, item for item, into programming language iv. Semantic Analysis, where the relationship between
statements At each successive stage of the refinement inputs and outpts is determined This is a very powerful
process, the output is recorded in a mathematically pail of the process, and allows the program to be
precise and proveable form compared directly with its specification. This can be

further aided by the use of a Compliance Analyser, which
7.2.4 There are currently serious limitations to the allows this process to be carried out automatically
applicalion of Formal Methods. They do not address
considerations such as timing or accuracy, and are 3 3 The principal henefit of the tools is the assistance in
currently only practicable for relatively small systems (of the initial design of software. At this stage, the tools can
the order of 10-50,000 lines of source code) There has be used to provide an immediate check on how the
been little real standardisation so far ;n terms of language software meets the requirements, helping to reduce the
constructions, languages such as Z and VDM still to some number of errors carried forward.
extent being in the research field. The methods are
cifficult to understand, and there is consequently a 9 DOCUMENTATION
difficulty with validation. Tool suoport is still in its infancy.
However, further development of tools into really practical 9 1 Adequate and timely documentation is vital to the
engineering standrds seems likely, as a result of moves development organisation, as weli as to the certifying and
in both the UK and internationally to encourage their use accepting agencies. Of critical importance is early
at least for safety critical software. The fundamental logic discussion and agreement of precisely what
that the computer, a math, -nat, al machine, should be documentation the customer and his agencies require of
programmed using mathea.tically traceable and the contractor. Not only is a record needed of the
proveable techniques cannot be eisily dismissed. There deliverable design, but often a full record of how that
is still some way to go before they will be a practical tool design was arrived at.
for the sort of avionic systems under consideration today,,
but there seems a strong possibility that they will be seen 9.2 The criticality of the documentation produced
as essential sooner or later Even If the full application of recording the development process and the design of the
formal methods to large systems is still some way off, software as it progresses through this is clear: No amount
there are still considerable benefits to be had from the of testing of the final system wil give anything like
application of a notation alone assuiance that the complex software program in any

practical avionic system of today or the future is 100%
8. AUTOMATED STATIC CODE ANALYSIS fault free, that it fully mpets the requirements of the

specification, and only those requirements. Therefore, we
8 1 Static Code Analysis is defined as the process of must depend to a large extnt upon the software having
examining the behaviour of software without running the been 'designed-right' to meet the specification in the first
software on a computer It seems likely that it wilt have an place.
important role to play in the near future in the cost
effective development of software, as part of the process 9 3 A basic requirement is herefore that designers must
of 'design-right' rather than lest-right'. The tools currently take a discipiined approach to the development of the
availabie wero originally developed tor use !n the fields of system. From requirements definition, through design,
secure and safety critical software, but a'e inherently code and integration, to final testing, there must be a
suited to any application where the development of properly structurod and recoided process of
correct sottware is a necessity. Much work has been documentation and reviow (s.r. Fig 9).
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9.4 This is a common requirement in both civil and military i. All systems (from the highest level down to the lowest
avionic applications, and is particularly critical for avionic sub-system) to be thoroughly analysed for the existence
systems having flight safety ii,,plications It should be of safety critical hazards, from the outset of the project
noted that there is considerable common ground between lifecycle
the documentation requirements of the principal military
standard DOD-STD-2167A and the civil document RTCA i1 Safety Planning as a distinct activity to be carried out
(Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics)/DO-178A from the earliest stages of a project
'Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and
Equipment Certification' 9 There is also a continuing need iii. Formal Mathematical Methods to be applied
for refinement of these requirements, in line with the throughout the software requirements definition and
advancement of technology, design process

10 SYSTEM SAFETY IMPLICATIONS iv. Defensive programming techniques to be applied

10 1 The increasing complexity of software based avionic v The application of automated static code analysis
systems brings with it a concurrent increase in the amount
o' software that has a direct bearing upon the integrity of vi. The formalisation of responsibilities in the prolect
the aircraft. It is extremely difficult to prove that the organisations (Procurement Project Manager, Design
software for practical systems is 100% correct, and the Authority, etc), together with a requirement for formally
problems that result are becoming increasingly independent groups to carry out verification of the
significant Techniques that ensure that software is software, and assessment of the work of the Design
correct to the limits of the 'State of the Art' need to go Authority
hand-in-hand with adequate protection at system level
from the effects of any remaining bugs in the software vii, A comprehensive documentation programme, not

only recording the design and its development process,
10.2 The design aim must always be the ultimate but also how safety aspects had been analysed and
certification of the system. Target integrities for sub- controlled
system components depend upon a number of factors, of
principal importance being the overall required integrity of 11. SUPPORTABILITY, AND THE ROLE OF
the aircraft as a complete system. It is essential that the SUPPORTABILITY ANALYSIS
software contribution to system integrity is quantified as
far as possible from the earliest stages of a development 11.1 Life Cycle Costs (i e the overall cost of ownership)
protect (principally by a process of hazard analysis); this are an increasingly important design driver in the
is in order that an assessrient can be made as to whether development of military avionic systems. in-service
or not the design will be i able, and so that levels of support costs form a major (perhaps the major)
verification and validation can be determined prior to the component of this, and therefore refinement and even
proces; of software design optimisation of the design to minimise these is an

important consideration. Logistics Support Analysis has
10.3 In ihe UK, the potential problems have been been available for some time (e g MIL-STD-1388-1A
recogniced for many years We have for some time been 'Military Standard - Logistic Support Analysis'13), as a
successfully applying the requirements of the civil system-wide technique, with the aim of optimising the
aviation document RTCA/DO-178A to military avionic design to meet the needs of in-service support, and
software having flight safety implications. This document identifying the most cost-efficient support option for each
is currently being revised by RTCA, reflecting the component of the system (in terms of who should be
considerable advance in technology that has occurred carrying out the work, facilities, manpower, etc). The
since it was published in 1985 increasing software component in systems means that

particular attention is neoded to this component area,
10.4 The requirements of RTCAIDO-178A have been right through from concepts to detail design, due to the
called up in slightly modified form in a UK Interim Defence great effect upon supportability that software features
Standard 10-31 'The Development of Safety Critical can have ;New standards are likely to emerge for the
Software for Airborne Systems"10 , publishe in 1987 prediction of the support requirements, focussing on the
However, the range and complexity of functions controlled noed for rational, structured examination of the software
by embedded computer systems in aircraft is expanding req.uirements
rapidly, providing ever more numerous and more subtle
opportunities for errors in sof4 ware design These 11 2 The in-service software maintenance task consists
problems are not solely confined to aircraft systems; it of several components
has been determined in the UK that the current approach
to the development of such systems, which is based upon i. Correcting design faults. These include both faults in
system testing and oversight of the design process will, in the softw,*re compared to its specification, as well as
the long-term, become cumbersome and inefficient for the errors in the original specification itself Many faults in
assurance of safety software oased systems can be traced back to ar.

incomplete, impreciso, or incorrect description of
10.5 This realisation has led to the recent publication of requirements. Correcting faults onci a system has gone
two Tn-Service Interim Defence Standards that will have "nto service is the hardest and most expensive option,
major impiications on me way tnat future systems are and every effort should be made to minimise these
designed and built. Int Def Stan 00-55 'The Procurement
of Safety Critical Software in Defence Equipment"', ii. Incorporating minor modifications, to meet new
together with an associated Int Def Stan 00-56 'Hazard operational requirements, or existing requirements that
Analysis and Safety Classification of the Computer and were not fully undo-stood when the original specific tion
Programmable Electronic System Elements of Defence was produced
Equipment'1 2 introduce a number of new requirements, the
most important of which are briefly listed below: 11.3 The Supportability Analysis for Software 'SAS)

process should be continuous, and should run in parallel
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with and throughout the life cycle of the subject system and what information is required to support acc
Ideally, it should commence prior to the point in time where a system as suitable for its intended purpose As much
the need for software has been identified and software scope as possible should be left to the development
requirements analysis is about to start - much of the data organisation to select the methods, techniques, tools, etc
needed to start the analysis is available before this, that best suit its particular needs.
perhaps even as early as during initial feasibility studies.
The process cc.n be broken down into four phases (see Fig 13. MODULAR AVIONICS
10).

13 1 Present-Day Federated Architectures
S Initial

131 1 Current LRU (Line Replaceable Unit) based
i Preliminary 'federated' avionic architectures (see Fig 11) consist of a

number of separate subsystems Each subsystem
i. Detailed performs a defined set of processing functions, as and

when required, and does not have the capability to carry
iv Update/Tracking out new functions as a result of changing circumstances

e g damage to a subsystem requiring some or all of its
11 4 At each phase, analyses may be carried out that can processing functions to b transferred to some other
be grouped under the following headings. subsystem.

Software Identification and Categorisation 13.1.2 Subsystems are connected together, either by
hardwire connections, or by one or more standard11 Software Support Ani'lysis databuses. The number of physical interfaces of any one

subsystem with other subsystams is kept to a minimum,ii Software Supportability for a variety or reasons, including reliability of connectors,

physical space and weight, etc.
iv Software Support Concept Analysis

13.1.3 Each subsystem may have great internal
11.5 Outputs from these analyses should take the form of complexity within its LRUs, containing a number of
a number of standard format reports, which can then be processors, sensor interfaces, power supplies and so on
used as a basis for design refin ,nent, as well as to plan However, these structures are invisible to the other
for the in-service support phase subsystems with which it operates. Its operation within

the avionic system is determined by the characteristics of
11 6 Ore of the important factors in considering the messagos it can send or receive via its interfaces
supportability needs is the rate of change traffic that is
likely, either to correct faults or to meet new or unforseen 13 1 4 The architectural design of this system is
requirements Unfortunately, it is most difficult to predict functional based. Individual physical components with
this during the early stages of design, and there are defined functions, operating together but in a 'loose-
currently no known validated models that provide coupled' way. provide the total functionality required
prediction of this. Further developments here are likely to There is gunerally great diversity in the range of
be of importance component enciosures within one aircrafts' avionic

systems, and between different aircraft types
11 7 The SAS process undoubtedly involves up-stream
expenditure in order to generate down-stream benefits 13 2 The Modular Solution
and cost savings. Looking at current and past
programmes over a broad range of applications, between 13.2.1 The core concept (see Fig 12) is that a processing
50% and 70% of the overall cost of the software life-cycle system built from a range of standardised modular
has been consumed by the maintenance phase, when components, or LRMs (Line Replaceable Modules), would
considering a 10-year service life. Given the likely form the core avionic architecture, in which many of the
service life of many military avionic systems (perhaps 20 processing functions e.g navigation, communications,
years or more), the likely benef:ts for optimisation of the weapons control, displays, etc would reside These
design and forward planning of support requirements are processing functions in the present-day federated
not to ba ignored architectures would have resided in the discrete LRU

enclosures peculiar to the particular function.
12 THE EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS

13 2 2 Fundamental features of the core architecture are
12 1 The rapidly evolving technology in the field of that it is built from a limited range of standardised LRMs
software engineering brings with it a parallel need for providing processor, memory, data bus, etc functions, the
ovolution of the Standards that prescribe design and system may be expanded, reduced or reconfigured to
development requirements Important new techniques meet a number of mission requirements in different aircraft
such as automated verification and validation tools, types; reconfiguration may indeed te an active feature of
formal mathematical methods, etc must be taken account the system, to protect against component failures and
of, following adequate research and demonstration, battle damage, greatly increasing the availability of the

system The system will be configured by coftware into a
12 2 However, care is needed in the Standards functioning entity, and the useful functions ol the system
generation process not to be over-prescriptive in how a i e the operations on inputs to produce required outputs
deliverable product is achieved There should rather be will be software driven.
concentration on the essential qualities of the product,
and avoidance of the specification or discouragement of 13.2 1 The software problem that this presents poses a
the use of particular software development tools, major step forward in terms of complexity for avionics, and
methods, techniques, etc An important component is the will require the development of a highly capable Real-Time
specification of the vital qualities required in whatever Operating System to handle the configuration of the
processes are selected by a development organisation, hardware components, to provide the distribution of tasks 4
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around the network, and to provide the maintained. The impact on the software design would be
reconfiguration/fault tolerance features needed. Existing, that very capable Built In Test (BIT) functions would be
commercial systems may offer some scope to act as a needed to detect that components of the system had
starting point for the development of such a system failed, and to diagnose them correctly; reconfiguration
(although this seems unlikely). A considerable amount of software would be needed to allcw processing to continue
effort and expenditure will be needed to make the to meet the full system requirements with the reduced
Operating System a working reality in the avionic hardware then available. This reconfiguration must be
environment carried out dynamically, during a mission, with minimal

effect upon the other functions handled by the system
13 3 Principal Impacts of Modular Avionics on Note that this fault tolerance is in fact a function of the
Software Design system design (although implemented in the software)

rather than due to inherent fault tolerance in the software.
13 3 1 The definition of an optimised modular avionic It seems unlikely in the foreseeable future that inherently
architecture and its associated software component is a fault-tolerant software will have any practical impact upon
major task, currently the subject of a number of national the design of such systems
and international initiatives. It would be inappropriate
therefore at this present time to speculate in great detail 13.4 Software Philosophy for the Modular
about the final form of such a system It is also beyond System
the scope of this paper to discuss tue system engineering
and hardware related considerations, such as the 13.4.1 There is a range of top-level concepts that could
optimum range and capabilities for the LRM types; ways of be applied, including:
connecting LRMs together, the overall architectural
concepts for the assembly of the variety of LRMs together i. A single program for the entire system. All the system
to build a practical system; and so on. There are however functions would then be designed in without regard for the
a number of general considerations relating to the way in which functions would be distributed around the
software component, that may be usefully highlighted: system. This step would be accomplished automatically,

perhaps as a function of the development system, or
With federated LRU-based systems, the wide range of perhaps as a capability of the Real-Time Operating

processors and software programming methods available System.
leads to a strong tendency for components that are
considered optimum for particular applications to be used ii One program per node. Functions are distributed during
The result is a number of different processors and development to processing nodes within the architecture,
programming methods are used in the subsystems that perhaps consisting of a number of closely coupled
make up the complete avionics suite This plurality leads processors This greatly simplifies the problem of the
to high costs of system mainteiance when the system is software needed to distribute functions around the
in service, because of the wide range of hardware and system, but may seriously reduce the ability to
software support, spare parts and maintenance personnel reconfigure the system whilst in operation
needed Modular LRM-based architectures offer the
potential to minimise this component of Life Cycle Costs, iii One program per processor. A sim, ler solution again;
because of the ability to standardise on many if not all of existing programming languages such as Ada may be
the software components, as well as the development and used to develop the programs for each particular
support environments (facilities, software tools, processor, which ara compiled, linked, and loaded
personnel, etc). conventionally, to provide a defined set of functions

However, this solution restricts the ability to reconfigure
ii. Functions may not need to be uniquely assigned to the system to meet new situations such as the loss of
particular processors or groups of processors, making certain modules. Any reconfiguration options would have
redundant the concept of subsystems each with a defined to be programmed into the system along with the
set of functions. The mouular architecture could, in functional software.
effect, form a single computing system built from a
number of identifiable module components. All the The higher the level of the task distribution piocess, the
processing functions would reside within this system, and more complex becomes the development system and the
t;ie proceasing would be a function of the whole system resident Operating System, and hence the cost of those
rather thar of particular modules. features Increased automation of the software

generation process may lead to reduced direct costs for
mi Existing federated LRU-based systems can suffer from the development of the target software, but again
restricted availability The reliability of individual LRUs increased cost of the software development system. The
within the system may be very high in terms of faiures per lower the level of distribution, the more restricted
flying hour, but the overall probability for the aircraft becomes the possible scope of reconfiguration software
system of loss of one or more functions may be Clearly, a trade-off between a number of such factors is
unacceptably high when taking the overall system required in order to determine the optimum solution in
complexity into account. This situation may be improved terms of overall Lde-Cycle Costs.
to some extent by incorporating redundant processing
Into individual subsystems, but this carries significant 13.4 2 The primary objective of the modular solution is to
weiaht volme, and cost penalt!es which may bo as reduce Life Cycle Costs, compared to those associated
unacceptable as the problem they are trying to solve with federated LRU-based systems. A major component

cf these costs is in software maintenance. A key factor in
The modular LRM-based architecture offers the potential the cost-saving strategy is therefore likely to be a rigid,
ability to provide fault tolerance efficiently The modular, and multilayer software architecture; this is in
architecture would be able to continue operation even :! order that modifications and updates can be undertaken
one or several of the modular components had failed. If on parts of the system, without the need for extensive
sufficient spare capacity has been built into the system, redesign of other parts (see Fig 13).
and there is the facility to configure the functions into the
reduced system available, full system functionlity can be

-,
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13.43 In broad terms, there are likely to be two principal 13.4.8 As far as possible, the Application Software
'layers' of software in the system: should be independant of the particular architectures

defined for individual aircraft types and/or applications
i Real-Time Operating System Software - all This is to promoto the reusability of these software
software within the system that is independant of the components across a range of aircraft types, and should
particular application. The Operating System in effect be achievable by effective layering of the software
configures the hardware into a functioning processing system, Application Software being isolated from the
system, and supports the operation of the application- Real-Time Operating System by some sor of abstract
specific software. Sub-levels of the Operating System interface.
may include:

13.5 Risks
Board Specific Software, the lowest level, specific to the
particular processing boards used in the system, The success of the modular system will be heavily
interfacing between the bare hardware and the Kernel dependant upon the practical realisation of a very

complex, distributed Real-Time Oprating System, and
Kernel; components of the Operating System that reside this must be considered the principal risk area In terms
on every processing node in the architecture of magnitude of code the Operating System will be

equivalent to several million lines of source code, and the
Operating System Support; components of the Operating development cost will form a considerable prooortion of
System that reside on only certain processing elements the total integrated system development cost.

Summarising, the leading functions of the Real-Time
it Application Software - Software specific to the Operating System will probably include exercise of overall
particular mission functions that the avionic system is system control in this highly distributed processing
required to provide to the aircraft Sub-levels of the environment, allocation of processing resources to the
Application Software may include- Applications Software, and control of the reconfiguratlion

of the system as made necessary by failure of component
Application Software Support; software that supports modules whilst in use.
operation of the applications, but which does not relate
directly to specific mission functions 14 REUSABILITY

Applications, software that performs the specific mission 14.1 The move towards modular architectures will greatly
functions i e that provides the mission algorithms increase the scope for reusability of software

components. The use of common hardware modules
13 4.4 The Real-Time Operating System will need to across a range of aircraft types has largely been the
provide effective partitioning of software of dferent focus of attention in the activities investigating modular
safety criticalities This may only be practically avionics thus far, but it is perhaps in the software that the
achievable by isolating flight critical functions to a greatest scope exists for the reduction in Life Cycle Costs
particular area of the architecture, with high integrity demanded
control of data entering or leaving that area. A related
problem is the control of secure (i e classified) data. 14.2 The major source of commonality is likely to be the

Real-Time Operating System At the highest level of
13 4 5 The Real-Time Operating System should provide abstraction, this has the function of configuring the set of
the capability for additional or updated Application hardware modules into an integrated system, and of
Soft ,are components to be idded to an existing system, providing support for the Applicat-ons Software that
w:thout the need for large parts or even the entire system implements the required system functionality. It is
to be rebuilt therefore likely to be applicable to all systems making use

of the common modules, and may be considered as a
13.4.6 Highly capable BIT (Built In Test) functions will be reuseable component in itself
an important component of the Real-Time Operating
System This will need to provide diagnosis down to at 14 3 At lower levels, there is also scope for reuse of
least LRM level, and probably to functional elements of an components of Applications Software from one system to
LRM where appropriate Full logging of fault events will another.
also be equired to assist in future maintenance Principal
areas for BIT include 14.4 A potential difficulty however is in the design liability

for defective operation. Cost savings in the reuse of
Data validation software components across a number of manufacturers
Hardware for different applications are dependant to some extent
Software upon the ability to rely upon verification and validation
Communications work already carried out by the original design company.

However, it would appear that even if a complete rerun of
The software will need to adapt the system configuration the V & V activities is considered necessary for each new
in the event of events such as LRM failure or battle application, there would still be worthwhile cost-savings.
damage It a!so nceds to prov:de control1ed dagradat,on Th,s s as a result of the aik of a need to rerun the design
in situations where insufficient processing resources are process from scratch
available to support the entire application functions
demanded. 145 Increasingly, commercial software systems are

incorporating features which are common to the needs of
134.7 The Real-Time Operating System will need to avionic systems, at the system engineering level.
provide adequate safeguards to prevent events such as Operating systems for distributed processing
illegal accessing or modification of data in memory by architectures are already in use for specialist commercial
faulty software modules The integrity and reliability of the computing applications, and the adoption of Ada for the
system will be particularly dependant upon the software design of commercial systems is likely to further enhance
that controls reconfiguration and fault-tolerance the potential for commonality.
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15 KEY SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY ASPECTS ii. An increasing use of formal mathematics.il methods,
FOR THE FUTURE fhom the earliest stages of soAcification, through design,

to verificati')n
15 1 In conClLsion, the key technology aspects for the
future of avionic software engineering may be summarised iv. A progressive increasE. in productivity of executable
as. code, probably brought about by the increasing

automation of each process in the lifcycle
i A need to refine continuously life-cycle models for th6
development process, in line with advancing technology. v The development of reusable software components,
Models to be backed up by the necessary procedures, principally in the area of the Real-Time Operating System
documentation programmes etc for the new modular architectures now appearing

ii A need for more capable requirements definition vi A growth in the application of in-service supportability
techniques, capable of handling the very great complexity analysis, from the earliest stages of development. This
likely in the next generation of aircraft systems needs to be implemented by a formalised, automated

process as far as possible
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COMMON AVIONICS BASELINE
THE PRODUCT OF

THE JOINT INTEGRATED AVIONICS WORKING GROUP
by

Christopher L. Blake
ASD/YFEA

WPAFB, OH 45433
USA

INTRODUC'I ION WHY BUILD A CAB

Because of the rising costs associated with the As mentioned earlier, the motivation behind this effort
development and production of aviation electronics (avionics) was a recognized need to manage the Defense Budget, in this
there is increasing interest in opportunities to more effectively case by controlling 'he proliferation of aonics, as rightfully
use the United States defenbe dollars spent on the development perceived by the United States Congress. As can be seen in
and procurement of avionics. Over the last several years, Figure 2, the cost of avionics for our newer aircraft has become
efforts to control the proliferation of a% ,naics have yielded an increasingly larger part of the procurement and fly-away
some promising results by simply expanding the application of cost of new weapon systems. The commonly held view is that
avionics equipment to more than one aircraft. It is widely there are economic advan'g es in the improved reliability,
postulated that a key to conserving defense dollars may be supportability and interoperability inherent in the new
through broader avionics commonality applications. More technology available for common avionics, which if achieved
recently, evolution of integrated architecture along with can attain the required performance capabilities needed by the
significant advances in technology in processing and storage implementing weapon systems while offering the potential for
capacity have resulted in a clear opportunity to develop an substantially reduced avionics cost.
avionics architecture and a series of avionics building blocks
(common standard modules) that may be used in a wide variety Several years ago, the results of a wide variety of
of applications, both within a weapon system and between technology based programs targeted to support the next
weapcns systems. With careful attention to designs which generation of avionics were beginning to demonstrate
permit growth and technology insertion, this concept could remarkable advances in processing capabilities using
support weapons systems now and for many years into the architectural structures compatible with fault tolerant,
future. This is the challenge the United States Congress gave reconfigurable, multi-application features. Programs such as
to the U S. Army, Air Force and Navy over four years ago andhas been the objective of the Joint Integrated Avionics PAVE PILLAR (focused on advanced architectural concepts),

has eentheobjetiv ofthe oin Inegraed vioicsIntegrated Communication Navigation Identification AvionicsWorking Group (JIAWG) since its inception. This paper will (ICNIA - directed at integration of communication, radio
present the efforts of the three services to develop a Common - di icat ion of ctica aonAvionics Baseline (CAB), the primary product of the JIAWO. navigation, identification, Joint Tactical Information

Distribution System (JTIDS), Global Positioning System
(GPS), Instrument Landing System (ILS), Microwave Landing

Today the Common Avionics Baseline is a preliminary System (MLS), etc., in a common architecture), Integrated
set of functional performance specifications for development Electronic Warfare System (INEWS - integrating electronic
tools, draft architectures, multiplex busses, common modules combat functions in a common architecture) and DOD VHSIC
and support requirements. These specifications form the basis insertion, all Air Force technology base efforts, were
for a dramatic step toward offering the United States established to individually address growth and enhancement to
Department of Defense an avionics capability which, with more relir.ble specific avionics functions. As word of
some application specific adjustments, could serve the needs of successes in advancing the avionics state-of-the-art spread, an
a wide variety of users well into the future. At this writing, the exaggerated view of the maturity of these discrete technologies
Common Avionics Baseline is evolving and maturing. As will emerged. In this case, the exaggeration was good fortune
be discussed, we have actually built prototypes of various because it added significantly to the empetise to consider die
hardware and software pieces that will eventually become the application of an aggressive integrated avionics capability on
validated Common Avionics Baseline. However, due to the the next aircraft to be built by one of the services.
complexities of competitive procurement, the wide ranging
application dependent performance requirements imposed on
these products, and the lengthy process available to produce Although no demonstration of a full, integrated
hardware and software, considerable effort remains before avionics suite embodying the capabilities of the evolving
success will be declared. The path to a preliminary CAB has technology base has been accomplished, a series of windows of
been paved with obstacles ranging from the complexities of opportunity are available in the form of the concurrent
completing input/output definitions for a common data developments of the Army Light Helicopter (LH), the Air
processor and the impacts of nuclear Transient Radiation Force Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF), and the Navy A-12
Effects on Electronics (TREE) hardening of the entire (the A-6 replacement), see Figure 3. (At the time this paper
Common Avionics Baseline suite, to dealing the proprietary was written, the future of the A-12 program and the Navy's
rights of the design of several critical potential common specific role in JIAWG and the CAB was uncertain. For that
standard processing modules. As will be described, we are reason, the paper addresses the planned efforts as they exist
presented with an opportunity to eventually realize success in unadjusted by evolving events affecting the A-12 program).
the form of a proven implementation of a Common Avionics Each of these aircraft were considered prime targets for the
Baseline Figure 1 is a generic representation of one possible application of an integrated avionics capability. Clearly the
implementation of the CAB to produce an integrated avionics development of thrc . separate avionics suites for these three
capability. The opportunity to create this capability is the weapon systems would continue the avionics proliferation of
direct result of the efforts of the JIAWG. concern to those who manage the defense budget. Based on

both the technical and program opportunities, the decision to
pursue a common avionics capability applicable in the broadest
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sense to all three new aircraft was inevitable. The fundamental part document presenting: background descnbing the
obstacle was how to merge the efforts of the three services motivations leading to the JIAWG, as discussed above; a
with sufficient stimulation to produce the desired result. description of the organization called JIAWO, which follows;

and information on joint avionics development activities
(opportunities for common avionics in the three target
programs, the ATF, the LH and the A-12), discussed later.

THE FORMATION OF THE JIAWG The JIAP is the implementation plan for the JIAWG which,
along with the JIAWG charter, generally establishes direction

As a result of Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) and guidance for the group.
and Congressional reaction to the potential for avionics cost
control available from advances in reliability and Formed in 1987, the JIAWG has been focused on
supportability directly available from common integrated matters concerning system level avionics architecture and
digital modular avionics, in October 1986, the FY 87 DOD module commonality associated with the target applications of
Appropriation Act Conference Report No. 99-1005 was issued, the CAB, the LH, ATF and A-12 (A-12 avionics upgrade
This report required the U.S. Army, Air Force and Navy to program). Those charged with planning the initiation,
'prepare a joint plan for the inclusion of fully integratvd maturation and implementation of the Common Avionics

digital avionics, communications, sensors, embedded Baseline have continually pursued the broadest most robust
communications security, and other electronics on all aircraft definition of performance requirements essential to satisfying
under development." In responst, the Assistant Secretary of the operational needs of the three target programs.
Defense for Command, Control, Communication and
Intelligence directed the Air Force to, in coordination with the The significance given the JIAWG efforts by senior
Army and Navy, prepare a joint plan to meet the intent of the DOD representatives is reflected in the formal organization of
direction contained in the Congressional Appropriation Act. the group. The JIAWO is organized to respond directly to the
The immediate result of this direction was the tri-service three Service Acquisition Executives through the affiliated
formation of the Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group, the Program Executive Officers (PEO). The Service Acquisition
JIAWG. Executives are responsible to the service secretaries to establish

acquisition policy and to a.ure weapon system development
Some of the ground rules imposed during the within the guidelines set forth by OSD and Congress, for their

formulation of the JIAWG were to exploit the windows of programs. The PEO is the single authority between the
opportunity created by the coincidental timing of the LH, ATF individual Program Directors and the Acquisition Executive
and A- 12 programs; to recognize and accommodate the providing development guidance and management overview.
competitive nature of these three focus programs and the Figure 4 shows the relationship of the JIAWG to the formal
constraints of competition on the contractors involved; to deal service acquisition channels. Although the Service Acquisition
with the highest levels of classification imposed by these three Executives are effectively the final decision makers, JIAWG
highly classified programs; to be prepared to work under the issues are routinely resolved at lower levels of the
almost constant scrutiny of the Office of the Secretary of organization, precluding the need to directly involve these
Defense and Congress to show steady progress; and to balance senior representatives except for the most significant of
the desire for maximum long term savings from avionics politically sensitive issues. Their role is predominantly
commonality with the reality of short term cost, weight, and coordination and authorization to implement decisions that
performance impacts to individual weapon systems which may have substantial program implications. Much the same is
might use common avionics, true of the PEO Executive Committee.

Of these constraints, the most difficult was dealing with The Joint Programs Managers Group (JPMG),
competitive sensitivity. It has been essential that the composed of the Directors of the three aircraft programs,
contractors executing the weapon system programs be fully provides specific program related guidance to the JIAWG and
involved in defining JIAWO baseline requirements. A reports directly to the PEO Executive Committee. All issues
successful CAB definition requires that multiple design impacting performance, cost or schedule are addressed by the
concepts created in a competitive environment be minimized to JPMG. The JPMG sets JIAWG operating policies and
allow closure on a single common requirements baseline, considers all recommendations for implementation of the CAB
However, to preserve opportunity of each participant to which have significant cost impacts. The JPMG is supported
imllement his preferred advanced design, all competitive by the Industry Executive Council, comprised of corporate
sensitivities were scrupulously honored when encountered. executives who have multiple program oversight and are
The contractors involved in the JIAWG have devoted directly associated with top level business management of the
substantial engineering effort to the refinement of CAB LH, ATF or A-12. The Industry Executive Council has been
requirements through analyqis and debate among themselves of instrumental in opening competition sensitive doors and in
the underlying technical issues. In order for this process to assuring ready access to essential performance parameters.
work, full and open knowledge of the evolving CAB has been
the key. Any future success of the JIAWG CAB can be The Steering Committee, made up of program deputy
attributed to the willingness of our contractors to lay aside directors, is responsible for dispute resolution and tri-service
many of their competitive constraints for the good of the coordination of JIAWG Task Group recommendations. An
process. A successful leadership role in this effort could Industry Advisory Group, made up of senior avionics
present the ATF and LI contractors follow-on business contractor engineering representatives involved in the three
opportunities in both the military and commercial markets. weapon system programs, provides definitive corporate

positions in dispute resolution and coordination ensuring
With these groundrules, the leadership of the LH, ATF contractor involvement in JIAWO decisions. Issues involving

and A-12 programs created the JIAWG under a tri-service proprietary restrictions and competition sensitivities as well as
coordinated charter and published a Joint Integrated Avionics basic performance capabilities are a primary focus of these
Plan (JIAP). The JIAP was first published in March 1987, and groups
then updated in March 1989, both times under the signatures of
all three services' acquisition executives. The JIAP is a three

- ". - -
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The System Integration Committee (SIC) is the sensing elements of an advanced avionics suite Figure 6
working level government and industry group responsible fo offers a general structure, or orientation, of the CAB elements
tb- efforts of deve!oping alternatives for an Advanced to achieve an integrated system The data and signal
A..onics Architecture (A3), and the many varied common processing capabilities to support radar, electronic combat,
module candidates to be implemented and used by the three communication/navigation/ identification, control and display,
programs as a Common Avionics Baseline. In the Air Force, stores management, general processing, etc., will all be
the efforts of the JIAWG, at and below the SIC, have been available within the current CAB in the form of common data
principally the responsibility of the former ATF Avionics and signal processor modules, memory modules, iterface
Director, Col Mike Borky, until recently the Air Force System modules, and power supplies modules, etc.
Integration Committee representative. Much of the JIAWG
success to date has been attributed to the inspired and The foundatton of the CAB is the advanced avionics
insightful leadership of Col Borky. More will be said of the architecture, A3. The fundamental principles of this
JIAWG organization Task Groups in the section on the CAB architecture are that it accepts standard modules (such as thoseDevelopment Process. just mentioned) which are interoperable and exchangable in a

variety of applications; it meets defined performance standards
for system partitioning, inturconnects, diagnostics and
initialization; it implements a prescribed information security

THE CAB ARCHITECTURE capability; it accommodates technology insertion; and it is
readily integrated into fighter and attack helicopter size

The Common Avionics Baseline is much more than the aircraft.
listing of specifications for development of tools, architecture
and modules, seen in Figure 5. In order for the JIAWG The A3 

is a derivative of the PAVE PILLAR
structure of the Common A-Aonics Baseline to work, the basic architecture that evolved in the early 80s. As the A

3 
has

infrastructure of a "generic" architecture must first be in place. evolved, the range of implementation variables has gradually
This architecture is defined in the advanced avionics narrowed The fundamental features of the A3

, have been
architecture (A3) standard in terms of physical and electrical refined and adjusted through a series of tradeoffs, which will
characteristics such as package form factor, connector(s), and Le discussed later in this paper. Although the current A3
power supply voltages; environmental requirements such as standard rem'ins open-ended to some degree with two similar
temperature, vibration, and corrosion atmospheres; interfaces, architectural ahrinatives, which will also be discussed later,especially backplane and inter-rack bus protocols; software both alternatives sham essential characteristics. A suggested,
engineering standards and common software tools; and overall the A3 is an open architecture which permits interface of both
requirements for reliability, maintainability, and supportability 16 and 32 BIT data processors, flexible mass memory and
(RM&S). The basic configuration units of the CAB are the signal processing via high speed fiber optic data and signal
haidware line replaceable modules (LRMs), generally networs. The A3 interface to radar, electronic combat and
packaged in a modified Sfandard Electronic Module -Format other sensors is via point.to-point high peed fiber optic
E (SEM-E) and reusable software packages written in Ada. networks with more conventional MIT,STD-1553 busses
Individual common item specifications and standards available for less time stressing functions such as flight control
incorporate the appropriate performance, timing, functional and stores management. Other features include a test-
and other parameters needed to complete the definition. Tht: maintenance interface (IM bus) to support background fault
CAB is fundamentally a collection of capabilities which when monitoring, reconfiguration implementation and general
arranged, adjusted and properly matched to the application, maintenance. While much of the A3 baseline is common
will serve as the processing and, potentially in the future, the between the two A3 alternatives, there are differences, such as
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JIAWG CAB 11, REV 1

J87-01 Advanc.d Avionics Architecturc (A
3
) Standard

J90-CNI-OI Integrated Communication, navigation, IdentificatIon System Standard
J87-G2A Standard Ccrnector Specification
8 -G2B Standard Module S!ecification

J88-G4 Configuration Management Plan
J88-G6 Integrated Logisics Support Standard
J87-MI Common Avionics Processor - 16 Bit (CAP. 16) Specification
188-MIA Input/Output and Built-in Test Interface Description (IOBID) Spcification
J89-MID CAP-16 Instruction Set Architecture Specif.caon
J88-M2D Data Processor - Common Avionics Processor - 32 Bit (DP-CAP-32) Specification
J89-M2DIi2 32 Bit Computer Instruction Set Architecture Specificauon
J89-M3 Extended Memory - 32 Bit Specification
389-M4 Non-volatile Bulk Memory Module (NVBMM) Specification
J88-M5D Data Processor High Speed Data Bu Interface Module (HSDBIM) Specification
J88-M6D Multiplex Data Bus Interface Module (1553 BIM) Specification
J88-M7 General Siecificaijn for Power Supply for Airborne, Electronics Specification
J88-M7A Airborne Standard Power Supply, 50 amp (PS-50) Specification
J88-M7B Airborne Standard Power Supply, 270 VDC Input, Multiple Output, Specification
J88-M7C Airborne Standard Power Supply, 28 VDC, Specification
J87-NI Module Interconnect Document
J89-NIA IIAWG Parallel Intermodule Bus (JPI-bus) Specification
J89-NIB JIAWG Test and Maintenance Bus (JTM.bus) Specification
J89-NIC Utility Signals Specification
J88-NIF User Console Interface Specification
190-NIH User Console Interface Specification for 32 Bit Modules
J88-N2 Linear Token Passing Multiplex Data Bus Protocol
J89-S2 DOD-STD 2167A System/Software Engineering Information Requirements Concept Paper
J89-S3 Software Engineering Environment (SEE) Specification
J89-S4 Software Engineering Environment (SEE) Integration Features Concept Paper
J89-S5 Common SEE Life Cycle Support Concept Paper
J89-S6 Tailored DOD-STD-2167A Rationale
J89-7 Software Reuse Concept paper
J89-S9 Software Reuse Domain Analysis Concept paper
J90-SIO Module Initialization, Test and Software Interface (MITSI) Specification
J89-SP-01 Signal Processor Architecture Specification
1189-CHI Optical Disk Functional Specification
189-CH2 Data Transfer Units Functional Spccification

J89-CH3 Airborne Standard Power Supply Specification

FIGURE 5
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the implementation of a parallel intermodule (PI-bus), required industry and government inputs for the initial 32-bit data
by only one of the alternatives. The detailed functional processor specification were rather broadly and loosely
descriptions of both A3 alternatives are contained in JIAWG established. One challenge was a possible definition of
standard J87-01. It is the intent of those involved in JIAWG to common features between the various candidates. Beyond
achieve a single advanced avionics architecture during the that, the question was whether or not compromises could be
course icfLH and ATF full scale development. The ability to found such that a single standard specification could provide
achieve this will be dependent on the success of the LH/ATF for all the performance and capability needed to support each
commonality wo,'king group (to be discussed) in reconciling user without such a severe overhead burden as to make the
the differing architectural demands of the two aircraft. performance and/or cost of the module completely inefficient.

In this case, the process shown in Figure II was accomplished
A series of draft specifications and standards, see many, many times. At one point, frustration nearly prevailed

Figure 5, establishes the basis for form, fit and function (F3) in the form of a forced decision on one specific
performance capabilities for the proposed modules. As implementation. That, however, would have violated one of
examples of the CAB specifications, extracts outlining the the fundamental pnnciples of the JIAWG by putting at least
significant features of the common standard module, the one participating contractor at a serious competitive
common standard power supply and the environmental disadvantage In this case the Joint Program Managers Group
requirements for all modules ate provided in Figures 7, 8 and stepped in deciding that the 32-bit data processor definitions
9, respectively. would also include two alternatives, thus preserving the

competitive nature of both the ATF and LH efforts. At this

In addition to the specifications and standards for writing, there is strong commonality opportunity between pairs

modules, the CAB specification set addresses interfaces of LH and ATF architectures and 32-bit processor. Once full

(backplane, buses, protocols, etc.); physical and electrical scale development contracts are awarded for both programs,

characteristics (modified SEM-E form factor, connectors, work will proceed toward a single common standard for both

power supply features, environmental requirements, etc.); the A3 and the 32-bit processor.
software features (software engineering environment, reuse
opportuniries, standard language, etc ); and basic supportability Another example of the JIAWG specification process

(ILS, durability, maintainability, etc.). The combined involving few but intensive iterations is the effort to establish a

application of the necessary elements of the CAB will provide set of design physical environments for each module. This

a very powerful avionics architecture available to military and particular task sounds rather straight forward, but it became

commercial users. substantially complicated with the insertion of the Air Force
Avionics Integrity Program (AVIP). Rather than following a

As with the A3 standard, the details of nearly all these traditional path of setting military standard environmental
module standards remain to be resolved. However, a specific constraints, for thermal, vibration, acoustic and
process to accomplish the necessary tradeoffs and maturation is electromagnetic, the AVIP imposes a detailed aircraft to

in place. Further, although the JIAWG CAB efforts have been electronic component level design analysis and verification
focused almost exclusively on core processing as the initial process to establish and impose the environmental conditions
commonality opportunity, we are expanding our efforts to more likely to be encountered by the avionics over its lifetime.
pursue portions of the mission avionics (radar, electronic This represents a cultural difference between Air Force and
combat, CNI, etc.). Navy engineers. In this case, the applicable Task Group and

the Systems Integr.tion Committee evolved a compromise that
imposed the military standards desired by the Navy, as a
minimum, with the Air Force's AVIP efforts deriving and

CAB DEVELOPMENT PROCESS imposing platform specific requirements when they exceed the
Navy's military standard baseline. Early predictions suggest

Many different Task Groups have been formed to the differences are not severe.
define and develop prelimnnary functional requirements

specifications for the A3 and common modules, see Figure 10. A final example of this process in one that after
All Task Groups are led by AF, Army and Navy substantial technical activity and the involved efforts of the
representatives with participation by both government and SIC, the Steering Committee and the JPMG remains
contractor engineers and managers. At this level, the many unresolved. One of the most significant issues faced by the
compromises necessary to satisfy the requirements of all JIAWG in terms of potential cost and performance
participants are formulated. As can be inferred from the implications is the imposition of nuclear Transient Radiation
process used to develop common specifications, Figure 11, the Effects on Electronics (TREE) hardening requirements. This
challeng, s of settling on a final specification for any particular issue could impede clorcur on a final set of draft CAB
aspect of the CAB is an iterative effort. To appreciate the specifications. The Army and the Navy require hardening of
magnitude and complexity of this task, a series of examples is JIAWG modules for nuclear TREE, based on LH and A- 12
useful operational requirements. Simply stated, the issue revolves

around the level of TREE requirements to be imposed. It is

The work horse of the CAB is the 32-bit common clear that any TREE requirement will add cost. The real issue

standard data processing element. This particular module is is that the Army's operational community is faced with the

featured in the implementation of every avionics function, e.g. potential need to harden their avionics at levels up 100 times

radar, electronic combat, CNI, controls and displays, etc., see more stressing than either the Navy or the Air Force are
Figure 12. Each module cluter includes at least one 32-bit interested in dealing with. The cost implications of imposing

standard data processing element. Because the baseline TREE requirements for such levels of hardening have been

architecture offered by the JIAWG participating contractors established to be very sigific:sut. It will be very difficult to

was initially that of their preferred avionics implementation justify this cost, especially for the ATF which has no formal
(one from each LH, ATF, and A-12 contractor), the 32-bit user defined operational requirement for TREE hardening.
processor originally consisted of several general definitions
(interface, throughput, and memory definitions). Thus, the Such issues have been routinely resolved at or below

the System Integration Committee. Because of the

I': j' - --
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JOINT INTEGRATED AVIONICS WORKING GROUP
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

(DOCUMENT J88-G2B)

SCOPE: All modules shall be in accordance with the requirements specified
in the JIAWG Advanced Avionics Architecture Standard (J87-01)

ELECTRICAL CO, IFIGURATION: When a module Is designed In a new
logic/technology fanily that duplicates an existing module function in a
different logic/technology family, the new module shall be designed such
that the contact assignments In the new module are Identical to those of
the emzstlng module (J88-G2B1)

MECHANICAL CONFIGURATION: The basic module configuration and
dimensions shall conform with the SEM-E form factor.

CONDUCTION COOLING: The module shall be designed to be conduction
cooled through the module guide ribs

MODULE CONSTRUCTION: The module frame shall Include module rib
structures and Insertion/extraction features

MODULE CONNECTOR: The module connector shall be In accordance with
the requirements specified In J87-G2A

FIGURE 7

JOINT INTEGRATED AVIONICS WORKING GROUP
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

(UOCUMENT J88-G2B)

Scope: Establishes the requirements for a 5.0/5.2 volt (v), 50 ampere (A)
airborne electronic power supply in a Standard Electronic Module
Format - E (SEM-E)

INPUT POWER: 220v, 3PHASE, 400Hz AC or 270 vDC

OUTPUT POWER: Nominal 5.0 vDC it A (Programmable to 5.2 vDC)

PARALLEL OPERATION: Meet all ,-erformance when parallcled with up to
nine common power supply mcules

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 1.5 Pounds, SEM-E Form Factor, J87-G2A
Connector

EFFICIENCY: 80% @ 100% Load

BUILT-IN-TEST: During Power-up, Continuous Monitoring, Maintenance
Fault Detection/Isolation (Test MaIntenance Bus Interface)

RELIABILITY: 20,000 HRS MTBF (To be revised per AVIP)

\PERFORMANCE FEATURES: (Defined in detail in specification)

FIGURE 8



JOINT INTEGRATED AVIONICS WORKING GROUP
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

(DOCUMENT J88-G2B)

STORAGE TEMPERATURE: -54 C TO +95 C

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -40 C TO +75 C (30 Min excursion TO +85 C)

THERMAL SHOCK (non-operating): -54 C TO +95 C

HUMIDITY: 100% operating

SALT FOG: 5% Solution @ 35 C for 96 HRS

SHOCK (impact): 14 Drops of 24 Inches to concrete

VIBRATION: 4 HRS each axis slnewave 1.0 TO 1.7 gs (freq dependent)

165 Db from 31.5 TO 8000 Hz acoustic

EMIC: 40 Db case shielding

Conducted/Radiated Emissions/Susceptibility combined Army/Navy/
Air Force requirements

EMP/TREE: Still under consideration

FIGURE 9

JIAWG TASK GROUP
ORGANIZATION
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significance of this TREE issue, it is in the hands of the Joint aerospace prime contractors involved in the LH, ATF, and A-
Program Managers Group. Because of the significant cost 12 efforts have signed a memorandum of agreement agreeing
impacts involved, the issue may come to a decision to relax the to support the JIAWG and they have cooperated fully in
Army requirement or incur a substanttal cost addition to be sharing information and in working on CAB documents.
born by all users of JIAWG modules. These facts are being Commonality assessments for all avionics areas have been
assessed by the Army, Navy and Air Force in consideration of completed idnntifying the most likely common modules and
their individual TREE hardening requirements versus the cost have allowed work to be focused on areas of highest potential
of TREE. It appears the Army is moving toward a payoff. In a number of areas significant compromises are
comprormse that would relax the TREE requirements on all leading to final versions of CAB documents well ahead of
but safety of flight electronics. The Navy's position is also schedule.
being refined at this time.

CAB III contains most of the "generic" documents
These, and many other similar challenges have been re uired for LH and ATF contracts; as mentioned, a few items

confronted by the JIAWG. In every case, some resolution has will remain to be resolved in the two FSD programs. The
been achieved to permit continued movement toward a CAB III document set will b,. refined greatly immediately
successful Common Avionics Baseline. following LH and ATF source selections as the design

alternatives of the losing contractors are removed from further
consideration. Also, in areas such as Electronics Combat (EC),

EVOLUTION AND STATUS Communication/Navigation/Identification (CNI), radar and
core signal processing, the JIAWG is currently dealing with

The JIAWG has established a schedule for the release equally valid, but mutually incompatible, design approaches by
competing contractors The FSD contractor selections will

of successive versions of specifications and standards as the effectively narrow these alternatives as well. Since
documents mature and the participating weapon system specifications for all contending approaches will already exist
programs proceed through their phases of development. The as outputs of the recently completed LH and ATF
major CAB releases, identified as CAB I through V, are as Demonstration/Validation work, the necessary documents can
follows: be added to the CAB relatively easily. Future weapon system

programs will have available a mature and validated common
avionics inventory as defined in CAB V documents and will be

This release also identified existing MIL Specifications and able to incorporate those CAB items identified as required for
Standards to be incorporated in the CAB. CAB I served to the necessary functionality and as appropriate, through their
start the JIAWG dialogue and establish procedural and policy own cost/benefit analyses.
guidelines.

CAB II: Released in January 1989 as Versions 1 and 2
(CAB IIA and IIB) of an initial set of CAB documents, plus ATF/L I/A.12 INTERFACE
documentation of the results of extensive commonality
assessments aimed at identifying areas of potential As discussed earlier, the LH and ATF are the pacing
standardization JIAWG re!ated development programs. Both programs are

working ,oward evolving both a common avionics architectural
CAB III: Released in 1990 as Version 3 of the CAB base!ine and as many common modules as practical. The

documents and made available for incorporation into the ATF performance demands of a helicopter program versus a high
and LH Full Scale Development Requests for Proposal and performance fighter aircraft have made progress rather slow
contracts. Characteristics of these documents include: and painful; however, as discussed earlier, significant prcgress

Type A specification format defining overall has been made and significant commonality opportunities ate
weapon system and avionics segment functional performance available. The ATF and LH Requests for Proposal require the
requirements. winning contractors to work together to mature JIAWG

Defined sufficiently to allow contractual specifications and demonstrate module level intcroperablity
application and to support valid contractor assessment of and exchangeability. These efforts are expected to result in
development effort, risk, and cost of incorporating these verification of the suitability of the A3 to support widely
capabilities into the intended design. Some technical issues diverse applications and in the maturing of a set of common
remain open pending the concluson of the LH and ATF FSD module specifications, culminating in module level
activities. interoperability demonstrations and validated specifications,

CAB V, Version 5.
CAB IV: Scheduled for release in October 1993 as

Version 4 CAB documents. These will be in the form of final At this point, the ATF FSD RFP mandates the
B-Specifications (Prime Item Development specifications), and application of CAB specifications to set the opportunities for
preliminary C-Specifications (product function fabrication common LH/ATF avionics, The JIAWG's focus is directed to
specifications). These documents will be available subsequen, refining the current preliminary CAB, establishing the essential
to the ATF and LH Critical Design Reviews (CDRs). efforts of our FSD contractor in continuing the JIAWG efforts,

and in implementing the LI/ATF commonality demonstration
CAB V: Scheduled for release in June 1998 as Version plans. This is being accomplished in both the Li and ATF

5 documents. These will be complete product function C- programs by including all draft JIAWG CAB III specifications
Specifications representing verified and qualified designs ready by reference in the top level Weapon System Specification and
for pioducioi isiplementation. Additional functional by requiring the offerors to define their process for further
performance specifications can be expected as more modules maturing these specifications during FSD. Also, both
are offered as JIAWG candidates. programs are requirng the offerors to define a working 1

relationship between themselves through which commonality
As mentioned earlier, the JIAWG has made excellent opportunities will be furthur refined and matured. This is to be

progress overall, including areas such as security and software managed by an LH-ATF commonality working group made up
reuse, which were not contemplated in the original .IAP. All of contractor and government engineers and manageis. f

V to
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Considering the premise of JIAWG as evolving a common As the JIAWG CAB matures, specific procedures for
avionics architecture and a set of common modules from which document maintenance and CAB update configuration control
future avionics suites could be constructed, another FSD task will evolve. Several proposals are being considered, however,
will be joint verification of interoperability and, if possible, decisions on the long term of JIAWG are still being
exchangeability of avionics modules between ATF and LH. It considered. In the immediate future, anyone wishing
is the responsibility of the ATF/LH programs offices to jointly information on the JIAWG or the Common Avionics Baseline
validate CAB III specifications and produce the CAB IV and V should contact:
specification versions. As mentiored. CAB IV specifications
will be available at a point when the architecture and module United States Companies - Contact:
designs are considered capable of achieving the ATF and LH VEDA, In(..
program requirements, around October 1993. The level of 5200 Springfield Pike
commonality of the JIAWG CAB IV will be dependent upon Dayton, OH 45431
the ability of both programs to achieve their individual Attention: JIAWG/Jackie
requirements under the constraints of commonality. In terms Lane
of opportunity, we believe the number of common modules
could be as high as 70 to 80, if sensor modules supporting Foreign Companies - Request information through
radar, electronic combat, CNI, etc , can be baselined. A more country embassy:
conservative view based on our primary focus on core ASDIYF
processing commonality is that approximately 20 modules Wright-Patterson AFB,
making up a common core processing capability could O-, 45433
reasonably be developed as ATF/ILH common items. These 20 Attention: JIAWG Point
some common modules would equate to a validated integrated of Contact
architecture and a fully capable integrated processing system.
The final number is very dependent on the ability of the
common module to satisfy both programs' performance
requirements at an acceptable cost. Whatever the initial Bibliography:
baseline may be, it is clear that the future of advanced avionics
is in the direction of this Common Avionics Baseline.

Beyond this joint commonality baseline, all the JIAWG, "Joint Integrated Avionics Plan for New Aircraft",
avionics modules of either the ATF, or the LH, or both, OSD, March 1987.
development programs will be available to future programs, in
effect, offering the potential for a much broader module set. JIAWG, "Joint Integrated Avionics Plan for New Aircraft",
As discussed earlier, commonality initiatives will be pursued OSD, March 1989.
aggressively, but with a healthy regard for both the cost and
performance implications. It is the intent of the ATF and LH Ronald Longbrake, "Avionics Systems Engineering",
System Program Offices to foster opportunity for common ASD/EN, 1988.
avionics within the constraints of assuring the weapon systems
are capable of meeting the needs of their customers. It is the U.S. Congress, "FY 87 DOD Appropriations Act Conference
intent of the JIAWG to assure that all opportunities arising report No. 99-1005, October 1986.
from the ATF and LH program efforts are made available to
potential users, see Figure 13. In this manner, the goals of the Mike Borky, Mike Richey, Archie Turner, "Joint Integrated
JIAWG, satisfying the Congress, OSD and the Army, Air Avionics Working Group Report to the Conventional Systems
Force and Navy can be achieved. Committee", JIAWG, February 1990.

Terry Venama, "Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group
Status Briefing", JIAWG, December 1989.

SUMMARY:
M. Levantine, "Compliance with JIAWG Specifications",

The JIAWG CAB is expected to have enormous Lockheed, General Dynamics, Boeing, November 1989.
influence on the entire next generation of avionic systems. It is
imperative that good standardization decisions, based on a Terry Venama, "Advanced tactical fighter Avionics
credible data base of design, test, and analysis, be used as the Overview", ATF System Program Office, April 1990.
basis for CAB definition. Premature publication of
specifications and standards whose content is not well founded Mike Borky, "ATF Common Avionics Status, NAECON 90",
and likely to change could cause resources to be wasted b) the ATF SPO, August 1990.
industry and could fatally undermine the credibility of this
DOD avionics commonality thrust. As noted earlier, the CAB JIAWG CAD Documents, see Figure 5.
development is concurrent with the development phases of the
LH and AIF programs from which the data needed to close
remaining technical issues will be derived. The .;IAWG
process provides a systematic way to define technical issues
and altemative solutions and to draw on all valid data sources
in establishing the preferred resolution of each issue. This
process will be tightly coordinated with the weapon system
programs to ensure specifications and standards incorporate
adequate and current data from analysis and testing to
complete each version of the CAB as part of planned weapon
system development milestones.

.K. e!
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Abstract 1. Introduction

Flexibility, survivability, availability and cost of
ownership of modern aeronautical weapons The introduction of digital avionics based upon
systems increasingly rely upon its avionic freely programmable embedded and distributed
systems and the capabilities offered by advan- real time computer systems into military fighter

ced sensors, processors and system software, aircraft, the accompanying transition from elec-
tromechanical to software-intensive systems as

This especially holds true with regard to well as the current trends towards integrated
upgrade programmes mostly driven by the avionic system architectures have provided new
increasingly sophisticated threat and advances levels of capability, flexibility and availability
in the avionics field, of flying weapon systems. System functions and

system performance are tightly coupled to real
time mission software offering different modes

The limited ressources of the European coun- and capabilities for various missions and increa-
tries as well as the rising cost of avionics equip- singly sophisticated threat environments.

ment and software need innovative approaches The computing capacity of the Electronic Corn-
beyond already established joint European bat Reconnaissance (ECR) Tornado for exam-
defense projects in order to keep weapons ple, now in delivery to the German Air Force

increased considerably compared to the basicsystems affordable. This paper is focussed on Tornado aircraft within 4 years: The number of
equipment standards that allow technology on aircraft loadable computers from 1 to 6 and
growth, maximize competition and promote their memory from 128 K words to nearly 3000
reusability of designs, on the avionics system K words. 3 of the 6 computers are mission
software evolution and on experiences gained in computers programmed by MBB as prime con-

tractor for this aircraft.
german TORNADO and F-4F upgrade pro-

grammes. Indications with regard to possible Obviously evolutions of this magnitude are no

future upgrade programmes will also be given, longer only quantitative but also qualitative in
nature since they lead to a considerable increase
of the complexity of tne avionic systems and the

As far as standardization is concerned, this development processes that finally provide
those systems. Steadily rising costs and deve-paper will present an overview of objectives lopment time frames for avionic equipment and

and status of actual german research and deve- software reflect these trends; some 30% of the
lopment projects generally known under the flyaway costs of current military fighter aircraft
notion "Modular Avionics" and their are spent for avionics.
relationship to international initiatives. Growing The transition from loosely coupled or stand
system software complexity as well as rising alone "black boxes" to increasingly integrated
software problems and cost have forced soft- networks of avionic subsystems held together
ware development into rigid development by avicnic busses and real time mission soft-
methods, high order languages and towards ware for information exchange brought also
increasing standardization. This trend is high- new experiences with regard to system and

lighted on the basis of the above mentioned and software development methodologies. As far as

new piogramnmes, where the close coupling software development is concerned, budget
overruns, missed schedules and unrealistic plan-between system functions, system perbrmance ning are common experiences placing the costs

and real time mission software can be observec for avionics systems integration and acquisition
very prominently, under critical consideration.

,' '
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The cost issues mentioned are of additional performance of the weapon systems, reliabi-
importance in the Europe of today where the lity and maint."inability together with more
Soviet threat has virtually disappeared. Nevert- sophisticated on board check out and
heless a potential capability and the fact that the monitoring systems for the avionics systems
Soviet Union is and will be a superpower will gain in importance. This will also hold
remains and there is a common understanding true for more automated test equipment on
amongst the European nations that it is essential ground.
to maintain a coherent defense postLre for the
foreseable future. In addition the war at the - Budget reductions are already under way and
Persian Gulf has prompted new conflict scena- may become substantial in the next years.
rios that will lead to a reevaluation of force This will affect the affordability of advanced
structures and missions. avionics systems if no measures are taken to

reduce the costs of development and produc-
The changes in the nature of risks and threats tion. More emphasis will be given to life
(e.g. new threats with "westem" equipment, cycle costs and in especially to the operating
new climatic environments, new logistic costs since they make up the major portion of
aspects) and more emphasis on mobility, flexi- the life cycle costs. These factors promote the
bility and reconnaissance will put new require- reusability of designs, productivity improve-
ments on existing and new weapon systems and ments in the area of software development,
in turn on avionics systems. But these common developments with longer
requirements will have to be fulfilled with production runs, the use of commercial parts
shrinking budgets since the end of the cold war and equipments wherever possible and again
spurs the payment of "peace dividends" in the maintainability and reliability.
western democracies and the member nations of
NATO. Besides budget reductions, less flying - The German Air Force has taken over the
hours, less tolerance to noise and accidents in responsibility for the former East Germany on
the dense populated Europe, less time and areas a national basis. Taking the reduction of the
for training and the complexity of modem wea- armed forces into account fewer forces will
pon systems and their man-machine-interfaces be available to cover larger areas of interest.
impose an additional burden to the militaryforces and their tasks. Air defense fighters will be more importantsince surface-to-air missiles might not be able

Based upon the trends mentioned above the fol- to cope with the new situation. Since the
lowing sections of this lecture will focus on the number of combat crews might be reduced
following topics: due to iowered states of readiness and since

smaller forces lead to heavier reliance on
- Predictable consequences from reduced ten- reserves, encreased reconnaissance and intel-

sions in central Europe, changing threat sce- ligence capabilities seem to be necessary.
narios and new emerging needs

- Experiences and trends related to avionic
system software development and integration Besides these most obvious changes there are

additional factors to be considered. As new
- New avionic architectures and their potential threat scenarios emerge, more flexibility, mobi-

applications lity and the capability to use the already existing

- Possibilities for future upgrade programs. weapon systems to the maximum extent
possible become more significant.

Upgrade programs of existing weapon plat-
2. Emerging needs in the 1990's forms can provide cost effective solutions in

this regard. The primary targets for
improvements taking into account the latest
ad vancements in the avionics field are the man-

T'he European strategic, industrial and economic nidchine interface (Cockpit), the mission corn-situation is changing rapidly and profondly. The puters in order to obtain more throughput andmain driving factors are the disintegration of the new capabilities like threat management,Wair g Pacts a th e dnisingro ovethe advanced mission planning and higher degreesWarsaw Pact and the diminishing Soviet Threat of automation of many functions as well as the
in Central Europe, the integration of the Euro- oautotono maofunc ions
pean economy towards a single European mar- capability to perform various complex missions
ket in 1993 and the reunification of Germany. under adverse ECM and weather conditions.
As far as the German Armed Forces are Higher degrees of automation and improve-
concerned there are already visible impacts of ments of the representation of the information
the new enrvironment: to the crew to provide higher levels of situation

awareness are also necessary to cope with redu-
- The number of personnel will be reduced to ced training time and space.

370 000 up to 1995 and the time to serve in
the German Armed Forces decreased already These trends are augmented by the growing
from 18 to 12 months. Therefore failure-free integration of the avionics systems into larger

-- mm ll ~ lmm mmm mu I m m~ l m~ullaml• im~mN rmm lmu~m
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command, control and communication net- These update / modification programs and
works. MBB's participation in the European Fighter
Therefore crew displays will have to contain Aircraft (EFA) program have clearly shown that
information rather than data, adding graphics, from the point of view of an aircraft company
colour and other visible and audible cues in avionics system integration basically means
order to provide a precise, rapid response with avionics system software development and inte-
the lowest false alarm rate. gration.

Mission related software is no longer just one
In order to be cost effective new approaches are part of the system - it is the system. System
sought in Europe towards common develop- software puts together the various subsystems
ment programs. In the course of the creation of and equipments developed by independent sub-
a single common market 1993 the defense contractors and provides essential, increasingly
industry will probably be seen in less national automated functions as navigation, fire control
terms. New alliances between aerospace firms and situation assessment.
(e.g. DASA in Germany, Airitalia and Selenia
in Italy) form the basis for future European
ventures. There will be no "Fortress Europe" Early software quality problems lead to the
but stronger European competitors as well as conclusion that the time frames to complete a
perspectives towards an "European Aerospace new software load within acceptable quality
Company" in the future. brackets have been grossly underestimated. It isinteresting to note however, that the amount of
There is also a growing tevdency towards com- ting to n hwe tht t ount ofmon uropan eseach rogrms imin attime needed for coding and testing could be
mon European research programs aiming at predicted fairly accurately, whereas the timeresearch and development, needed to establish firm, unambiguous softwareAn example is the Independent European Pro- requirements and to remove the remaininggramme Group (tEPG), founded in in 1976 to errors had not been taken into account appro-
provide a European forum independant of priately. The main reasons were:
NATO for discussion of defence equipment - the lack of a consistent methodology for
programs, research and technology and the bar- s,stem and system software development that
monization of requirements. MBB's participa- is able to cope with larger development
tion in these programs will be discussed later in and/or update programs and to take the neces-
this lecture. sary error correction cycles into account

- very tight schedules and the associated ten-
dency to leave the necessary requirement refi-

3. Avionics Systems Software Development nements for the following phases
untfficient standarezation with regard to
software languages, software development
environments and rocessor architectures

In the last few years MBB has been awarded - the difficulty to cope with software require-
major system update and development contracts ments that are ever changing due to inadequa-
for military aircraft: tely defined, changing or misinterpreted user

- F-4F requirements and the fact that software
Improved Combat Efficiency Program: requirements also need maturity times in
This Program basically contains the integra- order to provide the required levels of ;onsi-
tion of a new fire control system (AN, APG stency, completeness and understandability
65 radar, new mission computer :s well as for software deve!lopment teams more distant
new air data computer and inertial navigation from the system context
systems) and the AMRAAM missile into the
F-4F flown by the German Air Force - the fact that there are cases vfnere the soft-

ware requirements can't b, implemented in
Ile integration of the HARM missile into the the proposed form due to hardware or systemInterdiction Strike (IDS) Tornado constraints.

- The development of the Electronic Combat The current tendencies to place fixed price con-
and Reconnaissance (ECR) Tornado variant tracts upon softwaoe development and to reduce
for tactical reconnaissance, surveillance, the time frames from software requirements
coordinated recce/attack operations as well as specification to software delivery represent
electronic combat including suppression of additional new challenges. Fixed price contracts
enemy air defences and counter C 3. contain thr. risk to deliver software products

with marginal performance and quality and the-
refore preprogrammed conflicts with the final

Key elements for these missions are new, user. In order to avoid these risks, system and
advanced infrared imaging and emitter loca- software development concepts with built-in
tor systems and appropriate mission software quality considerations are sought. The first step
offering a variety of mission related functions towards this goal is the introduction of formal
and modes. rules and structures comparable to other engi-
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neering disciplines. Provided that the basic pro- i.e. in terms of clearly stated mission objectives.
cesses leading to software requirement The design process however should allow for
specifications and the software itself are some requirements creep and flexibility by the
completely understood, appropriate tools basic architectural concept and hardware and
aiming at the automation of the software requi- software partitioning.
rements specification task can be very helpful. This also refers to bus loading and computer

sizing; the design should have future changes in
mind rather than absolute efficiency.

Avionics system testing comprises software,
3.1 System Development equipment and system/on aircraft testing and is

very expensive in terms of time, people and
facilities involved. In order to streamline this
process and to optimize the use of the available

MBB took several measures to improve the facilities a specific approach to system software
situation with regard to software quality and testing has been devised. There are four sepa-
delivery schedules. First we introduced a more rate test stages: Stage A testing investigates
rigid methodology of designing complete air- autonomous software functions or operational
craft systems. It had to be applicable for diffe- flight programs testing the complete software
rent programs without major changes, it had to product (CSCI) residing in one individual com-
support all phases of system development and it puter and is concentrated on showing that the
had to assure that the interfaces between system implemented software satisfies its specified
engineering groups and software development functional and performance requirements.
groups were well defined. The methodology
had to allow for iterations in specific phases, for Stage A testing also refers to hardware tests
a certain amount of requirement changes during where the hardware / software functions of sin-
design and for the fixing of software bugs wit- gle equipments are demonstrated.
hin defined update cycles, nevertheless assuring
proper completion of each phase. Stage B or partial integration testing is related

to tests that will be performed using all compu-

methodology adapted is closely related to ters, all software and all interconnections of the

DD mtdolog 21 b ted s e en e ed computing system to assure that not only singleDOD Sd. 2167 but has been amended by computer programs but also the system software
equipment development and some other phases and the cooperative functions of the system as -

to cover the complete avionics system develop- whole will perform as specified.
ment process.
For the purpose of this lecture it seems suffi- Stage C or system integration testing covers
cient to discuss the main features of this deve hardware / software integration, subsystem and
lopment methodology on the basis of the system testing and leads to a flight test release
generic, underlying development model of the whole system. Finally flight or Stage D
depicted in Fig. 1. There are three distinct pha- testing is performed in order to validate the
ses starting from the operational needs of the system performance against the system specifi-
customer and leading to the final avionics cation in the real environment.
system or system update: System definition,
system development and system testing. Each
phase is subdivided in different steps concluded This testing philosophy offers a high degree of
with defined development results and subject to visibility to the final user and allows for quick
various reviews and audits. It is important to Iurn around times between software error detec-
note that all planning for new projects is based tion and correction. Most errors are found
upon this development model. The specific pro- during early test phases where the costs for
ject plans then allow for predefined, cyclic ite- testing and recoding are relatively low. Cur-
rations in order to remove residual errors. rently only about 5% of all confimned errors arebased upon flight test results.
The system definition phase leads to equipment,

software and system requirement specifications Since user expectations are high, but require-
and is the foundation of the full scale develop- ments quite often not clearly stated, there is a
ment process afterwards. Since software needs preprogrammed conflict situation at the end of
long lead times it is important to consider the the development process where early visibility
impacts of new mission related functions on and operational evaluation can be very helpful.

This especially holds true under the growingmission software very early in the design pro- -mber of fixed price contracts.
cess. Currently mission software resides in dis-
tributed computers; therefore the development Within smaller projects involving smaller engi-
model provides for a system software neering groups and therefore less comniunica-
specification describing the functionality of the tion overhead deviations from the "waterfall"
vatious mission computers as a whole. User model (1) underlying DOD STD 2167 have
requirements should be as explicitly as possible, been tried. One example is evolutionary deve-

lopment (2), i.e. a sequence of development

4 4
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cycles. During each phase refinements of bugs are getting in the software; if they do get
requirements and software are taking place with in, to find them as soon as possible and finally
the final user actively involved, to make maintenance easier. Since configura-
This approach assumes, that requirements can't tion control and the application of software
be completely defined at the beginning of a development tools are current practice today
project and that they change during the rest of and not the main objective of this lecture the
system development due to a growing under- focus in the following is on experiences made
standing of the real needs of the user. and recommendations for the future.
The research and development project chosen in
order to demonstrate this approach has been MBB as well as other leading aircraft manufac-
considered to be very successful. It has been turers in Europe are heavily involved in intema-
developed within budget and within the time tional programs like Tornado or EFA. Part of
frame scheduled and the required functions met the work is carried out in international,
the user requirements. centralized teams; the other part is subdivided
This project indicates that a single software into work packages for the participating compa-

irojecncts tha ading softwarequire- nies. In order that this wrrkshare is successful,
requirements phase leading to firm euire- an international coordination body has to be
ments in one step is rather unrealistic. Software established and the interfaces have to be clearly
requirements cycles supported by the defined. For the transition from software requi-
protozyping approaches to be described below rements to software design a centralized inter-
seem to offer greater advantages, national engineering team has to collect all

software requirements to harmonize them and to
define the baseline for further work. This also
applies for the selection of appropriate tools and
development environments. It is this centralized

3.2 Tools and Standards team where the main cost drivers are determi-
ned and influenced.
Only after careful evaluation and harmonization
of the requirements of the participating nationsRigorous configuration control and tool support each software development team for each com-

were other measures taken towards a disciplined puter should be allowed to start software design.
approach to software development and in order Any change of the baseline has to be carefully
to improve productivity. Fig. 2 gives an over- controlled by the centralized team and incorpo-
view in this regard. Tools can help to avoid that rated by the software development team after

authorization only.

METHODS TOOLS

0 Top-down Approach -4
o 0 Structural LayeringaoHlerarehlcal Decomposit. a g , .,; :-.o. .,:-
oo Flw 0 Functional / Data Design

Mc tifon Fal e i o Task Modeling
o Modulanzationo POYromanco C, stairl Stepwise Refinement ' "
o Structured Programming ,,

o oEPOS -S ITools o PASCAL, ADA, ASS . " " on ...Tools o PAPICS

FCA
SSR TRR PCA

,Nam Software

KPR CDR
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Fig. 2 Software Development
Methods and Tools
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With regard to tools and their underlying Another difficulty when using state of the art
methodologies in international programs it is software development tools is that they support
essential to introduce the same methodology, the documentation of the lowest levels in great
the same understanding of it and the same tools dctail but usually fail to produce an easy under-
at all sites involved to avoid costly misunder- standable, complete summary document. One of
standings and duplications. Defining software the reasons is that the tools usually ,tore
requirement specifications at different sites asks information in an object oriented way, i.e.
for an efficient distributed data base. Due to objects being functions stored according to their
security problems a direct link between the host place in the overall functional hierarchy. Corn-
computers at the different sites has not been bining the description of each of these functions
realized. into one document does not necessarily -
Instead local data bases at different sites are because of the sheer size - lead to a readable
integrated from time to time by a central team document facilitating the dialoge between
to form the central master data base. The latter system and software engineering and avoiding
is then distributed to all parties involved and costly misunderstandings. Documents of this
forms the basis for the next development step. kind are also of limited use for design reviews.
Current software development methodologies
and tools tend to postpone real time aspects tc In order to improve productivity and to reduce
the detailed design phase. This might be appro- costs standards with regard to high order lan-
priate for business computing, but for avionics guages, processor architectures and develop-
applications this proved to cause problems. ment environments are already in place or
There are cases where the software design had emerging. Within the EFA program, ADA and
to be radically changed because of too extensive STANAG 3910 / STANAG 3838 are adopted.
hierarchical decomposition and the resulting The data bus standard STANAG 3910 provides
execution time overhead. To overcome this dif- for the higher data rate requirements of the
ficulty current practice calls for extrapolating avionics systems currently under development
this aspect from known systems during the early (Fig.3). The embedded computing systems of
development phases. Prototyping, to be covered EFA are based upon the 68000 processor family
in the next section, can also be very helpful in indicating a trend to incorporate commercial
this regard. parts or equipment into military avionics

systems and to standardize processor families
rather than instruction set architectures (e.g.
MIL STD 1750).

512 k C

256 k STANAG 3838~~~STANAG 3910

'2 RAFALE
0128 k STNG33

T STANAG 39O

64k SA/, ; >.//. hto/

TheoretIcal max. effiienc of one STANAG 3838 Bus

32k /777 - S " '// /

F18 TO N'b& /

16k 2xMIL STD 1553B . ' 4/
Phantom F4
STANAG 38388 k

1970 75 80 85 90 95 2000

Fig. 3 Evolution of Data Transfer
Rates
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This trend will grow in the future when speciali- hardware can be connected in a very flexible
zed military developments or standards are pro- fashion via a connection matrix and via diffe-
hibitive due to the high costs associated with the rent busses to emulate any avionics system con-
low production volumes and when commercial figuration required. The software installed
alternatives exist. It is also important to note offers aircraft models, several sensor
whatever standards are chosen, they must allow simulations, powerful graphics for the cockpit
for technological obsolescence and changes of displays, a software development environment
the avionic system throughout the useful service for all computers and a powerful test environ-
life that is - also out of cost reasons - ever ment. Fig.4 gives an overview of the SPR whe-
increasing. This especially holds true for the reas Fig.5 depicts a representative prototyping
system architecture and the embedded proces- environment.
sing capabilities.

With regard to cost effectiveness, the SPR
allows for critical early design decisions on an
empirical data base where errors are most costly
to correct. It is also used for the evaluation of

3.3 Prototyping software development environments for target
computers and of test support software. It repre-
sents a "front end investment" of effort to
reduce technical risks, to deliver the required

The experiences with the programs mentioned quality and to get realistic full scale develop-
have shown, that avionics systems can no Ion- ment schedules and budgets. The early evalua-
ger dealt with in terms of size, weight, cooling tion of system performance is significant under
power etc. It is also not sufficient to discuss fixed price contracts in order to establish a firm
bandwidths, detection ranges and other isolated development baseline against which the fulfill-
performance criteria. The system definition pro- ment of a development contract can be measu-
cess leading to equipment, software and system red.
requirements must include an in depth analysis
of the complex and interrelated real time effects
of integrated avionics systems very early in the
design phase with as much hardware in the loopi
as possible. Furthermore since user require-
ments are often not clearly stated cr misunder-
stood an effective means has been sought to 3.4 Future Aspects
communicate effectively between users, system
and software engineers in order to derive well
defined requirements.

Software in sensor systems and mission compu-MBB therefore installed a "System Prototyping ters will continue to play an ever increasing role
Rig" (SPR) that fulfills the same purpose as within avionics systems. Reasons are the more
wind tunnels and test stands for the airframe effective evaluation of sensor signals in order to
and engine development, provide the crew with higher level information
The main of the SPR objectives are: rather than data, information fusion and the

reduction of reaction times of the weapon
- Empirical investigations of new system archi- system. A very important prerequisite is the

tectures and their complex real time interac- timely introduction of advanced embedded
tion phenomena computers into already existing military fighteraircraft during their lifetime.

- Experimental feasibility studies including
rapid prototyping of software As an example, MBB currently performs stu-

- Definition of display formats and contents dies aiming at the replacement of the main com-
together with air crews puter of the weapon system Tornado by a form,

fit and function compatible central computer
- Investigation of new equipments in a realistic which shall be programmed in ADA. The

avionics system environment existing main computer is programmed in
- Definition and evaluation of critical real time Assembler und represents with regard to hard-

algorithms e.g. for sensor fusion and threat ware and software the state of the art of the
management 70's. Due to this fact we are faced with a largeamount of complex assembler code to be main-

- Investigation of data transfer processes bet- tained, high software maintenance costs and not
ween various simulated or real equipments. sufficiently structured software requirements.

The new computer with its software rewritten inThe SPR consists of a number of graphic work- ADA shall provide sufficient performance for at
stations, microcomputers, real aircraft compu- least 20 years, shall improve productivity, qua-
ters and equipments as well as displays and a lity as well as the development time frames of
fully operable cockpit. The different pieces of the software and shall allow cost efficient
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software upgrades and maintenance. This
approach shall also provide the necessary 4.1 Modular Avionics
growth potential for new functions, e.g. blen-
ding of sensor data and threat managenient in
cooperation with the defensive aids subsystem.
Finally the transition to ADA might form the Starting at the mid 80's, several
basis for reusable software modules. This European government agencies have begun
approach will be supported by the prototyping with the sponsoring of feasibility studies on
environment described above and would lead to modular avionics in order to quantify the user
major development cost benefits, benefits emerging from this new design philoso-

phy.

In the longer run there will be more automated The results of the German study "Neue Avio-
tasks to free the air crew for tactical planning nikstruktur" have indicated that new aircraft as
and supervision of the mission. This means that well as platforms already in service will benefit
computers will also undertake safety and mis- from the use of modular avionics. With regard
sion critical functions in order to increase the to upgrade programs significant increases of the
survivability of the weapon system. Therefore performance / volume ratio seem within reach.
rigid development methodologies, dedicated Although the development costs of modular
testing and prototyping will further gain in systems might be higher than their conventional
importance. counterparts savings during the in service phase

will over-compensate the additional initial
expenditures.

In 1987 MBB started a company funded R&D
4. New Avionic Architectures project "Modular Avionics" in order to carry out

more detailed investigations of these new archi-
tectures. Within this project a Life Cycle Cost
study has been performed which is based upon a

Reliability, maintainability and testability are hypothetical upgrade of the german Tornado
the main drivers for ongoing efforts towards fleet with new CNI systems.
higher integration levels of avionics systems. The objectives of this study were improvements
These efforts, primarily aiming at the reduction of the existing LCC models and more confi-
of acquisition and life cycle costs, also allow for dence for assessment.
mission related advancements as increased fault
tolerance and reconfiguration in flight. The cost reductions indicated in these studies

ed are based upon the reduction of parts in newhie design philosophy for these new integrate systems, simplified 2 level maintenance due toarchitectures generally known under the notion failure detection to the module level and lower"Modular Avionics" is that the system, but not requirements for special to type test equipment.necessarily a single component has to fulfill the
mission. Therefore modular avionics concepts
are emerging where the resources are shared It should be noted however that these studies doaccross different functional components of both not take into account additional measures tohardware (Line Replaceable Modules) and soft- adapt already existing avionics systems and air-
ware (software modules). This architecture sup- craft structures to the new systems.
ports high degrees of system availability and
requires less effort on system maintainability
since this approach makes a two level mainte-
nance concept feasible.

In order to assess the benefits of modular avio-
A major contribution to the reduction of the nics on a experimental basis a prototype Cock-
acquisition costs is achieved by the use of a pit Data Video and Voice Management System
limited numbei of different types of LRM's (CDVVMS) has been devised in cooperation
which in turn leads to larger production lots. In with other companies.
the following emphasis will be given to cost This system (Fig.6), aiming at the management
considerations and our activities in this field, of the audio and video information in the cock-

pit should allow laboratory demonstrations in
1992.

i
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4.2 European Initiatives t U Fne IEPG also launched an initiative in order to
improve the competitiveness of the European
defense industry. hle European Cooperation for
the Longterm in Defense (EUCLID) is aimed at

Ile Allied Standard Avionics Architecture a broad range of research in new technologies
Council (ASAAC) was borne in 1988 as an and therefore divided in Common European
initiative of the four Air Senior National Repre- Priority Areas (CEPA's).

sentatives of the US, France, United Kingdom CEPA 4 deals with modular avionics and adres-
and Germany. T is government initiative is ses by linked Research andmechnology Projects
mainly directed towards the harmonization of (RTP's) the Europe wide development of
requirements and the generation of standards for emerging technologies for modular avionics.
the definition and development of modular
avionics. ASAAC and EUCLID-CEPA 4 are complemen-

tary efforts.
National and joint working goups have been set While ASAAC will generate and validateup in order to develop the appropriate standards standards with a specific demonstration subsy-
until mid 1993. stem CEPA 4 will develop and validate techno-
Beginning late 1993 the validation of these logies for affordable integrated avionics
standards shall be performed by mecanN of a systems in an European environnment and shall
common demonstrator. 'Ibis activity will be car- form the basis for the convergence of the Euro-
ried out as a joint program. pean R&D efforts.

t4
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5. Possibilities for future upgrade programs operation and further enhancements of the night
fighting / bad weather and electronic warfare
capabilities. We also consider new emerging
NATO wide requirements as the introduction of

In the past avionics system development and GPS, MLS and NIS as well as provisions for
acquisition have been driven -at least in Europe future -e.g. stand-off-weapons.
- by the development of new major weapon
systems. With regard to the new strategic situa- Crew workload reduction is aiming at the full
tion in Europe, possible new threats, the short exploitation of the built-in flexibility and multi-
useful life of microelectronic technology, mission capability of this combat aircraft. This
technological advancements and the increasin- seems only possible with higher degrees of
gly mission critical role of avionics systems, automation to free the air crew from time con-
new development perspectives targeted towards suming tasks and to enable faster reaction times
capability and functionality enhancements of of the system. In order to address properly the
already existing platforms are on the horizon. workload associated with the various tasks of
These perspectives must focus on the specific the crew we employed an expert system called
needs of the weapon systems, on cost effective- ESAT ("Expertensystem fOr Aufgabentaxono-
ness and on minimum out-of-service times, mie") developed at MBB. The results of these
since these systems are already in use. investigations were fed into the cockpit redesign

process. We also use the prototyping of displays
Reduced tensions in central Europe allow for described above to evaluate human response.
longer maturity times of new avionics systems. One outcome of these investigations is the deci-
New technologies will be in' grated if this pro- sion to propose the additional introduction of
cess is concluded. New platforms will be rarer, tactical colour displays in the front as well as in
due to the high acquisition costs of new weapon the rear cockpit and to employ a colour terrain
systems their useful in service life wili be following display. If possible these changes
expanded as much as possible. In order to keep together with the necessary updates of the com-
these systems up to date and to adapt to new puter symbol generator will contain concepts
technologies, preplanned product improvement based upon the Modular Avionics approach.
programs for new systems to be introduced
should already be considered in the develop- The main constraints to be resolveu with regard
ment phase i. e. system design must allow for a to full application of Modular Avionics within
cost effective, long term sequence of upgrades. upgrade programs are:
Design for growth, the use of advanced simula-
tions and extensive war gaming will increasin- - the additional effort for the integration of
gly be employed to determine the update needs modular subsystems into the already existing
for the years to come. conventional environment with its many spe-

Within those upgrade programs cost effective- cial interfaces, adaptors and connectors
ness can be sought in various ways. The most - the existing test and maintenance concept
obvious approach consists of the integration of - the mechanical boundary conditions of the
already existing equipment or subsystems deve- aircraft (this refers to the introduction of a
loped for other projects if appropriate. Common standard integration rack)
European programs like Tornado have pursued
up to now common update programs or modifi- Crew workload reduction also means the imple-
cations in order to keep development and acqui- mentation of automatet real time decision sup-
sition costs low although the military needs of port systems and their data base management
the three participating countries not always systems on board of the aircraft. The first step
converge. This trend will probably continue towards this goal consists of a prototype Threat
since the upcoming treaties will limit the num- Management System (TMS) realized at MBB in
ber of combat aircraft available and cost effecti- cooperation with Texas Instruments in order to
veness also means large production runs of facilitate the dialogue with the user, to derive
avionics equipment or modules. early performance data and to verify the design

and development environment (Fig.7). The
Since "change" is obviously a requirement main task of the TMS is the blending of the data
throughout the life of a system a certain level of of various sensors and the enhancement of these
research and developoment funding is necessary data with the contents of stored knowledge
during the complete life cycle of a weapon bases in order to analyse the threat and to derive
system. In the following potential areas for tactical decision supprt information for the
upgrades and improvements in the 1990's will crew in dense air defense environments.
be discussed.

The notion "Covert Operation" refers to the
MBB is currently conducting studies with introduction of a Terrain Referenced Navigation
regard to further improvements of survivability, (TRN) system. MFEB presently conducts flight
force multiplication and flexibility of the Tor- tests of a german prototype TRN called
nado weapon system. These studies are centered LATAN in order to derive flight test and perfor-
around crew workload reduction, covert mance data of such a system. The TRN shall
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allow low level penetration missions where the Further cost saving measures could be the use
self-generated vulnerability due to the radiation of infrared line scanners developed for other
of the terrain following radar must be avoided. programs, the Infrared Imaging System of theThe digital terrain and elevation database of the ECR Tornado beeing an example.

TRN can be augmented by threat data derived
either ;rom intelligence sources or from an on Advancements in technology point towardsboard emitter locator system to support the digital image processing, storage and retrieval
TMS already described, methods for the infrared images already sent as

digital data from the sensor. Digital image pro-Increased situation awareness is also an area cessing allows for near real time on board eva-
under consideration. The advancements in the luation and manipulation of the sensor data. The
electro-optics field led to investigations of the images or subsets of them can be transmittedintegration of a fixed or moveable FLIR sensor via digital data links to follow on forces or
combined with a Helmet Mounted Display. ground stations speeding up even further the
Together with corresponding enhancements of near real time dissemination of reconnaissance
the mission software the FLIR sensor data may data. Presently the definition of appropriate

also be used for fire control during night. system architectures and subsystems is under

Reconnaissance plays an increasing role in the way at MBB.

central Europe of today where fewer forces
have to cover larger areas. The RF-4E's of the
German Air Force will be taken out of service
within the next few years. This will leave the 6. Summary
GAF with reduced tactical reconnaissance capa-
bilities if no other measures are taken. There-
fore a concept phase is under way aiming at the
introduction of reconnaissance pods for a Limited budgets, fewer forces and changing
certain number of Tornado aircraft. Out of cost threats are the main constraints to be expected
reasons these pods shall be based upon the during the years to come. Since flexibility, sur-
already existing recce pods of the Tornados vivability, availability and cost of ownership of
flown by the German Navy. modem aeronautical weapons systems
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increasingly rely upon its avionics systems and
the capabilities offered by advanced sensors,
processors and system software, cost effective
approaches for the development and acquisition
of avionics systems are sought.

The examples given in this lecture point
towards increased maturity times of new tech-
nologies, stronger prototyping efforts in the
early design ph.ases and the application of rigid
development methodologies including the tran-
sition to ADA in the software field in order to
keep weapons systems and their inevitable
upgrades affordable. Important prerequisites in
this regard are stable research and development
funds, the exploitation of commercial technolo-
gies and the use of already existing equipment
wherever possible.

New avionic architectures aiming at higher inte-
gration levels will bring further advances with
regard to maintainability, reliability and life
cycle costs. In order to maximize the benefits
resulting from these approaches, joint European
initiatives are under way to harmonize the
requirements of the participating nations and to
validate the necessary standards. Prototyping
and modular avionics will support those areas,
where upgrade needs in the next years are most
obvious, i.e. the cockpit area and the sharing
and the expansion of computer resources.
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AVIONICS MODERNIZATIONS/UPGRADES IN THE LATE 1990s

RONALD S. VOKITS
Director, Plans

Deputy for Avionics Control
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

U.S.A.

1. SUMMARY

Change is the most prevalent event we Few weapons systems were originally
can expect during the life of a weapon design for today's environment in mind
system. In an avionics system, change either due to technology risk, cost, or
is brought about for two primary unknown threats. Government personx
reasons: correcting problems or adding try to predict growth requirements, b6t
capability, In many cases it costs less within 5 to 10 years, growth capability
to upgrade older aircraft than develop a is consumed by enhancements needed to
new one. How we plan for those upgrades meet a new threat. A good example of
makes the difference. thi. is the memory growth experience of

one of our fighter aircraft. In 1975,
2. BACKGROUND it had 32K of memory. In 1979 it was

upgraded to 64K, in 1984 to 128K, and
Current US military aircraft have a now has 512K.
mixed bag of avionics architectures due
to the technology available when they 3.2 S1uportabilitv Improvements
were designed, Aircraft from the 60s
and early 70s were built using single Supportability includes the equipment
function avionics subsystems and manpower required to -aintain the
interconnected by point to point wiring, weapons system. Modifications which
Pilots interpreted displayed improve supportability are usually a
information, made assessments and response to budget constraints. Low
reacted to the stimuli, reliability leads to high repair and

maintenance costs. Obsolescence is a
Architectures began using multiplex data major problem because repairing old
busses in the 70s. Multiplex busses technology becomes costly when parts are
made it easier to interconnect avionics no longer available. We resort to
equipment or black boxes and at the same restarting component production lines,
time, reduced weight of avionics wiring, redesigning equipment to use currently
This resulted in even more information available components, or developing new
for the pilot to interpret. Distributed equipment to keep old weapons iystems
architectures and integrated avionics operational.
were developed in the 80s. In essence,
designers attempted to relieve the pilot 3.2.1 Maintenance Philosophy
and central processor from some of the
workload and get raw information to the Currently, aircraft are maintained
subsystems needing it without pilot using a three level maintenance concept
interpretation or intervention. - flight line (at aircraft with little

test equipment and few tools),
3. AVIONICS UPGRADES intermediate (local base facility), and

depot (regional repair facility).
Avionics upgrades are made for two major Different types of test equipment are
reasons: Performance or Supportability. used at each level. Reducing the number
Lquipment is not replaced just because of maintenance levels, amount of test
it is performs better or is more equipme: t and spare parts will reduce
reliable. Modifications which improve support costs. This can only be done
performance usually are a response to a when equipment reliability is reasonably
new or perceived new threat. Detaction high. With this high reliability,
ranges, number of and type of threats, reduction to two levels of maintenance -
frequency ranges, and target flight line and depot, or just one level
observability are examples of - flight line, would reduce number of
capabilities that change dramatically people required to maintain avionics
over the life of a weapon system. systems. In the first instance,

avionics must be designed to be repaired
3.1 Capability Improvements at the flight line, typically a remove

and replace philosophy. In the jecond
In the past, a new capability often instance, a depot would not be needed,
required new displays. Multifunction essentially a throw-away philosophy.
displays replaced separate instruments
because we ran out of cockpit space. In the 70s we started using multiplex
Pilot workload became a limiting factor busses which reduce wiring weight. Cost
in operating weapons systems originally reduction was the reason - lower weight
designed with single function avionics, reduces fuel consumption, allowed more
More computational power was added to fuel for longer missions. Additionally,
help the pilot with situation awareness. avIonics system reliability improved by
And still more computational power is reducing the number of connections and
needed now to automate functions, providing redundant data paths.

• ." * .>
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However, there was no reduction in test software engineering environments will
equipment or manpower. be used to correct software

deficiencies, develop operational
3.2.2 Avail.ability Improvements enhancements, and test interfaces. Yet,

complex systems will still require
Availability is also a factor. The thorough and time consuming validation
newer something is, the less likely it to ensure proper operation in all flight
is to fail. If aircraft don't break as conditions.
often, they will be ready when needed,
fewer spares will be required and fewer 3.3,3 Packaging Improvements
maintainers need be trained and
supported. Older avionics subsystems are packaged

as Line Replaceable Units (LRUs). Most
3.3 Technolqcygs Contribution are convection or forced-air cooled.

Newer technology avionics will be
In many cases, original avionics have packaged as Line Replaceable Modules
been replaced with more capable, more (LRMs) and may be convection, forced-air
reliable, lighter, and less expensive or liquid cooled. As a comparison, a
avionics subsystems. Technology break- single (6 inch x 5.8 inch x 0.6 inch)
through has provided these improvements. LRM may have capability equivalent to or
New technology has fewer components and greater than an (8 inch x 20 inch x 8
requires less manual labor to build. It inch) LRU.
has proven to be more reliable, thus LRMs will be needed to implement the
requires less maintenance. Much has two-level or one-level maintenance
happened over the last 20 years. philosophy. LRUs protected electronic
Reliability is, still improving and costs components from severe flight line
are coming down. Thanks to use of newer environments in the past. LRMs must
technology, computer aided design and provide the same and likely more
computer aided manufacturing, protection. These almost pocketsized

electronic gadgets are likely to be
3.3.1 Diagnogtics Improvements roughly handled, dropped, dunked, and

exposed to electostatic discharge,
1970s generation of avionics utilized whereas LRUs were usually treated as
built-in-test (BIT) features designed to sensitive electronics boxes.,
identify avionics failures within a line
replaceable uni.t (LRU) and typically 3.4 Minor Chanoe vs Major Change
signaled only which LRU had failed. The
additional circuitry required foi BIT How much of a change is economical? An
increased complexity and reduced item manager must satisfy his user
reliabilty. Many BIT systems functioned within a restricted budget and typically
so poorly that only a group of LRUs cn a problem by problem basis. Usually
could be identified, requiring that all only high priority or safety-of-flight
related LRUs be removed and tested changes are made.
individually at the local base facility.
Aircraft electrical interfaces were not The addition of a new "dumb" bomb might
typically part of the avionics LRU have no impact on aircraft hardware or
built-in-test equipment and had to be release mechanisms. As a minimum, new
tested separately. aerodynamic parameters or release

computations in operational flight
New integrated circuits are designed software might be required in the stores
with built-in diagnostics, i.e., the management system.
ability to test themselves. Large
complex bulky unreliable and expensive Sometimes modifications impact
automatic test equipment can be replaced peripheral equipment. Addition of a
with suitcase testers or completely guided weapon, smart weapon or new
eliminated depending on the level of sensor might impact the connector,
diagnostics desi~ned into components and require additional wiring and/or fiber
systems. This single technological optic cable, requite new control
breakthrough is the reason two level algorithms in operational software, and
maintenance philosophies are now require modification of other avionics,
possible. Elimination of need for the for example, to provide navigation and
avionics inteLmediate level repair shop air data to the weapon. It is even
(AIS) is a goal of new aircraft avionics possible that newer weapons could even
systems programs. impact flight control software. Impacts

on aircraft power and cooling
3.3.2 Software Improvement. capabilities must closely be controlled.

In the past, avionics improvements were 3.4.1 Technoloov Mix
accomplished u.3ing hardware redesign, an
expensive lengthy process which seldom Old generation avicnics are removed from
kept pace with changing threats. an aircraft and replaced with new
Equipment complexity further added to components having 10 times the
the redesign problem. Modern software reliability, and weighing less than half
driven digital technology promises the original avionics.
quicker upgrades through software
changes. Hardware changes, in most How two radically different
cases, are not required. Modern technologies can be mixed is one of the

V,v
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big questions, communication or processing, are

Newer generatio avionics operate at candidates for common equipment or
lower supply voltages and are more interchangeable components when 3 or
sensitive to electromagnetic more subsystems are replaced by a
interference. Digital signals within modular system. Studies have shown that
new electronics could cause interference savings begin to accrue when the modular
with older generation receivers. Better components overhead becomes
power filtration may be reqvired when insignificant (typically 3 or more
new equipment is used on older aircraft, subsystems). A characteristic of

modular avionics is the ability to
Older aircraft often have inadequate utilize common or interchangeable
cooling for avionics systems. Although modules.
a problem to overcome, new equipment
operates at lower power levels and may Consideration must be 7iven to related
reduce cooling load on other avionics changes in space, cooling and other
subsystems. interface modifications needed to allow

installation of a modular system.
Where does modular avionics fit into Upgrades using modular avionics do not

modifications of older aircraft? reduce support equipment requirements
for remaining unchanged avionics, thus

Most avionics is designed to fit into changing all communication or processing
available space. If modular avionics provides a cultural change to the
packaging technology were to be used, support environment.
remaining older generation avionics may
have to be moved to permit installation 3.4.2 Standards
of a rack for the modules. Long term
planning must be done to allow space for Years ago, the USAF attempted to create
other upgrade without impacting form fit functional standards to allow
completed modificaitons. items like an inertial navigation system

to be used across many aircraft.
How does modular avionics systems Differences in avionics suites,

architecture (MASA) fit into a force interfaces and performance requirements
structure that might be made of up all limited the success of that endeavor.
type of aircraft, i.e., fighters, Current efforts within the Joint
bombers, tankers, cargo aircraft, rescue Integrated Avionics Working Group
aircraft and command and control (JIAWG) may evolve an avionics suite
aircraft all belonging to the same that can be applied to multiple
deployable unit? aircraft. in a sense, this work is

providing a means to upgrade older
A force structure made up of many types aircraft using current technology. From
of aircraft today would require a set of the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) and
support equipment for each aircraft type JIAWG, there will be a baseline set of
due to the use of different avionics common avionics modules, which can be
(and other equipment) in each aircraft, used as building blocks to upgrade or
Deploying such a force would be a large replace subsystems in older aircraft.
effort. If common or standard equipment When not adequate, other models will be
were used across many aircraft, only one developed. Modules designed for
set of test equipment (i.e. the common multiple applications (i.e. standard
denominators) would be required, modules) will eventually be added to the

"module super market".
Is there not some point where it makes

sense that portions of the avionics 3.5 Life Cycle
subsystems become interchangeable?

Originally, aircraft are design for a 20
Form fit, function, and interface F3 1 year life cycle, but many are already
standards were seen as the appropriate beyond that. The B-52 was designed in
level of standardization in the 70s and the early 50s. The F-111s were designed
80s. In a sense, 1ASA could also be in the late 60s. KC-135s are a
thought of as an FI approach to derivative of the Boeing 707 which was
standardization. The MASA and JIAWG designed in the late 50s. It is
concepts require that like modules possible the KC-135 aircraft will be
(built to the same functional extended to 2045. Due to high cost of
specification by different vendors) be new aircraft, there is strong motivation
validated or certified as bling to upgrade older aircraft. Currently
interchangeable. Whether F I can be major retrofits are being planned for
accomplished or not must still be KC-135, C-130, F-16 and F-15 aircraft.
demonstrated - the back up approach is
build-to-print standardization. The following is a list of research and
Upgrades of a particular avionics development projects and related
subsystem or function across many modification projects already planned.
aircraft are potential candidates for The list changes daily, based on
common equipment or components which are budgetary and ether orqanizational
interchangeable, priorities.

Upgrades of related avionics functions
on a single aircraft, such as

m1mm
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AF Pro3ectsl systems; farterm F-15, F-16, F-111, and
A-10 modernizations, and integrated

R&D Mods. flight - crew systems - and cockpit
systems.

Offensive Avionics 22 26

Defensive Avionics 26 48 In either case, architectural features
Communication Systems 13 51 are available to allow replacement/
Navigation Systems 6 60 upgrade in an orderly rather than
Identification Systems 5 1 haphazard fashion. The 1553 multiplex
Controls and Displays 4 16 bus allowed this in the past. In the
Flight Control Systems 9 8 future, backplane standards will control
Status Monitoring 1 21 physical and electrical interfaces and
Computers and Software 7 7 allow replacement of unsupportable or
Tech - Multiple Appl. 15 0 obsolete modules or addition of new
Avionics Modernization 3 10 capabilities with little or no impact to
R&M 5 0 the aircraft.
Trainers and Simulators 9 11
Integrated Avionics 9 0 3.6.1 Planning for Periodic Uporades
Total Projects 125 259

Those organizations responsible for
These projects cover various technology identifying development requirements
areas and equipment including: paper must consolidate need statements from
tape reader replacement, warning all users and identify similarities. By
receiver improvement, new Identification grouping functional requirements,
Friend or Foe (IFF) systems, communication enhancements of all users
countermeasures, self protection for instance, a common item might serve
systems, Reliability and Maintainability all and save development funds as well
(R&M) improvements, Electro-Optical (EO) as serve to eliminate incompatibilities
systems, Laser, Directed energy weapons, among weapons platforms. Reductions in
Side looking airborne radar sensors, support equipment development and
other radar component improvements, training follow naturally.
modem capability, data transmission and
reception, automatic target handoff, The Avionics Planning Baseline Document
anti-jam & secure communication, covert contains a list of ongoing and planned
airborne communication, nuclear modification over a 10 year period for
detection capability, global positioning all mission design series aircraft. A
system (GPS), microwave landing system sort of this data shows modifications to
(MLS), satellite communication, helmet incorporate the following types of RF
mounted systems, fuel savings systems, systems on most US aircraft: GPS, Have
airborne data recorders, flight data Quick, and MLS. Another sort shows
recorders, crash recorders, autopilots, upgrades being made to many radar
and target recognition. None of these systems.
projects currently employ use of modular
avionics. Under the right political and economic

conditions, a modular avionics systems
3.6 Predictions architecture could be installed to

accomodate these and many future changes
Looking at our current inventory, it is in a synchronized, coordinated manner.
relatively easy to predict that
modifications will be made to replace 3.6.2 Example Upgrade - Tanker Trans-
unsupportable equipment. Reliability is port Common Radar
easy to measure. Repair and replacement
cost can also be monitored. Technology Current weather radars used in C-130 and
revolution leaves older technology others in other aircraft are becoming
unsupportable as quickly as 5 years difficult to support. Many were
after introduction. Avionics systems developed along with the aircraft, eons
that are 10 or more years old are ago. Some have been improved, but
becoming difficult to support. remain dependent on an aging technology

base.
It is more difficult to predict new
threats and required capabilities. Currently, 1900 transport/cargo
Damage tolerant flight control and aircraft 2 have a radar with reliability
engine control systems are likely. less than 300 hrs. A life cycle cost
Flight controls may need to be coupled comparison of a new radar versus
to navigation information and continuing support for older radar
communication equipment to meet FAA systems indicates a break even in 9
requirements for collision avoidance. years. The following assumptions were
Previous studies have identified new used:
requirements for Gunship, a follow on
replacement for Wild Weasel based on Development Costs - $15M
modifications to F-15s or F-16s; Unit Cost - $150K
embedded training requirements; special 1q00 Units
forces airoLtft requirements; a close Two Level Maintenance Concept
air support aircraft replacement for the One Depot
A-10; next generation tactical airlift 72 Hours/Month Operation
capability; aerial refueling concepts, One year standard Warranty
new tactical air-to-surface weapons MTBF of 750 hrs
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A new radar would have digital
technology, modular architecture, and
standard 1553 ano video interfaces.
Such a radar could meet all users
current requirements. Rather than spend
development dollars to upgrade each type
of radar in each aircraft, one common
new radar could be developed at a
savings and be applied to all
transports. In the long run, the Air
Force will save money by eliminating a
radar with poor reliability, save money
by consolidating a number of upgrades
into one development effort, and by
applying this new radar to many
aircraft.. Upgrades in the 90s will be
extremely sensitive to cost factors.

4. References

1. ASD-TR-90-5011, Avionics Planning
Baseline

2. Air Force Avionics Roadmap
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Discrete avionics
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Integrated avionics
Integrated diagnostics
LRM

LRU
Maintenance Philosophy
Modular avionics
Reliability
Supportability
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Standardization
Technology
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Avionics Reliability, Durability and Integrity
.... Can They Be Independent of Application?

Harold W. Underwood
Chief Avionics Engin )r

Directorate of Avionics Engineering
DCS, Integrated Engineering and Technical Management

HQ Aeronautical Systems Division
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6503

USA

Abstract: (IFF) systems, the Standard Central Air Data Computer and
HF, VHF and UHF radios.

The development of avionics through the application of
traditional MIL-STD-785, Reliability Pr for Systems An example of acceptable functional performance would be an
and Eguipment Develonment and Production development inertial navigation system which is essentially the same
processes for Avionic Reliability, has proven to have several whether it is instilled on a fighter, cargo or commercial
advantages, disadvantages, and limitations. This process will aircraft. IFF systems and UHF/VHF radios, on the other hand,
be contrasted with the Avionics Integrity process which is are dependent on the performance of the ReceivertTransmitter,
based upon a knowledge of how the equipment is to be used, the antenna patterns and insertion loss of the antenna cable.
the actual environments of the operating equipment and the The II1 radio performance is dependent on the aircraft's
application of fatigue theory and life laws to design. The antenna coupler/antenna design. The limitations of the HF
process is based upon a detailed understanding of the installation is often accommodated by the judicious selection
characteristics of the parts, materials and associated processes of frequencies during day to day operations Unfortunately,
used in its manufacturer, and the tailoring of the process the reliability or durability of each of these systems may be
controls, irspection and test requirements. The outcome of the quite different depending upon how the equipments are used
process will be avionics with a minimum life that is dependent and the working environments. The installation agency has
upon the operational stresses applied. Additionally, a number typically been thought to be responsible for making the
of conflicts associated with the use of standard environments, equipments work in the aircraft, but this has resulted in
standard parts, the use of redundancy, who is responsible for numerous disputes over who might be ultimately held
reliability, MILSPEC design criteria, Mean Time Between responsible.
Failure as a metric, and warranties are also addressed.

The reliability requirement is stated as a minimum Mean Time
Introduction: Between Failure (MTBF) and may be verified under

laboratory conditions to a specified confidence level. The
Avionics standardization has been developing over a period of problem arises with the correlation between MTBFs
years to provide a functional capability for the United States demonstrated in the laboratory and those experienced in the
and our allies armed forces. Through the development of field. The user and maintainer have multiplied the laboratory
standard avionic equipments, we have taken advantage of the demonstrated MTBF by a factor to adjust reliability
economics of manufacturing large numbers of equipment to a expectations for the particular field conditions. This type of
single design rather than a few equipments from each of adjustment factor takes into account the logisticians
several designs to perform a specified function. The net result experience with similar equipments, the equipments
being a considerable cost savings. These economies also manufacturer, the individuals tolerance for risk and the
apply to the support of the standard equipments through budgetary constraints. All these factors are used for
provisions for spare units, piece parts and tie support maintenance planning, determining how many spare units and
equipment for one design rather than multiple designs. piece parts are to be purchased, and the manpower levels
Although there have been some development problems with necessary to support the equipment. Often the reliability of
standard equipment, the large production quantities and similar equipment varies widely when installed on different
warranties have usually provided sufficient economic platforms (see Figure 1). The outcome of this process is
incentive for the contractors to correct design and frustration for the users and maintainers. They have become
manufacturing process shortcomings, and has generally accustomed to these uncertainties and up to now have been
resulted in acceptable field reliability, forced to accept them.

Requirements for many of the standard equipments in the Historical Perspective:
United States inventory have been developed in conjunction
with our allies, sometimes to international specifications. There has been an interesting evolution in the way the military
Thus standardization has become an integral part of the way and industry addressed reliability. It has involved a series of
we do business. decisions, each of which were made for good reason with the

data available at the time. Unfortunately, these decisions
Standard equipments are t.pically specified based upon their resulted in the formation of a series of disciplines or "iities"
functional performance and reliability at the line replaceable (reliability, maintainability, producibiliy, etc), a group of
unit or subsystem level. And the performance is based on engineers in both government and industry to service those
laboratory conditions rather than the installed performance. ilities. This in turn created a series of tasks and procedures to
This has worked out reasonably well for standard equipments: be accomplished and a set of documents to be prepared The
i.e. inertial navigation systems, Identification Friend or Foe ilities were procedure driven (often based on overly simplistic
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assumptions), requiring an inordinate amount of data, and essential to the performance of the mission. This attitude
resulting in an inconsistent product. continued through World War II and into the early 1950s,

when the Air Traffic Control System was established and die
Early on. aircraft had three basic systems which were operation of aircraft during Instrument Meteorological
mechanical in nature: the aircraft structure, the engine and the Conditions became common place. As a result,
flight controls. Preventative maintenance was used to communication and radio navigation equipment were then
preclude the failure of this critical equipment dunng flight, considered mission essential. With the introduction of the
The aircraft structure was covered with cotton or hnen fabric radar based weapons delivery system on the F-105 aircraft in
that deteriorated over time, and it had to be replaced. When the mid-1950s, the avionics became Mission Critical. More
t. is occurred, the aircraft was stpped, and the structure recently, avionics such as the fly-by-wire system on the F-16,
rebuilt to maintain safety throughout the life of the and Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance systems have
replacement cover. The engine was disassembled, inspected become Safety Critical functions. Avionics now constitutes a
and overhauled based upon a recommended time between thLrd of the fly away cost of a modem fighter aircraft and
overhaul. Preventative maintenance was applied for military performing numerous mission and safety critical functions.
aircraft and was required by Civil Aeronautics Agency (CAA,,
the predecessor of todays Federal Aviation Administration) In the 1940s, Avionics, and their development processes were
regulations for civil aircraft. Even though the basic design of in their infancy. Often the development process was urique to
aircraft evolved (moving from fabric covered structure to all the manufacturer, and possibly to the individual designer.
metal monocoque design) the process continued for Some manufacturers characterized the life of their parts under
commercial aircraft until the mid-1950s when they moved specified conditions, and reported the results in the literature.
toward the phased inspection process. The regulations Some designers did extensive thermal analysis in order to
requiring annual and one-hundred hour inspections still apply minimize the degradation of their electronics (tube type
for our general .-viation fleet, equipment operated quite hot). Still others did testing to

determine the failure rates of their parts.

After World War , commercial aviation advanced vey

rapidly. During the late 1940s and early 1950s the airlines During the late 1940 and early 1950s, a series of specifications
observed that some (possibly many) of the required for electronic parts were developed. They addressed
inspections were being done for arbitrary reasons. United performance and test requirements, but not in a consistent
Airlines, working in conjunction with the CAA and the fasihion. A consensus on the appropriate content and
aircraft/engine manufacturers, developed a procedure which is verification procedures to be included in the piece part
known in the military as Reliability Centered Maintenance. specifications had not yet developed. In 1952, The Advisory
This included a logic process and a series of criteria Safety Group on Reliability of Electronic Equipment (AGREE)
Critical, Mission Critical, Major Economic Impact, and Committee was formed to establish order. The committee was
Durability Critical) that are based upon the consequences of made up of representatives of the Office of the Assistant
failure and can be used to select the appropriate maintenance Secretary of Dfense (Eigineering), the Office of the Assistant
(preventative, corrective, or opportunistic) procedure for each Secret ry of Defense (Supply and Logistics), plus the Army,
piece of airborne equipment. This logic process applies to Navy, d Air Force. This committee worked on the problem
avionics, although not commonly implemented and is defined for five years and ultimately issued the AGREE Report in
in MIL-STD-1843, Reliability-centered Maintenance for 1957.
Aircraft. Engines and ZQuimeor published in February 1985.

The AGREE Committee report considered the application of
The first avionics, airborne radios, were installed in the mid- life laws, statistical-based reliability predictions and testing
1930s. At this time, they were "nice to have," but were not techniques along with the application of preventative and
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corrective maintenance policies to avionics. However, the There has been considerable discomfort with R&M and the
committee ultimately ricommended that life requirements be way it is applied to our programs, the effort involved, the cost
defined as a Minimum Acceptable Reliability expressed as a of the effort and the inconsistency of results. However, few of
MTBF. They also recommended the establishment of us have taken the time to understand how the R&M program
requirements for reliability tests using developmental models, evolved, its implementaton, its impacts on the product and the
pilot production and production model equipments. The govemmentfindustry motivations
report went on to recommend a major overhaul of the
electronic parts and components specification and Appendhx A addresses several of the R&M Program tasks,
qualification process and supported government interaction in their background, and the problems with their application to
the process. The report identified requirements for the modem avionic systems. This should provide an
packaging of electronic devices/equipment prior to storage or understanding of the R&M Programs short comings and why
shipment, mandated the application of corrective maintenance it does not consistently yield a product that satisfies our users
and recommended the implementation a statistically based needs and outlines several reasons a major change in direction
reliability program. is needed.

These decisions responded to the neet. ;or a solution that was Avionics/Electronics Integrity Program (AVIP)
supportable within the existing technology and could be
implemented quickly. Over the past thirty years, since the Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), the largest of the US
AGREE Committee completed their work, there have been Air Forces acquisition divisions, has implemented a systems
tremendous advances in the analytical tools and computational engineering process for the development of avionic and
power available. In 1957, the primary tool available to the electronic equipment. The process is based upon their
engineer was the slide rule. Main frame computers were just experience with the Aircraft and Engine Structural Integrity
entering service in the universities and were not yet common Programs (ASIP and ENSIP) which have proven to be very
place in the industry; computer time was still carefully successful in achieving functional performance and protection
rationed. The common use of a scientific hand held calculator safety. These programs are based upon an understanding of
was still fifteen years away. Thus, by necessity, the methods the stresses and related stress cycles the aircraft or engine will
needed to reach a solution had to be rather simple by todays experience over its operational life. They examine the physics
standards, of failure and works towards a design process whose objective

is to preclude in-flight failure rather than limiting the failure
Over time, the recommendations contained in the AGREE rate. Both ASIP and ENSIP involved major changes the logic
Report evolved into the MIL-STD-785, Bgijabiyhoglam process used during design. ASIP was initiated in response to
for Systems and Equipment Development and Production. a series of in flight structural failures which resulted in the loss

This document contains a series of tasks, that were thought to of the aircraft, and all too often to the loss of life. ENSIP
ensure that the resulting product would fulfill operational applied the same logic process, tailored for application to
needs. These requirements have b~en mandated for most aircraft engines.
DOD procurements since the introduction of MIL-STD-785.

Traditional Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) and AVIP

Inherent in the implementation of the MILSTD-785, the are sirmlar in that their objectives are the same:
reliability prediction procedure contained in MIL-HDBK-217,
Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment was mandated To focus attention on the need to improve reliability.

(see Appendix A for further discussion of the reliability
prediction procedure). With this understanding, the life testing However, there are several significant differences as outlined
and part characterization efforts that some manufacturers were in Table 1 below:
accomplishing ceased, since it was no longer considered
valuable by their military customers.

MIL.STD-785 AVIP

" Activity (Task) Orientation • Process Driven
" Assumes Failures are Random Recognizes Failurus are Deterministic

Based on Cause and Effect Engineering

" Mandates Corrective Maintenance - Allows Preventative Maintenance

Options
- Opportunistic
- Corrective

" Functional Performance Protected by * Functional Performance Protected by:
Redundancy - Design

- Maintenance Procedures

- Redundancy
" MIL-Spec Environments * Installed Environments

- MILSpec Processes Freedom to Select Processes that Fulfill
Functional and Life Requirements

" Qualification Based upon Statistical Sample - Qualification Based upon Accelerated
Life Test

Table I
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The AVIP Process
Figure 2

The AVIP development process begins with a detailed manufacturing process and the dimensional tolerances. Time
understanding of how the equipment will be used in operation dependent dielectric breakdown is again controlled by the
and the rarmfi,.ations of the various support decisions. This material properties, physical dimensions and allowable time,
not only includes the number of operating hours, but such temperature and current stress 5. There am postulated life laws
usage factors as the number of turn on/off cycles, mode in the literature for each of these failure mechanisms.
changes or transmit cycles, etc, that affect the life of the However, none of these life laws have not been endorsed by
equipment. The process also necessitates an understanding of the industry as a whole. A great deal of work has been, and
the environments the equipment will experience as a part of continues to be done evolving these models.
the manufacturng and testing process prior to delivery, during
transportation, while installed in the aircraft (bath on the During the design process, more emphasis is needed in the
ground and in the air) and while being repaired. Environments application of material characteristics to design. Examples
that are addressed include electromagnetic interference and include: coefficients of expansion, fatigue life, arcing and
electric power variations, as well as the usual temperature, cracking of dielectric materials, strength, etc. These
altitude, vibration, humidity, sand and dust, etc. This allows characteristics, and the process controls that are applied during
the designer to take into account the cumulative effect of the manufacture to protect ;ife, should be used to establish design
stresses and stress cycles the equipment must endure over it's criteria that will be applied during design. This understanding
operational life. will warrant greater freedom in the selection of parts, materials

and processes; thus allowing relief from many of the
Materials Characterization is a term used to describe the government mandated specification requirements such as
development of a fundamental understanding of the properties those contained in MIL-E-5400, MIL-STD-454, etc.
of each of the materials and parts that are to be used in the
design, their failure mechanisms and the effects of allowable The design team is expected to ensure that fundamental
variations (chemical, metallurgy, dimensions, flaws, etc..) in mechanical and thermal analysis are accomplished prior to the
those materials. The process recognizes that failures are release of drawings, when changes can be incorporated with
largely deterministic in nature Failures occur as a result of relauve ease. This may well be an iterative process, ensuring
the products physical configuration, the stress concentrations, the design fulfills each of the required design constraints.
the magnitude and location of the flaws allowed in the
product, and the cumulative damage from the stresses and The application of fatigue theory to the design may also allow
stress reversals that occur over the equipments life. the implementation of a preventative maintenance policy to

address many, if not all, of the failure mechanisms that might
The fatigue life of these materials is. in large part, determined occur. Many of the basic analytical tools, such a% thoqe
by the metallurgy and physical dimensions at locations such as addressed in Mr. Dave S. Steinberg's books, Cooling
solder joints, plated through holes, vias and interconnects Techniques for Electronic Fuinment and Vibratmon Analysis
within printed wiring boards lead wires, etc2. Within the for Electronic Equipment. These tools have been available for
electronic parts, fatigue is also the life limiting failure almost twenty years, and have been applied by some designers
mechanism of the attachment of the silicon chip to the case 3. as a normal part of their design practice. They are also
The life of an aluminum conductor internal to the part is frequently applied after the fact when equipment encounters
determined by the impurities within the aluminum, the grain problems with required tests or during operation. These tools
structure of the aluminum, barrier metals, the cross section of should be used to avoid problems, rather than fix problems
the conductor as well as current and temperature stress 4. when the development schedule is in jeopardy and design
These characteristics am in turn determined by the applicatioi,, alternatives are limited.
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Mr. Steinberg, in his paper Tools Available for Implementing The offeror is encouraged to tailor the draft Statement of
AY (Attachment B) offered an analytical life prediction Work, provided as a part of the solicitation, to include any
approach that can be accomplished using a hand held tasks required to complete the specification, and to include in
calculator for lead wires and solder joints. New, computer the Systems Engineering Master Schedule (SEMS) the
aided design tools are becoming available which will make the milestone indicating when the task will be accomplished. The
analytical effort less time consuming, more user friendly and SEMS is an event-driven document where the contractor
allow more aggressive designing. establishes criteria for the satisfactory completion of each

major program milestone. For example, at the Critical Design
Development of the manufacturing processes, process limits, Review, the contractor might comnmt to the completion of a
environmental stress scmen/proof tests when appropriate, and fully released drawing package, completion of thermal,
inspection/verification techniques are an integral part of the vibration, fatigue analysis, the availability of draft test
development effort. The effectiveness of the manufacturing procedures, etc.. Before these milestones can be considered
process limits, quality controls, life characteristics and the complete, an agreement must be reached between the
over all suitability of the design will be demonstrated in an contractor and their customer.
durability life test using combined environments, simulating
operational use (turn-ons, mode changes, repair cycles, etc.) The procuring activity evaluates the various offeror's
and applying the proposed maintenance procedures over the proposal, and makes a selection based upon pre-established
life of the equipment. The test may also replace major standards. Thus, the offeror is made an active partscipant in
portions of the traditional engineering qualification test by the requirements definition process, has developed ownership
including excursions to the extreme environmental limits in of those requirements, and is expected to successfully
the test profile. implement the process after contract award.

The remaining environments not addressed by the accelerated The application of the AVIP design process allows one to
life test should be demonstrated by initiating the appropriate n'e toward avionic designs that will operate for a
portions of a traditional engineering qualification test. Only predictable period of time, number of cycles, or other
after satisfactory completion of the verification process, and measurable characteristic with a reasonable probability of
the demonstration of operational utility, will the equipment be success. This makes it possible to move from an on demand
ready for production release. (corrective) approach to maintenance to a preventative or

opportunistic maintenance concept where appropriate. The
Since the equipment has been designed using a fatigue theory, decision process should be based on the consequences of
and our users are always changing the way they use their aslure: safety, the ability to accomplish the mission and
equipment, one can then apply the same analytical tools to economics. The decision process for airframes and engines is
adjust the life expectations, maintenance intervals, and contained in MIL-STD-1843 can be applied to avionics as
anticipate the need for modification before an unsupportable well.
situation results. This can be achieved by repeating the key
analysis done during design, but with revised design usage and Thus, the Avionics Integrity Program embodies and effecu e
environmental data. This analysis could be incorporated in a systems engineering process which, when applied, will result
life management computer alg'nthm which would allow the in equipment that fulfills both functional performance and life
supporting community to keep track of the life expended by expectations, and can be effectively managed in the field.
the equipments over time, and facilitate the orderly
management of the equipment based upon technically sound General Discussion of Conflicts:
criteria.

Any effort to change the way one does business can not occur
The application of the AVIP in conjunction with a system in a vacuum. AVIP has to be incorporated in a way that
engineering development process provides the equipment allows it to be accommodated within the existing framework
manufacturer much more freedom than has been alowed in of policies, procedures and regulations where possible.
the past. This includes the opportunity to establish the dates Unfortunately, such an approach involves compromises, raises
for major program milestones such as Systems Requirement, potential conflicts and hurdles that need to be addressed and
Preliminary Design, and Critical Design Review. The surmounted. At times, it requires making compromises,
manufacturer is also relieved of much of the government incorporating some new concepts while delaying the adoption
mandated specification tree (how to's) and documentation of others, all the while applying consistent pressure to embrace
requirements. The output of the process (within the the total process. Both ASIP and ENSIP experienced a similar
manufacturer's capability to understand the failure processes birthing process and took over ten years to complete.
and the ability to control the key material parameters), will be
avionic equipment that has a known minimum life with a Each of the individuals and organizations affected by the
given design usage and environments, change has a different perspective which results in conflicts.

It should be recognized that the AVIP process and each of the
The basic requirements for the Avionics Integrity Program are practicitioners (both organizations and individuals) will under
contained in MIL-A-87244 which is a performance go a series of changes as the implementation matures. It
specification written in MIL-PRIME format. A MIL-PRIME should be recognized that organizational inertia will tend to
specification is structured in a way that requires tailoring, and maintain the status quo no matter low badly the change is
has attached a handbook which guides the user through the needed. However, consistant managerial support and sound
tailoring process. Each of the requirements contain a blank engineering will prevail.
that may be filled in by either the procuring activity prior to
the release of the solicitation, defined by the offeror as a part As one looks at the change from the acquisition communities
of his proposal, or determined as a result of a task (analysis, perspective, there are several difficult problems that must be
survey or test) that is to be accomplished as a part of the addressed. There ae those who believe that if the decision
contracted effort. makers would issue a written policy, the change would be
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accomplish'd with relative ease. Others believe the established by reference to M1L-E-!14a1), Electronic
individuals who are to implement the process have to "buy Equipment, Aerospace, General RequiremenL for for Class 11
into" or "take ownership" of the process or the process will equipment and MIL-SfD-810, Environmental Test Methods
fail. The process has to evolve over time, to b tailored with and Engineering Guidelines. MIL-STD-810 defines specific
rach new application in order to take advantage of unique test requirements or vibration, shock, humidity, sand and dust,
experiences offered by each new participant. etc. which have been used for the engineering qualification of

the avionics. Earlier versions of MIL-STD-810 contained
From a program managers point of view, he wants to know limits for various environments (i e. vibration) for different
how the process can be implemented with the available categories of environments such as "uninhabited fighter",
resources and time constraints. He also needs to understand "inhabited cargo", etc.
that engineering is committed to provide the needed technical
support, and he must feel comfortable that the engineers The current release of MIL.STD-810 instructs the user to
comprehend what is be;ing asked of them. There is a need to determine the environments at the installed location for the
know that the product will be accepted by the user, the equipment and use the installed environments during test, but
supporting command, and that the process will be adopted by provides default values for the previous categories. Often,
the industry. Further, he needs to feel comfortable with the these default values are used. This practice has resulted in
way the product will be evaluated during independent and numerous problems when the equipment is actually integrated
operational testing. into the aircraft. Several progam offices at ASD have

encountered instances where the environmental requirements
The engineers and logisticians are concerned that process may contained in MIL-E-5400 and the default values in MIL-STD-
not be sufficiently mature to warrant its application. They 810 have been greatly exceeded, resulting in major reliability
want to feel comfortable with their staffs' skills (or their problems, long program delays and cost growth.
ability to develop them), and that they are prepared to buy into
the concept, their new roles and responsibilities. The An example of this type of problem occurred with the
logisicians are also concerned that the process uses different LANTIRN (Low Altitude Night Targeting Infra-red
metrics, unfamiliar ones, which cannot be used directly in Navigation) System. This system was developed using the
their current Logistics Support Analysis process. They are environmental conditions now identified as default conditions
bothered by the thought of preventative maintenance on in MIL-STD-810as the design requirements. When flight
avionics which runs counter to thirty plus years of experience. testing began, an inordinately large number of failures were

encountered on the Navigation Pod. The preponderance of
Procurement is anxious to learn how requirements can be these problems resulted from the failure of solder joints
adequately defined in contractual terms, how offerors can be attaching leadless chip carriers to the printed wiring boards
airly evaluated, how the effort can be appropriately priced and due to exposure to vibration and acoustic noise. When the an
that the effort has a definitive conclusion, instrumented pod was installed on the F-16 and flight tested,

the actual environments exceeded those called up out in MIL-
The users of standard avionics include the US Air Force STD-810 by more thanl0 db. These problems placed the
(Strategic Air Command, Tactical Air Command, etc.), Army, program in jeopardy of being cancelled. Correcting these
Coast Guard, Marines, Navy and allies. They need to feel problems resulted in a major sehedule slippage with an
comfortable that the product will fulfil their needs, that they attendant increase in cost. To alleviate this problem, a
can accommodate the necessary changes in the way they complete mechanical redesign of the printed wiring boards
operate and maintain their systems, its effect on their contained in several line replaceable units was necessary. A
maintenance planning, manpower needs a'nd readiness, highly automated manufacturing process with very close

statistical process control was established in order to achieve
From an industry stand point, the aircraf. primes want to the needed consistency in the product. With these problems
understand what they are being asked to do, that their staff has being resolved, the resulting system performed extremely well
or can develop the skills necessary to do t within the time as demonstrated during the Persian Gulf War.

available, that the necessary information and tools are
available and that their suppliers are capable and willing. When equipment is designed based upon the design usage, and

the installed environments, as addressed by MIL-A-87244,
From the original equipment manufacturers (OEM) these problems are avoided. However, this task involves
standpoint, they want to feel comfortable that their staff has technical, managerial and contractual challenges. Often, a
the skills necessary to accomplish the effort, the time allowed survey of the environment was not accomplished during the
is reasonable, they can accurately cost the effort, the selection flight test of the aircraft or the data can no longer be found. If
process will be fair, the risk acceptable, their suppliers will the data is available, it may no longer be appropriate because
support and that their participation will not adversely affect the environments may have changed as a result of aircraft
future business. modifications. Changes in the avionics suite may result in

different heat loads on the cooling system, ambient
The part vendors are concerned that their participation will temperatures in the avionics bays, resonant frequencies of the
necessitate the release of information on their processes, mounting shelves as the mass of the equipment changes, etc.
information that proprietary, information that has provided Thus, one should underttand the liuitations of available data.
them a competitive cdgc, and tiiat leakage to their competitors However, the data is worth considering.
will not occur.

When standard equipment is bought, it is typically purchased
Specific Conflicts: from an avionics supplier rather than an aircraft prime. The

aircraft prime may have useful data which is not available in
Standard Environments verses Specific Design Usage, government archives. In this case, the avionics supplier could
Installed Environments, Storage, etc. purchase the data from the aircraft prime as a part of the , -

development effort "7.,m

The environmental requirements for standard avionics areevelopmenteffort (k
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There are also analytical techniques that are used to estimate done when one usLs MIL-E-5400 requirements and MIL-STD-
the environments in a new aircraft before it is ever built. 810 default conditions today)
These techniques take into account the rigidity of the aircraft
structure, proximity of the equipment to rotating machinery Standard verses Application Specific Parts:
such as the engine, the operating frequencies of the machinery,
lever arms about the center of gravity, etc. These analysis Another source of conflict results from the imposition of the
techniques could be used for retrofit app'ications as well. The order of precedence of MIL-Specs contained in MIL-STD-
aircraft prime contractors are well versed in the application of 454, Standard General Requirements for Electronic Equipment
these techniques and the MIL-STD-965 Parts Control Program (see Appendix

A for further discussion of parts control procedures) These
Rome Air Development Center has developed a Time-Stress requirements direct the use of st.:lard parts in the design, and
Measuring Device that can be ir-ralled at a estimation of the manufacturer of avionics. Standard parts are manufactured
environments. The first generation of these devices are about and tested in accordance with government published general
the size of two packs of king size cigarettes, has a self- and detail specifications such as MIL-M-35510, General
contained battery, and can store several weeks of data. These Military Specification for Microcircuits.
units have been tested on A-7 and A-O aircraft. With the
cooperation of the user, similar units could be installed on These specifications are structured to promote multiple
operational aircraft and the data collected. This data could sources for each standard device type. To this end, many
then be extrapolated to the limits of the aircraft operating fundanental characteristics of the devices allow very wide
envelope and atmospheric conditions and used for design. limits/tolerances on key parameters and some may not be

addressed at all. The intent is to permit parts from different
For the Mark XV Combat Identification System, the vendors, using different materials and manufacturing
government recognized that Line Replaceable Units would processes to supply parts under the same standard pan number
move from aircraft to aircraft over their life. Using that are supposedly interchangeable. The process of
engineering udgement, a series of core aircraft were selected coordinating the detail specification between several suppliers
that were thought to be most representative of the total fleet, results in a least-common-denominator set of electrical
The environments in these vehicles were then used to devslop parameters. Allowed variabilities include die attachment
a composite environmenta! profile that was to be used in the materials, bond wire materials, dielectric layer material and
Mark XV deeign and verification process. When the dimensions, etc. As an example, the variations allowed in the
equipments are installed on vehicles which were not a part of mechanical configuration of a Dual In-line Package (DIP)
the core, the modification agency would be required to ensure microcircuit per MIL-M-385 10, includes three different lead
that the installed environments are no worse than those frame configurations (see Figure 3), eight different base metal
verified for the core platforms, or modifications accomplished alloys for the leads frame and four different lead plating
to bring the environments within limits. It is also possible to structures.
install the equipment and accept the risk that acceptable life
characteristics will not be attained (basically, this is what is Figure 4 shows the allowable dimensional allowable variations

of the lead frame configurations for a DIP.

Glass Frlt Samled Bottom Brad Side fldze

Allowed Variability Within Mil-M-38510H
Figure 3
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Mil Spec Tolerances Cause Life Variability
Figure 5

Figure 5 depicts the effects of the variability allowed in the to their competitive edge. There may be some relief from this
lead wire/lead frames of MIL-Spec parts. The calculated concern as the Qualified Manufacturer List concept which has
variation in the fatigue life resulting from the 10 percent been initiated by RADC and DESC by making the part
tolerance of a circular lead wire such as those used on a vendors process control data visible.
transistors, resistors and capacitors varies by a factor o: 13 to
1 The lead frames for integrated circuits contained in both the Redundancy verses Robust Design and Preventative
flat pack and DIs encounter both bending and twisting Maintenance
motions a% the parts are subjected to temperature cycling and
vibration. For a flat pack manufactured with the maximum Traditionally, redundancy has been used to protect safety and
allowable and minimum allowable dimensions, the fatigue life mission reliability. With the implementation of AVIP,
can vary by a factor of 3300 to I in bending mode. Similarly, redund&,cy is required to protect safety critical functions,
the fatigue for a DIP can vary by a factor of 70, 0 to 1 for the while robust design and preventative maintenance is used to
configuration shown in Figure 4. In this case, the allowable protect mission reliability. Although redundancy is required
variation in fatigue life of these leads exceeds the total number to protect safety, the level of redundancy (dual, triple, quad)
of major thermal cycles that avionic equipments would be may be reduced. This however is now and will continue to be
expected to experience over its life when installed on a an emotional issue.
modem fighter aircraft such as the F-16. The situation
becomes much worse when the other allowable lead frame Historically, our aircraft have used two or more radios, which
configurations and materials are considered. are in part, used to communicate with different command

posts, air traffic control facilities, airborne tankers, etc.: but,
When ordering standard parts, any of the allowed variations are also used to ensure mission reliability in event one of the
may occur in the delivered product. Because one production units fail. Many of our aircraft contain triple redundant
lot exhibits appropriate functional performance and life inertial navigation systems, whose sole purpose is
characterstics in a particular application does not ensure that accommodate the failure of one or more of the systems. The
the next lot from the same manufacturer or a part with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) mandates
same part number from a different manufactur r will also meet triple redundant navigation systems for operation in the trans-
expectations. Atlantic track system.

There has been a trend to use more and mov ;,)plication Conflicts occur when advocates of the AVIP process suggest
specific parts within new avionic designs in order to achieve that mission reliability can be protected by preventative
the required functional performance within the available size maintenance and robust design rather than redundancy While
and weight constraints. As the implementation of AVIP there is still a great deal of disbelief, these concepts will
progresses, there will be increased pressures to use more and become more and more acceptable as program successes
more application specific parts. To some degree, this allows become visible, as well as continuing pressures to reduce the
the customer to take greater control over the parts that are s-ze and weight of our avionic systems.
purchased. However, part vendors may resist this increased
customer involvement for several reasons. r',rst of all, the Redundancy can protect mission reliability and safety from
OEMs have been asking for a great deal of information with random failure events, but it can not protect from fatigue

out understanding how they were going to use the information, failure mechanisms. ASD recently procured a triple redundant
The part vendors are reluctant to provide detail on their design digital flight control system for one of our aircraft. Each of
and manufacturing processes without a clear understanding of the triple redundant computers were installed in a single
how it is going to be used. Further, they are concerned the enclosure, and thus would experience the similar stresses and
requested information may give away secrets that are the key stress reversals over its life. Each of the computers contained
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a transistor lead wire that was fatigue sensitive. Thus, when System Program Office (SPO) organizauc ,al structure that
one fatigue failure occurs, the other two computers are likely has been in place at ASD for the last twenty years or so.
to fail shortly therefter. Fortunately, in this instance, the
fatigue sensitive part was located in a built in test circuit and The engineering structure within the SPO has usually
thus had minitmal effet on safety. However, if this design organized as shown in Figure 7.
error had occurred, and had not ben discovered before the
start of flight test, it could have easily resulted in the loss of all With this structure, the avionic engineers have direct
three computers during a single flight with tie loss of the responsibility for functional performance from the outset, but
ai raft and the possible loss of the aircrew. they have not been responsible for R&M, manufacturing nor

test. Responsibility for these disciplines rests with other
Whose Responsible? Reliability Engineer or Designer? organizations which are "down the hall." For example, if a

difference of opinion should arise between the avionics
The adoption of the AVIP approach to design requires engineer and the R&M engineer, that problem would rise in
significant changes in the roles of the electronic design, R&M, the line organization to the Director of Engineering, the
manufacturing and test engineers. The organizatonal individual with the total engineering responsibility for a major
structure also requires change to ensure the process is weapon system, before resolution could be achieved. Such an
effectively implemented. Figure 6 illustrates the typical organizational structure tends to suppress all but the largest
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problems. However, as the development proceeds, and test Components, General Specification For for USN applications
begin, the avionic engineers inhent the problems. They have These criteria focus primarily on the limitation of the junction
to deal with the changes necessary to resolve "ility" problems. temperatures of semiconductor devices and power dissipation
By in large, the industry has mirrored the governments of other devices. The criteria was established using industry
organizational structure in order to streamline their customer input, and ra ces into account what some of the more
conumunications successful design teams have implemented. Often, these

criteria have been mandated by contract.
With the implementation of AVIP, the avionics engineer
within the SPO and the design engineer in industry has been With the application of AVIP, the contractors are being
asked to take on the responsibility for the total design, relieved from many of the traditional government mandated
including life characteristics, manufacturing, etc. This material and process requirements which the industry has
involves tearing down some organizational, technical, complained about for years. It is expected that the industry
educational and cultural barriers, will step up to their responsibilities, use the knowledge

developed throughout the development process, and produce a
When the design engineer steps up to his new responsibilities, product that fulfills the users expectations without this sort of
he wi.l involve huiself in issues that have been the private government "help". He is expected to use the government
domain of other organizations and their specialists When he specifications and standards, industry standards, the technical
does this, he will encounter friction resulting from the literature in order to establish standards that will be effective
specialists perceived loss of status, the necessity to learn new in his manufacturing plant using his processes and people.
technical disciplines, and ultimately to deal with the threat to Obviously, this will require rising above past adversarial
the specialists function. Further, the R&M, manufacturing relationships, dealing with each other fairly, avoiding taking
engineers, etc speak different technical languages, which will advantage of short term personal gains and developing long
require a concerted effort from each engineer to overcome, term trusting relationship between the customer and the
Often, the specialists will feel that the avionics/design supplier.
engineers are unprepared to deal with their new
responsibilities, they don't have the experience, the education, MTBF Verses Maintenance Free Operating Period and
etc. It will be said: "They simply don't understand." Cumulative Maintenance Burden

There will be feelings of inadequacy and distrust from the Since the publtcation of the AGREE Report, MTBF has been
avionics engineers and specialists as well. In order to the accepted approach for stating reliability requirements for
overcome these difficulties, it will require patience, sensitivity avionic equipment. From a standardization standpoint, with
to feelings, effective training and a lot of encouragemer" he concept that one black box meets all needs, the notion of a
Possibly the most difficult part of the transformation is making single reliability number is quite attractive. However, this
the change while applying the process under schedule and cost leaves the practitioner in a quandary of relating the required
pressures. It should be recognized ti ,. . -ss in not and demonstrated reliability to the reliability that will be
something that will occur over night or on a single program. It achieved in the field. Each of us have recognized there is no
will evolve with a change in focus and a commitment to make single reliability number that will apply universally to all
it work through incremental changes. Organizational changes applicatians. The avionic equipment invariably manifests
will occur naturally, different rehabdies in each aircraft model (i.e. C-130), and

often with different series (AC-130H) within the basic model
MIL-Spec Design Criteria Verses Manufacturer Uniqie series. Sometimes reliability vanes with different operating
Criteria bases and possibly different aircraft within the fleet Over the

years, the logistics community has come to live with the
MIL-STD-454, Standard General Requirements for Electronic situation, and has developed a management planning process
Equipment, and MIL-E-5400,Electronic Equipment, (Logistic Support Analysis)7 using the predicted MTBFs and
Aerospace, General Requirements for contain a series of fudge factors to deal with the provisioning of the equipment
detailed requirements dealing with materials and processes and establishing the manpower and training requirements to
that are acceptable for use in the manufacturer of military ensure support.
electronics. Both of these documents reference a myriad of
additional specifications and standards which reference more With the application of AVIP, we are now offering to the user,
requirements, which reference more requirements, ad equipment with reliability defined by a different metric-
nauseam. As one proceeds through the specification tree, the minimum life, time to first maintence event or Maintenance
number and level of detailed requirements grow into a totally Free Operating Period (MFOP) with a specified set of
unmanageable situation. As a result, it has been mandated that environments and usage. This recognizes that the equipment
the individual preparing the specification is required to will have different life characteristics in each application, and
identify only the specific tequirements that apply to a that one can adjust those life expectations based upon the
particular development. Often the contractor is instructed to stresses the unit encounters in service. It has been the
use the remainder of the dociments as a guide, although this is suggested that one might want to record the stresses during
of little consequence from a contractual standpoint, equipment operation so that one can perform preventative

maintcnance before it fails thus precluding it failing on the
Most of our contracts also contain a task to derate the vehicle. Based upon past experience with the use of elapsed
electronic parts that are included in our electronic equipment trme indicators and the use of manual data collection
such that they operate well below their maximum rated limits, techniques, there is a mind set that suggests that tracking these
presumably to ensure that reliability requirements are stresses can be a very difficult, if not an impossible task. It
achieved. Criteria for derating have been documented in will involve a large expenditures in manpower. Fortunately,
AFSC Pamphlet 800-27, Reliability Parts Derating Q=dhnis, the techntology available today can be used to mechanize this
dated June 1982 or USAF activties and NAVMAT AS-4613, data collection effort.
Naval Air Systems Command, Department of the Navy
Application and Derating Requirements for Electronic There is also a conflict with the conventional wisdom that: "If
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it ain't broke, don't fix iti" There is some justification for this Appendix A
position since the repair remcess have been mandated rather
than developed and veri A as a part of the development MIL-STD-785 Development Tasks
process. Assuming th epair processes are characterized and
well understood (the same as manufacturing process), this MIL-STD-785 delineates a series of activities or tasks that are
situation can be alleviated, to be accomplished during a development program

There is a need for a tasloring of the LSA process or possibly a MIL.STC-785 Development Tasks
translation from the AVIP metrcs to a MTBF. This
translation could be used for solving queing problems inherent Reliability Program Plan
to the LSA process. Monitor/Control of Subcontractors and Suppliers Program

Reviews
Contract for Warranties Verses AVIP Plus Warranties Failure Reporting, Analysis, and Corrective Action System

(FRACAS)
There are those who suggest that one need not require and Faslure Review Board
monitor a development process since warranties protect the Reliability Modeling
governments interests. There are fundamental problems with Reliability Allocations
an approach that does not allow the customer the opportunity Reliability Predictions
to intercede if necessary. The customer can not afford to have Failure Modes, Effects and Critically Analysis (FMECA)
a program proceed on a course that will result in failure Sneak Circuit Analysis (SCA)
wsthout visibility in its progress, only to discover that the Electronic Parts/Circuits Tolerance Analysis
hardware is poorly designed when tests begin. Thus the Parts Program
process is necessary from a both a technical and management Reliability Critical Items
standpoint, warranties are optional. Effects of Functional Testing, Storage, Handling, Packaging,

Transportation, and Maintenance
This is not to say that warranties have not had value. They Environmental Stress Screen (ESS)
have often been marketed as Reliability Improvement Reliability Development/Growth Test (RDGT) Program
Warranties, although they have fundamentally been priced as Reliability Qualification Test (RQT) Program
intenm support contracts with punitive actions resulting if Production Reliability Acceptance Test (PRAT) Program
reliability or turn around commitments are not met. Further,
they address only the cost of repair which is a small portion of Unfortunately, only linuted guidance is provided on how the
the total cost of a failure. The cost of a failure includes the tasks are to b- time phased, and this guidance is contained in
opportunity costs resulting from the loss in availability of the MIL-STD-1521, Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems.
aircraft, the lost mission, failure to meet training objectives, Fquipments. and Comnuter Software, which defines the
the manpower to verify a failure, remove and replace the unit, requirements for the various program reviews. Within the
pack and ship the unit to the factory for repair, return shipping, broad guidance provided, the time phasing of the effort is left
and the investment cost of the unit while it is not available for to the discretion of the reliability engineer to define with the
use. There is no substitute for the application of a disciplined concurrence of program management. Since the MIL-STD
systems engineering process. defines tasks rather than a process, the discipline that is

applied to the development often becomes a test of the
Conclusion: personalities of the reliability engineers and program

managers (both within industry and the customer
The implementation of the Avionics Integrity Program is an organizations). When a development effort encounters trouble
idea who's time has come. It is time to move from the from either a cost or schedule standpoint, the Reliability
traditional approach of R&M to a more disciplined Program more often than not is reduced in scope and/or
development process. The avionics will exhibit more delayed.
predictable life characteristics, based upon the operational
usage and environmental stresses encountered. The process The planning and results of the M1L-STD-785 tasks are
provides the capability to adjust life expectations as the documented in accordance with the Data Item Descriptions
equipment is used differently, used on different platforms, or listed below.
different locations with different environments on similar
platforms. This will al'jw L. - application of preventative, DI-R-7079 Reliability Program Plan
opportunistic or core e, ,aintenance policies based upon DI-R-7080 Reliability Status Report
the consequence of failure and economic comiderations. The DI-R-7041 Report, Failure Summary and
process can be applied for both large and small production Analysis
runs. DI-R-7081 Reliability Mathematical

Model(s)
Thus, the application of AVIP takes advantage of the DI-R-2114 Report, Reliability Allocation
economies of scale and the application of preventative and DI-R-7082 Reliability Predictions Report
corrective maintenance support options to achieve the DI-R-i734 Report, Failtue Modes, Effects
maximum war fighting capability for the minimum and Criticality
expenditure of assets. Thfis, AVIP supports the DI-R-2115A Report, Failure Mode and Effect
standardization objectives, and maximizes our users war Analysis (FMEA)
fighting capability DI-R-7083 Sneak Circuit Analysis Report
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DI-R-7084 Electromc Parts/Circuits handbook only provides failure rate prediction models which
Tolerance Analysis Report account for manufacturing (e.g., wire bond, package related,

DI-R-3501 I Plan, Critical Item Control etc), temperature, electrical stress and other qaality/application
DI-R-7040 Report, Bum-in Test considerations which collected field data indicates to be
DI-R-7033 Plan, Reliability Test significant problem areas in fielded electronics. These factors
DI-F-7034 Procedures, Reliability Test and are generally generic to systems, manufacturers a:-d field

Demonstration maintenance policies. One should realize that field reliability
DI.R-7034 Reports, Reliability Test and is the only reliability that is of importance to our users and

Demonstration (Final Report) maintainers and should be a prime concern of the equipment
designer.

It is certainly fair to attribute some of the improved field
reliability that has been observed over the past twenty years to Mr. Morris listed the purposes for accomplishing the
the diligent application of the MIL-STD-785 tasks by the reliability prediction as: (1) feasibility evaluation, (2)
R&M engineers. However, it should be recognized that there comparing competing designs, (3) identification of potential
are many other factors that have also conmbuted. These reliability problems and (4) to provide reliability input to other
include the revolution that the electronics industry has R/M tasks. Mr. Morris goes on to suggest that the lack of an
undergone which include the engineering design tools, accurate prediction of field reliability does not diminish the
automation of the manufacturing processes and the value of the handbook or prediction process since none of the
.:omponents that are used in our electronic equipments. purposes described above require an absolute prediction of
Avionic systems have evolved from vacuum tube based field reliability. Unfortunately, it is not apparent that the
systems, to those using discrete semiconductors devices, and inaccuracies of the MIL-HDBK-217 prediction varies widely
later to small and medium scale integrated circuits. At this from manufacturer to manufacturer, and between design teams
time, new systems are made predomnmantly of medium to large and specific plants within a particular manufacturer.
scale integrated circuits and are moving toward Very High
Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) devices. It is certainly It should be apparent that, if the data used in making system
reasonable to attribute a large portion of the improvement to level design trade decisions is as unrepresentative of what will
the use of current technology components, computer aided be experienced in the field as Mr. Moms acknowledges, and
design and automation of the assembly and test processes that the field reliability varies widely, the design trade
rather than the application of MIL-STD-785. At this point, it decisions are themselves questionable. The outcomes of any
would be instructive to discuss several of the specific tasks fHrther analyses based upon inputs derived from MIL-HDBK-
required by MIL-STD-785. 217 are suspect.

Reliability Predictions: Parts Program

While the Reliability Prediction Task is only one of several The AGREE Committee (1957) recommended that: the
tdsks required of a Reliability Program, it is one of the two development of military component specifications, the testing
efforts which are key (the second being the Parts Program) in of components for design capability, and th developmeit of
accomplishing the detailed design. MIL-STD-785 directs the inspection methods, be integrated and coordinated by one
reliability engineer to MIL-HDBK-217. Reliabilitv Prediction coordinating group at D.O D. level. The group should be
of Electronic ouipment, for appropriate failure prediction comprised of repesenttives from industry and from the three
techniques. MIL-HDBK-217 stated purpose is: establishes Services, including personnel from Research and
uniform methods for predicting the reliability of military Development, Standardization, Procurement, and Quality
electronic equipment and systems. It provides a common Assurance functions. This recommendation was implemented
basis for reliability predictions during acquisition programs for with the issuance of DoD 4120.3.M Defense Standardization
military electronic systems and equipment It also establishes and Snecification Proram Policies. Procedures and
a common basis for compartng and evaluating reliability Instrsions7 which were issued in January 1972 and revised
predictions of related or competitive designs. Howuver, its in August 1978 and the establishment of MIL.STD-965 Pars
application and usefulness have rather controversial in recent Control Prorm. MIL-STD-965 invoked a single
timel. standardized process on each of the three services and their

contractors The implementation of the process is documented
The Reliability Analysis Center (RAC), a DOD Analysis by Data Item Descriptions below.
Center, has published in their April 1990 Technical Brief a
defense of MIL-HDBK-217 titled, MIL-HtBK-217. Us and DI-E-7026 Parts Control Program Plan
Alpliatin by Mr Seymour F Morris, RADC/RBER. Mr DI-E-7027 Program Parts Selection List
Moms observed that. Critics often state that reliability DI-E-7028 Nonstandard Parts Approval
predictions using MIL-HDBK-217 do not compare well to Requests/Proposed Additions to an
field experience and the results obtained are too often Approved PPSL DI-E-7029 Military
misunderstood and misused Some engineers see the whole Detail Specifications and
prediction process, and MIL-HDBK-217 in particular, as an Specificationr Sheets
impediment to good engineering judgemcnt aiid call for its DI-E-7030 Test Data for Nonstandards
elimination. Mr. Morris later correctly states that MIL.- DI-E- 1133 Specification Requirements Sheets
HDBK.217 is not intended to predict field reliability and, in (SRS)
general, does not do a very good job at it in an absolute sense. DI-E-7031 Drawings, Engineering and Associated
The reasons for this are numerous including different failure Lists
definitions for field problems that MI1 -IIDBK-217 does not
account for. These problems include maintenance induced The implementation of parts standardization effort has been
failures, intermittent failures (can not duplicate), software deiegated to the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) by the
problems, and design problems (i.e., overstressed parts Department of Defense. The DLA activity responsible for
operating beyond their ratings). He further stated that The electronic parts is the Defense Electronics Supply Center
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(DESC). DESC is the custodian for the military specifications established as a result of government certificaoion/qualification
that relate to electronic parts. For microcircuits, Rome Air (QPL) or company self certification (SMD) procedure. If a
Development Center (RADC) is the preparing activity for both functionally similar pan is found, DESC recommends that it
general and detail military specifications and has be used.
responsibility for their content. They also have the technical
capability and laboratory facilities to support the effert. Although, the documentation requires technical justification,

that information is seldom conridered in the approval/
Changes to the general electronic part specifications may be disapproval recommendation. From a practical standpoint, the
proposed by government or industry representatives, and are DESC recommendadon is final unless the contractor makes a
coordinated with the Electronic Industries Association (EIA). formal appeal to the procuring agency for reconsideration.
Generally the EIA will work toward achieving a consensus The procuring agency can over ride. DESC's recommendation
within the industry before recommending incorporation, for any number of reasons, but they are compelled by
although individual companies may sponsor proposed changes regulation to notify DESC of the reasons for over ride. While
for which consensus has not and can not be rearhed. RADC there are ways of speeding up the procedure through the use of
may instruct DESC to publish positions developed through a Pans Control Board, the bureaucratic drill is time consuming
industry consensus, recommended by individual companies, or and documentation intensive.
positions opposed by industry.

Environmental Stress Screen

DESC coordinates new and changes to existing Associated

Detail Specifications (slash sheets) and Standardized Military Subsequent to the release of the AGREE Report, some of our
Drawings (SMDs), for which DLA is the preparing activity specifications required that bum-in be accomplish on each
with appropriate vendors. These documents define the delivered equipment, and it was instituted on other contracts as
electronic function, performance, form factor, qualification corrective action when necessary reliability was not achieved.
and screening and inspection/test requirements for specific The inertial navigation system for the F-15 aircraft (circa early
electronic parts. 1970s) required that a bum-in (operation at elevated

temperature) test be completed prior to delivery, but would
In order to maintain multiple sources and competition, the either arrive at the aircraft manufacturers plant "dead on
slash sheets and SMDs are often silent on key parameters arrival" or would fall soon there after. The INS was an
(e.g., timing parameters, output current sink/source capability, intergral part of the avionics suite of the F-15, and its
etc.) where one or more of the producers are unable or unreliability was delaying the aircraft delivery, which was
unwilling to comply. These omissions often results from unacceptable for both the prime contractor and the customer.
limitations of existing facilities, processes or process/test
equipment, yield, or unreconcilable differences in key The Air Force had considerable experience with silo based
parameters from one vendor to another. In order to missile systems hat contained older technology inertial
accomplish the design, data from similar commercial pans or platforms which operated continuously for months without
CAD/simulation models which are far more detailed are often failure. The airlines were reporting reliabilities on the order of
used. Unfortunately, the manufacturing controls and quality 2000 hours MTBF on their inertial systems that they were
conformance inspections and screens applied to the military using on many of their transoceanic flights and were reporting

product may be less stringent than the commercial or reliability figures on the order of 2000 hours MTBF. Yet, the
industrial high-rel counterpart. Products that are particularly Air Force was seldom achieving twenty (20) hours on their

susceptible to these problems are bought to Qualified Products fighter aircraft.
Lists (QPL) that were established years earlier. Reliability is
not addressed by the microcircuit QPL process8. The Thus, it was suggested that power and thermal cycles may be
Qualified Manufacturers List (QML) process has recently more important reliability driver than time at temperature.
been implemented and is expected to alleviate many of the Although the contractor objected, a change to the acceptance
above problems on new Application Specific Integrated procedure was implemented which required a series of power
Circuits (ASIC). and thermal cycles, including several at the end which were to

be failure free. This test precipitated a numerous failures
Upon receipt of a new contract, the contractor is provided with before the equipment was delivered, which provided near real
a DESC prepared Government Furnished Baseline (GFB). The time feedback on design and manufacturing problems. Soon
GFB includes those parts which DESC, based upon their the reliability problems at the prime contractor and the field
experience, believes are appropriate for use in the new diminished.
development system. The contractor then takes the GFB,
deletes those pans that are not to be used, adds new parts as During the mid 70s, the Air Force developed a new standard
necessary to complete the design, and submits this list to the UHF Radio which experienced similar problems. The basic
government for approval as the Preferred Parts Selection List requirements included a steady state bum-in prior to delivery.
(PPSL) When problems were encountered, an experiment was set up

where half of the deliverable units would undergo steady state
After the approval of the PPSL (which occurs long before the burp-in while the others received thermal and power cycling, a
design is complete), the contractor is required to submit portion being failure free. Before the test approached it's
requests approval for the addition of either a standard or designated decision point, it was apparent that thermal and
nonstandard part. For each nonstandard part, a "Nonstandard power cycling were more effective in inducing early failures
Parts Approval Request/Proposed Additions to an Approved than operating at elevated temperature. Thus, the decision was
PPSL" form is submitted to DESC. DESC does a part number made to integrate Environment Stress Screen (ESS) in the way
Cross reference check to determine if there is an existing part ASD conducts bL.iness. Within the vernacular of the
from a QPL or SMD approved source that performs the same reliability engineers, ESS and bum-in have become
function, although not necessarily the same electrical synonymous.
performance or reliability. An approved source may be
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Reliability Development/Growth Test (RDGT) Program On the C.141 program, the RQT was conducted with
prototype equipments which are much more costly than

The purpose of accomplishing a RDGT is to conduct pre- similar units built in production. As the MTBFs of the test
qualification testing (also known as Test Analyze and Fix) to hardware grew, the number of test articles required to
identify reliability problems and make changes to the design demonsrate the required MTBF within the available time also
or manufacturing processes prior to production release. The increased. Further, it was recognized that the pre-production
test should weed out failure mechanisms that were or prototype equipmeits were not representative of production
unintentionally allowed in the design. Test, analyze and fix is hardware. In order to unimize the cost of the test, and use test
useful when applied at the appropriate time in concert with a samples that are representative of production hardware, the
disciplined development process. Unfortunately, the RQT wac delayed until after the start of production.
implementation of RDGT has encouitered numerous Unfortunately, the possibility impacting the design with
difficulties. Some contractors have opted to find and fix the knowledge obtained from the RQT before production release
problems in RDGT rather than accomplish simple analyses was lost.
prior to drawing release, when the available design options
become more limited. The implementation of RDGT has Worse still were the detnotivating effects of the delay. After
encourage an abbreviation of the design process by requiring production begins, the contractor is often responsible for
the application of a learning curve to reliability during RDGT incorporating changes in delivered units to achieve the
as well as a mature reliability. To meet the learning curve required MTBF. This obligation caused the contractor to
required without exceeding the mature reliability requirement, resist change where ever possible. This precluded the
the equipment must begin RDGT with an abysmally low incorporation of improvements in production hardware as
reliability. well. While the maintainers want more reliable equipment,

they resist programed retrofits that increase their immediate
Another problem with the implementation of RDGT is that of work load. Once production has been begunO, the acquisition
schedule. At the outset, the schedule includes time for community is most interested in completing production and
completion of RDGT and changes incorporated prior to the transferring responsibility to the supporting agency. Thus
start of flight test and reliability qualification test. there were an overwheliing set of forces that inhibit
Unfortunately, all too often the design encounters problems, improvement of field reliability.
cost and schedule priorities prevail and the start of RDGT is
delayed. This combined with the short cut design pro,ess
results in immature equipment being pressed into flight test,
often placing the program itself in jeopardy. Appendix B

Reliability Qualification Test Program This material was extracted from a technical paper titled
"Tools Available for Implementing AVIP" by Mr. Dave S.

The AGREE Comuttee recommended a statistically based Steinberg of Litton Guidance & Control Systems and was
test which could be used to demonstrate that a minimum published in the Proceedings of the Ninth Annual IEEE/
MTBF had been achieved. They identified specific ESS, Dayton Chapter Symposium, "Avionics Integrity

environmental limits for temperature, vibration, on-off cycling Program" held in Dayton, Ohio, 30 November 1988.

and input voltages for each of four different test levels. These
test levels were designated light, medium, high and extreme INTRODUCTION
conditions and included a rather straight forward accept/reject The approximate fatigue life of an electronic system can be
criteria, determined from the fatigue characteristics of the various

members that carry major structural loads. The fatigue
The basic requirements for AGREE Testing were first applied characteristics are typically plotted on log-log paper and
to the development of the C- 141 Aircraft. The Reliability presented in terms of stress (S) and number of cycles to fail
Qualification Test was eccomplished on pre-production (N). These S-N curves are shown as straight sloped lines,
hardware and was in most cases complete before the start of using the best average values, as shown in Fig. 1. (11

production. This program applied a single test plan (failures NIS b =N2S2 b

verses operating hours) and an accept/reject criteria that was Stress N =

adjusted based upon the required MTBF to each avionic 2 2
equipment. lb/in2 S2 ..-- - Test dataIscatte-r

When the AGREE Report was written, the implementation of 1 -
a Reliability Qualification Test (RQT) was practical from a N2  N1
time standpoint. The MTBFs for most avionic equipments
were less than 100 hours and the troublesome units were often N Cycles to fail
less than ten (10) hours. With MTBFs of these magnitudes, a Typical S-N Fatigue Curve
RQT could be accomplished with each test sample Figre I
accumulating multiple MTBFs withii an acceptable calendar
time period. As the industry moved to more modem The general equation for the straight sloped line on the log-
technologies, increased automation and better process control, log plot is: b
the achievable MTBFs have increased greatly. Thus, it has N1S b = N2S2 (1)
become impractical and often impossible, to accomplish a Where:N = Number of stress cycles
RQT with an reasonable number of test assets, test hours and S = Stress level for failure, psi
cost or within a reasonable calendar time, b = Slope of fatigue line

k ,k
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Considering linear systems, the number of fatigue cycles will strer.gth is about 6,000 psi. At temperatures around 100 C,
be directly oportionl to the time (T). Also, the stress level where many military components operate, the strength of the
will be directly proportional to the acceleration (G) level and solder is sharply reduced.
to the displacement amplitude (Z). Therefore, Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as follows: 6,000. 5 Cycles/ain at 25 OC

T101b =T2G,2b

NT b T 2 Gb (2)s 4,000. 0.06 Cycles/rain
2 s ,000 1

NIZI =-N2Z ~ (2) PSI a 5O

N1G~b = N2G2 bI 2,000 ......

The above equations can be used to determine the fatigue life
of various structural load carrying members subjected to 0
different alternating stresses in different environments. 10 102 10

FATIGUE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLDER N - Cycles to Fail

Solder Alternating Lap Shear Stress 63-37 Tin Lead
Solder has some unusual physical properties that must be Figure 3
understood in order to design and manufacture reliable
electronic equipment. Since solder is a relatively soft metal, EFFECTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION MISMATCH
with a low melting temperature, the modulus of elasticity and BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND PCB
shear strength are reduced when the operating temperatures
are near 100 C. Solder shows a tendency to plastically Thermal expansion and contraction differences between the
deform and creep under relatively low stress levels of about electronc components and the PCB's must be kept to a
800 psi at these elevated temperatures, during slow rmnimum in order to reduce thermal strains and stresses in the
temperature cycling conditions, lead wires, solder joints and plated through holes. Materials

must be carefully selected to minimize expansion differences,
The strength of solder appears to increase as the speed of the or the mounting component geometry must be adjusted to
appled load is also increased. [21 Solder can therefore reduce the thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) forces
withstand higher stress levels during rapidly applied loads, developed the lead wires and solder joints.
such as vibration, than during slowly applied loads, such as
thermal cychng. The solder workmanship and control is extremely critical for

surface mounted components, since there are no other
The typical fatigue curve for 63% tin 37% lead solder in shear mechanical supports for the leadless ceramic chip carriers
is shown in Fig 2, for room temperature conditions 13] (LCCCs). When the solder joints are not properly made or

10,000 controlled, then more rapid failures can be expected.

S I..A bratio , h=4.0 Plated-through holes must be sized properly to prevent
cracking of the copper plating in the hole. There must beStes1,000 enough copper in tne plated-through hole to carry the forces

psi Te ral, b=2.5 generated by the expansion of the circuit board in the Z
100 direction Even when the PCB expansion in the X and Y (in

plane) axes are reduce I with the use of materials such as
1 1 1"1copper clad invar, the Z axis expansion (perpendicular to the

1 _plane of the board) will not be reduced. Therefore, the
1 3 104 105 106 107 laminations for multi-layer PCB's must not be made too thick

because the Z axis expansion can become a problem The
N Cycles To Fail aspect ratio for a plated through hole should be about 3 for a

reliable design, [5]where the thickness of the PCB is limited
Shear Fatigue Properties of Solder to 3 times the diameter of the hole.

Figure 2 The copper in the plated through holes should have a
Extensive experience with solder joints in military programs minimum thickness of 0.0015 inches to prevent cracking of
has shown that solder stress levels should be kept below a the copper barrel during temperature cycling environments.
level of about 400 psi, to avoid creep failure fatigue effects
due to slow thermal cycling over long time periods. ELECTRONIC COMPONENT LEAD WIRESTRAIN RELIEF

Higher stress levels are often permitted during vibration for
short time periods. However, for extended periods of Relative motion between the electronic components and the
vibration many millions of stress reversals can result because PCB can be developed as the result of a thermal expansion
printed circuit boards (PCBs) typically have high resonant mismatch or as the result of a resonant corAition in
frequencies. Solder creep in vibration is not a problem since the PCB. During the resonant condition the PCB is forced to
the stress reversals are very rapid. For extended vibration bend back and forth. This motion forces the electrical lead
environments the 400 psi level should be observed to avoid wires to also bend back and forth as shown in Fig. 4.
fatigue cracks in the solder due to the accumulatioi of several
millon stress cycles. Stresses Developed in Electrical Leads

The fatigue properties of solder under cyclic loads shows that Component
the fatigue strength is reduced when the frequency of the
applied load is reduced. A comparison of the fatigue life for a
load frequency of 5 cycles per minute and a load frequency of
0.06 cycles per minute is shown in Fig. 3 at a constant -
temperature of 25 C. This shows that for a given number of
stress reversals, such as may be experienced in a temperature PCB Bending During Vibration
cycling environment, a slow etmperature cycle is more Bending Produces Strain in Lead Wires
damaging than a rapid tempe-ature cycle over the same Figure 4
temperature range. [41

The effects of a large thermal expansion mismatch or a large
Tem lltture also has a strong influence on the strength of vibration displacement mismatch between the components
solder. At low temperatures of -55 C the short time tensile and the PCB can often be offset by reducing the stiffness of

,
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the wires on the electronic components. When the wire typically be mounted by its electrical lead wires only, without
suffness is reduced, the forces and the stresses in the any supporting screws. This type of transformer must have at
wires and in the solder joints are also reduced, least 7 wires per inch of diameter to support the unit. When

only 4 wires are required for electrical operation, then 3
Wires can be looped or even coined (by squeezing a round dummy wires must be added to permit the transformer to
wire into a thin flat strip) to reduce the stiffness. The typical survive severe thermal and vibration environments.
spring rate relation can be used to demonstrate this condition.
For a given thermalmismatch condition, or a given resonant SAMPLE PROBLEM -
condition, where the relative displacement (Y) is fixed, the TRANSFORMER MOUNTED ON A PCB
only way in which the force (P) can be reduced is to reduce
the spring rate (K) of the wire, as shown in the following An electronic box must be capable r,f reliable operation in a
relation: harsh military aircraft environment for a period of 15 years

P = KY (3) An examination of the PCB's within the box shows that there
are many critical components such as DIPs, hybrids, pin grid

When the spring rate of the wire is due to bending, then the arrays and transformers that may experience broken
flexing spring rate (K) component lead wires and cracked solder joints. All of the
is related to the modulus of elasticity (E), the area moment of critical components must be analyzed to make sure they are
inertia (1), and the length (L) as follows: capable of surviving the environments. The analysis will start

with the transformer .PA mounted on the PCB as shown in
E I Fig. 5 Every critical component must be examined to insure

K = - the reliability of the system.

Loopiig the wires increases the length (L so the stiffness is acXbr A. A i.a
reduced rapidly due to the cube function. Coining the lead
wires reduces the moment of inertia (1), which is a cubict 7
function of the height, so the stiffness is reduced rapidl.
When the spring rate of the wire is in tension, then the area of 4 --
the wire (A) is required as follows: 7.0 0 60

AE
K -(5) '. SectionAA

L ,040 Dta. copper

A longer wire will rduce the spring rate as a linear relation, T eeado wre
so the spring rate changes slowly. Transformer Mounted on a PCB

ESTIMATING THE VIBRATION FATIGUE LIFE
The PCB and the transformer are expected to operate in the

The approximate fatigue life of a vibrating system can often following environments over the period of 15 years:
be estimated from the fatigue properties of the various
members that carry the dynamc loads. Since electronic A: ESS Random vibration screen
assemblies make use of non ferrous metals in components, PCS response 11 2 G RMS 3 axes, 1.0 hr
these charac
tenstics will be used. B: Captive flight vibration
The slope of the fatigue curve shown in Fig. I can be PCB response 6 1 G RMS, 2160 hr
determined by considering the endurance limit to be one third
of the ultimate tensile strength. [6] Then rewriting Eq. (I)- C. Free flight vibration

N b PCB response 15 9 G RMS, 1.0 hr
-NI = Sl  

(6) D. Ground transportation vibration
N2  PCB response 3.8 G RMS, 840 hr

Where: N1 = 108 Cycles to fail E. ESS Thermal cycle screen
N2 = 103 Cycles to fal 140 C cycle range 50 cycles
S I = Endurance = 1/3 Stu (ultimate) F: Ground alert thermal cycle

Using a stress concentration factor 2: 44 C cycle range 2700 cycles

S1 = 1/6 Stu G. Igloo storage thermal cycle
S2 = Stu 40 C cycle range 2400 cycles

Substitute into Eq. (6) H: Airborne alert thermal cycleb 102 C cycle range 150 cycles

108 (s>u
- or 105 = 6b I he random vibration qualification test consurs of a power

103 I.16Su) spectral density input (PSD) of 0.15 G square/Hz for a period
of 2 hours per axis, or a total tine of 6 hrs.

Take the log of both sides and solve for the exponent b

Will the PCB and transformer assembly De capable of
b -- 6.4 (7) surviving these environments for the 15 year period?

DEMONSTRATION OF AVIP TOOLS In order to answer this question, a vibration faigue analysis
and a thermal cycle fatigue analysis must be performed on the

Sample problems are a convenient way of demonstrating the PCB and on each of the most critical components. In this
various tools that are available for evaluating the effective life sample problem, only the transformer will be examined.
of an electronic system. In this case a transformer mounted
on a PCB was selected because experience has shown the The number of fatigue cycles accumulated during vibration
solder joints and electrical lead wires have high failure rates and during thermal cycling can be obtained, then combined
in thermal cycling and vibration environments. The failure using Miner's cumulative fatigue damage theory, to determine
mechanisms are not well understood because they are if the transformer will survive the combined environments.
complex and require a great amount of time evaluate. Start with the random vibration qualification test to establish
The transformer (xfmr) selected was the largest ,ize that can the desired PC3 resonant frequency and fatigue life.
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SOLUTION- RANDOM VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT fATIGUE CYCLES ACCUMULATED IN 15 YEAR
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT,

The desired resonant frequency of the PCB to achieve a CONDITION A
fatigue life of about 20 million stress cycles for the
transformer can be determined from the iollowing relation-[7] The number of fatigue cycles required to produce a fattgue

failure for Condition A can be determined with the use of Eq.[ 0.8 (1) and Eq. (2) as follows.
29.4 Chr J (i)(PSD)L] (8*fd L 0.022 B j ()b

NI ; N2 Ref. Eq. (2)
where: C = 1.26 Component Type, Xfmr G,

with bottom lead wires
h = 0.082 in PCB Thickness Where: G2 = 32.8 GRM S Ref. Eq. (7)
r = 1.0 Relative Position at Center of PCB G1 = 11.2 GRMS Ref. Condition A

PSD = 0.15 G2/liz Power Spectral 6

Density Input N2 = 20x10 cycles to fail
L = 0.70 Inch Length Across Lead Wires b = 6.4 Exponent, Ref. Eq. (7)

on Xfmr 6.4
B = 5.0 in Width of PCB 32.8JNI° 20x10l-

Substitute into the above equation: N1 = 1.939x10 10 cycles to fail (13a)
29.4(.26)(0.082) ( )( 08 This represents the numberof cycles to fail for the I (onesigma)

. . .. stress level. In random vibration, acceleration levels two timesfd 
=  
L .20 00.02) (5 ). MS evlscanour

0 5 = the RMS levels can occur, and acceleration levels three times the
0 0002(.0) RMS levels can ocu.

fd = 275 Hz desired frequency (9) Considering the 2< (two sigma) stress acceleration condition:

This resonant frequency for the PCB is only valid when the C328)6,4
"Octave Rule" is used. Octave means to double. The PCB N -0resonant frequency must be at least one octave away from the (12
chassis resonant frequency to prevent severe dynamic
coupling, which can otherwise shorten the fatigue life. N2 = 229 6x10 6 cycles to fail (13b)

The response of the PCB to the random vibration can be Constdenng the 30 (three sigma) stress acceleration condition:
determined from the following relation:

328) 64
GRM S = J (i2)(PSD) fnQ (10) N3 = 20x106 I,-

Where: PSD = 0.15 G2/z PSD input l3(ll.2y
fn = 275 Hz PCB Resonant Frequency N3 = 17.14x10 6 cycles to fail (13c)

Q = J- = 166 Approximate ACTUAL NUMBER OF FATIGUE CYCLES (n)
PCB Transmissibility [7] CONDITION A

Substitute into above equation: The actual numbe of fatigue cycles accumulated during the
random vibration environment described as Condition A can

GRMS = )(0. 15)(275 )(16.6) be deterimned from the resonant frequency and the time. A
Gaussian distribution is used where the RMS level occurs

GRMS = 32.8 (11) 68.3% of the time, the 2 (two sigma) level occurs 27.1% of
the time, and the 3 (three sigma) level occurs 4.33% of the

QUALIFICATION TEST TIME TO FAIL time [7]

The estimated time for a failure in the elecmcal lead wires nl = (275 cycle/sec)(3600 sec/hr)(l.0 hr)(0.683)
and solder joints can be determined from the PCB resonant n1 = 0.676x 106 cycles accumulated (14a)
frequency and the 20 million cycle life.

20x106 ccles to fail n2 = (275 cycle/sec)(3600 sec/hr)(l.0 hr)(0.271)
Life = yls c

275 - 3600 - n2 = 0 268x 106 cycles accumulated (14b)
sec hr .. n3 = (275 cycle/sec)(3600 sec/hr)(1.0 hr)(0.0433)

n3 = 42.9x 103 cycles accumulated (14c)
Life = 20 2 hours (12) FATIGUE CYCLE RATIO n/N

The fatigue cycle ratio n/N can now be computed where n is

Since the qualification test lasts for a total of 6 hours for 3 the actual number of fatigue cycles accumulated and N is the
axes, the design should be satisfactory for the qual test. number of fatigue cycles required to produce a failure.

I:'1" V



n1  0.676E6 A1 = i/4(0.04)
2

=0.00126in2
wire-= - = 0.00003

N1  1 939E10 A1 = (6 wires) 0.00126) = 0.00754 in
2

n2  0 268 E6 0.00117 a2 = 70x10
6

in/in/CTCEPCBZ

N2 ~ 229.6 E6
L2  0.082/2 = 0.041 in length PCB

n3  42.9 E3
-= = 0 00250 E2 = 0.15x106 

lb/ii 2 
Modulus 90 C

N3  17.14E6

A2 = Area PCB to Xfmr Irregular

Adding the three cycle ratios for Condition A- Surface 50% Contact Area

n A2 = (1/2)(n4)(0.60)
2 = 0.141 m

2

- =0.00003 + 0.00117 + 0.00250
N a3  = 30x10

. 6 
in/in/C TCE Average

Epoxy, Steel, Copper Xfmr
n
N- 0.00370 (15) L3 = 0.75/3 = 0 25 in effective height in Xfmr
N

This represents the cumulative damage developed durng E3 = 0.5x10
6 

lb/m
2 

Average Modulus
Condition A vibration. These values are shown in Table 1. Epoxy, Steel, Copper Xfmr
The same method of analysis must be performed for
Conditions B, C, and D for the vibration levels and time A 3 = 0.14in

2 
Same as PCB

designated. The results are shown in Table 1.

SOLUTION - THERMAL CYCLE ENVIRONMENTS Substiture into F (16) using 6 wires for the transformer.

Thermal st'sses are developed in the lead wires and solderjotnts (17E-6)(0 18)(75) + P1 (0.18)

of the tran-formerduring thermal cycling exposure as defined in (0.00154)(16E6)
Conditior, E, F, G, and H for the 15 year environmentSee Fig. ,2(041

(70E-6)(0 041)(75) - P2 (0041) +
Experience has shown that the most severe condition for the (0 141)(0.15E6)
transformer will be the thermalexpansion along the Z axis which
is perpendicular to the plane of the PCB. The thermal induced P3 (0.25)
forces developed in the electrical lead wires of the transformer (30E-6)(0.25)(75) -
can be determined from the equations of equilibrium In the (0.141)(0.5E6)
following relation the subscripts 1 refer to the wire, subscript 2
refers to the PCB, and the subscript 3 refers to the transformer. PI 

= 
P2 

= P3
The thermal cycling range used as the base line reference is from
-55 C to +95 C, or a delta temperature of 150 C. 0.000229 + 0.0000014P = 0.000215 - 0.00000194P

+ 0.000562 - 0.00000355P
P ILl P2L2

alLldt1 + - = a2 L2 dt2 + Solve for P force in 6 wires
AlE 1  A2 E2 P = 78.5 lb on 6 wires

P3 L3
+ a31 3 dt3 + P (16) P =13.1 b on each wire

A3E3 SOLDER JOINT SHEAR STRESS AT WIRE
Where: a, = 17x10"6 

in/m/C Copper TCE
L1 = Wire length 2 dia. into PCB The shear stress at the solder join for the wire in the plated

+ 2 dia into Xfmr through hole can be determined from the wire diameter of
LI = 2(0.04)+2(0.04)+0.020 = 0.180 in 0.040 in and the PCB thickness of 0.082 inches.

Conservatively ignore any solder fillet greater than the
thickness of the PCB. This will result in a slightly higher
solder joint shear stress, Ss.

K Expansion p
Xfmr Ss = - (19)A

L . -, Wr Where: P = 13.1 lb

... .. A = 9(0.040)(0.082) = 0.0103 in-

- -, - - 13.1
______-_- - - - - - - - -_ Ss= 13. = 1272 lb/in

2  
(20)

PCB 0.0103

Thermal Stresses Produced By Z Axis Thermal ExpansionFigure 6 SOLDER JOINT STRESS CYCLES FOR FAILUREENVIRONMENT CONDITION F

fdt = Average Component Temperature Change The number of stress reversals or stress cycles required to

from (55 / 5C averproduce a shear failure in the solder joint can be deter
dt I = (55 + 95)/2 = 75C average mined from the fatigue S-N curve for solder as shown in Fig.

2, along with Eq. (1). The environment conditions for
El = 16x!0 6 

lbin
2 

Modulus Copper Condition F were used to demonstrate this tool technique.

-J
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The reference point for the solder was at 600 psi where the This represents the cumulative fatigue damage developed
expected fatigue life was about 5,000 stress cycles, during Condition F thermal cycling environment. This value

is shown in Table 2 The same method of analysis must be
performed for Conditions E, G and H for the thermal cycling
environment. The results are shown in Table 2.

II =N 2  J Ref.Eq. (1) MINER'S CUMULATIVE FATIGUE DAMAGE FOR
VIBRATION AND THERMAL CYCLING

Where. N2  = 5000 cycles to fall The fatigue accumulated during vibration can be added to the

S2  600 lb/in2 to fail fatigue accumulated during thermal cycling to obtain the
dt = 22 C Condition F Temp Delta combined vibration and thermal fatigue effects accumulated

over the 15 year environment. This is accomplished by
22 OC simply adding the vibration cycle ratio n/N (.20544) to the

S= - (1272) = 373 Ithermal cycle ratio n/N (.40933) to obtain the total value. The
75 = C lb/in 2  r.ximum n/N ratio allowed is 0.70. [7]

n
b = 2.5 Solder fatigue exponent Rn = - = 0.20544 + 0.40933

N( N2.5
Rn = 0 61477 Total Fatigue (23)

N,1 = (5000) -!( 373) Damage accumulation is lincar, so it is possible to estimate
the expected fatique life of the transformer by using a simple

N1  = 16,408 cycles to fail (21) ratio as follows:

0.70

TIIERMAL FATIGUE CYCLE RATIO, CONDITION F Life = - (15 years)
0.615

The thermal fatigue cycle ratio n/N based on 2700 thermal
cycles expected for the 15 year exposure defined in Condition Life = 17.1 years (24)
F can be determined as follows: The maximum allowable n/N ratio for electronic equipment

n 2700 is 0.70. Since the above value is smaller, the equipment
- = - = 0 16455 (22) design is adequate for the 15 year environment, based upon

N 16,408 the transformer analysis. The same type of analysis must be
performed on every critical component on e'.ery PCB.

TABLE I VIBRATION FATIGUE LI E OF rANSFDMER LEAD WIRES

COtNITION a C 0

ICB Vibration G RlS response 11.2 6.1 15.9 3.8
Vbeon m o 5yusou 1.0 2160 1.0 840

n1 (14 ) actual fatigue cycles .676z106 1.464i0
9  

.676x106 568x106

n2 (2 ( ) actual fatigue cycles .268106 579.5x106 .268x106 255.4xi0
6

r3 (3 0-) actual fatigue cycles 42.9xI03 9z.6x10
6  

42.9103 36,Ox106

N1 (I r ) cycles to feil 1,939x1010 9.SxlO 2.059x10 1 , 9 5 9 .1013

N Z ) cycles to fall Z29.6x5O
6  

1.1224010 24.38x06 2.3ZxlO

N3 (3 T') cycles to fall 17.14x106 837.4106 1.82xO
6  

1.73x1010

n0/1I  (1 ratio .00003 .00154 .00033 .00003

n2/N 2 (2 O" ratio .00117 .05165 .010 9 .00097

_N/13 (3 d') ratio .00250 .11058 .02357 .00208

Sum of D/N for each Condfi on .00370 .16377 .03489 .00308

Vi atton fatigue cycle n/N sre, 13 years " .00370 .16377..03489 .00308 * .20544

This sm must be added to the thermal cycle fatigue to obtain the total fatigue,
which Is shown In Eq. (23) above.

TA8LE 2 TMML CYCLE FATIGVE LIFE OF TRANSFORMER LEAD WIRES

CONDITION E f G H

Actual temperature range 140 °C 44 °C 40 °C 102 °c

Tepraerture range used for stress 70 C 22 C 20 C 51 C

Solder shear stress lb/in
2  

1186 373 339 864
n Actual number cycles accumulated so 2700 24,0 1
N Number of cycles for failure 910 16,408 20,838 2.009

Ratior n/N for each Condition .05495 ] .16455 .11517 .07466

Thermal fatigue cycle n/N sum, 1 years - 0S495 .16455.1S17*,076 ,4 .40933

This sm must be added to the vtbration ,"atigue cycle to obtain the total frttoue.
which is shown In Eq. (23) above, and repeated below as follows

nTotal fattaue ratio Re=- 7 .20544 .40933 •.6147.7 Ref. Eq. (23)
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IMPLICATIONS OF INTEROPERABILITY AND STANDARDIZATION
FOR THE INDUSTRIAL BASE

DR. JOHN C. STUELPNAGEL
MANAGER, DIGITAL SYSTEMS

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203

SUMMARY

A persistent problem for NATO forces has been the difficulty of standardization and interoperability, due to conflicting
political, economic, national and industrial pressures. One approach to better accomplish standardization objectives has been
the establishment of co-dew lopment programs, such as the VHSIC Avionics Modular Processor program, in which the french
and United States Goveramcnts have initiated the development of interoperable digital processing modules. However,
conflicts in timing between development efforts and schedules for production and deploywent of aircraft platforms has
resulted in limited use of such modules in major aircraft programs. Several models for NATO standardization orgamzations
will be discussed which could address this problem and achieve significantly higher levels of interoperability in operational
NATO equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Good mormm, distinguished visitors to the AGARD Lecture Series. Thank you for inviting me to present the industrial
point cf view on this important issue.

The previous speakers provided a comprehensive historical review of avionics architecture, software, and hardware
standardization. The afternoon speakers will address avionics technology and needs beyond 2000.1 feel that the implications
of interoperability and standardization for the industrial base is appropriatelyplaced at this point in the schedule because the
,.lectronics industrial base, which clearly impacts on avionics, is the link between where we are today and where we will go
tomorrow.

Before addressing the specifics of my subject, I will present my view of the electronics environment in today's world.
Unlike some technologies which are driven by the military market, and others which are driven by the commercial market, the
electronics technology is driven by both the military and commercial marketplace. That is, electronics is a shared technology.
Military developed electronics have flowed to the commercial market, and we see more and more commercially developed
,lectronics flowing to defense applications.

Electronics is also characterized by rapid growth and change. This is obvious to all of you who work in the industry. This
rapid growth and change significantly impacts on the the industrial base as well as the customer base, especialiy relative to
attempts to define and implement standards.

Finally, electronics is very big business, an expen, business, and a very competitive business.

IMPLICATIONS OF INTEROPERABILITY AND STANIPARIDIZATION

For the pirpose of this paper, I will focus on avionics standardization in the simplest of terms, rather than the global
definitions of standardization and interoperablity. My reason for doing this is to avoid the economic and political
implications that surround both macro-level issues and to concentrate on the micro-level issues of standardized avionics.
More specifically, I will b- ,in by discussing what a standard is and who sets the du facto standard in the broadest sense. I will
then proceed into the . cations of standardization as it applies to avionics.

If Iwere to ask this group to define a standard and identify the body which sets the standard, lam sure that we would have a
lively discussion. From my perspective in -idustry, I will state simply that the standard is that which is accepted by the

-7 77
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competitive marketplace, and that the customer base establishes the de facto standards. In essence, the standard evolves
through acceptance of a product by the consumer.

For example, let us look at the personal computer market. The Personal Computer (PC) is the standard because of its
overwhelming market share. Although there are other personal computers in the marketplace, the majority tend to be PC
clones, with Macintosh being the notable exception. The fundamental reason is economics, both for the customer and the
manufacturers of PC compatible hardware, software applications, and compilers.

Because Personal Computers dominated the market initially and provided a lucrative business opportunity for other
sectors of the electronics industry, vast amounts of capital were invested in supporting software, compilers and peripheral
hardware. If your hardware or software was not compatible with the Personal Computer standard, you were required to
develop the interface necessary in order to market your innovation.

LUke hardware standardization, software also evolves through acceptance and use in the market. For example, the
COBOL computer language accounts for 85% of all software applications in the world, followed by "C" language which has a
7% share, and all remaining languages a mere 8% of the world market. Again, the market established the de facto standard.

F-16 AVIONICS

The avionics business is very similar to the personnel computer business. In terms of a standard, the F-l6 has become the
PC of modern day fighter aircraft simply because it has gained customer acceptance ard has teen fielded in relatively large
quantities throughout the world. Consequently, the F-16 avionics have evolved as the avionics standard for the US and many
of its allies.

A network of personal computers, or general purpose processors, is very much like aircraft avionics which is
fundamentally a network of integrated and custom designed processors (computers) linked to a variety of sensors or weapons
systems.

Initial performance specifications developed for PCs were based on market surveys and analyses of perceived customer
needs; the process used by the USAF was, in many ways, very similar. Laboratories developed specifications based upon the
perceived needs of using commands based upon surveys and analyses of threat capabilities.

The result was a system architecture that focused on the integration of avionics sub-systems through the use of a set of
specifications for a "Bus" and "Central Processing Unit." That is, the specifications focused on the interfaces between
systems. So long as the subsystems were compatible with the Bus and CPU specifications, the design of the sub-systems was
constrained only by performance requirements. The advantage of this architecture, based on interface specifications between
subsystems, was that incremental improvements or additions to the avionics suites could be integrated without a total redesign
of the avionics system.

Standardization in !he F-16 program centered on the 1553 Bus and tne 1750 CPU ."he Avionics Subsystems simply had
to meet these interface requirements.

LH AND ATF AVIONICS

In the ATF (now the F-22) and LH (now the RAH-66 Comanche) programs, a modular avionics architecture will be used.
Rather than focusing on a standard interface between subsystems, the standard interface will be the backplane between data
and signal processing modules. Module designs for data processing will use the INTEL 80960 32-Bit CPU, and Ada software.

Despite having standard specifications, we still have not "standardized " modular avionics in the LH and ATE The
"standardization" evolution is progressing, however, now that the contracts for the Lockheed YF-22 and the
Boeing-Sikorsky Comanche were awarded. The Intel 80960 CPU will be the standard avionics processor in both systems and
Ada will be the standard language. Had the Northrop YF-23 been selected for the ATF, the MIPS CPU would have been used
and this opportunity tor standardization across platforms would have disappeared. Through chance rather than design, a level
of standardization will be achieved for the peripheral compiler.

With regard to the backplane, or the use of common modules in the RAH-66 Comanche and F-22, the issues are still
being werked. A significant opportunity for the use of common modules in both systems lies ahead of us. Although both
programs were originally intended to have identical specifications for the modular processors that were developed through
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the JIAWG and MASA, development of the modular processors is being done by different electronics companies and may
have differences in implementation details that make them non-identical.

The fundamektal fact is that standard specifications do not necessarily lead to interoperable equipment. Unless the
avionics and avionics integration were being accomplished by the same company, and cost, schedule, operating system and
pe:-formance supported standardization between both systems, complete and total standardization would probably not be
achieved.

TIMING

Major aircraft programs influence avionics standardization more than do STANAGS or standardization studies. The
reason is that the aircraft program will take advantage of the state-of-the-art electronic technologies during the development
period. In turn, the standards evolve for that generation of aircraft. Without a vehicle (aircraft) to standardize to, a set of
specifications will not make the transition from paper to hardware.

Take for example the current multi-national ASAAC (Allied Standard Avionics Architectre Council). The puqose of
the Council is to develop a standard avionics architecture. The resulting product will not be ready for the F-22, EFA, and the
RAFALE programs which are already in development. In fact, industry is pressing forward with the F-22, EFA, and RAFALE
avionics architectures. Ultimately, whatever document emerges from ASAAC, will be of little immediate application, unless
there is a major avionics upgrade to these aircraft. In all likelihood, the ASAAC results would be used as a point of departure
for future program specific requirements.

The standardization issue at the national level in the US is less compiex than that at the international level, however, the
outcome is generally the same; we fall short of ambitious objectives. Ideally, the JIAWG should have established an avionics
architecture standard for the LH, AaTE and ATA. In reality, it could not. The program cost, schedule, and performance were
and will continue to be the over-riding factors. Standard Avionics will likely be relegated to a second or third tier
consideration in program decisions.

The industrial perspective is quite simple; meet the cost, schedule and performance requirements first and foremost.
Standardization will evolve, to whatever extent is practicable during FSD and be fixed during production.

MODULAR AVIONICS

One research program in the US which has had a profound effect on the current generation of avionics which will be used
in the RAH-66 Comanche and F- 22 programs and, as well, in the F-16 Mid LiAfe Update program is the USAF VHSIC
Avionics Modular Processor (VAMP). This research and development effort focused on a processing requirement several
orders of magnitude greater than the previous generation of avionics. The architecture was driven by the electronic
advancements in a variety of sensor systems and weapons systems that demanded vastly more powerful processing that could
integrate the data in real time.

In the early 1980's, the data and signal processing requirements for the new generation of integrated sensor and weapons
system requirements were addressed in a coordinated research plan. Concurrently, JIAWG and MASA monitored and
directed the research to make the most advantageous use of electronics developments in both the commercial and military
communities

The architecture envisioned the use of a High Speed Fiber Optic Data Bus for transfer of raw data in the 50MHz range,
masively parallel array processors for signal data in the range of 500-750 MOPS, the instantaneous transfer of processed
signal data to a digital processor, SEM-E modules, and higher speed 32 bit RISC processors, integrated into a single modular
avionics processor.

The ba.", r c" on 2nd%; , vo,' successful. The product of the US effort was a modular data processor
that in.1, v t 5 0. CP'J Mc.lnle, a 1553 Datm Bus Module. The research was extended to the international communityvia
cooperm.o,. . evc'opnien prcjects Witn 4rance and Germany. The French VAMP program addressed the integration of a
Non-Vola'.le vcrz,'.y M,:,'e, and a 32 Pit 68020-vased CPU processing module. The German VAMP program will
incorporated:s :- " s I- ech clement of the program, valuable insights were gained byboth the military and industrial
participants.
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These insights laid the groundwork for the RAH-66 Comanche and F-22 program specifications for full scale
development. Without the concurrent R&D effort and full participation by both government and industry, the avionics
packages envisioned for the RAH-66 Comanche and F-22 would not have progressed to this point.

MILITARY - INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

Key to the military avionics standardization process in todays electronic environment is military-industrial cooperation
beginning during the basic research phase of avionics concept development and continuing through Full Scale Development.
This cooperation should be accomplished at both the national and international level on a continuing basis ifit serves no other
purpose than to establish a baseline of departure for potential cooperative programs.

As I discussed earlier, the RAH-66 Comanche and F-22 avionics specifications were greatly influenced by the success of
the modular avionics research program as well as the JIAWG and MASA efforts in the US. The US military and US industry
were positioned to take full advantage of the lessons learned in the research effort and apply them in a relatively short time to
the FSD programs. Program cost, schedule and technical risk were reduced to an acceptable level.

At the international level, ASAAC provides the same opportunity for future avionics programs if their work is tied to
cooperative research. However, some major obstacles must be overcome before ASAAC can achieve mutually acceptable
results for all participants.

The US is in a position to offer a baseline for future avionics architectures but there appears to be an unwillingness of the
European participants to accept the US JIAWG and MASAproducts as a point of departure. Lacking an agreement on the US
work as a point of departure, the US would get no return on any investment that requires a return to basic studies that have
already been completed . The reluctance of the European participants, on the otter hand, :x -cept the US baseline is
understandable since their military needs and their industrial investments may not be satisfied by the US baseline.

The timing for ASAAC may simply not be in the best interest of all participants in the absence of a major international
program to which the results could be applied. Nonetheless, a mutual understanding of the leading edge electronics
technology by both the military and industrial participants is needed to establish a baseline technological approach. To this
end, in the absence of a multi-national program, NATO should establish an entity that would maintain an up-to-date set of
avionics electronics specifications.

The principal issue to be decided is whether or not an organization dedicated to the maintenance of an up-to-date set of
baseline avionics electronics specifications is of value. Once this issue is decided, the type of organization and funding sources,
either government, industry, or private, or any combination thereof, can be addressed. The full range of standardization
organizations exists today, from those staffed and funded by the government to those which are non-profit foundations
supported by grants from industry.

SOME MODELS FOR STANDARDIZATION

As you are well aware, a standardization organization or multiple standardization organizations for everything from soup
to nuts exist. If a standard does not exist, someone will eventually fill the void. These organizations come in all sizes and
shapes. Mypurpose is simply to identify a fewdifferent types of organizations which influence standards in the ,.ommercial and
military electronics arena that could be used as a model for future military avionics requirements in the iniernational arena.
These organizations include, but are certainly not limited to the following:

Acronautical Radio, Incorporated (ARINC) - A private corporation that coordinates Communications and Avionics
Standards among the airlines and the airframe manufacturers. Much of this work is accomplished through open forums on
avionics specifications, aircraft installation provisions, and standards for test equipment.

Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) - A special organization within ARINC which is fully funded by the
airframe manufacturers. It is the focal point for the commercial airframe manufacturers and avionics equipment designers,
the Federal Aviation Administration, and the international aviation community to develop the next generation avionic
guidance and specifications for commercial modular avionics.

Open Software Foundation (OS.) - OSF is incorporated as a non-profit, industry supported research and development
organization.This international organization was created to define specifications, develop leadership software, and make
available an open, portable software environment. The foundation complements the work of vanoijs worldwide software
organizations, and will provide implementations consistent with those standards.
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Next Generation Computer Resources (NGCR)- The US Navy, under the auspices of the NGCR, has established a Project
Support Environment Standards Working Group (PSESWG). The purpose of this US Navy funded joint industry/US Navy
working group is to establish interface, protocol and service standards for mandatory use in future US Navy systems
developments The specific objective is to select/define a set of industry-based standards to form an "open" framework for
project support environment tools, user interfaces, database management systems, which will be applied in the development
and maintenance of future US Navy programs.

These are but a few organizations which are focusing on the next generation of hardware and software for electronic
systems. The common thread between these organizations is an attempt to establish a comprehensive baseline with respect to
state-of-the-art, evolving technologies, in the electronics world.

CONCLUSION

The concepts and ideal of interoperability and standardization are fully appreciated and embraced at the national
resource level. The reality of standardized avionics does not approach the grand concepts. Philosophically, however, we
should not abandon these concepts, otherwise total chaos would reign. As imperfect as the process and as elusive as the goals
may be, any movement toward that goal is commendable and worth the effort.

The degree to which standardization is achieved is a function of products accepted by the customer. Without a product and
a customer, standards exist only on paper. This is the case in both the commercial and military market.

Standards in the commercial processor market are evolutionary and guaranteed to be de facto standards. In the military
market, standard specificatois, are provided, however, they in themselves do not guarantee a standard product. Two
competitors designing a piece of hardware to the same specification will undoubtedly produce noncompatible components.
One would assume that since the RAH-66 Comanche and F-22 avionics interface specifications were identical, modules
would be interchangeable, but this is not assured to be the case. Despite the efforts of JIAWG and MASA, agreement on a
CPU could not be reached prior to contractor selection. Through chance, the winning contractors both selected the INTEL
CPU, and degrees of standardization will be achieved through the use of a common compiler.

In the environment where program cost, performance and schedule dominate the decision process, and standardization is
a second or third tier consideration, total standardization will not likely be achieved on the national level. Internationally,
where operational requirements must be harmonized before a development and production decision, and national political
and economic considerations are also dominant, the achievement of international standardization becomes even more
difficult.

The greatest opportunity for international standardization in military avionics will come from government sponsored
ASAAC - like activities when a target airframe is identified and a cooperative development is initiated. Again, however, the
standardization will be limited to that particular aircraft. The aircraft market is so small and developments so separated by
time and growing requirements that total standardization amongst the total fleet of aircraft is unreasonable to expect.

Industry, on the other hand should not realistically expect their respective governments to maintain updated
specifications for electronics. I suggest that government and industry, on both the national and international levels, should
pursue the establishment of an organization to maintain electronics standards for avionics that could be applied to military
avionics. In the absence of an international co-development program, this is the most logical and supportable alternative. The
information could be used by the military as an information baseline for developing military specifications that will lead to the
greatest degree of industrial standardization.

In closing, the implications of interoperability and standardization for industries involved in the avionics business is still
driven by the military o.ganization. We will build to whatever standard the customer desires, provided that the opportunity to
make a profit is presented. In order to be in a positon o win the business, we must stay abreast of the state-of-the- art design,
engineering, and manufacturing processes of the electronics :ndustry and provide a competitively priced, quality product that
meets cost, schedule and performance requirements. The latter are the most important standards for long term survival.

.', ;: 3r .
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AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY BEYOND 2000
by

L. McFawn and D. R. Morgan
Wright Laboratory

Avionics Directorate, WL/AA
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-6543

U.S.A.

SUMMARY impact future avionics systems and the
implications of these factors.

If current trends continue, military avionics will
face a very difficult situation at the turn of the The Needito mprove Performance
century. This situation is predicted despite
impressive strides made in avionics performance, It is reasonable to project that stealth will
reduced weight per function, reduced cost per become a primary design consideration for mar.
function, and a steady improvement in hardware new airborne military systems. Achieving
reliability over the past 20 years. avionics stealth whx!c providing sufficient data to

inform the aircrew of threat, terrain, and targeting
We want and need affordable performance with information implies the following:

little or no support required. However, the
projected avionics performance improvements a. Electronic Support Measures (ESM) and
needed for increased situation awareness and Infrared Search and Track (IRST) passive sensors
automation, the escalating costs of software and will be increasingly important on-board sources of
sensors, and the manpower and ground facility information for air-to-air missions; use of
support limitations imposed by austere base Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR), laser radar
operation are currently incompatible. If we are (LADAR), stored terrain data, and power
unable to achieve a reasonably balanced managed radars will be the primary on-board
affordability/availability/performance capability sensors for air-to-ground missions.
triad, there will be no other option than to
substantially reduce either the number of weapon b. Externally derived data (bistatically
systems or their war-fighting capability, developed, from Joint Tactical Information

Distribution System, etc.) will need to be
The basic architectural framework and modular integrated to complement on-board sensors.

avionics strategy (viz., PAVE PILLAR) needed to Additionally, flight-wide to force-wide
achieve this triad will soon be in place. Most of exchange/coordination of data will become much
the needed enabling technologies are under more important.
development. The next step will be to carefully
exploit, integrate, and validate these technologies c. Active sensors will still be required, but
in bold, innovative ways. Dramatic changes will they will be designed with low probability of
be needed in the way we integrate and share intercept characteristics. They will be invoked
sensor functions; in the way we develop and and controlled through automated means to
support software; and in the design environments complement passively derived data. Sensor
we use. Some of these changes will induce control strategies will be extremely complex with
"culture shock" and will not be welcomed at first, parameters such as signal strength, dwell time,
However, the authors believe that the and beam/null steering being carefully controlled.
improvements needed in future avionics cannot be
realized by evolutionary methods. d. Significantly enhanced automating aids will

be required. Use of artificial intelligence and
1. CtLLENGES FOR EARLY 21ST neural network technologies will be needed to

CENTURY AVIONICS routine y aid pilot decision aiding. Automatic
target recognition for both ground and air targets

This section contains the authors' opinions of will become mandatory.
the projected factors that will fundamentally

4'.
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e. Data from on-board/off-board passive growing at about 12% per year. We are falling
sources, integrated sources, and active sources behind, and the job is becoming harder.
will need to be fused and coordinated as a
function of dynamic mission situations. On-board Figure 3 shows the dramatic shift from
actively derived data from radar, hardware-based solutions to software-based
communication/navigationfidentification (CNI), solutions (Ref 3). Despite the immense costs and
and electronic warfare (EW) will need to lie manpower shortfall brought on by real-time
integrated, avionics software, its ability to permit flexibility

and ease of growth to respond to the threat still
Achieving these capabilities will require remains a lower cost alternative to hardware-based

significant advances in sensors and sensor signal solutions.
processing. We will need to put the equivalent of
teraop (1012 operations) super computers into Avionics hardware costs have also been
future avionics. escalating in response to performance and system

adaptability needs. Figure 4 shows the historical
The Need for Lower Avionics Costs trend in avionics cost as a percentage of weapon

system flyaway cost. It has been estimated that
Achieving stealihy situation awareness from an hardware sparing, repair, and maintenance costs

airborne platform could conceivably become so can be four to five times as much as the flyaway
complex and costly as to prohibit its widespread cost.
use. The software complexity alone could
overwhelm us. Consider the massive costs and What are the primary cost, reliability, weight,
difficulty being experierxed today for "simple" power, and volume drivers for avionics
software; and then consider how we will ever hardware? Although the answer to this question
design, develop, and debug real-time artificial cannot be obtained unless the exact configuration
intelligence (AI)-bascd software that of the aircraft is known, general trend information
simultaneously controls, fuses, and reconfigures is revealing.
such a complex system across diverse systems.
When one considers the enormity of the cost and As an example, it is highly informative to
effort of developing and supporting the software compare the relative cost, weight, volume,
across several aircraft having complex sensor electrical power, and reliability of avionics for a
systems, it becomes apparent that fundamentally conceptual multipurpose (air-to-air and air-to-
and dramatically new, more efficient means of ground) fighter using today's technology. Figure
designing, developing, and supporting software 5 (Ref 4) shows the above breakdown for sensors
will be mandatory. (multifunction integrated radar, EW, CNI, FLIR,

terrain map), Integrated Core Processing (ICP)
Figure 1 shows the historical increase in on- (data and signal processing), along with stores

board programmable memory and processor processing, vehicle management system (VMS),
speed in military aircraft. Signal processing system mass memory, and displays and controls.
requirements for next-generation fighter aircraft
will reach approximately 10-20 billion operations Note the sheer dominance of sensors in all
per second (BOPS) with a need for 100-200 cat-.ories. This should not be surprising when
MBytes of memory (Ref 1). Obviously, when the one considers the function of avionics is to sense
aforementioned sensor processing and automation or recall stored information of the entire outside
processing capabilities are considered, even more world, provide information for presentation to the
dramatic speeds (e.g., 1000 BOPS) are expected ah crew, and provide information to the stores and
soon after the turn of the century. vehicle control systems. It is precisely this

outside world, requiring improved sensing, which
Figure 2 shows how the cost of software has become so extremely complex and dfficult

required to fill Air Force needs is steadily growing (e.g., numerical superiority of threats, stealth,
(Ref 2). For a modem fighter, we can expect to robust electronic intelligence, desire for
spend $1.5B to develop the code and $3-4B to cooperative/intemetted operation with friendlies,
support it over the weapon's life cycle. Although the desire to operate in adverse weather and at low
our efficiency in developing real-time software is altitudes, etc.). Data and signal processor
improving at 3-4% per year, the demand is hardwaru ,ind software, controls/displays, and
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avionic architectures simply "operate" on the report portrays an immensely challenging situation
fundamental sensor data, reformatting, storing, for the avionics support community (Ref 5). The
transporting, processing, and displaying it. And, report emphasizes the need to plan for austere
potentially compounding the sensor cost and support conditions, dramatically improve avionics
complexity situation around the turn of the century reliability, simplify maintainability, and reduce
will be the onset of advanced sensors and flight-line personnel, thereby reducing
algorithms with dramatic new capabilities, dependencies on the supply pipeline.
Interflight data will be exchanged automatically
with regularity; bistatic radar operation, where the The authors believe that the "R&M 2000"
emitter is in a sanctuary location, will become a scenario implies that the following characteristics
commonplace tactic; ground targets will be are needed for 21st century avionics: (1) we must
automatically recognized, using on-board extend the use of modular electronics across a
Synthetic Aperture Radar, laser radar (LADAR), wide spectrum of avionics applications; (2) the
and FLIR. Some sensor components will be number of different module types must be kept to
housed on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles having a minimum to allow a full complement of spares
offensive and defensive missions. to be carried on a small ground-based vehicle; (3)

pervasive use of built in test/system integrated test
Sensor cost will be the fundamental driver in with Al programs is needed, along with more

determining what performance capability we will extensive use of fault tolerance; (4) the concept of
achieve (afford) in the early 21st century for deferred or scheduled maintenance for avionics
military aircraft. It must be driven down; and will need to be implemented, where graceful
associated sensor weight, volume, and electrical degradation concepts are built into virtually every
power must be controlled. The same concepts of module; and (5) advanced packaging and cooling
commonality, modularity, standardization, and technologies must be implemented to improve
sharing that have dramatically reduced the cost- reliability.
per-performance ratio for the ICP portion of the
avionics system must be applied to the sensor The High Reliability Fighter (HRF) Coniept
portion. Solutions are on the horizon. Both radio Investigation undertaken by ASD/XR describes
frequency (RF) and electro-optical (EO) apertures the reliability levels we may be able to achieve at
can be shared if the results of current day research the start of the 21 st century. This study
and development (R&D) programs are exploited developed a baseline aircraft for comparison
(e.g., radar/ESM/CNI, FLIR/IRST); a common, purposes consisting of the composite of 50 )r so
modular family of supercomputer quality of the most reliable subsystems in the inventory
preprocessors and signal processors is becoming (4.35 hours mean time between failure [MTBF]
a reality, modular RF receivers appear promising, for the entire weapon system). By applying the
work on a sensor network architecture that reliability enhancements projected in airframes,
enables the switching and data distribution of engines, and avionics, the HRF was projected as
sensor data has begun, and design efforts for having a 40 hour serial MTBF, with the avionics
integrated sensor systems are underway. As system MTBF at around 186 hours (compared
shown in Figure 4, the steadily growing (almost with 12.6 hours baseline composite). By using
straight line) percentage flyaway cost of avionics redundancy, mean time between critical failure
for fighter aircraft (12% for the F-4 in 1960 to (MTBCF) figures of 150 hours were projected for
about 35% for new fighter aircraft) must be the weapon system (Ref 6).
halted. Integrated sensor systems, to be described
later, hold out the greatest promise of stabilizing ChallnJge
this trend, assuming software cost trends can be
also stabilized. The preceding discussions highlight the

formidable challenge of simultaneously improving
The Need for Improved Avionics Availability performance, lowering cost, and improving the

availability of future military avionics. The
The projected support environment for Air remainder of the paper offers projected solutions

Force avionics around the year 2000 will force in three broad areas: (1) avionics architecture,
fundamental changes in electronics design, including the technology enabling "infrastructure"
packaging, and cooling. The "Air Force of processing, packaging and cooling, networks
Reliability and Maintainability (R&M) 2000" and switching circuitry, and the concept of

4
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integrated sensor systems; (2) avionics software; The Integrated Avionics Architecture shown in
and (3) avionics design environments. Figure 7 solves many of the limitations and forms

the baseline architecture as we enter the 21st
2. AVIONICS ARCHITECTURE century. This architecture was developed by the

Wright Laboratory Avionics Directorate and is
Trends being employed on the Advanced Tactical Fighter

(F-22) and the RAH-66 (LH) helicopter. One
Figure 6 shows a portrayal of the federated extremely important aspect of this architecture is

architecture being flown in a vast majority of the appearance of integrated functional
today's U.S. military aircraft. Sensors, subsystems--viz., the integration of CNI
processors, and displays are usually stand-alone functions and EW functions to affect tighter
"black box entities." Physical integration is control and sharing of resources, the appearance
achieved by STANAG 3838 (MIL STD 1553B) of a Vehicle Management System (VMS) (the
data bus(ses), with information integration integration of flight, propulsion, electrical, and
provided by the crew which assimulates and utilities control), and an integrated stores
interprets display information. Data processing management system. With the exception of high
has been generally standardized (e.g., MIL STD bandwidth sensor signals, data and control
1750A, 16-bit computers for USAF aircraft), with information is exchanged over the interconnect
JOVIAL (again for the USAF) being the common network under control of core processing.
software language. Separate sensors have their Because VMS is safety-of-flight critical and stores
own chain of apertures, transmitters, receivers, are safety critical, each integrated functional
preprocessors, signal processors, and sometimes, system has its own control resources and can
displays. Multifunction displays are frequently reject data received from the interconnect network.
used. System control is provided by a close- In order to accommodate high bandwidth signals
coupling between crew (switch activation) and a between processing centers and the cockpit or
real-time, centrally located operating system sensors, a High Speed Data Bus (HSDB)
resident in a standard data processor. "Interconnect Network" has been added (a linear
Reconfiguration due to a bus failure is employed, token passing distributed protocol operating over

a 50 MBPS fiber optic link). Graphics-based,
This federated architecture stems from synthesized displays provide improved situation

pioneering work accomplished by the Wright awareness. Separate sensors send digitized, high
Laboratory Avionics Directorate's Digital data rate, preprocessor signals (e.g., 800 MBPS)
Avionics Information System program and has through point-point (see Data Net block on Figure
been highly successful. However, system 7) fiber optic links to the "Core Processing"
limitations aru being observed for highly complex which includes both signal and data processing.
avionics suites. These limitations include: This architecture framework can be described as

"open" in that it does not preclude the use of other
a. inadequate bus bandwidth (1 megabit per networks or configuration approaches within the

second [MBPS]), resulting in several buses being various functionally integrated systems. For
required; example, STANAG 3838 can be used within the

VMS, and MIL STD 1760 can be used within the
b. lack of robustness in operating system stores system. And, although the core processing

control for complex subsystems that need bus is implemented through a controlled family of
control to accomplish data servicing; standard form, fit, and function modules (which

are replaceable at the flight time with no
c. highly limited fault tolerance capability; intermediate shop repair required), "black boxes"

could be used for the VMS system. Further, if a
d. limited standardization; network of STANAG 3838 (MIL STD 155313)

based avionics boxes were to be used, the
e. dependence on intermediate shops at air designer simply uses a HSDB/1553B input/output

base to affect repairs, thereby incurring added (I/0) module, which is one member of the
hundreds of millions of dollars of cost over the standard family of digital modules. Standard
avionics life cycle, modules include I/O, power supplies, network

switching, sensor interface, global memory, 16
bit and 32 bit data processing, and floating point
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processing for virtually any data or signal Network, parallel switch modules (32 bit data
processing function. A limited number of custom path, 25 MHz clock for 800 megabit/sec), to
modules are needed for EW and CNI signal Global Memory modules for buffering and on to
processing. Processing Element modules for floating point

processing.
Referring to Figure 8, we see how the family

of common modules are "mixed and matched" to Before departing this architecture, note that
create processing clusters for signal and data Radio Frequency (RF) and Intermediate
processing, along with pooled spares for Frequency (IF) modules for a given function
purposes of reconfiguration in the event of (e.g.. CNI) could be placed within the same
module failure during flight. This process erclosure (with backplane modifications) if
requires the extensive use of chip-level built-in- desired. Hewever, it is fundamental to note that
test and r.n operating system capable of although this architecture supports growth,
reconfiguring to a desi rd state. An Ada-based redundancy, reconfigurability, communications
operating system and application programs are security, and data fusion, it is primarily a
used. The form, fit, and function of all digital and digitally-based system. It is the product of the
support modules, associated connectors, most advanced technology deployable this decade.
backplane buses and switches, and method of
cooling is governed by a Tri-Service organization 21st Century Avionics Architecture
called the Joint Integrated Avionics Working
Group (JIAWG) to ensure high-volume, low-cost The question can now be asked ... "how can
module use through force-wide deployment, we improve on this architecture?" The previous

discussion on challenges for 21 st century avionics
From a family of roughly 20 different modules reveals that, if possible, sensor cost, weight,

(including power supplies and input/output volume, and power need to be attacked, further
modules), virtually any signal of data processing reliability improvements need to be made, and a
function can be implemented, possibly using a feasible, cost-effective means of achieving
total of 200-300 modules. Modules are edge "supercomputer" quality digital processing must
cooled through a conduction heat exchange from be implemented. We will need to enhance the
the module center plate and the ribs (top and baseline digital integrated avionics architecture
bottom) located in the rack. The working fluid is while extending it into the sensors. The strategy
pumped through cavities in the rack to enable easy remains the same: continue with the use of a
flight-line replacement. A typical module weighs common, modular, standard family of modules
about 0.75 kg, is approximately 15x 15x1.5 cm in (be they RF or digital) to reduce cost and
dimension, and has an approximate reliability of supportability problems; share functions wherever
10,000 hrs MTBF. Currently, 32 bit data possible to reduce weight, volume, and, hence,
processor modules operate at 20 million cost; exploit and integrate advanced packaging,
instructions per second and a Floating Point cooling, and interconnect technologies to reduce
Processing Element module operates at 125-150 weight and volume and improve reliability;
million FLOPS using Very Large Scale establish a means to achieve fault tolerant system
Integration technology. A module generating 40- operation to reduce weight, volume, electrical
50 watts can be cooled to around 80 degrees power and cost, and improve system availability.
junction temperature. Intermodule communication An integrated sensor architecture is needed.
is supported by robust data network and switch
traffic across a 24-28 layer backplane (controlled The above question now becomes a series of
by the JIAWG organization). Figure 9 shows a questions ... "What do we need to improve? With
Common Signal Processor. Overall network what technologies? What are the needed
control resides with a Data Processing Module architectural constructs? Can we simply add on to
which is connected to a dual Parallel Interface bus the PAVE PILLAR architecture or must we
(backplane bus, 25 Megawords/sec) or to a substantially depart from it? Are there
Testing/Maintenance backplane bus which evolutionary steps which must be taken? Are we
supports testing on a noninterference basis. High clever enough to overcome software complexity
speed dig;tized sensor data enters the processing problems? Will cultural resistance to functional
complex through a Sensor Interface module, is integration be a more powerful retaidant than the
routed through the backplane to Data Flow technology? How does a design team architect

I
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such a system? What will happen to classical should be achieved per module: General Purpose
boundaries between CNI, radar, or EW; to Processing Element: 450 MIPS; Floating Point
offensive and defensive avionics; to RF and EO Processing Element: 2400 MFLOPS; System
avionics?" The following discussion hopefully Mass Memory: 144 Mbytes; Photonic Switch
will provide insight into these issues. Module: 64 x 64 optical cross-bar switch.

Figure 10 outlines the basic requirements that MCPs will form the building block for future
must be embodied in this advanced architecture. digital avionics. An MCP can be imagined to
The PAVE PACE program, currently underway at contain 40-50 chips, is 5 times more efficient in
Wright Laboratory, has begun the process to packaging density, consumes 5-50 watts,
embody these requirements initially into a design measures 2.5 to 10 cm on a side, and has a
and ultimately, into a system demonstration, reliability in excess of 100,000 hrs MTBF. They
Figure 11 shows the resulting top-level sys:em are a possible throwaway item at the depot.
block diagram and the highlights of the approach
being taken. Note the fundamental precept of Figure 12 shows the concept of how members
building onto the PAVE PILLAR concept to of a MCP family are "mixed and matched" to
permit cost effective preplanned product create a family of standard modules. Such a
improvement upgrades as well as application to module is shown in Figure 13. Note that because
new aircraft weapon systems. In comparing this of extremely dense MCP packaging and high
architecture with Figure 7 (PAVE PILLAR), the circuit clock rate, modules will require improved
most obvious difference is the introduction of the cooling since 100-200 watts heat generation per
integrated RF and EO sensor systems. As we will module is forecast. Liquid flow-through cooling,
see, there will also be significant upgrades to the where the fluid in the rack is p'imped through a
data network and the core processing. Note also heat exchanger within the hollow centerplate of
that future avionics systems can be viewed as the module, will be used. This technology has
consisting of six major categories: RF, EO, core been tested for ruggedness and is capable of
processing, cockpit, vehicle management removing 200 watts with a junction temperature of
processing (flight, propulsion, and utility 83*C. Note, also (Figure 13), that optical
control), and stores processing. The following interconnects will be commonly used to affect
discussion outlines the basic characteristics of this sensor/module and module/module data
21st century architecture, interchange. Such interconnects are needed to

permit high speed (2 Gigabit/sec) switched data to
Inteerated Core Processing be processed, creating the need for an optical

switching module, a photonic backplane, and
The Integrated Core Processing functional area photonic I/O circuitry on each module. Figure 14

accomplishes signal, data, and a majority of shows a conceptual portrayal of how various
digital preprocessing functions using a standard modules would communicate through the switch
family of highly advanced digital modules. controller. Such a photonic backplane

configuration, operating at 1 Gigabit/sec is being
During 2000-2010 application, it is predicted developed by the Wright Laboratory Avionics

that silicon-based digital circuits (e.g., BICMOS) Directorate. Substantial size reductions of the
will still be the dominant technology, with circuit laser transmitter will have to be made before this
feature size of 0.5 microns and a clock rate of design is implemented in practice, although it is
100-150 MHz being commonly used. Multi-chip expected to be available by 1995.
packaging (MCP) will be required to avoid the
speed slowdown encountered by printed wiring Cockpit/Pilot Vehicle Interface (PVB
boards (e.g., a factor of 4 speedup is possible).
Here, bare chips will be closely arrayed on silicon Reduction of crew workload while providing
substrates, with interchip communication situation awareness of the threat, targets,
accomplished by balanced transmission lines a friendlies, weather terrain, and obstacles will
few microns wide. Wafer scale integration and remain the PVI challenge for early 21st century
superconductivity are not currently projected to be avionics designers. Figure 15 illustrates an
used except for highly specialized applications. It advanced PVI concept with these capabilities. An
is projected that by a 1998 proven technology integrated helmet mounted display/sight will
availability date, the following performance provide a graphical, "virtual" world for situation

Amm. ..
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awareness and off-boresight target acquisition and should be less than Ix 10-6, the probability of
weapon release. Large head-down displays, mission abort less than lx10"3). Such a highly
using full color liquid crystal display and robust fault tolerant system must detect, isolate, and
graphics technologies will be used to present recover from faults in less than 30 milliseconds.
"BIG PICTURE" situation awareness. Although a modular approach will be used to
Information from several sensor sources, whether promote ease of maintenance and supportability
on-board, from within the flight, or external to the improvements, the question of the degree of
flight, will be fused for improved graphical commonality with mission processing modules is
imagery presentation targeting or track file still under investigation. Although power supply
prediction. Artificial intelligence technology will and switch modules could be used, most
be used for automatic display modeling and for memories on the VMS should be "burned-in" read
real-time route planning, and will provide crew only memories (with battery backup) to protect
recommendations for tactics and system against electrical transients. However, many of
reconfiguration in the event of hardware failure. the previously described MCPs can be used.
In addition, speech recognition is expected to find
utility in this time frame. However, the most Because the integrated data network traffic is
significant automation impact is expected to occur under 1 Megabit/sec, debate continues on the need
with automatic target recognition. This to use a high speed data bu , for commonality
technology is being vigorously pursued at the reasons (50 Megabit/sec) oi a DOD MIL-STD
Wright Laboratory Avionics Directorate and is 1773 bus (the fiber optic version of STANAG
expected to fin, partial use before the end of this 3838).
decade (e.g., target cueing) and be fully
operational by 2005-2010. The vast majority of A significant issue is the extent of VMS/Core
graphical, fusion, and automation processing will Processing i, 'gration. It is expected that shared
occur in the integrated mission processor inertial sensors (for flight control and for inertial
complex. Communication to the cockpit (panel navigation) will become commonplace for cost
and Helmen: " ounted Display) will be reasons. Because of the close weapon system
accomplished over a fiber-optic, switched coupling that is occurring with the VMS in the
network, areas of terrain following/avoidance, weapons

control, automatic, air-air trajectory control, and
Vehicle Management System (VMS) the powerful new control capabilities that an

integrated VMS provides (e.g., high angle of
Early 21st century fighter aircraft are expected attack gunnery during air-air combat, rapid nose

to utilize highly maneuverable fly-by-wire flight pointing), debate continues as to whether system
controls, as well as thrust vectoring, all aimed at control, trajectory steering, display management,
achieving extreme maneuverability, stores control, etc. should reside on the mission

processing or VMS areas. The authors believe
Advanced VMS designs are expected to that generic boundaries of mission processing,

incorporate an integrated suite of sensors, stores management, cockpit, sensors, and VMS
effectors, and processors that control the state of will exist on early 21st century avionics.
the vehicle. This suite will include: (1) flight However, there will be close information coupling
control resources such as control surfaces; vehicle across a system of data networks contained within
reference sensors such as accelerometers, rate each functional area. Safety (e.g., inadvertent
gyros, angle of attack, and airspeed indicators; (2) stores release) and safety-of-flight (e.g.,
utility management functions such as electrical unrecoverable angle of attack) will dominate VMS
power control, lighting, nose wheel steering, and and stores system architectural partitioning. Each
environmental control system; (3) propulsion safety-related functional area will request data
control (both engine, thrust deflectors, and inlet services from the integrated core processing area,
control; (4) controls (e.g., throttle, stick, rudder and will then ensure its acceptability before use.
pedals) and displays (e.g., attitude direction
indicator, angle of attack indicator) (see Figure Inte2rated Sensor Systems
16). An integrated, bus-structured triply-
redundant set of vehicle management processor Having briefly described the core processing,
clusters will be used to meet safety-of-flight (the cockpit, and VMS systems, the integrated RF and
probability of loss of control for the vehicle
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EO systems, projected to be available in the 2005- Using such receiver modules in such a manner
2010 time frame, will now be discussed. requires a very low noise network that switches

the intermediate frequency signal to the
The advent of microwave and millimeter appropriate receivers/processor modules.

integrated circuit (MMIC) teclnologies, opto- Further, this switched network must support
electronics and high speed digital circuitry will multifunction apertures which are expected to be
allow us to re-look at the way RF elecronics are available by the 21st century.
designed, developed, and integrated. Several
questions come to mind: (1) are there ways in RF modules will fall into two classes: a set
w hich we can reduce weight, volume, power, and which can be shared/duplicated across functions
cost through functional sharing o' hardware within and across aircraft, and a set that is unique
building blocks? (2) does it make sense to attempt to a sensor function, but which can be used on
to reuse these building blocks acrcss diverse several other aircraft types.
weapon systems? (3) what type of .new integrating
archiz."t ire is necded? The type of "sensor architecture" needed will

be determined by scveral factors. For example,
In aiswering ,hese questions, one must we will need to determine the extent of modularity

acknowledge that RF systems differ greatly from and fault tolerance needed to achieve improved
digital systems in the following, fL:ldamental availability, where digital signal conversion is best
ways. RF systems are m, Iti-dimensional in accomplished, where advanced signal fusion
bandwidth, dynamic range, and phase and as should best occur and the degree to which
such, they have been imjlemented as point- multifunction apertures will be available. These
designed, custom functions within EW, CNI, or issues are, in turn, related to hardware "front-end"
radar functions. As a result, one RF system and receiver technology availability and the
component is often dependent on another (e.g., resulting complexity and amount of the software
multi-stage amplifier circuits located across the needed to control the system.
sensor system). If we are to separate unique,
point designed equipment from common Figure 17 shows the basic concept behind an
hardware, we must be able to "contain" unique integrated RF system design. First, note the use
requirements closer to the aperture and develop a of shared RF apertures across classical RF
"standard 1/O" interface that will allow common functions. A recent PAVE PACE study
modules to be used. RF equipment, because of accomplished by McDonnell Douglas Corporation
its uniqueness, has not enjoyed the estimated that a total of 13 antennas (five basic
"infrastructure" of the digital industry relative to types) will provide all the CNI/EW/radar
common manufacturing techniques, chips, etc. functions, replacing 25-35 different antennas
The RF industry often has to "roll their own", normally found on tactical aircraft. Here it is
building onto what worked before. As a result, assumed the RF band of operation extends from
learning curve experience and reliability is difficult 30 MHz to 18000 MHz, with growth provisions
to achieve with low volume production and high for higher frequencies. Both multi-arm and active
non-recurring expenses. phased array antennas will be used. Broadband

matrix switches, beamforming networks, and
Based on the above considerations, it would built-in-test circuitry will be used in the aperture

appear that commonly shared receiver modules electronics, along with MMIC technology used
may be the most attractive area for RF for phase shifters, switches, and low noise
standardization. For example, EW receiver amplifiers.
modules, each responsible for a specific
frequency band, could he time shared across Studies to date indicate that only four frequency
various EW apertures on an aircraft (the radar converter types, each implemented in standard
receiver function may be a candidate for sharing flow-through modules, are needed to cover the
under specific conditions). Similarly, CNI entire RF band (see Figure 18). The output of
receiver modules can be time shared across the each converter is a standard IF frequency where a
20MHz-2GHz spectrum. These modules would common IF switch module is used to direct the
hopefully find standardized use across various signals to various standard receiver modules (six
aircraft types. types needed). In this way, various shared

apertures can be switched to frequency converters

1, + I .,.
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(RF interconnect), and frequency converter century. One observation is clear: integrated
modules can be switched to various receiver sensor systems implemented with a family of
modules (common IF switch), a fault tolerant, modules will be the most dominant change in
shared family of resources will be employed to avionics during this period.
dramatically reduce cost, weight, and volume.
For the entire integrated RF design, a total of 3. 21ST CENTURY AVIONICS SOFTWARE
approximately 105 standa:rd modules, 21 of which
are common to core processing, will be needed Funcnonal Partitioning
(see Figure 19).

Figure 22 shows the six pnncipal application
Few opportunities for sharirg EO sensors centers that constitute the software architecture for

appear to exist relative to the RF domain, future tactical aircraft. Each functional block
However, significant cost savings will occur if a shown has been defined to: reduce duplicative
common IRST/FLIR aperture is used, along with functions, enable a modular software framework,
common modular preprocessors and integrated reduce data latencies, allow for growth, and
core processing. Figure 20 shows a general enable flight safety and system security related
configuration of such an integrated EO system. functions to be segregated from the rest of the

:vstem. Note that a complex, intemetted set of
PAVE PACE studies to date reveal that snaller software modules exists within each

significant weight, volume, and cost savings can "major" module shown.
be achieved by the use of common, modular
avionics in both RF and EO sensors, along with The Integrated Core Processing "meta-
the sharing of aperture and receiver electronics. function" is partitioned into a set of artificial
Prelimin.ry analysis shows that for the RF intelligence-based software modules that enables
system, 65% of the acquisition cost can be saved mission planning, ictical planning, situation
by the use of standard modules alone, compared assessment, and,'' ., reflecting the need to assist
with a non-integrated, non-modular RF design. the pilot in comp,.x, time-compressed missions.

Further, an integrated data base is postulated. It
The table below summarizes the results of the permits a coherent integration of previously

McDonnell Douglas PAVE PACE study. federated data bases dealing with knowledge
bases, electronic combat, weapons data,

INTEGRATED RF SYSTEM 1  
FEDERATEDRF

l  maintenance data, terrain, navigation waypoints,
(1998 TECPNOLOGY (CURRENT R&D etc. This approach will bring much needed
AVAIt.AB'TY) TECHNOLOCY) discipline and commonality to an area which has

RELIAPILI1TY (HOURS) 441 158 seen tremendous proliferation.
COST (1990. U.S DOLLARS) 1 8M 7.2M
POWER 0(ILOWATTS) 31 35 Figure 22 also shows a more fundamental
WEIGHT.(LBS) . 450 940 change in avionics that is expected; viz., the
VOLUME (T 3) 5.4 11 1 classica partitioning of sensors into offensive and
IN'qGRATED EO sYSTEM

2 EDERATED FO SYSTEM 2  defensive categories has disappeared. One can no
longer find top-level "radar" or "CNI" modules,

RELIABILITY (HOURS) 424 92 but rather, an "Integrated RF module". A new
COST (1990, U.S. DOLLARS) 1 9M 4.nM culture will be needed; new ways to organize, to
POWER (KILOWATI'S) 4 7.6 design, to communicate are needed. Designers
WEIGHT (LBS) 540 854 must become more function oriented, instead of
VOLUME (FT3) 6.5 18 1 sensor oriented. For example, the range and

I RF system consists of full function CNI, multifunction angle to target functions classically provided by
radar, and ZSM/electronic countermeasure (ECM) system, radar, ESM, and IRST are now viewed as comingfrom an RF and an EO system.
2. EO system consists of Navigation FLIR. targeting FLIR.

IRST, infrared missile warning (IRMW). laser wamin,, laser Figure 22 also shows the estimated magnitude
illuminator, of the flow of digitized data between functional

Figure 21 shows the significant differences modules. Figure 23 shows a general
between the use of fedcratcd and integrated configuratio|! of how digitized sensor data, data
sensors for fighter aircraft of the early 21st flowing between data and signal processors, and
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digitized video data is routed through very high in the design, development, and support of
speed optical network switches. Most of these software. These problems are further
identical switches will be dual redundant for fault compounded when the avionics requirements of
tolerance, real-time operation and flight criticality are added.

We are currently approaching a cross road where
This network will consist of an optical cross- the question must be asked ... "are we capable of

bar switch of approximately 64x64 size and will designing the software needed to implement the
operate as serial links around 2.5 Gigabits per integration concepts enabled by advanced
second, and packaged within a standard line hardware? Can we afford the software?"
replaceable module. Note that this network is also
used to distribute data across a photonic backplane A significant effort is underway to "solve" the
that houses the array of standard modules "software problem". Fundamentally, it must be
performing pre-processing, signal, and data turned into an engineering discipline rather than a
processing. With the advent of high speed, "black art". New tools and procedures will be
compact photonics packaging, it is expected that required; a new development and support process
the use of metal circuits to carry signals between is needed.
subsystems and across backplanes will be
replaced by photonic circuits built from fiber cable The software process has often been divided
and optical waveguides. Also, the future of most into several life cycle phases as evidenced by
bus-oriented circuitry (photonic or not) appears to many life cycle models. These phases often
be limited because of the significant strides include requirements analysis, specification,
projected for semiconductor-based optical design, code, test, integration, deployment, and
switches (i.e., complex protocols and bottlenecks post-deployment support. Of these phases, post-
occurring with buses are avoided with switched deployment support or maintenance makes up
networks). over 66% of the cost of the software. Therefore,

it has often been addressed separately. However,
Software - The Future is Uncertain this post-deployment support is finally being

recognized as simply an extension of the
The above discussion assumes that needed real- development cycle. Many have recognized that

time software can be, and will be, developed to the current waterfall life cycle of DoD STD 2167A
support the early 21st century avionics systems. (Figure 24) is in fact insufficient to address
Figures 1, 2, and 3 clearly showed the magnitude complex software systems. Each phase of the life
of software growth through the 1990s. It is cycle cannot be completely determined before
expected that this growth will only escalate during beginning the next phase. This approach
the early 21st century. introduces a paradox: one cannot really

understand the problem until the software is
Currently, .the U.S. Department of Defense, complete; however, you cannot write the software

which went from a $20 billion software until you understand the problem. This is the
expenditure during 1988 to a $34 billion reason many experts in the field are beginning to
expenditure in 1990, has more lines of software suggest a spiral or cyclic life cycle model (Figure
code on order in 1990 than has been written for 25). This model consists of specify a little,
existing systems (Ref 7). Software development design a little, code a little, test a little, and repeat.
programs, whether military, comn'ercial, or This method is also known as prototyping. The
consumer based are rarely on time and within process is repeated until the desired detail and
budget. "I oere is a substantial shortfall of trained functionality is obtained. In this way of thinking,
software p,;rsonnel (a 12% demand growth versus post-deployment support is only another set of
a 4% -r"ply growth per year). Wc make the vast cycles of the basic development cycle. The
percentage of mistakes during the conceptual emphasis on software management for future
design stage. For avionics, a million lines of code avionics systems should center around improving
requiring hundreds of people working for 3-5 this basic development cycle (Ref 2).
years, must rn in real time, and is expected to
contain zero errors. And then twice that cost and The keystone to improving productivity and
effort will be spent debugging, changing, and quality of software is software reuse in the most
upgrading that software over the life cycle of the general sense. Software reuse relates to not
weapon system. Clearly, a crisis condition exists reinventing the wheel at each step in the software
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life cycle. Reuse strikes at the heart of the "not not mean the elimination of the Ada standard
inented here" syndrome. The reuse concept has anymore than the introduction of FORTRAN
been used within computer science for decades. spelled the end of assembly language. These
The concept is simple. When faced with more higher level avionics language abstractions will be
and more lines of code to write, one simply built on Ada. Third, a method to catalog and
abstracts the language one uses so that fewer lines retrieve the reusable components needs to be
of code need to be written. This can be seen in implemented. This methodology requires the mix
the development of higher order languages (HOL) of database techniques, artificial intelligence, and
in the late 1960s and 1970s. Faced with writing software engineering principles. And finally, this
massive amounts of assembly code, computer whole process must be instrumented to measure
scientists came up with a higher level of not only the productivity, but to improve the
abstraction in HOL such as FORTRAN to reduce quality and confidence in reused components.
the anwount of code needed to be written Then Metrics can be developed to track the quality of
with the development of very efficient compilers, reused components to give the designer some
HOL programmers were able to write one line of confidence in the quality of the component. Also,
HOL code that was translated into several lines of reusable components could make formal
assembly language. This same principle was used verification with correctness proofs a viable
in the development of fourth-generation languages alternative. Prc :fs could be performed on
in the business community. Another form of reusable components once and then reused with
reuse has existed for years. In the scientific and complete assurance over and over.
mathematical community, mathematical and
statistical packages have been extensively reused The management and acquisition issues
successfully for years. The challenge then is to associated with software reuse will probably be
develop a strategy for injecting reuse into the real- more difficult to tackle than the technical issues
time avionics software development environment involved. A change in culture will have to occur
to reduce the cost of avionics software through within the software development community. The
increased productivity and improved quality. "not invented here" syndrome will have to be

overcome. Acquisition practices will need to
Unfortunately, the solution to increasing the change to create incentives for software reuse.

amount of reuse only partially requires a technical Software reuse involves a heavy up-front
solution. The other portion of the solution investment to save cost later in the life cycle and in
involves changes in culture, management, and other related projects. This investment cannot be
acquisition practices. Both the technical and non- justified in today's acquisition environment of
technical issues have been spelled out in cost-plus or fixed fee contracts. The idea of
numerous reports. The real solution will involve royalties may need to be investigated for reusable
bringing technical solutions from other domains to components. This will promote the development
bear while considering the unique features of of quality r,'sable components, since developers
avionics, and experimenting with innovative wi'l get paid based on the number of times a
acquisition and management practices. component gets reused. And finally, the legal

issues of responsibility need to be addressed.
The technical solution has to involve a This could perhaps be the greatest difficulty in

coordinated attack along several fronts. First, reusing components across the avionics industry.
reuse has to be embedded in the software practices
and methods along the entire liie cycle. This Once a software development process is
includes introduction of reuse into specification established, an integrated set of Computer
and design as well as code and test. To do this, Automated Software Engineering (CASE) tools
the tools and methods in a software environment will be needed. The following discussion of
have to be able to support reuse. Second, a level CASE tools is adapted from Harris and Jackson
of abstraction appropriate to avionics or other (Ref 8).
subdomains within avionics needs to be agreed
upon. This will enable the level and types of Avionics CASE Tools
reuse to be defined and allow languages to be
defined to capture this reuse. This will then allow Of the more than 200 CASE tool vendors
"compilers" or translators to be developed to make today, most have forused on only a small portion
the proper tnansformations. Note that this does of the total system development process as

n:
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mandated by MIL-STD-2167A. Most tools stress concepts of software reusability and adaptability
requirements analysis and design specifications. for their products. CASE has not yet addressed
In general, each tool has its own data base and this latter approach.
internal interfaces that are usually incompatible
with other tools. As technologies advance and integrated

avionics become a reality, there is a need for tools
There is a need to emphasize those tools that permit development plus lifetime support of

necessary to maintain software throughout its new architectures that implement integrated
lifetime, plus tools critical to avionics software systems. These tools should cover both initial
development. Table 1 lists representative CASE and post-development cycles, and support both
tools that need to be integrated, hardware and software simulations.

TOOLS THAT ARE NEEDED There is a need for CASE to provide
"instantaneous" documentation methods. Using

Requirements Real-time Testing multi-media technologies, it should be possible
* Rapid Prototyping Interface to Test Equipment for documentation to be a natural part of the
* AnalysisfTrade-Offs/ Automated Testing design process, rather than an appendage that

Conflicts
Tracing Configuration Management occurs near the end of a milestone.

- Transparent
Design • Process Status Monitoring Tools that provide "automatic" code generation
* Structured/Object and that draw from reusable software libraries are

Oriented • Information needed for large software-intensive programs.
* Selection of Reusable * Automated Documentation ny curre t aecims fora

Components Tied to the Software Many current tools make claims for code
* Analysis/Impact On line easy access generation, however, in most cases, only the
* Reverse-Engieenng Access to Ill information "shell" for code structure is provided. While this

is a step towards automatic coding, the ultimate
Code CASE tool would produce. compilable code based

•Semi-Automatie fromDesign on an object-oriented design methodology.

•Smart Editor Most methodologies implemented by CASE

Initial Test tools supporting Ada define only high-level
Automated Test Case declarations for the language, and lack capabilities
Generation
Automated Unit Test that define package specifications, package
Automated CSCI Test bodies, generic units, end limited private types.
Test Analysis

CASE tools should support planners,
Table 1. Representative CASE Tools That managers, analysts, designers, engineers,

Need to be Integrated programmers, and system maintainers. There is
no current comprehensive tool that serves all of

Avionics software and hardware are often these masters, although some purport to. The
developed concurrently. MIL-STD-2167A even problem collectively for CASE is that there are no
assumes this concurrency. Consequently, there is standards for interfacing tools or data bases, so
a need for tools that permit integrated system that individual tools effectively and efficiently
modeling (hardware and software). Some CASE complement one another. This has forced
vendors have recognized this by teaming with nonuniformity in software engineering
hardware simulation vendors to produce this joint environments and the products they produced.
capability. This, however, is not typical.

An Implementation Issue
As a complement to hardware development,

traditional software engineering is based on top- A major problem of implementing CASE in
down, functional decomposition of software many situations is that of cost. The total CASE
requirements in order to arrive at computer implementation cost for a technical staff of 200
software configuration units. These units has been estimated to be $6.5 million over a 5-
represent testable code. More recent software year period. Companies must demonstrate, or
design methodologies, however, are embracing have a high level of confidence, that this

,t ;,
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magnitude of investment will pay off. This is 6. Provision for all levels of avionics system
probably one reason for many "pilot" projects development: unit testing, dynamic testing, and
using CASE. Documented results so far show no system-integration testing.
productivity gains for six months to a year after
the tools are introduced. Instead, losses bave 7. Local area network and workstation
been cited during the learning period. Many implementation for expansion or tailoring to given
software development groups do not practice needs.
software engineering methods, which are
themselves a rather new discipline; and transition The ideal avionics CASE system should
to these methods is not immediate. By trai.' provide functional support for a life cycle
and tradition, software creation has been an software process including these nine functions:
individual endeavor. Team-programming is (I) the ability to create graphical system
typically not learned until programmers leave requirements and design specifications; (2) the
school and enter large corporations where the ability to check, analyze, and cross reference
corporate culture dictates it. system information; (3) management of an

integrated data base/repository for software reuse
Usual cost categories to implement CASE for and for storing, managing, and reporting project

the first time are: (1) workstations ($1OK to management information; (4) the ability to build
$20K per person); (2) the CASE tools themselves software prototypes and simulate system
($5K to $50K); (3) customization to integrate with performance; (5) capability to generate code and
the current software engineering environment accompanying documentation; (6) the enforcement
(estimated to be at least 20% of total cost); and (4) of standards and procedures; (7) testing,
training costs (this should include "lost validation, and verification of software; (8)
productivity" costs while learning). interfaces to outside data dictionaries and data

bases; and (9) a capability to re-engineer existing
An Ideal Avionics Development Tol Set software. The Avionics Directorate of Wright

Laboratory is supporting efforts that are
An ideal CASE toolset environment for contributing to achieving these ends.

avionics systems development would have most,
if not all, of the following attributes: 4. FUTURE AVIONIC SYSTEM DESIGN

ENVIRONMENT
1. A single user-interface for all of the

individual tools of the set. This would provide all Avionic system design is becoming more and
users a "window" into their world that satisfies more complex. Avionics systems have become
their needs and minimizes training for the more than several people can cope with. A lesson
organization. learned from many previous systems is that the

more that can be dealt with in the early part of
2. A common data base that provides universal design, the least costly changes are in the later

integrated knowledge to all users. stages of the life cycle. Therefore, it is necessary
to recognize problems associated with reliability,,

3. A "windowing" scheme that allows each maintainability, manufacturability, and security,
different type of user (planner, analyst, designer, along with normal hardware and software issues
engineer, programmer, tester, manager) to use the as early as possible in the system life cycle. The
tool set from different point of view. system life cycle also needs to be traceable from

the system requirements all the way through to
4. The capability to implement "real-time" implementation. This is necessary so that

documentation. intelligent tradeoffs can be made when system
requirements change. The size and complexity of

5. The capability to maintain traceability the system design problem, therefore, seems to
among elements of requirements, design, coding, point to a concurrent, automated design
integration of software and hardware, system environment where many factors can be traded by
testing, validation and verification, various people and maintained throughout the

system life cycle.
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This problem is very similar to the software It appears that reduced hardware cost,
development process. The problem can only be increased performance, and improved availability
understood as you approach the solution and the can be simultaneously achieved through the use of
solution can only be attained when you sensor integration and "supercomputer"
understand the problem. Therefore, this process exploitation, with advanced packaging and
requires the ability to rapidly prototype the cooling technologies playing an important role.
avionics system and simulate alternatives. A set The use of a small family of both RF and digital
of tools and models are needed to represent the line-replaceable modules will be mandatory for
system and test out alternatives early in the design cost containment, along with the use of
process. These tools would encompass multifunction apertures. In general, most of the
requirements capture tools, requirements analysis resources across the sensor systems will need to
tools, design tools, reliability models, cost be shared to achieve weight, volume, and cost
models, and functional simulators. The data from constraints, as well as fault tolerance.
these tools must be compatible with each other as
well as software and hardware automated tools The use of integrated sensor systems in the era
and methods. beyond 2000 is viewed as the most significant

change that will occur because of significant cost,
5. CONCLUSIO weight, and volume savings. In addition, such a

system enables more efficient emission control for
Military avionics in the early 21st century must stealthy operation and allows the sensor system

be cost contained at approximately 30% of the designer to more easily fuse sensor data.
(fighter) weapon system flyaway cost. Aside However, a significant cultural change will need
from cost, availability will likely be the next most to be affected to accept and adapt to this concept.
important characteristic for avionics in order to Sensor engineers will need to be retrained to
support austere basing and reduction of broaden their knowledge base, and avionics
personnel. At the same time, revolutionary organizations will need to be dramatically altered.
capabilities in achieving unparalleled performance,
stealth, and automation improvements through System and software engineers will be forced
advanced sensor and Al technologies will become to undergo similar changes as the result of senscr
a reality shortly after the turn of the century. RF integration and the fighter coupling of mission,
beams will be pointed selectively in real time; sensor, flight, propulsion, and weapon stores
ground targets will be recognized automatically; processing.
aircrews will be provided machine-generated
expert assistance for mission planning and tactics; The widespread use of modular avionics and
intra and intemetted flights of aircraft will the concept of a flexible, open architecture will
automatically receive and transmit battle promote multinational, participatory development
management information, of future avionics.

The issue during the 1990s is to determine A significant, but not unsurmountable difficulty
whether low cost and availability is necessarily to be overcome is software cost. Integration and
contradictory to achieving needed performance. If performance both imply complex software and
this seeming paradox is not resolved, less capable large amounts of it. It is conceivable that a high
weapon systems or a few, highly capable aircraft performance early 21st century fighter might need
will result. 20-30 million lines of code for its operational

flight program, support software, and mission
The technology infrastructure for a powerful planning software. If the current productivity of

new avionic system is being developed and approximately 10 verified and validated lines of
should be mature for transition before the year code per day is not improved, thousands of
2000 (e.g., MMIC-based RF circuits, multi-chip qualified programmers would be required, making
packaging, flow through cooling, parallel the entire venture unweildy and prohibitive in
processing, switched photonic networks, cost.
multifunction RF transmitters, automatic target
recognition algorithms, high resolution EO Hence, much of the future progress to be made
sensors, etc.). in avionics lies with the progress made in

improving software productivity and the use of
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highly integrated sensor and system concepts.
There is room for cautious optimism because of
the significant effort being made in integrated tool
development and the focus towards software
reuse, and the strides in RF and photonic
circuitry.
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UTTL Impact of fault-tolerant avionics on 1 life-cycls UTTL Radio Technical Connission fto Anrciiautics Annual
costs Asseh"y ireting and Technical SyCosm, Washington, DC.

AUTH A/SCHOR ANDREI L B/LEONG, FRANK J , C/oA8COCKT PHILIP NOV 28-30, 1988 Proceedings
I PAA C/(Charles Stork Draper Laborator. Inn AUTH A/dAGO JOANN C' AA A/19di Technical Commission for

Cambrig,. MA) IN NOECON .9, Proceedirds of e IEEE Aeronautics WAshington DC) Meeting and Synposium
National Aerospace and Etactronics Conferance Dayton OH sponsored by the Radio Tehnical Co'nssion for
May 22-26. 1989 Volume 4 (A90-30C78 12-All Nyu h ~rk Aeronautics Washington. AC ;,dio Technical Cond.s in

Instituta of Elentrical and Electronics Engineers Inc for Aeronau tics, 988. 28e p No individual Items are
1989, p i893-t899 abstracted in this Volume

S The authors exmine the affects of a fult-tulerant Re Technolngioal and stanoe-diuaiion pruolems in the
IsleIentation of a sission-crIticat anonics function on deVelophent of oeunictiun avn. s are euanined in

aircraft life-cycle costs A triple, redundant reviews and reports Partivuiar attention is iven t' ICAC
architecture is contrasted with a simplex inPiesenlatior planning for fulcra aerunauill vununinatlior standards

of the se function The cost analysis used in this staI y adigi tal voice conunicatlion tenniues, conun cation
.nnounts for the aOor) contributors tO .he cost of systems for next Qenero cmm rial aircraft entending
ownership It is Shown that an Increased eiss1on readiness data communication to oceaniC 0outeS, RTCA mode-S

eno a high function reliaility during the mision co"ine data-link standardization AEC saisleite s

to provide a much higher overall mission success level and standardleanion aI r c-vr -cat- using Inoarsat and FAA
conseuently a significant coSt advantage for the support for future aeir-ground ogcal ounination Also
fault-tolerant architecture A fault-toleiant included is a panel discussion presenting user
implementation of an avionics function can significantly perspeCtlyes on aeronautical toiecvnnuniuation Diagrant
reduce life-cycle cOtsT Dy reducing the numser Of draings, - and to' as of nue-rcal data are proVded

additional aircraft reouired to achieve desired levels of 8d/C /DO 89A457S
mission reediness and success The high fault coverage

inheren t in SUCh an inplementation increases the
prblility of mission suCcess by reducing the probability UTTL The equipsent suene

of undetected faults prior to the start of the Itsson and U A/WESTN. d L PAA A/ISmilno Industries AerosPace and
sitigafin the affects Of faults during the mission Defence Systems Co London, England) IN Civil avionics

89/00/C 90A30805 - The future internarional scene Proceedings of she

Symposium London Englard Mar 17 rod8 iAdd-24851

08-06) London Royal Aeronautical Society 1908 p
ArTL Desonstration of Avionios Module Eoonengeaoilty via 65-AD
Sieulation (DAMES) program overotew ABS A comprehensive evaluation is node of design sperativas

ATH A/STRAAS, lACK 8/PORTELLI BILL C/OSETH, TADS AA in state-of-the-art flight control euOdpment, chi s

A/ %AF, aeronautcel Systees Din - Crlght-attSrhon AFB increasingly enploits digital/intelligent and fly-by cue

An) C/(ZYCAD Corp Mount Olive. N') IN NAECON 89 technologies The goals of these development effort,
Proceedings of the IEEE National Aerospace and Electronics encompass In additon to superior aucurany and

Conference, Dayton Oli, May 22-26 t98 Volume 2 response time performance greater System integration
(A90-30576 12-01) New York. Inatitute of Electroc, and higher reliability. loa oeight, diminished poeer

Electronics Engineers I9c t99, p 'e-6 requirements. and Towr costs Attention Is given to
AOS The oint Integrated Avionics Wornng Droup (dIAWG) development and economic trends in computer RAMS gate

organization strategy and progres planning tO achiece arrays, and memory densities as wel1 as to the design of

commonality In the conci-rent deveopment of advanced active-matrix limpid-crystal displays and theIr metric

tactical weapon systems in each Of the three servIes 15 pcel configuration Features of tha software dece)poprnt

dI Cussed The completeness. adequacy. and technical cycle for flI ght control systems are also noted
Issues in the area of eIoncs specifications and systems 88/00/00 89A24855

are especially complex A history of the significant JIAWG
events in a6dresslng these cormon connarns that led to the

TAMES program is discussed The contribution of the DAMES UTTL Setting the scene - Tre operator's viewpoint
tasks strategy and gate-leve) syste. similatIn AkiH A/FPATHEASIDE. I H fAA A/IAeronautical Radio Inc

methodology contro tionS to the efflci-nt design. Annapolis. MD) IN Civil avionics - The future
manufacture Cost reduction, and ri-k reduction of the international scene Proceedings of the Symposium London
advanced avionics for triseri c ce wpons systems aie England Mar 17 1900 .SA-2485i 0 O0H) London Royal
aetailea 89/00/00 90A3072, aeronautical Society Sag p i-i

085 After an evaluation of the ways Ir nch technological

advancements in electronics Can ie enplotted for 1onomI

gain in the airline industry attention is given to such

UTTL A test and maintenance architecture yemonstrated on emerging technologies as the Micro..e Landing System the

SEC-P modules for fiber optic netoorks Mode S upgrade of the Secondary Surveillance Pader S . tem,

A/JENSEN CARTS A 6/CARLEt JACK H PAA 8/(Harris and the Airborne Cnliisios Avoidance System The Oirlines

Corp , Goverheent Aerospace Systems DI , Melbourne FL) El e ctronin ngineering Comittee anticipates that these

iN AUTOTESCON '89 - IEEE International Automatic Testing systems wih operate in parallel oith ecisting ones for

Conference PhIlaelphla, ;A Sept 25-20 1989 some tIme, A11owIng airlines to train Witn. a-nd then

Conference Record )A0 -28310 "f-66) Neo YOi Institute transition to. the new systems as econiomns permit

of Electrical ard Eleotroncs Engineers Inc - 8/lO00 89A24852

255-260
cR5 The authors desCribe a general-purpose test aT-

maintenance architecture for electronic subsostes and its UTL C., r-, of FAA DO-;78A anDO0-ST0-2I67A

demonstration in sqae. acionics SEC-P modules for approacyc, to softero certification
fiber-optic networking of the Advane 'antica Fighter AUTH A/PEWALT MICHAEL P sAA A/)FAA Seattle WA) AAA

A-2., and other modern aircraft The results of applying Digital Systems Conference, 8th, San dose CA ot 11-2D.

this teN t asd maintenance architecture are delineated In 19a 8 p

terms of payoff. penalty, and problems encountered AS There are too popular stancads for developing allnins
yo "i."dSoftedre The Itedard u~sed fr conn-.rI ,al airyrft in

Industry efforts needed to eliminate some of the problems RoTtA/Dr-TeA Software Cinsd.r tone i n airor t yt
encountered are discussed 89/AC/00 90A28342 Alrborne Systems

end Equip.ant CertificAtion wmereas military environrent
use OODO-STD-2tHTA Miltary Standard Defense System

Software bevelopnent This paper compares these to
standards and demonstrate$ that wolth some minor

UAcL An operational perspective of potential benefits of additional docuentat ion changes software developed under
mlcro.ace landing systems the military standard DAD-STD-2t67A could be compatible

uoA/aRER. JAS - B/SIsHA AGAM N PAA 8/(Mitre aith ctirtificatonreuiremets imeposed by the Federal

Corp MCLean. VA) (National Concention of Aerospace Aviation Administrat ion through RTCA/DO-178A for
Egineers. 3rd. New Delhi, India. feb 26 27 l98a) coisercal aircraft
Institution of EngInaers (Indla) Journal. Asrospace RPTa aIAA PaPLR 88-,i0A4 8/10/A 89A9864

Engineering Division (ISSN 0257-3423) vol 69. Sept
1988-Mar 1959. p 16-21

ABS The rperetional requirasants of the ground syates UTTL Standardization implications - An air logistics

avionics and air traffic control procedures that are command perspctide
needed to deriv the may905m opetional benefits from an AUTh A/ILIFP RICHARD J 0A5 A/(USAF. WrIght-Patterson AF,
MLS are suisarized CLA aTpunestions are described OH) Alee, Digital Sys -as Conference Btn. Sam dose CA

Including reductions in route length, arrival and Oct 17-20 198 5 p

Departre noiJse exposure. airspace ooftilcts AI0 AbS The effect of various hardware and Software
consideration is given to improving airport caPacity. stendardization initiatives on the logistics command is
operattnal restrictions due to IS siting problems, and examined In particulay attention is given to the Mndular
rotorcr ft applicatiOnS 89/03/AC 90A22242 AvomicS System Architecture program, the concept of line

replaceable codules and problems associated oth the

implementation of this concept, standardiztion In

satelites and soft,-e standards It is noted that the

UTTL RISC lifting off In avionics and results of moving t standards is sometimes a higher
AUTH A/MONG. dAMES M. 1 PAW A/(Stsndae Associates Inc front anI I o.. -c c -C- i - - -c .-

NeencJa, Nff) IC AlAe CASM.uters In AerOSDC Conference decvlopment because of the need to support new
7th. Monterey. Ca. Act 2-5. 1t9. Technical Papers Pert technologies which make the standard possiale In the long
I (AgO-tO4Tf Ct-3d) hesnhngton. 0C. erican Institute of run hother. foe life cycle cost ciii be improved
Aeronautics ai Astronautics. 1989. p 4W-. ePTa A.A TPA 8 A- h Ai857 8 /AC 89019859

ASS Tie philOemphy behind the use of the reduced Instruction

set computer (AISC) In anoics ts addressed, and the
serits of iSC versus the cooplisa.instruction set computer UTTL Reliability end maintaioability In modern nIomItcs

(CISC) are eoamined The different RISC architecturee are equipment - A users poin at Od View
exmined using as illustrations the designs taken from AUT A/KNNIS, FRANS J IN ICAS Congress. 16th derosalem

various Vendors Coat aspects and technology trand are Iaraei. Aug 25-Sept 2. 1t8B. Proceedings Vluse 2

brilfy considered (A89-135OI 03-CS) Masntngso 0C, American Institute 0'
PPTe 0|AA PAPER 89"296. 7 g/0/A0 9oai048 Aeronautics and AstronautiCS. Inc 1988 p 1677-1682
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ABS The point of ntiw of the user i e Belgian Air Force) formulated Some tradeoffs are proposed which Should Be
concerning the reliability and maintainability of modern made at the concept formulation stage to further enhance

avionics equipment in tactical Ighter airorefts is the beiieflts ot ntie strategy for tprong avionics

presentad Past eperienoes by the Belgian Al Forno on supportacilitl go/cc/00 8BA16919

eircrafts such as the F-aF, F-l104G and Mirage III are

highlighted Maintainabsity problems rotated to the F-t6
* are analyzed, causes of tack Of naintainability are UTTL The design agent piocess at a strategy for future

Indicated and recommendatios are made for imp roving avionics Coetitlon enhancement and Quality assurance

maintalnaeility A special analysis addresses thn -1 il"t/DEiNEn WLLIAM I aa A/(Charles Stark Draper
reliability irprovement arranty iRle B ne, approach is Laboratoy nc , Cambridge MO) IN Avionics in
presented for a Rt contrect a owhy Cre evenly dstributes conoaptual system plannlg. Proceedings of the Eighth

the bUrdens and nsks between the contractor and the Annual IEEE Symposium. baDton. OH, De 3, 1986 (aB- t6912

government 88/0O/CO 89AI3671 C5-66) New York lnstit~te of Electrical and Electronirs
Engineers In oC 1986, p 53-58

BBS The design agent concept of acquisition management is

OUTTL EconoMical technology applicato tin conercal evamined ilth particular reference to future avionics

transport degign acquisition requirements The activities.
AUTH A/DRAKE, MICHAEL L PAA A/(Boelg Commercial Airplane responsibilities, and competition enhanc ng benefits Of

o Seattle WAJ SAWb Annual Confere.ce bth, the design agent approach to acquisition nenaqenent are
Seattl WA May ta-20 1987 16 p ditsnssed and illustrated by several different applCat on

ASS an evaluati, ,S made of the Cevelopoent status and enamples It Is Claimed that the design agents ability to

applicability to state-of-the-art nedium-range transport uniquely establish and control multiple contrOctors for

aircraft of technologies that may improve dirline iospetition enhancement purpose- has direct relevance to

operating cost The ai.craft in question are of B757 the need for improved acuiu$tiloc strategies on select 6 3

class Attention is gve n to factors figuring in drect programs 8800/C 88At6t
operating costs the cost effects of Al-Li alloy and
advanced composite Structures' introiuction, the

onerational advantages of such systems as e "ectryni- UTTL The avionics acquisition process beyond the year

engine contiols and fly-by-aire ,ontrcl for ielaced static 2000
stability flight characteristics, and the effect on BothA/LAVOIE. R P B/CULP A M IN Avionics in

operating economics of airport delays that May be conceptual system planning. Prvuaudings of the Eighth
preoluoad through Improved .ecnnolCgies1 application Annual IEEE SympasiUn Dayton O Dec 3 198 (A88-t692

RPTa SAWE PAPER t798 07/Ci/CC 88A5379 05-66) New York, Institute of flectrical and EieCtiorics

Ebgieers Inc . 1986, p 45-49
ABS The current weapon syftem ,cqu51t ion and support process

UTT, Reliability and life cycle cost of military aircraft is examivedo ith emphasis on Problems related to the

- The vital link I - the contact usaful life Of microelectronic component teIhnoloqv
BiUTii A/DANIEL B A PAA A/(Misistry of beferce Procurement requirements changes and technology abmolemoence the

Executive London. England) t Beliability '87 need for changes in the present acquisition process is
Proceedings of the Sixth Conference Birmingham, England ephaSiaed en it is shown that a good solution should
Apr 14-1, 0187 Volume I (A08-428tL 17-38) London, accept the reality of long development programs and adjust
institate oD Duality ASSurance 19B7 p 3B/3/i to 36/3i4 the process t oal with rapidly developing technology

ASS The initiatives of the Ministry of Defence (MO) and requirements changes, and oesolescence The crttcal
indstryms response to the provision of models and netnods elements of the soltion are long-term planning, Sust1ned

for the evaluation of mystem coss-effectlueness from toe investment for impro.ing systems, managed cranqe and
earliest stages of development are ecamined Particular incremental transfer of siste responsibility 86/00/1
attsntion s given to the relationship between improved aBAtO97

reliability on the one hand and )beer costs and improved
nperatnaI a performance on the ather It is shown shy

evaluation tools are urgently required, and a strategic UTTL Avionics -n conveptual system planning Proceedings

framework for their development is provided 87/00/00 of the Eighth Annual IEEE Symposium Dayton Cv, - Dit

88A42864 98 Symposium sponsored by IEEE Sea cork Institute Of

Electrical and Elavtrorcs Engineers. Inc 9 2 p
For indIVacal items see A8-tE9tS to A88-ti92D

UTIL VHSIC intercperabiIty standards and design for test ABS the paperS presented i thIs volume deal wIth various
ivles Thei, Impact on weapon system support concepts aspects of the problem of integrating avionics into tota

autH A/MCDERMOTT. jON T pAA A/(Honeywel. Inc syste' design during the corcapt formulation stage with
Minneapolis, MN) IN AOTDTESTCON '87 Proceedings of the piticular attention given to impacts pon definition of
Interrational Automatic TeSting Conference San Francisco, requirements future viniOs concepts, tradeoffs bat.eei

Ca, so 5 1 a7 (A8-36h2a 1t-sn) New Fork, Institute the vehiCle propulsion and acionios integratton of
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc 1987 p Supportability Into the design and acquisition

Dab-249 strategies Papers are included on s!stom architecture
ASS to tecent development s in Mscroelectrcnic have the oesign and tools fo- a disiriDuted avionics systen the

potential to significantly change ish w eapon systens design agent process as .stratgy for future avcnics

Ore supported They are the development of buson to ti Cotbetitton enhancement and qualify assurance the

used for control and date information floe between avionics acquisition process beyond the year 2000, ard

subsystem maintenance aon Ole maintenance . ectromagnetic compatibility modeling for future avionics

controllers. and Individuai elements (chips) of a -odule, systems 00/C/C 8sA16912

ad the inclusion of testable building blocks in CAD
dasaba0e- along ith rules that gOvern their use ahen
appIed SI w5 aponsystems design tiese two concepts can

be Combined to give Is onboard hierarchical maintenance UTIL aeliability maintainability and testability Of RAF
and diagnostic capebi ity that Could signficenttI change equipment
eeaponhsyetem soppo-t concepts The author discusses these AUTH A/IZZARD V , B/MILLaY P 8 G PAA B/(PAF London,

concepts and their relation to weapon-system supyort and England) IN Cost-effectie avioiic and weapon systems
future automatic test systems 87/I0/CO 88A3656 Proceedings of the Spring Conventlot London, England May

14 15, 1986 (AS7 A8051 2-83) wondon. Roy.) Aero itcal

Society t987 p 9 -g 10
UTTL Application of an integrated interconnection mste AbS The RAF's institutional ,lea of cost-effectiveness in
in Mi ce.e ir In g avtonics and epons systems emphaslees life cycle Costs

AUTH A/GHMAN RICHARD W PAA A/(MCcnneill Douglae (keys) rather than acquisition costs Oei!ablity

Hel copter CO Mesa, AZ) AHS Annual Forum. 43rd, Saint maintainability and testability are held to te critical to
Louis MC May ic-0 l87 Paper 1, p the achievenent of cost effectiveness, and are invested in

AcS a representative inteiated Interconnection system (12S) to the requisite degree before a piece of equlpment is
wiriog design was prepared for the AH-64A helicopter and allowed to enter .rvice Attention is presently giver '0

Compared to the e-isting wiring design to quantify the LCC costing practices the operational costs of equipent
productio Cost saVllgs and the tethni ret risks inoo"ved unreliability USAF eperience at reliability and
in te design curicept Empertmerts in FMI/EeC performance maintIMabllity, testability design procisinns and
and fabrication of a teet harness mere comBined with the built-In test techn-logy capability projections

aillytial eVauat ion effort The concusicns druwn from 87/00/0 87A48060

isis Study indocated that the 2 is met effeptice a a
concept to design inplanenents foe enisting harness

'SSnbl ion. bus it does present sufficient prOduction Ccnt
s.ving in a ne. w-ring design effort n be selrously LTTL Modular ICNIA packaging techno)og
considered In the deign trade eva uation a7/S/C AUTH A PORADIH. FRANK pAA A/(T ee Instrmemie Inc

8A22800 Avionics Systems Div McKinneyl IF Digital 11 anve

hstess Confetence. 7th. Fort Wurth 
TX Ot iS-iC iSBO

Proceedings (W-3;451 ;3-01) Ne- York Institute of
UTTL lrproving aviomics acquisition and support from Etentrica and Electronics Engineers Inn t986 p
Conept, ia -ation through cperations 753-756

AUTs A/CEBMAANAs Pa/ SyM emr FAA R/mc-igoifcat size aeight power and reliability

W-Oia cAt IN Avionics In conceptual sys
t

em planning idprocemeits can be aDoieoae is neot generation acvnus
Proceedings of the Eighth Annual IEE SyIpsim Dayton by the modular Intagration of similar funtcms into a

tin Dec 5 000 tABM-iB9D bit-Ba) fee to-P. Institute of fault tolerant reconfigurabl architecture the Integrated
biectrinal and Blectronics Engineers. Inc . t9B6, p Communication Navigatbon Identification Avionic program
69-76 1tNIAt Is acconplIshing this task with a Combination of

ABS Tho problem of the SuppOrtablity of avionics equibment IS modular circuit designs using WIISlC te,,nology irproved

eamined oitn emphasis Oh OP apiroach to 6cquiSit1on a pMCCaglr designs hccrboratilg surface mount component
sup.,i t that begins cic the Moncept formulation Stage and technology, and a modular .o.-...el meintaace su-pport

Io Oa thrOugh the equipments full IIfe of service The boscept fon reduced life cycl Cost This grsica
basis ion mUCh am approactn is suartued 0 and a broad concentrates on tie modular packeging technology Om th*
stuategy for Mn aring ainMics supportbllty is nigitel processor subsystem 86/00/00 7AB1546

Ci
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UTTL F/A-t8 Hornet Reliability development testing - An Controls LtO . Cheltenham, Gis . England) IN Design

update and advanced Concepts of avionic/weeapons system
AUTH A/R ER W r PAA A/(Mctonnel Aircraft Co , Saint Integration: Proceedings o the Syposuiu. London.

Louis MOI IN Institute of Environmental Sciences England April 3 4 984 (A8-21456 0ot-0 London Royal
Annual Technical Meeting 32nd Dallas and Fort torth TA. Aeronautical Society 1984. 9 p Research supported by the
May G-8 1986 Procad ings (A87-26026 10-38) Mount Ministry of Oefence of England
Prospect, IL, Institte of Environmental Sciences 1986. A8S This paper discusses tutUre trends In engine control and

p 86"92 aOresses the integrAtion of flight control and propulsion
itS The characteristics of th Operational Mission contro tc in Coniaratal e.a in futur advanced militery

Envlrovnnts tOMES) used to accelerate the identification aircraft Such aircraft say enploy sustained supersonic
of failure modes and provide correctire action 

early in cruise and maneuvering flight thrust vectoring and

the Reliability Devalopient Tast (RDT) program of Ins 
extensive variable geometry features The paper outlines

F/A-id Hornet ore tistissed Different ORES are needned Or "ne factors ahich force the integration of systems the

the dacelonnt test. burn-in, and All Equipment tent benefits hoped for and the status of Current work Itt

because of the d'fferent results expcted The discusses the effects of integration on inter-systes and
operationally realistic enironants and test acceleration Inter-oganIzational Interfaces and the IshOs and

generated more failures than traditional raIe 
lU ty tc1hrologies needed to achteve the ends being 

sought

testing. and half-life vibration. 750 hours vibration 
within anticipated timescales 84/00/00 88A21466

siulation. and high thernal 
rate cycling were all

up-f-ont tents 86/00/00 87A26035

UTTL Man-machine integration
AUTH A/ROE. G PAA A/(BlttIsh Aerospace. PLC, Brough, N

UTTL n anpert systen for the configuration of aircraft Huscernide, England) IN Design end advanced concepts of
nodulor VSOF generator nystans avionics/weapons system integration. Proceedings of the

c /HO T "L 0/8AcLES. a 0 C/SIEGES F 0 PAA Synoosias. Loidon. England, April 3. 4 1984 (A85-21456

C/(wst nghouse Electrc Corp , taltimore, MDI IN ct-ot) London. Royal Aeronautical Society 1984, 9 p
NAECON 186. r9 roceedings of the National Aerospace an AB Attention ts given to Brittsh studies addressing 'estions
Fiectronics Conferenca Payinn 00 May 1-23 i98E of pilot cOCkpit task optiniafion, and the overall system
oluS e 1odu 7-l 726 05-le Sec ork. Institote of architet ure requirad to meet the operational requirements

Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 1986. p 30-311 Imposed for neot-generatinn tactical concet aircraft in
AtS The nodular dSF (Variacin Speed Constant Frequny) 

the sphere of com nicatons The Tactical Costa Aircraft

electrial systems are designed using the latest Avionics Demonstrator Rig is devoted tO the iastigatio

technology and nodular design techniquns The syntan is of such issues as tota) system integration. interface

separated into n standardstaarization, affective usnti intercoanuntcation

nanufacturing cost and improve t product quality and systen degradation amelioration, and improved naintenaica

services This tool is an ecpert system oniCh procedures The architecture undar deo.topoant has

automatically configures tha nodles recoiled for a multiOus hierarchy and implements data transmission

particular application The automatic configuration nupert standard 1553t for SUbeystem-to-subnystam and bun-to-bus
systen is a rolb-based synthesis system whse domain communication Emphasis is gicen to the ihiloaence of pilon

enco hpasses the matrix o f standard 
odul s Th a need s cc system design and 

i lementat in 84/00/00

configuation system is built y using a ule-ased expert 
85A2463

system developent 
too 0PS5. in a POD 11/750 coputer

It has the Onlaih-SpeCtfIc knowledge 
necessary to

configure the generators emtedded in its ruin-base and UTTL Integrated communications - A designers vieo
achtits empartise to place the nodules in the proper .iTH R/OIEOLEn. A PAA A/(Marconi Avionics, Ltd -

arrangement cased on customer specifications and dasqn Airodin Products DIv . Bastildon. Essex E gland) IN

criater a 0/00/00 OTA1678h Design and advanced concepts of avionics/eupons system

ntegration Proceedings of toe 
Syoyponun London,.

England Apri 3 a 1004 10nn-x1456 08-01) London, Royal
TTTL LAMeS il III - c hew Look' success Story Aeronautical Society. 1984 7 P

A Ah0/O ) T I 9AA A/iBM Corp Fedral Systas Div ABS An integrated aircraft conications system Should encore

Maego. Ni in 1006 Annual Reliability and high ronfidence levels for all phases of a task or

Mantainaoility Synposui, Las Vegas. NV 7anuery 28-30, sismirn- allow effective operation at the locest evbile

1986 Proceedings (A87-154o 04 301 Ne cork. Institute crew sorkloadf and ce cost-e~fec lve cith respect to

of Electrica l and Electroni s 
Engineers, nc - tote p equipment i e eigh t power demand, reliability 

va

B i ts8 maintainability it is noied that ohile tna technolody for

ADS The rellablilty enhanicement nlevis Incorporated into 
the control and display 

foss integration is available the

LAMPS .K III decalopmsent program aim descibed e. a Techniques required in con cosnunicat ice signal

elements included conservation aerating criteria to ns processingrain to be developed Attention is given to
frOt a 20-yr nrc ila would be acaltable fnn 00 the unique integration proilems encountered in the

er ffte 301 copoensfthiterte stman/machine interface of Control and display systems. the
Other program elements are parts selection and a tact acquisition and/or transmission of communication

analye. a flu program A reliability estimate for the intelligence end signal processing 84/00/00 85A21462
SH-E06 helicopter exceeded 

the relabn.ltien of nIper

current systems by a factor Of 2 3 86/00/00 87AISai
UTTL High density nodular avionics packaging

UTIL~uci A,, 11,"d.l UHa/PcOoolstv, F PAe 0/ITmesa Instri-ntS Inc Dals
UTTL Air Force staneardlang avionics TI) IN Digital AviOnics Systems Conference. 6th

0011 0/MDNAhAN S .' P00 0/(USAF. Office of the Deputy taltimore MO. Decante 3-6. i9ta. Proceedings (085-i70
Chiei of Staff for Research. Developsent and Acquioiticn, 06-01) New York American Institute of Aeronautics and

kashlilton, DCI Defense EiCtronins (ISN 027034701 Astronautics. 1984, p 634R640

vol 17 a g osa t20-122. 2h, i6. 120, 130 ABS Requirements and design ronfigurattons for hign density

000 Taking a nullilacsl approach boards the standardization modular Iwncs paCkgild are exesined. with particular

of avionlcs - in Omooents ctircuit Doards. black boces. attention gloon to new hardware trends, the design of

hardware and software - tne USuP in seeking to reduce high-density standard nodules IHOSMel. anPIDOM

costs incra ose interoparailitly and make room for the 
requirements The discussion of the arSds cavern thermal

technooy of the future rekthroughs in computer and management, syten testability. poer 
supply end

electronics technlvOes have enabled hardUare 
prformance specifications The general ssgn of am

standardi ation on the highest level the lica-raplaoeable Integrated 11SM demonstration system currently under

omit stenderaling the form fit and function (F3) of construction s r.s.y de5-bO d andJ some test data are

such uvits promises significant savings 
In support and 

Cresented

o.velmpnent nOSTS Softare. applicability architecture RPTa AIAA PAPER 84-2749 84/00/00 85A17898
arganiaatonal structore Implemntation. current

advanos aid future directions are 
topics incered

Th/08/00 050C4074 ..TTL r strdard computer bun for -IL-STD-17t0A avionics
ntopu tern

ATH 0/PINS. 0 , 8/LEVo, S - C/L R. E PA 8/(israel

TT The relationship Detoeen an a Ivanced anionic system Aircraft PAstries. Ltd Tat Anly Inreel). C/tlit

arohitncture and the Clmination of the seed for am Computeri. Ltd , Haifa. dsraelI IN Digital Avionice
Acionics Inteimadial Stoup NAISf Systems Conference 6. Baltimore. Mo. DoeC*ber 3-6,
A/a8RAvAe S . P0 At(General Dynamics Corp , Fort 184 Proceedings (A8-1780t 06-01) New York, Amsrican

Aort. 101 If. AUTOTEDTCON '03 Proceedings of th Institute of AsrorautIcs and AtromautiCs. 1984. p
Ccnference Port odth. To November 1-3, 1003 tA8852k776 303-300

1l-o1 Nac yarn, Ihstttte of Electrical and Electronics ABS Ahile MIL-STO-t750a deSCribes an instruction met
Erginnorm. Inc 1003. p 206-2t1 architewture tISA). the application of this ISA requires

ASS while Avionics Ivtmrsadiete Shops lne nay- iii the Rest the usage of a data and aggress Iue Cyeten ohion pereits

teen required for military ni-craft, the eerging efficient coi tcetio 0 between the cp . neery. And
VLSI/ViSIC technology has piver rise to tne possibility of application oriented imput/ootpt devices Toe data and
moumi cell partitioned vnics system architectures that -iress bue System design en imptementtlc is lnfluenced

obviate the high spare parts omt that formerly rompted p the design of the Co and main eory sinCe theae to

ww 
1
uo u 'te ins insstence o.r a utrs acomis ay evides. in general, ar e the maim us of the on systec

therefore De odeouately and eco ncIscally 
suppo rted by a 

The Lav i avionics system ut 
ll es a standerd iae d data no

to - leont maintenance system Algeb ra e al at ons dd ess Cu e system ( nalld -B oot or u se In the

are pre snte g for the analysis Of ihe spares costs 
MIL-UTD-17tA com pters hich re e meded in th e aos

mcitatons of alternatte design partitontIng 
Schemes copoents o he Avionics system Te -US Is eoribeg

for future avionics 3/00/00 5026804 
and in proposed s .potential etandard bu m or

tRIL-DID-17t0A implementat ions

UtTL Trends in digital engine 
control - Integration of

propulsion contoi ith flight control and avionic systems
in future mlitary and commercial i1rcraft UTTL F404 new standards for fighter aircraft engines

ITli a/rC LES, 0 5 fAA A/bootfy 6 Smith Indu' ltries AUTH A/RIeMOR. B A , B/hOWEL N F T 1V PAA B/(General

crCLES,~P+ E}+:g, S A /o+, S '"

KcI I I IjvfI II j18
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Electric Co , Lynn, MA) IN International Council of the transfer requirements for both flight control and mission
Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 14th, Toulouse. France aVionics end whose ission acionics functions must be
Saptemaer 9-14 1904, Proceedings Volume I (LA444926 'iplesanted wIth a nigher level of reundhncy f the

22-01) Nec hork Aserican Institute of Aeronautics and mission functions affect flight safety Redunoancy can De
Astronautics 1984, p 476-482 attained through hardware replication as well as analysis

ABS Design features, performance capabilities and applications 83/00/00 84A26744
of the F404 jet engine arw described The F404 supplies
16-22 kIb thrust, is 159 in long and 35 in in diameter
and has a pressure ratio of 25 1 The engine incudes aide UTTL The missing link for edvancer! avionics systems
chord, lea espant ratio fan blades enhanced aerodynamics executines

and a high stall margin EArly usage has revealed .. A/LEEa. 6 A PAA A/(Boelng Military Airplane Co .
unrestricted throttle mvamen t throughout the performanc Advanced Airplane Branch. Seattle. WA) IN Digital
envelope, a 3 25 seac interval from dim to full po-er. Avtonics Systems Conferencae. in Seattle. CA October
high inlet distOrtion tolerance, reliable air starts and 31-NovemLer 3. 1983. proceedings (A84-26701 11-061 New
dependable afterburner light The digital controls are York Institute of Electrical and Electronics ngineers,
built Into two ceramic aodules which permit easy 1983 p 2 6 1-2 6 6
installation of reiundancy Tastirg has surpassed 500 hr ABS An avonics system eecutive aAs developad cIth the aid of
in the F-3D ano tli be initiated in the F/A-iO Other the Digital avionics Information 1ystec 1(.AS) program
potential applications are in the MAS3S. tha A 6 the ACx This executwe cas coded Msntly 10 high-order langunge
deo-Istrator and the 0-29 84/00/00 84A44981 cith hardarw interfaces in machine code iowever. It .0a

found that the 001$ execitiv as more comple than
necessary for mary applications It ws. therefora,

UTTL Digital electronic flight decks - The outlook for decided to eliminate asynchronous operations fron the
co-terc'al aviation executive As a result Of this decision the Single

AT a/CLA. C A PAA 0/( Ing Commercial Airplane Co Proceosor Synchronous Executive tPrsE) was oBtaIned
Seattle. A) (lnstitum of Electrical and Electronics Developments with respect to a farther evolution of
Engi nears, Arual Sy posium. 5th. Dayton D., NOn 30 standards continued, however. and revisions appeaIed which
1983) IEEE Transactions on Aerospaca and Electronic were not I ncluded inr the DAIS evolution The present
Systemm SSN 00i8-925 yoe OES-20. May 1984. p investigation is concerned with the efforts of an American
221-226 aerospace company to update the SPSE to MIL-STO-175OA and

ABS Digital avionics are Increasingly able to reduc overali MIL STD-15898 It IS pointed out th:at the 1750A SPSE
conaercial aIrliner costs through their greai reliablity represents the missing link In the evolution of the
and fIeFibility of operation Attention Is presently linen avionics executioa of yasterday to the advanced xnautive
to the denelopsat of moaular control units or of tomorrow 83/00/00 84A36704
fly-by-wire and pooer-by-.ire directional conirols and
engine throttle controlm as well as the design features
Of a network of multlisystem digital data buses which can UTTL EME susceptibility testing of aircraft
be developed to manage the complex inte-change of data A001 0/CLARK, D E . 8/hEATHER, F W PA A0/iGorgi
among interrelated digital systems throughout an aircraft Institute of Technology. Atlanta GA). 8/(U S Navy
84/05/00 84A36907 Naval Air Test Center. Patuxent River MD) IN NAECON

1983. Proceedings of the Nafional AeroSpace end
Elactroni0ri Conference, Dayton OH May 17- 19. 983

UT0L Thermal oharacteristics Of sandardize Air Forue Volume I 0A04-1626 05-01) Ie Yore. Institut Of
anionic enclosures Electrical and Elsctronics Enginears. 1983 p ISA-t6t

lUTH A/FPAN0LIN . .L /LEONARD, C F PAA 8/(oeng 00S The Nava. Air Test Center. Patuxent RI-or Maryland. has
Aerospace Co , Seattle WA) 01AA. SAE. ASM E, AIChE and the task of conducting tests and e -luations on naval
ASMA Intersoclety Confererra 0n Erlvriental Systems. aircraft to assure coepi lance ath ECE (electromagnetic
13th San Fr.isco, CA .uln 11-iJ 1 -3 it p environment) sus.eptiblItty specifications The NATC is

AS To rsoilve the question ci anionic end osua energy devodpng a facility cai1 .the Electromagnatic
dissipztion Ims end develop thiarnal denign 00a on Environmental Greration System (EMEOS) to perform the
MIL-STD-XXX style enclosures. a series of ternal system-lev l susceptibility tests This Paper describes
analysas, the majorit of which cere performed the EIESS facility and its supporting instrumentation and
steady-state aare carried out using an updated version of .uamInes the engineering aspects of upgradIng the E5
the ENCLOS thermal analysis program Results tbeC on the 83/00/00 84A16540
use of ceramlc Clip uarrimrs fromi both nitia. ano updatad
analyses and test results ara prwsented Using Cat.
collented on the heat exchanger card, and clamp UTTL Role of standards with Integrated Control
nonductances, together wIh device Conductances, pints of AUTH A/50O6015. G 0 PAA A/Ia Sleglar. Inc Astroni Cs
junctIon temperatore Versus power enclosure power Din Dayton On) Is American Control Conference It

2 B MCU standard ehclosures may operate at power leneis of (A83-37076 1
7
-.3 New york, Institute of Electrica.l ar

- att/cu in without incurring eunessive junclction Electronics Engineers. 1982, p b8O 589
temperatures TO Ochleve the saMe power densit as, size ASS The effect of standardlization oil the appl1cation of
9-12 MCU enclosures wth side-mounted heat exchangers Integrated control technology to silitarj aircraft is
require high conductulCa circut Cards and card clamps discussed In terms of a latent conflict between the cost

RPT# SAE PAPER 831103 83/07/00 04A29038 benefits of Standardleed systems nd those attainable by,
implementing nec technologies unaccounted for by the
stanoards The sigtall-Intarface standard MIL-ST-155

UTTL Avionics standardization - DO'r and dont's whIle beneficial for connecting aVionic systems that need
AUTH A/RICKER. 0 X PAA '/(USAF Aght-Patterson AFB 0HI to interact, S found to be potmotially Inefficient for

IN Digital AVionics Systems Conference. 5th Seattle 0A self-contained packages (Such as those being developed for
October 31-November 3 1983 Proceedings (A84-26701 integrated flight and propulsion control). and less
11-06) New York Institute of Electrical and Electronins reliable for components requiring the exchange of very few
Engineers, igga. p 23 1 1-23 1 5 signals Arcitecture standards referring to instruction

ASS The paper Covers a cr00d range of lesSons learned in the sets asd high-order languages need to be applied
last decade of avionics standardization activities ait hn pragmatically focusing on form. fit. and function
!he Air Force It coueis technical and manegemPnt Computer-aid programs allowing access in natural English
considerations and traces a numar of proects from may be able to achieve the benefit goals of a standardized
idealisti. goals to the reality of Implement aton Tha high-order language 82/00/00 83A37104
ardoere A8ra wil adress criteria for selection, inn
spenficatico, finding the CutOmai slen~lng market
realism ogainsi thu promises of aduocacy, and the UTTL lenefIts of mission Proftle testi-g
necessity aer end-to-ely planning Specific eamples wtli AU0 A/AGNER, J P IF B/8URiKHARU, A H PA0 A/(USAF.
mini-case historIes of Uo radios, TACANS, IN5, Aeronautical Systems Din Aright-Patterson APl OH),
altimeters air data COmputers. dde recorders, etc ci.. 8/(USAF Flight Dynamics Laboiatory. Aright-Petterson APR
be used to ITlustrate points Current interface standards OH) IN Environmental -'ress Impao end ennironmantal
such as MIL $T 1553 and 1760 awill e enasinaId relative to engineering metiods Proceedings Of the Twenty-swventh
their evolution and ocCeptance The Issue Of validat-o Annual Technical Meating on Emerging Environmental
and contiued Mantenance end suport wii be covaren T Solutions for Ihe 097t5 LOs A1geles CA Cay 5-7
Sof tara standards of CIL ITD 1589 and 1750 wil be 1961 Voume I 1A83-3i476 13-38) Mt Prospect. IL
treated n A simil ar mariner The importance of a clear Institute of Fnvr InIental Sciences. 1981, p 26-l1
waiver crocess and the value of Droead Based u.or groups ART Tangible and intangible benefits of combIned elvironment
will be highligeted The question of aa leoei ci support reliabl.ty estilng ICERT) .ra described In terms of the
se-vies that need to be provided aff lin to insure pnrspective of the QOtilsitor Ogistlcin And user of
acnupta. will b adressed 83/00/00 84A26803 avionics equipment Roth cost saving benefits In,

operational effectiveness Impacts are diecussad Ahen used
as a test-anatyzI-fl growth test program in the

UTTL Fault tolerant flight control avionics Integraton acquisition promess, CEOT benefits All the decislon makers
using MIL-STD-I553 in the equipmentfs life cycle This seneat is obta l.

00TH A/MCSHARRY a E PAA A/(Relng Military Airplane Ca without significant adverse impeCt on performaice am
Seattle. A) IN Digital Avionics Systems Conference, hedeured gain1 established performance factors used by
th Dealtta. W a October ai-Noanoer 3 , 1903, Proeadings decision makers lotrs acquistion Cost Comparisons are
(A84-267C 11-06 hew York Insttute of Electic10 and ShOwn 81/00/00 83A3i481
Electonics Engineers 1983 p it I I-II I 8

ABS Anile thy design of integrates systems using distributed
processing. lararchicel architectures, and data bases. UTTL Jovial language control Orocedur tIt x vw
Pirouides in se re wt I...,,w tocard Aen 9
propagation coptoerses that tend to more tightly Couple AuTH A/DP. A . 8/EVANS R 0 6 PA S/(SA.
integrated system COeponents ma

0 
be needed in order to Wright-Patternon AER. OH) In NAECON 1982 Procedoings

satisfy performance reuIreme.s Attention Is present.a Of the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference
giVen t ha tei Mi-DTD-15!38 Integrated systeom data bus Dayton. Oil May 18-20 1q82 VOIme 2 1,3-iI03 01 01 i
chih is marginally capable of satisfying the data Nea Yoes, Institute of Electri c end 01ctroni s

SA
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Eng eers. I nc . 1982, p 953-960 assessing risks under varying applications and choosing
ASS JOVIAL is tne Interim standard language for AIr Force th best acqisitlon strategy 82/00/00 82A42181

avionics esbedded coeputars until Ada becomes available
Tb. JOVIAL Languege Control Facility (LCF) nas developed
and fine-tuned the procedures of langue control and UTTL Simple vS sophisticated TaCAir avionics I -
defined them using a forial nodaltig technique Toe Soviet TacAir avionics technology
resulting models promote tight adminiStration of tre AUtH A/BUSSEAT. I Mlitary Eiectronics/Counterseosures. cdl
control function by exposing the details of all talks and 0, Mai 1982 p t6-2
forcing attention to their interreletionstOS They also 905 On historical Study is presented Of Soviet tactil

provide a basis 'or reconfiguring procen APr Force aircraft avionics developments. encompassing radars, ECM
language control functions for Ada. a the ICF nas ordnance coemunications and cockpit Instrumentation It
dentified some important considerations in accoaplishing is noted that I1 there has been a earked shift since 1970
tit. The Air Forces transition to Ado has a high from interceptor to ground support aircraft devalopeent
probability of success because of their ecperience uith and production. 12) that ostensibly Obsolete electronics
UOVIL. their systematic evolution and fine-tuning of such as the MiS-25 vacuus tuba-baSed Foxfire radar any
language control procedures, and the Oxtensibltl of eaploit ow vu.nerability and aceptionaily high power

these procedures to encospass Ada 82/00/00 83A1190 levels and (3; that the simplicity Of SoViet avionics
design imposes a lower acquisition and "aintenance cost
burden while increasing reilability and ma trainablity

UTTL Integrated CN! avionics logistics consIgerations of reas It is suggested that th5 Soviet study Of F-i d

A /HRIS. R L.. 8/MCMANU U C PAA A/(SAF Ph, ix Msscle systes since the Iranian revolution van

Avionics Laboratory. Wright-Patterson AFO, On). 8/WUOF been 19trui iel in the devalopsant of a kEGl-25 tooneat

Husan Resources LabOratory. Wright-Patterson AF8 CiH) varisnt aith anti-cruise nissile OOk dowi/shoot down
In NOECON t982 Proceedings of the Nationa, Aerospace ano capability 82/03/00 82A28397
Electronics Conference. Dayton 0H. May t8-20. 1902
Volusa 2 (A83-11083 01-01) New York. Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. In c 1982, a UTTL The nodular ATE
43-50 auT A/CVY E I AA A/(Eantrn Air Lins. Inc Mioni

ABS The Integrated Co.unicatlon Navigation Identification "Li In AUTOTESTCON '80. International Automatic Tasting
Avionlc IICNIA) program is an advanceo developeni Conference. Washington, PC Noveeher 2-S. 1980

progra, uhich includes logistics support criteria into its Proceedings 9A82-2776 12-09) Nea York, Institute of
conceptual design and s:s. definitici Sose key Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc . ,9O p
logistics considerations o ICNIA are discussed including Si-S3

the intagration of a nusIrer Of avionic systems, the AgS The Eastern Air Lines concept of qodular ATE is presented.
development of specifications for an Integrated CNI with attention given to both harduare and software
Evaluator end a series of logistics analysis studies aspects Existing maIntenanca philosophies and ,a
Advanced endrew technoiogies employed in ICNIA ciii .ake classical ATE are reviewed to shoc any present concepts
possiBle a reduction of the umBer P systems through the are no longer cost effective Potential problees of the
developsant of e single integraole reconfigurable System modular ATE concept are exeiined. and the need for further
These features lead to xpectat ions of major savings In standardiat ion and C Ioss n ustry cooperation is
volume. weight, and life cycle costs, as cell as an discussed 80/00/00 82A27856
Improvement in system readiness 82/00/00 83A11157

UTTL Airline ATE requirements
UTTL ICNIA- LessOrs eined on sensor integration -UTH A/HARMON. H E PAA A/(american Airlines. Inc. Dallas
A/HAoee. 0 L PAA A/(USAF, Wright Asronautical To) In AUT0TESTC0S '80. Internationai Autonatic Tasting
Laboratories. eright-Patnereon AFe. OH) In NAECON 1982, Conference. Washington. OC November 2-5 1980.
Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics Proceedingi (A82-27876 12-59) New York. Institute of
Conferonce. Dayton. OH. May 18-20. t9d2 nVolo i Electrical and Electronics Enginsars. Inc . ago p
(03-11083 01-01) New York. Institute 

OF Electrical and 43-4E

Electionics Engineers. Inc . t982 p 93-97 ABS The general requirements of airline ATo lautoetic tan'
ASS Integration. at several levels. appears to be a fruitful equipeent) are reviewed. and attention 5 given to

concept for addressing aviohics problems at both dadicate, Modular general-purpose and circuit card ATE
sacroscic and microscopic levels Tnis paper addresses It is noted that nointenarce of ali-digihal avonivs will
soe of the necessary attributes of system 

antegaton require the ull utiliation of standardied instunnt

efforts and ssOCiated prooless n aining acceptance of techniques and the ATLAS test language to accoplish cost
integration concepts Pros a managesent viewpoint It is effective testing and repair And it is reoehdad that
illustrated Py reference to the Integrated Coistuntcation airlines effectily conaunicate these test equipment
SNAvigetic Identification Avionics (IONIA) Program which raguirecants tO the suppliers of future auiOnics
is traede frOi its tal conyipt through approvl to equipment 0/00/00 82A27884
become one of the first Air Force 

progress 
qth the

primary objective of functionally integrating 
a subset of

sensor anionics The discussion cover, lessons learned
fro proposing end defending the philosophy of integration UTTL The use of dynamyc stCk-ups in the aessgs of
ohich ultiaateln resuited In this mojor aneddvanced systems

developnt program atthin the a.ionic$ Laboratory it AUTH A/GRAVELY. it L F/HITCHCOCK. L PAA A/(USAF FlIgt
offers an Insight into most. and technology challenges for Dynamics Laboratory. Wright-Patterson AFO. O) /( U
the coming decade 82/00/O 8311080 Naval eaterial Coasand. Naval d r De) lopanent Cen-nr./ar0neter PA) In Human Factrs Society. Annual

Meeting 24th. LOs Angeles. CA. October 13-17. 1980.

UTTL F/A-i8 Hornet reliability ch.ienge - Status report Proceedings (A82-22901 09-54) Sante Monica. CA Human
AUTH A/RICKETTS. M P PAA A/(MCponnell Ai. craft Co S Factors Society. Inc 1900. p 5-8

LouIS. MO) In Annual Reliability and MaintAinability ASS The adventages of using dynamic sock-ups In advanced
SyMposium. Los Angeles. CA. January 26-28. 1982 systen desIgn are discusseo in terms of the USAF's Digital
ProceedIngs (A82-42176 21-38) New York. Institute of AVIonic Information System (DAIS) Program and the Navy's
Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 1982. p 491-496 Advanced Integrated 0isplay System (AIDS) Cockpit

ABS A development status report is given for th F/A-I8 Hornet Development Program PEperienced pilots are employed to
Roeliability Progres , In which an attempt is ma0. to give judge t1A acceptability c

9 
slide proictor displays for

retl111lty criteria the sme esign .oPaS as eight radar lo-light level teleyision. ai. alphanumeric and
performance end cost Among the establihed reliability vmcto graphie. fiormate COst effectivenss is achieved by
assurance technques applied ere periodic status loerng softwe'e coSts. snimzlig tIme in constructing
assessments for each subsystem manager, failure mode and the mock-up, and high rat abi ity-Ito maintenande
ffects analyses. er approved parts list. selectiv use of features The Cckpit layout is set up once the required
Sheak Circuit Analysis. and a closed loop evaluat-on and tasks and the nuier of nultifunction cortods are known.
I'eportIng systes .hich reports Aid Tracks all equipaant and variations on the Instrumentation set-up are tested
fatlures. The F/A-18" 3 7-.our sean flight t1-, net.en repeatedly Then AIDS Concept allows resole Iocation of a
failures (MFTOF) requirement sac tested In 0 Re lability slide projector for rlosed circuit televiaion display of
Oesorstration flighte. end an 8 4-hour MFTF we various instrument configurations in different situations.
demonstrated Toe F/A-io Inco. poretee Such h Ig inherent and selected displays are chosen for full scale
reliability design components as solid State avionics simulation 80/00/00 03022902
Improved avionics cclIng, a fixed-geom ,ry engine air
inlet. simpler hydroullcs. and the highly simplifled F404
engine 82/00/00 82A42229 UTTL Very high speod Integrated circuits Into the second

generation II - Entering Phase IAUTH A/IAOTIN. I PAA A/(Nat end Semiconductor Corp . Santa
UTTL 0/M/LCo effects of Coimercial offthQShelf Clara. CA) Military Electrons/Countermeasures. vol 0.
equlpment Jin 1982 n 60-63. 5. 66
A/MACDIARID. P. 8 . 0/PETTISATO. A. P C/JOHNSON. B ASS She Intended appllcations of the Very High Speed
a PAA S/(UAr. Rome Air Development Center. GrlplS I ntegratad Circuits (VHSIC) chips arid teohnulogtes fall
AFO. NY ). C/(Rockweli Intersetional Corp Cedat Rspids. into fo r besic categories These categcrles are related
IA) In Annual ei.blity and Maintainability to current operational s.istems nich could be Improved
Symposium, LOS Angelen. CA. Janu ry 26-28. 1982. through VHSIC technologies without change in performance.
,,roceediig' A82-427. 21-38) Nec York. Insitute of the addition of ne perforrance features to existing
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 1982. p -4046 systems. planned upgrades of easting mpstess thrOUgh the

ASS This paper addreesee the offects of using moercle use of VSIC technologies and nec systems aniC COuld nt
Off-tnehfif e0ulment in miinary wnvia sU L.a e.ai sittiout the lie ot VHi. technology
COmsParisonS are Lade of .ltary 0v Colssercial retliapility Attention is given to system design evolution. aspects of
approaches rid an analytical eporoech for choosing the taChnalogy inse-tian. edvantages related to
most approprIate acquisition SoIsgy t :-seenteod Life standardisation. 311P1iCetionS related to the developoent
cycle cost Comparisons ere made of CoMMercial of the next generation Advance Tactical fighter aircraft.
off-the-eheif equlpisent vs 11 .lie98rled equipment the Improvemeit of reaility, And technology transfer
In military ennlronasnte oai p Ee are presented of i$sues 82/01/00 82A218dM
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UTTL Trends in iaintainablIty and reliability of St Levis MO Nocenmer 17-19 1981, Collection of

avionics systers with particular reference to SCAD Technical Papers A82-t34Sr 03-04) Nec ar' Aiserian
Technical Publication 1/77 Institute of Aoronautics And Astronautics. 1901. p

AUTH A/tr, A F PAA A/iinitstry of Defence /Procurement 163-167
ExecuIve/, L.ondon England) IEE Proceedings, Port F - ABS The Issue Of maintability of avionlcs cu"onens t

Communications, Base tAd i1gn1r Processing, ccl 123, pt discussed with particula i eforsnce to problems currently,
F. no 7 Dec te81. p 4I3-439 seen within tIhe logistical Support sytem Partiular

48S Oe procurement situation with respect to retiacitity and attention is given to noestanderd . peoifi¢ations,
'anoinablisy tI&M); prior to toe CDCD Techorcal proliferation of part nuMber,, the proble of product
Publication 1/77 (1978) is recrewed first The general obiolescenca and the problem of diirnithing manufactur reg
contents of the dorument and the translation of the Sources It is shown that standardization is essential for
oocuent's principles into a form suitable for Lonti acts the 1 cog-tare Aiabillty Of the defense structure

are then discussed Application of the publica tion I RPT# AAA 81-2252 81/00/00 82A13473
outlined and an indication is given of the direct d BOM
activity Should proceed in order to meet toe challenges of

future systems PartIcular attention is given to tee UTTL Variable Speed constant frequency, /VSCr'eae1trrca'
rettacitt ' parameter which has preerted a more seri-us systes outs cost of onarship

problem during the design, developimet and production A/HILDEBRANT, R V b/VANNOCKER. R C PAA 8/(G-eeral

phases 81/12/00 82A16561 Electric Cc Aircraft Equipment Div , 8Ornghastov. - "
In Intersocet Etnergy Conversion Engineering CanferecnL.

1th Atlanta, GA, August 9-14. 1981 Proceedings Volume
UTTL Balancing readiness and life-cycle cost ovjeCties 1 (A82 11701 02-44) New orw, american Society n
In avionics a cquisition Mechanical Engineers 1981. p 130-135

AUTH A/CALVO, A 8 8/KRIONENFELD I E PAA 8/(Anatytro ADS The methodology eoployad in the development of the
Sciences Corp , Reading. MA) In NAECON 1981 electrical generating system for the F/A-1 aircraft is
Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electrotics, considered This system was the first production
Conference. Dayton. OH May I9-21, l9gs educe 2 app ic tinn t w h the wyccocr.erter electronrus core
(AB2-14876 04-ot) New York. lvstttau of Electrical and packaged witI the generator an.d monted directly 10 the
Electronics Esgiveers Inc 1981, p So-897 Accessory gearbox Awing the first prouction system of

ABS Life-cycle cost/readiness analysis methods and issues this type a detailed and comprehensive analysts and
emerging in studies conducted atTASC are drsoussod in evaluation progra caN undertaker to provide assurance
order so esteblish a balance b ,teee i 'fe-cycle cost that the design could Operate at a high degree of
requirements dcrned peacetime conditions and operational rel1abItIty in this genetilly 0o5t1e ennirom-nt A
readiness neads in artime employment Speclfic areas primary Maintainability design objective was related to
which provide e basis for the desi team are reviewed, the dasign and the selactoc of parts and saterials whlic
including assesseent of logistic Support Inpacts the would last for the life of the unit without scheduled
identification of principle system design parameters and saintenance Attention is gQinn to maintenance cost
exploration of sradeoffs on inwestment options In aeperrence and life cycle coss gl/0/00 82AI1719
addition. recoan"oaatIons on incorporating 

the analysis

efforts in the systems acquisition planning proress aa
offered 81/00/00 82A14785 UTTL Closed loep environmental control systems for

fighter aircraft
UTH A/TSOIKAWA. S S 8/RAPAUL V K PAA 8/(8 Ing

UTTL Reusable asiuios euecusive ,oftCare Mlitary Airplene CO Seattle, Al American Society of
ALT. A/BO LE , R F PAA A/(Bcetng Military Airplane Co , Mechanical Engineers, Intersociety Conference on

Seattle, 0A) In NAECON 1981 Proceedings or she Envtronlental Systems. San Faclsco CA. duly 13-15
National Aerospace and Eleotronics Conference Dayton On, 1981, A p USAf-sponsored research
May 19-21, 1505 Volune I (A82-14676 04 01) New York, ABS A favorable thermal environment for airoreft viontcs
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc Implemented in an every effivient manrer Is an important
rag, p 31-36 fActor In raducrng aIr rfit life Cycle costs through

coo Forecasts indicate that avionics rectIur, wil evolve i mp roved avionic reliability This paper discusses the
fron single multiplex to hieraronhial iultipiw multiple appicafron of crowed loop caurrunheetal control systems
architectures Tne vSAF bIAS program S developing a ICECS) to a tactical nission aircraft The specific
common od lar reusable execut e computer program in objective was to deterna CECS ronfigurations which would
order somIrmie the COSt of execctiue software in future P, ede significant savings in fuel consumption and ''lo
avionics Systels, The key to the concept of a modular cycle Costs white maintainng stable lee tempeature
reusable executive Is the definit-on of the fun tional clean and dry envirt.nant fOe 1rtonlCs equipment
nodules orthin the ecutlt In. a rigily enforced Preliminary desigms wecr develupec for a positive
Interface betumee Irm funutroral modules An eeecutveo Ii displacement rotary caned err Lyvin cachne Syster hybrid
an avronics ape11atn con-sts of two cajor functions air/vapor cycle systen centriluga Freon CompresSor vapor
it) a bus COntrol for rreeactrng to a data transfer Cycle system and a tuecO-sachiery air cycle machine
edium and for controlling this eOiuh an (21 a local system Sistem charactoristrcs, details of design
control for ecuive functions ehich aro local to the performance enu rife cycle cost data care compared with On

Processing element A proposed hierarchical avicns rxistfng open ovp air cycle system The study showed that
architecture, and the executive corfiguratioe arc -CoseJ loop System configurations and close Avionic
functional m odule are Illustrated 81/00/00 82AI4681 temperature control resulted in substantial life cicle

cost savings
Qyfe ISE PAPER 81-ENAS-2 81/07/00 62At0890

UTTL Software documentation - Th lifeline of computer
programs

AUTh A N 5 H c/POTTS 0 it PAA /eneral Dynamcu
Corp , Pert aorstl TA) B/(ip Develofmoent Co Redwood
City, CA) In Digital Actonics Systems Coifereyce 4n, OTTL Aircraft/avionics aeonmental -tegretlen prygram
St Louis MO NOVember 17-19 tgI Colactio AUT A/HERMES P B/WAFFO6D J P0 B/(USAF aeronaut icl
Technical Papers iA'2-13451 03-04) 1ec norK American Systems Div - ergnt-Pattersoe AF8. Ot) In Life cyclw
tnstitute of eronautrcS and Astronautics. IoI p 0roblems and environmental technology, Proceedings Of the
181-187 Tenty-nioth Annual TechniCal Meeting Philadalpha pA.

ASS Guldelises for determining software documentation needs May 12-14, 1980 (A81-46476 22-38 1t Prospect., IL,
ar, .ethods o? implementation A rer preset ed TOp 'Cs Institute of Envirovental Sciences 1980 p 23-27dt d ts ormoatware id ocsnAbo Ohtrurties of USAF/Oercnavtrcal Systess Division read

discsse inludethepurose uf oftareoncuanst in, o alrorofs/auionrcs euvronmscsal integratron aro

doousntation types and Scope, toe use of software
O .Cumentation for eanagement coetrot, and a rectcenued relewed with emphasis on specficatlions and standards

doumentation procedure It is emphasized that good eing aeeloped to assist in acquIrIng equipaents and
.occ.entat ion provides hemerns for successful sotware systees -ri a cuss effectite manner The primary purposes

integration in present and futvre ircraft Of theo dovcents de (I) to retroduce new oalyses and

t Aec 81-22h5 01/00/00 82053476 traded. Studies in the early development phaes, (2) toprovided 'contractual basis for informal activities
prelvously accoep'Shad by the contractorS. And (3) to
-epiaco 0- supplement universl requirements cir

AUTH A ecNN -S 1 cRP P K PAA 8ne egreering appreaches tailored to SpecIfIc applcetions

Corp , Fort srsh 7u) In Digital Ovionros Systen /00/00 8A4480

Conferece, Aty, St Louis MO Noveeber 17-19. 1981
Collection of Technical Papers A82-13451 03-04) New
dOerk American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
1981, p 18 112 UTTL Aviorfcs thermat integration for the Boeing 767

A8S rsa develOpeepr of A MIL STDO750A compliant a rplane
microproraeor chip set fee use in digital ) c sl A/SLAtE, P L , B/LLQYD A j P PAA B/i8oeng
systems is presented Design constraints are ldantifred Conmercial Airplane Co .Benton. WA) In Life cycle
and a logical partitiontng o the Chip sat is defined problems and enurronentel technology. PrOceedIngs of the
Signal Itefacee are proposed, and potential physical Twenty-sixth Annual Technical Meeting Philadelphia P0
cosftgurat Ions for thB chIp set are presehted Toe cost oM Cay 12-14, 198o (AB-4B478 22-38) Mt PrOSpeCt IL.
isrsaturizatton is found to be Ign, although with user Institute of Enulroamertal Sciences i98o p Il- I
discretion In implementing the instruction Set ACS AtOn reference to Bcarno aircraft B-na? eec a--An onos

w wec www,,,iweiv Atti . cc muon 'c-p- Ilty used to iwyrove avionIC rellability and reduce maintenance
as possible, a IL-STO-1750A Ccmpli ant microprocessor Chip Costs by lowering Component operating temperatures are
SO with tAde user acceptance can be produced discussed Attention is g_ves the following coolIng

RPTI AIAA 81-22;3 8/00/00 82A13471 concepts (1) avionic cooling air exhausted overboard .
after cycling avionics. i2i avionic celieg air recooled
usig ran air, 03) aeronic ooinq atr recooled using air

1111 1vionics otnpentnt statdardizatron l The ke- to Cndlstoning syst and l4t euronro cooling ate recoded
catntatnability using skisnheat ecuhan~a A prototype avionic cooling

AcH A/MARTIN J PAA A/(lattonal Semcoon uctor Corp Santa Sytton for the 8-77 which empIos a skin seat exchanger
K Clara CA) In Digital AvioICs Systems Conference 41h, Is presented 80/00/00 81A46478
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OTTL AUSconiroIs and displays - A systems pprourh to AbS One Ultra Electroii Controls rault Identificetion MOdule

aionios subsystaet integration AS uTad in toe E letronic Engine Control Unit (Ecu) for
AUH /B ROW' G W /GA CGHt' 11 FAA 6/(USAI. AvICniCS 

t n ,Ch o

toe Olympus 53 engines of 
the Concorde Suprsonic

Laboratory Ai gOt-Patterson ACB Onio) In NAECUN 098 Transport Aircraft is Iscussad This Is eased on a CMS
Proomedings of the Nattonal AerospaOe and Ele atronios microproessor fci In power Connumptio n let tiia 3
Conferenne ayton Anno 

M

ey 20-2 1980 Volume 3 soca to be appli ed to a-issing units without redesign of

Aal-3022E 12-041 Naew nook Institute of Eleorical and power Supplies The nodule enmines outputs )f

Eleotronios Engineers 100 90. p m0*7-t06d esisting fault sonitoring Airuite and unOpares these with
Abs Tne increasing cotp~lexty of U S Aii aFore aircraft eattars-defined reference lacels Is snen getarsinas

tiissionrequirments and toe nessity for raoncin fios tois ano other signals te frui the ECA safety

avionic iife nycle cots sreuire a total systems approano oonsolidation Circuiti the engine Colitrol sobsystn whio
to future eionic sobsystes Integration T e Aigil is at fault This mod.le has been in service for clone to

unionios Information System Controls end Aispleys IC/TI is one year no. rd the sipact on rapid And enourate fault
an integrated sobsystes teat utilies specific pIlot diagnosis, eisiatior of prematore ECU removals And tnut
control pronedures ana cosnon 0005unication teconnoues to reduction of cost ownership of the ECU is discussed
aucosplish itualy all evionic functions cte the soe APTe ASME PAiER ft UT tag 01/03/00 e UA300A0

pilot C/0 nardware This paper discusses the systeM design

opproach needed oting eionics dcylopsent process to

euhee an Integrated C/O sabsystes Emoasis tin plced oi UTTL Avionic architectural standardization - Logistic
AteCtion bseten pilot procedures Mission operations, support perspective
and C/A sobsysten and related interfes Toe A/MASON R A/PARRIOTT L 0 PAA B/(TRW e'eise

reconfiguratton Capabilities, toe ease of Incorporating and Spse Systees Omp. Cedooo Oeach, Calif I In

nee a cionie functions and Other benefits deri ved fro Standardizaion in silitary ecionics systess arcnitecture

coton S/A hardware are also addressed FinAlly oritiuai Proceadings of toe Seelnar. Daytan Ohio Nooembe lb

issuce facieg C/A such o pilot workload acceptant- by 170 lugi-tase? 03-001 sea nook Institute of El etrial

the anionio norttnity of nea control and displun 
end Electionics Engineers. IAo . t9?. p 27-3d

teohno6es. daqree of display 0aiC coplenity and C/U ABS Toe adoent of digital teonnology. specifically enedded

areas aMenale to standardlzation arc exained 80/0/00 computer systems IECS) hes provided the imetus for rapid

8lA3S336 
growth in the SOphissication an cospleulty of airborne

inforttion processing functions Along aith the groomh in
av ion n o sy te s soph isticat ion 

, snre as been

UTTL Tailoring software logic to she needs Of toe pilot - corresponding Increase in their costs and a proliferation
C softeere designer's nigoteare of unique cuspaoter-esbedaed evlanic systass and

AUTH A/MURA j A/REISING FAA A/(System Consultants subsystems This onflu of enbedded computer nytas no,

.- Gc Dayto., 0"no) 8/(USCE El got ynasics Labor aory introduced a new approacf so fme sanageent and support Of

Crlges-Patterson AFB Onio) In NAECUN sa8 Prceedings avionics systens at air logistics centers This paper aill

of the National Aerospace and Electronis 
Conference describe tes aol00 support approco Tis paper takes a

aytOn Anio. kay 20-22. 900 Voluea 3 iA. -3022k i2-G4l oloser lOOk At the problem created by the raptd inftn of
Nee York Institute of Electical ano Electronins embedded coimputer systems moon cite their Uninue

Engineers Inc aG p 1052-bEC. architectures for current and planned ECS support systes

AbS Aigiial acionics and suitifonotinn displays and controls end toes refcts on several lessons eined and diSCUSSes

are Aeing Incorporated into aIrcraft Of toe Air force. 
uhere oth avionic aronitanioral standards and support

Na y and Ar e1 
w th increasingly gr te r freq ency ge of facility standards can elp re o e t e proliferation of

the key aspects in sheir anceptanoe end usefulness is ine sopyort Syctess 79/00/00 8tetJitlt

design of sne sottwar so that it SUppOrte the needs of

the user, speciically, 
the pilot by taioring the

software such that display forsats and tulttfnotion 
ATTL Cons analyses or avionins acqolSitito

cnntrol logic aro custos-designed to appropriate missiO, UH UTH 0/TOIEn E 1 F /CALO A A PAA A/(onalytiv

phases, a reduction in pilot workload is alco-pTishe d A SciAncen Corp beding Mass I In Annua Eel abity,

series of studies have bean conducted eoaeinlng this and Mainsainability Sysposiut has Frarcisco Calif

redun tiesn pilot JOokload by eMploying Tailored January 22-24 sA8 Proceedings 1A80-4030f 10"31 fNee
Cuitifunction Control Login versus stktndArd Aranoning York, Institute of Alectrical and Electronics Engineera

C o n t r o l L o g i n A s g f C a n t i m p r o v e e n t i p i l o n c , 
A9- 4 p 

0-d O

performanme has resulted fros the use 
of Tailored Logic IAS Te paper reports on te types of 

ost reliability nd

ioeer, in an era of ever inoreaslng software costs, the naintenance thadeoff studies of cost analys sA euired for

benefits to the pilot need to be aelghed against the costs foreulatig an affective acfisi tin strategy s usrple

of isplesenting this tainred softaare A1/0{) study results arc prnvioed, and a description oa oa study

gfA30335 
results are used o f ous on r t cal isues n t e

dIiacuston prograM Is provided Toe rellanilisy is found
to be a central factor but its Ult lease Affect On support

OTAL An analysis of the con-on kUlti-Mode Adr rogian costs is detereineo by otoer influences scn as ton

using the Stanaodiaton aluatos Program 
Structure and efficiency of the lOgistic support stye,

ATH /ToOAS U L A/J U PAA b/(USAF attention must be directed early in th. deyelopent v.ule

oright-Pat terson A , Ol 0no) In NAECcN ioe0 Proveedino to identifying support cnst di .ems a-thin afrinacrk

of t0e sat ona, aerospace end Electronics COnference, which aCcoodetes the actual equipment use and support
Tayson, Thio, May 20-22 1980 Voluse 2 lAi-30322 12-04) condsions Once the drivers are identified, cost control

Ne a ork Instit te Of Electrical nd E ectron is procedures in the form of warrant s and ve ri catCon

Engineers, Inc l9b0, p Ad.-Ad. t. ssing aionh focus us the prIncipal areas of conLern van

abs To. cost tispct of standard nat ion As aplied so Air rorce be Integrated into the acquisition plan 80/00/00

ovionic systess is aiscusse in tis paper Several iOfe AGA40311

cycle cost estimates vera made on the ASO Conson
Multi-Codr Radar Programe using tIc Standadizat ion
Evaluation Program (STEP model Costs for developtent UTTL Avionics and Control, te naogyatre n c

operation, ant support of C connon Istandardl raddi nystet A/SMT. R K PAA A/ MIcO U tenntitute ]o

are conpared 5 ih idke costs estisated for using and Astroea sautin. International Meeting and
-ndicidually oeveloped odar systess acrobs appliacable TetO ac Asa onu Glo al Th o 2 sg aaircruft5 STEP estic~atec project 1,fe cycle costs of TcnclOslyo ~blTczooy20 atmr

'I'd "ay d-8't80

uiQue radar syste s to be twice 
those Of a coTon ad r "td M Cn u - l o, 3 p

s8stee beslt0 are diSCusned in ferns of STEP runs d Aends ahlco il define ee state of the art in the

ASS costing estinates, and STEP mo0-l use I- described year 3200 for aeronautics avionics end controls are
emoaging In 1980 The prospectice of the last inree
decades of -lonics and controls developments opled el 5

toe correct techoological progress in very large scale
integration y ' LSIl) tioroelectronc circuis provide te

UTOL Auonuted nesoireents Aevelopment Systes OasIs for soc oroction of technology trends for the ytil

AUTh A/Mult. M $ GENN U S PeA B/(Mltre COrp 2000 The paper rev ices t t rends in broadly applicable

bedford. Mass I In NAECON hobo 2rceedings of the technologles as they will mpact the aeronautic vehicle
National Arokspace ded Electronics Conferen e Dayton specific tchnOlcgies daring the next two decades
co Cay 20-22. hA8 VOlume i 3A-4-3022b 12-041 Nsa OPTa slbA PAER 80-091g 80/05/0' 80A32889
Aork, Institute of Electrinel and Electronics Enginrs
Inc t98G. p 030-439

sTe utosated Aecuire-ents eveloptens Syste ... hm iAr s a UTTL Issues n avionics standardization
set of sotware tools saportico requirccen or tnc AUTh AICKER. a K PAA A/(USAP. Aeronautical Systems Sic
development activities of t e Air 

orce lectronics Sste n Cr g o-Patterso s A Oh io ) In Cna.r gnge 
o f t e d80 c.

dni ,ion ESO' program office for 
large Eeapons sstems 

Proceedings of the Third Agtal Avionics Systems

The activties are spefcati generationeeCo, r enference Part I 41d Tao - N .vember 6-0. .970

revision and analys5js Ao requiresents tracing ARDS 1A0e-J241? 12 001 see nook. Institute of Electrical and

functiona l r eP.alities include documnen neration n d Electronics Eng1 neers . n e - 197 0. p 240-243

naiev,.ance, comMent nanagecent, dcunent Aalysis end AbS The paper defines crterita for the selection of avIonIcs
remote tool interface APDS data include outli nes 

standardoat ion factors ahich take Into ecceons tho forces

standard pargnaphs standard terts and defI ntonrs ahic determIne toe productivity Of Standardleation These

checklists. goidelines, and specification samples factors inclue techo9ogic8l Maturity and architectural
g0/00/0o 81A3027b di ah''t,, tA I.Iui , iy fautur deals with Subsystem

here the eAjority Of eca.nts are itn A treeyar Cycle

of 'order of 
hag 

'itude' perfarance 
equ l'esint m. sA ee

reduction, or mechanization ceungas In 5U,0 cses

UTTL Using microprocessors in fault monitoring af standardization is not feasible, if the subsystem is

aircraft Aleptrosics architecturally interdependent nitO other subsystems witn

A Lsi u/eAeb. A PAO A/loltra Electronic Controls Ltd . complec interfaces and a cigo degree of sot are

L ear , G ngland) American oclety of Mechanical stendaraicatlon is moon tore 01ff colt teen n

Engineers, Gas Turbine Conference end ProOnols Shoe stand-lone subsystem w th Iplo In$terfa - 79/00/00
Houston Tee , Car 9-2. 1081, p P8 132430
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UTTL A comparison of computer architectures for the NASA UTTL F/A-18 Automatic Test Equipment
demonst-,t ion advanced avionics system AUTH A/MAJOR T U PAA A/(U 5 Naval Air System$ Command,

AUTH A/SEACUJcS C L , E/EAIIEV. D G C/LARSON, J C Washington. 0 C ) In AU'OTESTCON 179, Proceedings of
PAA C/Hoine well. Inc , Avionics iv iiieapvlis the International Automatic Testing Conference,
Mfnn I CORF Honeweli In Minnapolis N in Minneapolls, Mlnn , Septeeber 19-21. 1979 IAaS-29991
Cta1ilenge of the '80S Proceedings of the Tfhird Digital 11-59) New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Avionics Systems Confeievce, Fort Worth, Tel , Novenber Engineers, Inc , 1979 p 317-319

A A 179 (AoO-32a17 12-AC) "ee York Institute of , IS The development of the F/A-I8 Autom atc Test Equipment is
Elec Inca) avg [rd c tronics ingrars, Inc 1 1979, p gitassed Attention ts given to areae In whirh Cost
51-57 neduotlon techniques and lessoliS learned from past ATE

A0S Tn paper compolos computer arcihitecture for tre NASA programs nave been implemented Areas covered Include the
demonstration advanced avionics system Two vosputer F/A-t8A I LASS, the need for the ATE to be ship, shorA and

architectures are described 0 ith an unusual Approach to USPC van comeat, l systems ionitorling, Confidence
fault tolerance a Stngle spare processor can correct for testing performance testing. and Station maintenance end
faults In any of tne distrlboted processors by taking on repair Also covered are the Raer Test Station IETSI and
the role of A failed module It was shown the systes must the benefits of the colorgraphlc display, Which include
be used from a functionaI point of vie to properly apply the possibIlity for opeato currectIve action Improved
redundancy end achieve fault tolerance and ultia perator eficlincy reduced paper documentation currency
reliability Sate are presented on complecity nad mission of documentation and automatic test generation
f le prooabililty wnich show that the revised version 79/00/00 8OA30028
offers equl-alent miselon reliability at lower Cost as
measured by hardeare and Sftwra complexity 79/00/o

8oA32427 UTTL System EM - Tende0-les of a woridwide

sta.Curdeatlon end cooperation
A /TH 0/fADE S PSA a/(Mesermc3nmitt-Eoelkow-8l10m GmH.

UTTL Single cn~p custom LSI microcomputers for avionics Munich West Germany) In Electromagnottc cot attility
tctl u lons 1979 Proceedings of ctheThird Symposium and TercipCal

AT 0IIANTOASAI, AW PAA A/l8endi Corp Avionics Div Exhlbition Rotterdam, Netherlands May 1-3 199
Fort Lauderdale, Fig ) In Challenge of the 'dos (AO0-27753 10-32) Zurich. Eidgenoessisce Technisoha

ProceedIngs of the Third D Iital Avionics Systems HOhsChvle Zueich, 1979 p 485-490
Conference Fort Worth Tax November 68 1979 AcS She paper deals oith tee tendencies In uorldwide EMC
(A80-32417 12 0) New York., Institute of Eleotrical and standardleetion and cooperation Emphasis is placed on
Electronics Engineers, Inc , 1979 P 32-36 standardiZation of test methods Inoluding System analyses,

AES Tne paper disc Ses a single Chip Custom LS. micrcntem ntegration. prototype and pioduction Systems EMC
with fiexible arohitacture and a variaole instrvcticn sat problems in an international airport end military, aircraft
This device wem developed as an alternative to a full are outlined 79/00/00 80A27784
custom SI and its asmociated long lead time high
development cost end difficolties in hncrporativg

changes The mioiocomputer contains all the c'-r .ter UTTL An i tegrated multi-system approach to the support
olements similar 10 MOSTEA 3070 i t lb nvcn .. r of digitA avionics
efficIent, the hardoired logi can ba ir luded on the AUTH A/bOABIA, N I B/PAOSITT. 1 0 . of PAA A/(USAF,
chip and its costs Are vhdper than standard system Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson AFA, Oho), 0/(TRW
Implementations Software development can take place on Defense and Space Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif )
eistling systems using macroinstructlo s and call be fully In NAECON 1979, Proceedings of the National Aerospace and
debugged in 'is application system using a Smultor Electronicm Conferenue Deytor, Ohio Play t5-I7 1979
board 79/00/00 8OA32423 Volume 2 (A79-48590 21-0) Neow York, Institute of

Electrical and Elactronics Engineers. I nc 1979 p
644-6 49

UTTI Ovanvod vionic aruvitectures for the 1980's - A AS The paper esam "s existing avioic support facllity
software view configurations with respeot to intended as well as
AM/ORGAN L F PAA A/itOvhod California C. realized support capabilities A standard appi oach to the
Burhank Calif ) In Chaillnge of the 'o0v 

0

roceedings integration of digital avlonvm support faCilties t,
of -he Tlird Digital Avioycs Systems Confer.ce ForI disvvssed noting th.at responsive misson support and
Worth, Tm. November 6-8 1979 (A80-32417 12-061 New reduced life cycle cost smay reult The Classic Component
York Institute Of Electrlcal And Elotronics Engineers capabilitles Al the USOF'S Avionics Integratlon Suppor*
In. 1979 p 13-18 Facility (AISF) are eoamined for dynamic simulation
The caoer enamines advanced aviol S architectures vionies test and ir egration, offlme computation and
inclodli9 'disrb Outed' and 'hierarchal' w1th 0 flight test The advantages and disacvantagem of the
rentrallzed multiprocessor system at the apex It was present AISF approach are discussed noting the apmnse of
shown that the concept of distribted computers in the single system approach Attention is given to the
avionics has be.n carried too far and that the eventual first butlding block In the standrdlzed AISF approach
Impact of cheap-rel 'able digital hardoane in avionics -l10d the ynamfc Sinuulation system and anmanalysis Of
Software will ha the use of larger numbers of Cy and the three core elements. incluihg the simulation
.mory elements in dedlcate gang shared ilieraryhal proesor, Is presenteg 79/00/00 79A4847
architectures The eli digital ' haraoter and requiremnnts
for future avionics architectures wil1 lead to a
fly-before-specify policy using an eanly UTTL Potential effects of standardizatlon on avionics

total system-simulation approach Systems developm-nt software life-cycle cost
75/00/00 80A32420 00 ) A/SCHANE R N E/WILLIAMS J a , C/YACOWSKY M F

PAA O/lLolcon Inc . Oeyton, Chio). C/(UOSAF,

Aeronauticui Systems Din , right-Palterson Af. Ohl.)
UTT - A, international approh 0 range In NAECDN 1979 Proceedings of the National Aerospace and

t " - A i n a c V r Electronics Conference Dayton, Ohio May 15-il 1979
ins tumantation supportSoua2 07-go2-tIbocr. nsitef

AUTH 'iLUSTINI W I FAA AI(RCA MIS111e n Srce Pad, r Volumea2(AT9-4.I90 21-01) New York. jnstitute .,
07 v A nd Surfac et )ar Eleotrical ano Eleotronics Engineers, Inc 1979, p

Oo, ec.oeStoon, N I CA Engineer vol 25, Fb-a S-e
980 b 41-46

AOS It us noted thu reliable on-ioni operation .1 AAS Santitative models are developedi to eValicte thepeisin tr ng rad.rs ,S , S y A lemen t h supporting potentialffect, of standardization on avionics softwarep o Ing radas , a icylen ih s g ,life cyc cost Four candidato standaroizatton areas are

crItical missions on today's tar tlangas Srch radars are An -lI I age Itond:rdzatt Standard
located at various sites a 0 the r ohich ndard
ceylWicates the problem of keeping ties peerAtt1oi The cross-training of maintenance Personnel standard SFE

poper descres an interagency approach to tn prObiv, support hardware and software, and Standard Interfaces

the Wor dwide Engineoring and Logistics Support (WELS) Standardization-cost-savings models are defined relative

Program Attention is given to the rpe and oberation of to the baseline cost of a hypothetical non-standardaed
me program inuluding the di e.sty of range user avionics system The ,selle system Is defined to include
equireets and the engtneerng/teChnlcal Assstncenine subsystems each alto an ambadded COmputer and an
egvirent~ s andothe negdned ring/ l 80/03/00 an4operational flight program (O P) Life-oyole costs of the

baseline system are computed usieg a detailed

rule of-thumb model constructed as a composite of currbnt
cost data and models from the literature 79/00/00

UTTL ATE system CQuiStPon for E-3A sentry /AWACS/ 79A48637
00TH A/DUNCAN R 0 P /WILSON, J H , C/SCHELLENSAC Ri

R PAA A/((lSAF Electronic Systems Div , Bedford
Mass ), 0/lUSAF Waroer Roebins Ar Logistics Center UTTL AV"onIC, Computer maftware operation and support
Robins AFA A. ), C/ivpport System Associates. len ccvi estimation

Eurlinglto Mass ) In AUTOTESTCON '79 PruCedings of AUTH A/FERENS u V , 0/HAuRIS, P L PAA 8/(USAF. Avionics
the International Automatic Testing Conference, Laboratory Wright-Patterson AFE, Ohio) In NACCON 1979
nlneapolIs. Minn Septenber t19- I 1979 (A80-29991 Proceedirgl of the National Aerospace and EleCtronics
11-53) N",a for'. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Conference, Dayton Ohio, May ,5-17, 1979 Volume I

Engineers, Inc 1979, p 35-39 (A79-4g590 21'=1) See cOrk Institute of Electricel and
AfS Tee paper 'eshCrha the systems engineering ala manegement Electronics Figinaers, Inc g 1979. p 296-300

el 5ion$ for the support of she organic depot maintenance AS This paper doscribes manyn - 'I.r .- -

t -1 order Io provide availabe for predicting computer sOFtware oparational and
cost effective acavis1lon Of ATE, a listing is givol of support Costs end discusses the limitations Of doalleble
the alternatives and orgarm tions reiq-read to f-e an models and methods as usefl tools This paper also

overall pictre of the technical cpabIty and , otal dTscusses In detail toe Air Force Avtonics LaDoratory's
ownership cost of a pa-ticut-, ATE system Spelal Current effort to develop - model Put wil help the
AttentIon is given to ATE useful life re r rmanos, engineer or Cost analyst accurately predict operltlonal
efficiencle- and personnel skill ieoel The methudolog' and support Costs of avionics Systems computer coftware
employed in SUpport of the 0-3A miSSiOn avionics iS heing maltei. d at Air Force Air Logistics Centers

cohsIdered 79/00/00 80A30033 79/00/00 79A4t620
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UcTL ITCA standards - Improved specs and regulatons life cycle cost and perfortnce In Order to eeta SAC'S
AUTH 0/rUIHS W C PA A/IRadlo Tel cnicI COctssio for reqvirements he following features are necessary

Aeroneutis Washtington, D C ) In Annual Reliability improved radar resolution, rigs jammIng resistant triai
no Maintainablity Symposiu.m, Washington. D C denuary foil OwIng radar good radar performance in weatter radar
23-25 1979 Proceedings (e79-39876 i6-38) New Yok Icage freeze. Class I inertial system, icw altitude
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 1979. nratton, and reun .ancy for missien success
p 381-383 78/00/00 78A49990

AS The Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RICA)
decelops minimum performance standards for avionics and
teleo- iuniCations These staidards have been employed as lttL Life Cycle testing for avionics development
specifications by anufacturers end race also served s 05TH A/rHANCCK, R N PAA A/(Vought Corp . Dallas. Te )
te basts for goverrtent regulation of are aviation In sAECGN '77 Proceedings of the National Aerospace and
industry Subjects order consideration by RICA committees Electronics Confererc. Dayton. OiO. May 17-19 1977
during 1978 included ground procimity warning quipsest, (A78-15551 0-33) New York, Institute of Electrical and
emergency ocator transmitters, airborne Omega receivers Electronics Engineers. Inc. 1977. p 46-53
future cicil aciatior frequency spantarc requirements and ABS Tee paper re.eas recent DOD avisnics reliability
te role of mean-time-before-falure date in specifying mprcveent ectiolties in dawelopieg the roles Of
safety standards 79/00/00 79A39919 laboratory and flight testing, silth Aepasis on the

ip ortance of the iitegrated teat plan and Involvement of

.li effected egineering disciplines The status of DOD
UTTL Life cycle csting of sinuiated vs actual equipment test standards revisions is discussed and a general
for inter iediate maintenance training assessment is made of Ire effect of these revisions on

AuTH A/EGGEMEIER F T 5/OLEIN, G A PAA S/(USAF Human test procedures, facilities and costs It Is found
Resources Laboratory. Wright-Patterson AFR. Ohl.) In necessary louse various degrees of life vce event ano
Human Factors Society Annual W etling. 22nd. Detrot en.ionmental simulation when testing at 1he various
.Cch . October 16-19 1978 Proceedings (A79-120 09-S4) systems levels from piece parts to total system

Santa nerica. Calif Human Factors Society Inc 1978, 77/00/00 78AI5557

o 267-271
5 Initial results are presented of a tw-phane effort to

dayelop life sycle cost (LCC) estimetes of trainin UTTL Future aerospace digital signal processing concepts
equipment for F-1 avioncs ntermedate station AUTH A/HSUEH S f , B/VODIR W . C/aURKHARDT, P PAA
maintenance personnel This iitll Phase cam a C/)Gruean Aerospace Corp Sethpage N Y In
prelimlilary analysis of major coat factors diff.rntiating Computers in Aerospace Con en ue Los Angeles Calif
simulated and ectuei test equipment It was conducted to October 1-November 2 1977. COllection of Technical
provide an early estimate of the cost of a training Papers l(A7d-i251 02-59) see York. American Institute 0'
simulator and to decideif a mora detailed LCC study was Aeronautics arid AstrOnautics. Inc 1977 n 75-Ai
earranted Total estimted iS yeO comts fur simulated ABS T e paper attepts to Outline likely requirements for
equipment trainers were approimatey 90% less tram signal pro-essing In avionics in the future (up to 1985
comparable estimates for actual aqupment trainers and beyond) and to indicate some of the considerations
78/00/00 79Ai82i7 that will influence the design and performance of future

signal processing machines Emprasis is placed on
currently swccesslul techniques Which should be eploited

UTTL CITS - Tomorrow's test system today for multipurpose applications, and we the fact that a
uTH A/DERvSHIRE. K PAA A/Rockwell Interratlonal Corp nulticpi. se programmable signal processor is needed whc

.o. Angeles. Calif ) In Industry/"oiint Services meets th, full diversity of major aviomics applicatitns
Automatic Test Conference and Workshop on Advanced lest Fuvotionai modularity end software ooenality are
Technology Management. AcQuisitioni Support San D.go. recommendsed as areas of standardleation ehior wilT l ice
Calif April 3-7 1978, Proceedings (A79-16426 04 3d) for growth in device technology and theoretica
aaShIngton. D C National Security Industrial deelo ents
AssOciation, 1979. p i2 1li4 RPTe AOA 77-1389 77/00/00 78A12661

AS The Central Integrated Test System (CiTS) developed for
the 8-1 aircraft, allows the B-i to meet the requirements
of self-sufficiency and flight hours to mainterance of an UTTL A new avionics tiermal control Concept
advanced aircraft ClT continuously ronitors all aircratt AUTH A/TOKEN. K H AA /(/MOonnell Aircraft Cs St
subsystems in flight and on the ground and performs fault LouIs. .O ) ASME SAE. AIAA ASA. aird AICME.
isletion to the LRU level Maintenance is ccmplsnhed Intersocietv Conference on Environmental Systems 7th, San
inrough the use of CITS-supplied failure data and system Francisco, Ca i duly " -14, 977. ASE 10 p
Operatlon is verified through Ite use of ClTt aCti-e ABS Tee ,se of more efficient tnermal control techiiiques for
ground tests 78/00/00 79At6431 cool)ig avnic systems on fighter aircraft can reduce

avionic feilure rates and aircraft welgnt penalties due to

cooing mystems Tnus. significant economic benefits in
UTTL Advanced tehnology impct upon AT self test initial aircraft purchase cost and in reduced Co0t of

0.Ti A/YOUNG W PAA A/)endo Coip Test Systems Oiv ownersrip may 0. possible in addition to Increasing tne
Teterboro N 0 ) In AUTOTESTCON '77, Symiposium dependabiIity of Increasingly important avionic systems
iyannis, Mass , November 2-4 1977 (ecora (A79-12301 Thni paper describes e eet Pipe-lquid cooling concept
02-33) see YOrk. Institute Of Electricel and Electronics for avionic system cooling erich axhibits sigher thermal
Engineers, 100. 1977 p 72-77 efficiency than currently used cooling techniques the new

ASS Tre paper eamines the opurtunitlem afforded to ATE heet pipe cooling concept 0. loa higher temperature
self-test by the use of sicroprocessors and LI Current coolants to maintain avionic components at lower operating
self-test concepts are briefly eamined in terms of temperature, thereby increasing avionic teiaitlty and
inherent ampguties testability, end the need for reducng aircraft eiht penalties incurred by the reling
accessory test equipment The concept of using intelligent system Key technical developments required for the
instruments elong wIt comipact diagnostic module testers implementation gf the new cooling technique are
within tee framework of e large ATE system is treated as a identified Mesured thermel performance for small reat
viable cost-affective approach to current ATE self-test pipes Which mere deelced for the nee coaling system are
problems 77/00/00 79A12306 presented

OPTa ASM PAPER 77-ENAS-14 77/07/00 77A46855

UtTL Support systems aor adanred military electronics
AUTI A/KENNEY, . W PAA A/(Genersi Dynamcs Corp Fort

wortr. Tao - In AUTOTEOSTCON '77 Symposium, Hvannis UTTL Avionic power supplies - Integrity aspects
Mas Novemer 2-4 1977. Record 1A79-12g1 02-331 New AUTv A/BOITNELL C PAA A/(Civil Aviation Autnority, London
York. Institute of Electrical and ElectroniCs Engineers, England) In Synpusium on Avionirs vers-s Electrics -
Inc .1977 p 64-71 Wn Should Determine Future PoeerSupples, Londun

ASS Te paper eamines some of the ways in which support England March 15, 1977 Proceedings (A77-2858 17-071
systems are likely to change To keep in step cith ne London, Oyal AercnautLal SOCley 1977 14 p
avionics approaches It is fwund that those factors endh ABS Present-day airworthiness regulations are considered
wIll Probsely have the greatest irflwanc. on ATE support sufficient to facilitate isa eri'ticetos Of the g eat
systems are improved reliability, total Igital designs, majority of ne and projected avionic systems and their
standardleation of prosessor,. software .,,, systems electrical ower supplies However. dOItIlonl
operation monitorIng, and on-stton SR (Shop -eplaceable requirements appear to be needed to allow the
Unit) operations Of lesser imortance are Moepts soon certification of thcoe new types of high Integrity system
as dynamic reconfiguration and redundancy 77/00/0 which are requ.red throughout flight and where a common
79A12305 mode fault affecting either the System hardware or

sof twar woul d have haZardous conseuences Th solution
,s likely to be a procedural one, involving the careful

UTTL An analytical method of defining low life cycle cost development and rigorous applcation of hew requirements
avionics writtan in terms of essential design feArtues an

AuTt A/RLOXON. W 0 - 8/KENNEDY C 0 PAA A/(Boeing procedures 77/00/00 77A38463
Wichita Cs , Wichta Kan , /(USAF Aeronautical
Systems Div Wright-Patterson A"'. Ohio) In NAELN
'70, Proceedings of the Netionel Aerospace and Electronics

Confarere Daton Ohio Ay to-t t SO'.nw 2 AilL ire Electrasicelpy agile Radar's 'balanced design',
(A78-49A51 22-04) Nee York. Institute of Electlical and and its importance to life cycle cost
Electronics Engineers. Inc . 1978 p 1222-1224 AUTH A/MUKAI, D M . 8/ATIINSON. e E PA A/(USAF

ASS The present stdy provldes a basis for defining a Avionics Laboratory. Wrght -Pattersn AFR Ohio). ,
moderniaea s'rategic avionics system to meet the improved S/leeStinghouse Defense and Electronic Systems Center
perfOrsance and reduced operation and eaintenance coste to Baltimore. Md ) In NAECON '76. Proceedings of the
su pport strategic operational requirements In the 1980S National Aerospace and Electronics Conference., Dayton
The analysis shows that a dramatic cost effectiveness Ohio. Cay 18-20. 1976 (A77-37352 17-33) Now York
improvmoent can be achieved over the baseline end that Instit.te of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Inc
current techeology will support the guide requirements for 1976. p 379-386
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ADS The Electronically Agile Radar (EAR) Is being dhlgnied to UTTL A Crit'que on third generation ATE Oxperience
be cospatable with the A-I 6 52 or FB-111 weapi s AUTH A/WILLIAMSCN, P H PAA Al/Coneral DynamIcS Corp
systems It was decided to ose an EAR design philosophy Electronics Dtv San Diego Cal if I II Automatic

which balanced cverali re remont tsuch as perfornanue Support Systes SympOs ins for Aduanc. Mantolnahli
rel tolti

0  
nat al ty lat Westbur. N Y October 28-30, 1975 Conference Record

Survabtlety/u1neraDity. anj cost in Uch a way as to (A76-45601 23-62) Nea York, Institute of EleotriCal and

minimiae the oveali EAR life Cycle CSt The oblectlva of Eiectronict Engneert, Inc 1975 p 223-226
this .eIancd aes gn concept Is the eliitnation of the ADS A thira generat ion ATE the Hybrid AutomatiC Test Syste

tendency Of one reqi resent to drice mv e rxdar dasig ta IHATSi Ss based on tie us of uniersal

an unacceptable cost 76/00/00 77A37402 stimolus/ easurement techniques and minicomputer softwaie

to reduce the amount .f station hardware., the Abe of a
programmable interface to redoce the number and Complexity

UTTL Increasing system reliability with BITE Of adapt ers requirea, and the u5e of an English-like
0000 A/PLICE, W A * /Honeoceli Inc St LOUS Park programintng ltnguae whci permits tO-linl program

lMon I In NAECON '76 Proceedinq of the NaPtota generation and debug The experienne with nine IiATS

Aerospace ana Electronics Confireoce, Dayton, aoi. Mdy currently used for Test Program Set (TS1 a.eeIcpment
18-20 1976 (A7?-37352 17-33) New York Institute of shows that the on-stat ion time required to debug a program

Electricel and ElectroniCs Engineers Ic 1976 p has been appreciably reduced by on-line programming and
208-214 that interdctive prwgraiing has reduced the develoiPn

ADS The paper revlews the basic concepts of onboard testting ot rosts of TPS The problem of an excessive relay failure

antoncs with BuIlt-In-Test Equipment (BITE) and considers rate durng HATS aecelopteti was soloed by developing 0

the effects onboard test capability on system dynafic screening test for relays aed proalding self-test

rel'abtility A central onboard test System concept is software to isolate the fatled elay 75/00/0o

discussed and an adaptive modelIng concept is introdoced 76045631
ehich offers potential for increased testing capability at
reduced cost in a cormputer-based avionics system

76/00/00 77037380 UTTL Techniques for achieving o cost trapdoon

naY t ,dt on

ATH A/GILMORE, j P B/MCKERN B A C/MASPF H PAA

TTL SEM - AUliding block for optimied avioniOs Cost C/(Charles Stark Draper LabOratory low , Camnidge

OATh A/STOLEI, A 0 PA0 O/leestimghoase Defense anr Mass ) In INTEBCDN 75 International Conoention and

Electronto Systes Center. Baltimore, ad I In NAECON EApositio, New Hork. N H - April 0-10. 1975, ConfO ence

'76. Proceedings of the National Aerospace and Electronics decord (A76-tte26 02-331 New YOre Inst tute of

Conference 0tyson OhiO. lay 18-20 1976 (A77-37352 Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc , 1975 p 1

17-32) New York Institose of Eletricl and Electioni-s 25/3-4 35/3
Engineors Inc 76 p 1-S7 AS Accurate, reliable and less vulnerable radio naoigation

ASS The Oct' ies of the progam to develop a Standard systems lGPS. OMEGA DeE and LDIAN) he been forecast for
Electronic Modole SEMI for avonics are to reduce the early 196S This radio navigation capabttty permis

eoquisitiom aed meinsemance Costs and to .epooe a retormation of the 1N inpie.nemtation 'equrements from
relabtlity and availability of -eplacement parts those of stana-elone novigation to teat of high-bandatath

Assentto is gloom to weaor stardardlzation is practical aiding of the radio navigator Use of low cost 55,apdol n

in aviom-os anplications and what Should the technodogy im this ppioaetion area cecomes cent

standardieasion be It s concluded that there are no aitrectice Modularity Concepts 1n both hardare and

terhnical obstacl's for a siccesful SEM once proper hofiware are presemted as e basis fcr echieving suc a Ice

tr/enties are prontoed 76/0O/OS 77A37309 Cast goal This paper present1 a detailed system Concept

Showing how to implement a strapaden System in the

high-bandwidth aiding problem ond hOw tO integrate all of

ATTL A marketplace approach to miliary avionics lye conventional Inertiel-a'Ionics subsystems into a
standerdleaAon unified strapaown system 75/00/00 76Alf842

AUHA/SM/TH,. C N 0 P00 A/IArnc noeseercn Corp

Annapolis Md ) In NAECON '76 Proceedings of the

National Aerospace and Electronics Conference Dayton UTTL Mantan tIlIty payoffs durling OOnB0-system test -
Ohio, hay 10-20 t976 1077-37352 17-33) Nea Horo 100 calue of appropratl testing
Institute of lectriwal and ElectronIcs Engineers Inn ATH A/NELSON, a PA 0/Ine Corp asmington, 0 C I
1976 p 33-4t In Annual Reliablity and Maintrability SympOst

000 This paper ecplores the nosmercial practices widely used 
ashington 0 C January 28-30 t975 Prouwedings

soda Dy the airlines 7ndostrn 5o decelop effeottue 1010-44202 22-381 sea Honk Institute of leCtr c l and

alonich specificatiors ing hiqh-Quality hardware Electron CS Engineers, ho 1975. p 26-2 t

Principal among these practices is the Atrlsnnwselectronic ADS A sunary of lessons learned from a decade of epenience

Engineerlng Coemttee'5 open forum process, the use of in eaInIng developmwntal and operational field tests of

tor fit, aid function spewitcotions the use of aircraft weapon systems is presented An approach to
marketplace forces tie appication of wa as and reconcile design-so-cost and life-cycle cost in 5he

data exhange wtn tIle Avionics Mainiwnonce Conference conseat of meintdinability payoffs during twapon-sysit m

It describes some of the sa) , elements of these practices test is discused 75/00/00 7A44204
and ews ores their potential impact on competition
profit reliabilty, aIrse!nablIlty and life-cycle
costs The possible applIcatioI of commercial vlonltu

adonisition processes to the military environment is UITL Lessons leatned through a 4IL-STP-t553 time division

reede 76/00/00 77A373b8 multiplec bus
0010A/LOOSE E P P0A C/(Mitre Corp Bedford, Mass )

In NOECON '75, Proceedings of she Naional Aerospace and

0UT Tile reliability and costs of D) tuinic equipment Eiectronics Conference, Dayton, Ohio dune 10-12, 1975

A/0001T, P A PY. 0/leAP London, England) In (075-37623 18-01) No, York Institute of Electrical nd
Symposium on Equipment and Systems Destgn for Minimum Cost Electronics Engiceers, I nc 1975 p 634-B4t

of Ownership London, England March 16, 1976 AS an experieentel time dinision eultiplew bue derigned and

Proceedings (A77-22751 0883) London. Royal Aeronuticdi bulit in accordanCe in the MIL-STD 1553 standat IS
Society 1970 t3 p n DIscussion, p 01-00 descoribed It consists of a Controler bus controller

ASS Relal01ty and mainitinabiiity requlrements as related to intelrface unit transmissIon medIum and two remote

the Ownership Costs of RAP avionic equipmnt are termieals A new design feature Is tie Abe of

giscused Particular attention is given to cOSt Savings microproCessor for timing And control functiono in one of

from improved reliability of air.raft o Savings fr om the remote terminalS The discuston Coers the spectrum

improved reliability In evlonl systems, and to of the signals found on the bus tr"nsist ion meaIum
maIntainebility actions to reduce Coat It I moggettd so haclracteristis, the partitionIng of a remote termnal

reduce the increasing dominance of maintenance COSTS, the microprocessor is the Subsystem interface u't signal

which would remult In freeing funds for the cont inue cOnbdittoning at the subsystem interface. and cendidate
purchase of foe, equipment 76/00/00 77A22752 areas for furt r incestilatlos 75/00/0 70A37705

UTTL EMP hardeinlg Of eircraft by closing the

ponts-of-entry UTTL Beliebility end the cost of ownership
AUTH A/MORGAN, 0 E PAA A/(Roc' aell InternatiOnal Corp , ATH A/POCRTB. I H P00 A/IBnitISh Airways, Ltd . Luton

Anaheim, Calif ) In Inter ational Symposium on Airport. Beds . EgIand) II Syl posI.. on the

Electromagnetic Com pat itilty. San Antonio. Tex October ApplicatIon of Electrical Contrw1 to Arcobft Propulsion

7-9, 1 975. Recrd (a77-tA 4t 04-32) New York, Institute Systems, London, England, February 20. 21 1974,
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc 1975, p Proceedings (A74-43201 22-28) London Royal Aeronautical

3A118-30A1Ie Soolety, 1974 a p

ABS EM
0 

(elecitromagoetic pulse) coples radio frequency energy ASS The present work discusss in general terms tom of the

into aircraft cables by a series of interactions Wtoth e problems arising in the maintesance Hf lCraft and
total system In a series of trade studies it owe suggests guidelines for toe disciplines of rel lability and
concIided that to harden the C-130 aircraft against EMP, maintenance control Aft Certificetion of aircraft I
it could be most cost effect ice to begin by cloetno tiij IS vital that feedback of opeatore eaherience and modes

points at mosey into the fuselage Is was indicated that of fai r hI hd focyimlw IhT. . 0ee Os ...... t-
0v, fwd til greatest Benefit is .pvlI nng system of recording enelvaing. and reducing information

herdeesm oin the least effect on cost, weigt, 0to data Route faults iocetion must D0 expeditious, and

reliability, and atintenabllilty A detailed invesigation diaqnesis within the capability of the Aoerege

wet begun to Identify all the points of entry on the maintenance man Because of toe many interfaces of
C-130. and to denise Ways to close them This paper components and systems, system Interrogation is required
presents preliminary reslts of tshi isnvestgatton rather than Cecks on individual boxes 74/00/00
7t/

0 0
/
0 0  

77A15408 74A43208
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UTTL The role of electronic displays in futur a onic h ghig t ng some Of the and

MKNA.TI 11 M' K.aA1 "L it/ATHW. is gi'ven 87/12/O a823

11. Cw(FIrant lITd ,. I l nwo LitmnC I , 111and 1n

The foture Of electronic displays. Proceedings of tue

J.o nt Syjposium. London. ngland ieorully.1972 1TTL AvionI s acisition trends and future approaches

(A72-32631 15-02) LOndon,. oyal Aeronautical SocIti AUO. A cbL 8RAE RONALO P CORP eronautti Systems Div
1972 13 p wright-Patterson Af8. OH CSS (Chitora t: of Av on"Is

A S sculssion of the state of art, and of present and icicle Enginearing ) In AGARD Fiignt cehivia Oevaloant Time

in eleotrono displays, a ssesseent their and Cost Radutioc i p (SEE N8_-20173 12-8l)

.,pan. on potential In avionics svsteI s An effort is made OS One crrent and futcre dirovilon of then S Ir ore
o achieve a perspective in nich electronic display avinnios is discussed Whiis toie paper discusses primarily

technology is related to other technologies aihch have a tactical aIrcraft avionics the findongs and conclusions

b on its Admin in real .ystems SoeciaI attention are applicable across USAF systems The peper covers toe

to coputer dricen displays, or displays used in aquisition s ethodolcgv tro baCkground and trends of
systems based on digital data eachange 72/C0/00 avionics and futuie approaches The bsitc inflienvs are
72A32635 operational needs. -velability Survivability, available

te Chn)ology cost and -Checlu le T he ch. 1)-,ne is to
provide e ffective avionlics on a ugt conStrained world

UTTL ACOrlsioin and recording an AMX A/C Aeritalia TO accompIl.h ti rquires eriphas1 00 proiaiig

eaperienue and present trends performance to counter the threat,. fleniblity for diveisa

AUTH A/CATTUNAR S CORP Aritalia S p 0 Turin Iltaly) use and .. Sri, cost and schedule realism, and systes

CSS lPlght lest beceloment ) Presented at the capable of being upgiaded through planned groati os the

Eucopea Telemetry Conference All- Provence. France threat changes It has been shon that the 5t 10 parvent

An hnr17 mpro emen In performnr, can increase toe cost 20 to 5

ab oeperimentation to the OUS 1552 as toe evtive link for percent therefore, sufficient and no best perforrance

all avionic navigation and armament equipment In an AM should ce te goal ahile initial acquisition cost Is of

prototype A03 aircraft Is described The systel allcs for concern, life cycle rost is even more important TO keep

acoulmition af 256 parameterm from transcar and analv life cycle costs down and have n effective system during

sources le. different acalslion teorniques throug a combat, maintenance concepbs need serious mttentlv i 0
PCM Ipulse code modlation) acqaisitiom system and accomplish these obThctives te discrete avtoncsusteis

directly on a mat 'ic tape recorder ea aseg Ore vf the past ust be replaced cub integ atl avionivi
resue of the eaperimentation helped In developing a unit responsive to crew needs increasitn threats anOld fIsl
allowing for considerable savings in track usage constraints yufare seeds Wil

1 

cause continued inCreas

PPTI ETN-89-95217 87/00/00 90012598 .m avionics cst The use of new techtnoog'es new
avionics system Integration archtecture techniques

use of comon hardware nodular and reusable software and
UTTL The b-la sentral integrated test system epert improving toe environmelt ininCh the aon v icS t
parameter system oerale can co irol trhe I fe cycle cost of avi.ms nwle

AUTH A/MONIGOCEPR. GERARD I CORP Air force aright meeting needs of future systems 87/09/00 88N20184

AeronautiCal Labs W aI ght-P. itartan ea On In
Colorado Unlv , Proceedings of the Air Forve Workshop on

Artifirial IntelligenCe Applications for Integrated UTTI an evalution of perceptios of form fit f ontin
Diagnostics p 38-'r (SEE Ngd-1e0 06-62) Fl) stendardiaction on the Standard Iveili.V NavigatIOn

ASS The 8-1, Central Inteoeteg lest System (CITSI provides , Uni 15T INU) program
ccmprehenSiu. on aircraft diagnostic capability and iUTH AiROSENSIEEL. THOMAS F COOP Air Force Inst of Tech
records approimteely 9.6oo p.rameters the B-lb CIOS Tr ght-Patersan AF, On vSS (SChool of Systems and

Expert Parameter Syste (CEPS) is an initiative in inpruve LOgist 0c I
BIb diagnostic capaotilitles hy applying expert systel ano ASS This study comprei parveli lolis On F3 standrdiatl-n by
data analysis teohniques to the in-flight recorded data the Avionics Sta .doataatton AcouisitiO on Crinity and too
The manner in which CEPS enhances 0-lb on and off airyreft doer Ovionics5Sineardleotion Aciusition conieani'y
diagnostic capabilities and reduces false alarm, can not focusig on tie 51 Iso Program and the subset the two
auplicate and re-test okay a-currences "li be pieseoted acquilition conmuolties which corked with e 00 I1NU
The CEPS capabilities ciii le discussed and an overview of Progra A Survey addressed perception on te eifec of
the accorpliShsents and status of the CEPS program cill be F" sendeloleation nii acquisition cosits 10gisCs support
given Tls paper w illustrate the applitcabilit f tie costs mission availablity tom inertial industrial 005e

8-lb COPS concepts to airer elisting and future ceapyn new tecinology insertion reliability and achieving
mystes The ability o reduC fture ceapon system Program Management Directive Ojectives, %ra costs and
built-In to Cu re eira nts throuqh the use of on-a rcraft be'efts of Ft stanidaroiation ang whether or not t00
expert systems ciii be discussed log nito tie need for benefits cutweighed the cysts. etc The Mvi often
a groud based diagnostic system 87/07/00 8N14763 ontoned henef its ereredued Icgistics support cots

increased force readiness and reduced auuisitivo casts

The most often meitioned costs were constant cool iguratin
UTTL Design for intarperabIity interchangeatbiityl changes., ncre-ad integrotion Costs and noerous

AUTII A/KGNOMOS, GEORCE CORP Air Force rIlght Aeronoutllal aircraft interface invuirements Ibout nal the arvey
Labs Wright-Patterson AF 0H in AGARo, The Desigo, part riponts recommended standardaing at a Ioar level

Oevelment end Testiisg of Comple Avionics S Mstens S p 0 -modalar standaidiaetion for bot the ring laSer

(SEE N88-2377 17-06) gyro ale the neat generation STD INU Prog-ams
ASS Interopernbility of the various elements used In a sysIS P AP-Al 955 AFIT/-Ga M/SC/LS/870-I 07/12/00 88NI9446

is the design property whith all.-s the Intermnng of

elements from various sources (manufaclures) btout any
impact -t the performance of the system or the operational UTT Supportability in aiicraft Systems through

hardwere Here. the line replaceable module approach IS trichnoIogy n a cquistIon strategy applications
discussed This is c new approach to avionics ,here a ATH A/HALEY, DEBRA L CORP Air Force Innt of Tech
processor module iS a 6 inch by 6 Pnc piag-ln board l Wright-Paltermon cFB, Od CSS (Schoo of Systems and

processing poer many times higher than that of older line Logistics
replaceable oh8t 07/12/00 88N23 O AbS One importance of nigh reliability systems in Ins national

defense strategy of force muliplier is pararount

Curremly, thm aIr Force has adopted Rl' labilty and
Maiaininability lRbe) 2000 as a eanagemeit policy 10

UTTL Oeeelv0mant And testing of a predictive methodology achi.eve high reliablitties However ther are a a methuos

for opn miai on of man-naChile Interface in future being implemented which can improve the meas-res of

aviollcs systems relibIity One method amed alto success by satellite
cdUii e/PAKS. ROGER E CORP Teitroi Bell helicopter Fort systems is the use of expensive but highly reliable clas

Worth, Tv 05S Ibdvanced Human Factors System decgn ) o electronic partm as opposed to ohe class 8 parts used in
in AGA, T. e Designm. Oecelopnent and Testlirg of Complex avionics aco ground electronic systes A method for
AyiOnC SyStems 9 p (SFE N88-2376 f7-d') eerm-dng the Mprovement of cytems' Mean Time Between

ASS The irend toard increasing cocPleoty an Cost in Faiure (MTF) was developed Additionally the impact Of

emerging avionic Systems driven by requirements for Improved ryvtam MTF along vit higher acquisition Costs
increased fanctional capability has created a need for a as a reslt oF using class S parts as analyzed in a life
predictive analytice riethOdology Which accurately cycle cost mOdel Resuts obtained in tnis research
forecasts system performance early in the design process. Indi1ote that class S parts have the potential of

end treats the human operator and Ira eqaipnent s 0 tully significantly Increase MIF anile ocaily locering life
integrated san-machne syte A methodology that meets cycle coStS Reoms endations for folow-on research are

these needs has been developed and vallooted by 6e1 I given

Helicopter Tectron The process Is being use- to p-cuba RPT AD-A186465 AFIT/GLM/LSM/8?S-30 87/09/00 88N15759

early, accurate avioncs system characteniation. tpereby

reducing design costs 87/12/00 88N23780

UTL Design principles end practices for inplesertetion
of MIL ID-IlO7 in aircraft and stores

UTTL A structured approach to weapon system design AUTH A/LAUTNER, D 0 . B/MAREK. A J . C/ORUM W M

A000 a/MaLLEY M a /JEWELL N T . C/SMiTH R A C D/fERNANEZ R R CORP LTV Msiles and Electronics

CP RP Sritish Ceroscs At rcraft Grou Preton IF I lnn Dau 0 r11- "y C"0 ISSIles Dv II

CSS (Cilitary Aircraft Dv ) In AGARc. The Pesign ooS One trends in eapn system desigos (aircraft end storesi
Oeuelop et and lasting oI Comple Avionics Systems 12 p has resalted in a gracing concern over the general

(SEE N-23767 17-06) prolifeiation of eircraFu-o-1stoe electrical Interfacing
ASS A structured approach to tie design of highly Integrated requirements and the resulting high cost tO achieve

weapon systems of the faturs is described Ohseapprooch interop rability betceen aircraft and stores MIL-PSTD-170
Was used in the design of the avionics system for the UK eas pr-pared to reduce the alrcrafl/to e electrical
Experisental aircrAft Program (CAP) demonstrator aircraft integration problem by apeCIFying a standard electrical

brief descripticvm are given of the CAP systems, she main interface between aircraft and stores The standard
systes desIgn tools used. the aCtIvIties carried out electrical interface is based oie eonlid trends in

during the systems design process and the management and store manogemeit Systems which use ,s. 01 digtal
control procedures adOpted A series vi observations traIsmission for control, monitor, end release of stores
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This ropo. t deals o ,Ih the irt oropabIit yrogiiroets Spocification 101) categorles of auto flight

as dea ie in M I -I-O and is Intended to bc anaicooui tns ditng o rodng odniaictunoe r edin an tooting t. e iuironnt fo .t as coi asfaas s an 'cupes for each'piece o
ouricot and future weapon Sst1its In geea ti reor eguipment the fol lacin -nforitoio seehl coon call ltd
provides tno follocing (I) Anorvc of f-__ t' c SIll 1760 teonnival specification prcr10 to h 1n stanard6 oidcrreiirnni vlubion .1. l-ui. giuch provsins121aor010 Spciiato tO i 00 d sefvuirn

Deai dsin onidraions Appliicable to th Oictf adls ,,oo p hii umei In additioo to this epoit the
S i on 0 1 Incv AS01 c) Orar c'g cos1er ti sdta is avilabiecl in edohino readatia fom compatible with
applicable to t he Mision Store Interfaco eS~ d1 () the lest porsona acc te with 0 eae oo Data aae
OirnraIft/Storo Physai Des go ConsiderationS) p aegeoent Shsfen
w.. miontaro on the rirem-entS in OIL-SO 1760 0010 OD-AiS2diS rAO-OrO-dS-4 8S/Of/OS 051N270S63

aRoT 03-Af&gl2s OPPT- 3.-62t1t0 6R-r12g 87 /06/00 g8NIO027

011k hoo . aspoots of you to design vost-otffective flight

'THUTL Aicateecrm ai Iotaiilt onrol systems
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ABS Current standardzation levels in suc, prograns as 'he UTTL Options and opportunities for standards A
F-i1 ara provlding cenefitsoi poductivity and groth NATO/AGAPD vleepoInt
that have neen signifoant in the Success of that program AUTH A/SHEPHERD, d T, B/URBAN. L i CORP Maroon,
The evor-increasing drloe to pa, ioiaaiic. Sal use AviOnios Ltd ROuneetef (England) Proo held In

systens and diverse eapons has heavily taeoourrontS Dayton Oho, 35 Nov - 2 Dec ig82 to 5A PrOc Papers
avionno resources In adoi 

t
Ion te duta transfei of the 2nd AFSC Avionis Sta Cool VOt 2 p ad3-8S9

requliMent is cop icated by tre high speed data flow (SEE N84-it165 21-06)

toot nodern concuters Boon feed an an produce by Multiple IRS This paper presents a Summary of tha findings Of AGARD
source-mutiple destination video distribution WOrking Group 06 This orking group was established to
requiremnt, tne need to self-test the systes to Iooi consider Distributed t4icro Processor Ap lication to
leove ond the desire to dynanicaliy rehnfigure Iron a Guidance B Control Systems The results of this study are
failvre lortunoteiy the technology to achieve solutiov presentsd In AGARO ARI18 One of the areas considered by
to these now proieons Is evolviig In the VSIC and fioer th. corkirg group as optioh and oppOrtunlties for
optics -ogran o that it is possible to ieaichltectuie standards and it is this orea that is otig considered in
the system at the module level as opposed to the LOU this paper It shOla Be ephateed that this doument is
level Module level staydardiadtion around a small huhei not intended to sugast seftnitive otandards or even to
Of types allows a large number of systeM level stato categorical ly that any given standard shoui he

cohina tiove whICle oni vng econodlas of scale at th daveloped Bather ts intention s so foctus oteition upon

nodule level The Usal cejeotion to etendardiation Iat tne need for standards and to point cnt areas where
it fieeaee innovat on is aoided by technology opportunities eist for ntiiardieation Os all Ba seen
transparPncy provisiOns while at the sans time the fro thc pecidus sections in this repoit there is a vast
Objection that stavdvraieotlin osoleteS the prosent i proliferation in i Sardwae and eofteare When syste s are

avuided by downward conpa tihility ProvtsIOns candidates deaeloped thay often piodoce unique haraeare and software

for standardica tion in his approach incuo bus such as operating systets., secutives high level

"itei faces the systen network nodules an races languages eto Sinoa the life cycle of airoreft nysiens

OPTC AD P003584 82/11/DO 84N3ti89 is at least twenty years fran concePt on. it could be as

much as thirty years after the iritlel design Before the
systes- are fie'liy phased out Thts sakes It Iost

Tispossiele to imantain avionic systems is the later parts
005t-hffeotioe ariehics of their life cycle

AUTH A/STRAUB, f C COOP Arinic Research Corp Annapolis apta A-P O(377 02/ft/CO B4N3118
MO Prcv halo in Dayton Ohio, 30 Nov - 2 De_ t982
In AS Proc Papers 0i the 2n. AFSC Avionics Sta Cfnt

Voi 2 p 927-945 (SEE NB- i bS ,f-S6) UTTL Concepts for LHX avionics
ABS ThiS paper reports an ARINC Research Corporatwoi cork in AUTS A/SMIiH R H CORP Army Aviation Center, Fort Rucker,

deceloping end evaluating softeare acquisitIon AL Proc hald in Dayton, Ohio 30 Nov - 2 Dec 1982
alternatices for tha USAF'. Multi-Mode RaOar progran I I A Proc Papers of the 2ncd AFSC Avionics Std Cont
(since rened the Multi-Role Rada- (MR) Progran) Vol 2 p 815-819 (SEE 34-31165 21-0)
Although the paper reflects wrk aacoFplshed for that ABS LS l is the acrocys for a faily a) light, highly capable
program tnn approach taken could Be used for any aircreft intended for operational use in the eirland

softare-intensive avionics proBran share several aircraft Battle well Beyond the year 2000 They aIll Be capable of

a minvle ht' tor .- On ost wok whesofwr I- -Chandr r II.reioperation n a ide variety of adverse environnents on a
nrdware night e connon fThe cork was sponsored By Air vey hosttile battlefield (lasers and other di*rected energy

Force Systes Connandis .eputy for Beconnaissance and weapons sill be CoMmonplae) Accordingly the Conaeptual
Electrovic Warfare. Aeronautical Systens Olision designs .ning considereo are ,-y different fro today's
rASarW tOe paper assesses the app ivability of ourret helicopters One -]aor thrust is toward autonation of Orea
radar tchrolagy and production crodrans to an MOB outnes, wi a goal of aChieving sIngle pilot ofratiew

discusses Buidence provided By crs,'na and propesad OPTa AD-P5 03575 /ti11/0O a84N3i180

cOliCes ,Directives and Stondaras enanions the

operational cost scheaule risk supportaBlity ard

eanogenect aspects of tiree software developsent UTTL Westinghouse uses USAF-dceloped standards
alternativee an ddresss the use of the ASD/1Ci AcTy A/SiaMAN C S COOP Aestinahovee Oefense eid

software cost estina tlv nodel to anal ye soffware Electronic Syste'ns Cnter Baltimore, MD Proc held n
developsPnt costs Saftara evuisit ion altervatiae Dayton, Ohio. 30 Nov - 2 DeC 1982 In AS Pro Pa pers
results a-a preseotad of the 2nd AFSC Avionics Std ronf Vol 2 p 753 765

OP AD- PO93582 82i i/S / 0 453ti87 (O dSlS2-C(SEE 134-3116b5 21-0)

ABS Westnanaouse has applied digitai tanatrda advantageousln

for the U S Air Porce on Its latent eapon systens 
t

UTTL rei optius for the future-wavelength division prasent Westioghoase is applying MIL-STD-175OA (I1A),
A ultipleaina MII-STD-l5a9B (OVIAL 72 a L) an MIL-STD-f5530

AUTH A/SPIN/R4 0 L CORP Nati 1 Aorenautics and Space (nLtipino Basno) to three ajor progrss B-lB Ofansive

Adlnlatration Lacgley a&Oearcn Cantor Oanptcn VA Bedai ystem Inprooed AN/APG-66 Badar for the F-is and

Proc neld in Dayto, Ohio. S0 NOV - 2 Dec 9da In ASD AFTI F-6 lectro-Op aCal I Snsor/Tracker esth ghou e has

Proc Papers of the 2id AFOC Avionics Sta Cool Ve 2 gone one step furthe- than Ins digital standards With

p a7i-088 (SEE N84-31t65 2i-Onl U S Air Fone encouragenent etghoua has a program

ABS Optical u avelength dicision nuitipleelng (WDi) sysiens for ma un radar coionality asoog the B-18 OAS F-16C

with signals transmitted on different aelengths throunn and 'ha U S Army Sgt Yore OIVA Gun System Th-s paper
a single fihar cay have increased Infrmation capacty will coVer westirnqhouseis opproson toaardnsnadin9 the
and fault SolAtich properties oer sige wavelngth applcatIOn of the ilitary standards across ultiple

optical hystens This paper descries a typical WDO progra s alto differant price cootractors and serIces

Sytten Tne ccciicabilify of future stanardic to Suih a addionally, the method by whiCh configuration control of
hystes are discussed Also, a state-of-tho art survey of steidlard nodule hardware (I e , rational standardzat ion)

optical Multinode cpoents onion could e used to Saintained at estinghOUSe sill Be discussed

ispienent the systan are eede Ohe c-h.nots to ba BPTe AO-PDO3C2 S2/ii/ 0043tf77

surveyed are suices multipleors and detectors

Emphasis ic givon to the damultiplecer techniques which

di e thanviur dvaoomenial conponents an tha 50 sys en UTTL Advanced cOCkpit-systems (aearation

PT. 4S-POaSO9 02/11/0 4h3it4 UTH A/BOB 0 COBP British Aerospace PuBlic Ltd CO
Brough (England) COO (hot Design Group ) Proc held

in Dayton. Ohio 30 NOv 2 Dec 1082 In AD Proc

Papert of the 2nd AfOC Avionics Std CoolF. Val 2 P

UTTc Proposed MI-STD for avionics 
installation 

o5 rf7 (SEE NA4-1 iFaS 2t06)

Interfaces ABS The present paper describes t.o Meor Complementary

T 0/OCcOPI U COOP Aeronautical dystess Di o activities funded by the United kingdom Ministry of
Ai ight-Paftse son APP 0H Prc held in C yton Ohio 3 Defense hich are being undertaesn at the cough site of

Nov - 2 Dec S2 In to Proc Papars of the 2nd AFC Bntish Aerospace DeeSe etufisseee addressing3 the

Aviove Sta Col Vol 2 p Oci-87 (SEE o3iiAS proBles Of pilots Na k optnizatlon and the o heral systen
21i-OS) arch-te turn eeded to neat the operational raqulrenante

aps This paper describes the Miltaty Sta vard ( clL-STD) 
now of The next tactIcal co sat aircraft These act v t es are

in deuelopsant for avionics ivtal latien interface the Adanced Carkpit Design Studies and the Tactical

stnadardat ion Orgnaly Based upon the Interface Combat Aircraft Avionic Deronstrator ig The Advanced

standoid used by the cosnero el airlines. this na Cockpit Studino have Bees underway for soae 6 years Dna

MIL-STO o a etensively revised, is Scheduled for 
sCope of thse studies has e stensive, coverig e s cape

coordination at the end of tg nThe Background uhich led system design. Di elleViAtios technIques, advance pilot

to the devlopment of toe standard includes on analysis of and equipient cooling technques. inforsation and coisrol
the Benefits expected to result from Its a.plcation, the leek ratlonalizetioa and the deveioptenf of coriload
rolatiooshlp hetano this standard and other nIl itary prediotton and neasurement technques Tee studies have.
stanardso and vie slisilrlties between this standard and altr a sumber of Iterations culminated In t"e

she coneercial (ARINC BOO) standard The open force dauslopoent of a dynasoc ockpit ockop The studies
appro ch using ma ium ndouStry participation was s na spe f ially related to the inforiatio a nd control 

task

extensivOly over a two-year period to produce 
the rationalization will Ba dIscussed In thIs aer in soea

document The technical highlights of the Standard detail The Tactical Co.sot Alrnaf t Avionlr Dehlnstretor
Including weight and power dissipation limts. BIg is presently at the Id po at of a 3-4 pear
nviroatental requirements and LRU form factors ars evolutionary design program oceetigeting such topics as

presentad A 'ma eleotriCal co-nactar, wh'ch aleo serves total ssten intogreticn, standardlation of lnttrfaCs.
as a hOldaOn device. i5 a hey eleo'lt in the design -iffective soB-tystes letei comiunlcation giaceful

oppreoch Air POrCe plans for mple ntatio of the degradatIon of the tstes and Inpravea neintence
standaid a-a aised prisarily at nec ei-fraes and salon procedures The arChitacturse BeIn developed has a Multi

avionics updates of .Isting alrfreses Also, thOSe Bus hierarchy and in~itstents the data transelssio

avionics Sulisystens beingd evelopedf rf for Ult (pie for sap systen to sob Spstem and bus to bus

application arm prie candidates ooiunlations
Byte A0-PA578 02/ft/SO SAN~t B3 RPTa I D" P(O3Bq B2/t t/O 0 4N3tt74
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UTTL Iitegrated testing ano eaiitenano teciinoiogis complementary operational tools which use a central data

Aut ADtNNEIY R C R/PARfRIDGE( At . CWLLIAMS, P 0 base and can taid, dlvide the information The inteoration

CORP Boeing Aerospace Cu Seattle WA of offsnil enruina and the comfort of man iiavi.IrIi dalog

AB. maintenance of aeapon systems is becoming an increasingly permits itproed orolttivity The essential

important corsideraton in weapon system development onaracteristiCs of AIGLE Is theutoratio knooledge of

because the cost of maintenance Is a significant portion Calily control I formation end of project anageicnt
of the ,ife cvcie cost of the sysem The objective of the ThIs permits vlidation or production prouesses dn

Integrdted TestIng and Maintenance Technologies effort is I dispensable element In softwre certification
to def-ne requirements for an ontoard test system for the 830/0/0 831i22116

avionic sut planned for tactical fighters In the 1990's
Problems with current onpoard test sstet wsre anayzed

to determine where provosents ciu11 be sade In UTTL Advanced avionic systems for multirmssion

addition, the Inicipated avonic ercitecture and sission applications volume 2
of the 190o's were evaluated to determine the impact on AUTH A/SCITf. L A B/BEHNEN. S W C/PRATT K 0
eaintenance caparility Requirmments for the Iitegrated D/MCCALL A E/BOUISLE R F CORP Boning Miltory
lasting and Meintenance Osten ,re developed and Airplane Devomiopent. Seattle. CA

documented In a systen specification Identified ABS This study produced system control procedvres and

improvements over current Systems include better filtoring ececvtiue toftwdre design npeoifrcerons fo tnree
of intermittent failure report Letter isoetion of different information transfer systems qITS) each
intermittent failures throUg tie use of recorded data designed to Impl ement mu Ititni.on aspects of an avionic

more etensine use of system level tests of mission system The stationary master Is the bost understood ITS

operatIonal data and a men-maChine interface providing ano has nulttmiSsion advantages If the applicatiOns

more infursation tv the maintensnno technician In software is designed for change The non-stationar
0 

master

addition, artificial inteligen e . ppl ic ations were is an excllent candidate for a pod-oriented ml tisI sion

evaluated to determine here they might be effectively application Tie contentinn ecress ITS i designed to pa

applied to ITM A design concept for d fault most flexible In terms of change, at the potential Cost of

classIficat 0 on ecpert system wes develoed higher Initial integration Checkout due to the
RPTe AD-At3887 AFWAL-TR-83-1183 83/12/00 84N2528 asynchronous nature of the communication A second task

we, to design, develop and build a cor.pact verniun of the

DAIS eoecut ice that would function in a one processor

UTTL Multipos Avion Architecture Design Study (MAAOS) system and support only synchronous bus co.afuniatns

Avon A RICH. B A B/rIALDAMAN D G . C/STA UTEIR L This executive, called the Single Processor Syicnronous
D/"LALlN W P CORP TRW Defense and Space Systems rxecutice (SPSE) cam tested and delivered to OFAL The
Group Redondo ceach. Cs primary goals of this task were to Build a functional

ABS The Multlbus Avionic Architecture Design Study (MAAOS)- eecutiv that Caintains thO DAIS

evaluated projected .vionc reqirements for tactical ecenutiue-to-applI tions interfaC Communicates on

airoreft of tie 1Os and defne' an archIeCural MIL-STD-1553A bus Is cOdod In J70/I S,,pports ice Iavnivc
approach -nd design eoaplm suitasle for use as the system load for am A-AST or modern tactical fighter

baseline for the avionic System Intagrat on Damonstretor aircraft Uses DAsI support software ILI'NKS ALAP
(ASIOi System Cefinitioi project The arthitectural PALEFAC PALEFAC processor) and ReqUires Iustentially
approech is multi bus in nat ure iluding .I-STO-1S3B less memory than the beseline DAIS eecutl,,e All goals
Bus a h'gh speed bus, and a video bus System sieing and were achieved

timing estimates are provided Areas no' potential future QPTa AD-Ai21/94 AFWAL-T-.2-1076-coL-2 80/i0/00 8JNl9750
stdndordleation are Identified

RO~e AD-A13a226 AFWAL-T 8-1141 8/ic/DOo 84N21546

UTTL Development of avionics Installation interface
standards

AUTH A/BAILEY S B/SULLIVAN N . C/SAVISAAR A CORP

LTTL Automated data base ip.mentation requirements for Arinc Oesrarch Corp Annapolis MD

the aviOniCs planIng baseline. Army AOS This report SUmmarides ARIh 'eseaich Corporation's

AUTH A/SP[RATO, M B/MEAD, R CORP Arnnc Research Corp effOrts under Air Force Contract FO4606-79-G-oo82

Annapolis MO 'Standard Rack-Munted and Panal-Munted Avionics

ABS The U S Army Avionics Researcn and Development Activity Interface Concepts Analysis ' The period of performanc

Intends to establish the use of the AVn1ics Flannin wn 29 August 1900 through iS dune n98 The technical

Baseline-Ainy iAPB-Ai document as an important flcet of areas addressed aere te analysIs ano patential

the forna- avionics planning process The AOB-A was spei fication of rack mounted avionics cockpit mounted

designed to mdintai In m. u . ompatihil tv in both form control pneIs, and panel-mounted instruments Contra ct

and content w-th sinilar AvOinict pIaninng documenis tacks included ccnceptual studies of potential
puBlished by the Aif Force and the Navy This overall configurations of A Standard Avionics Integrated Conitol
comp~ti~lity should facilitate the esChange of Stntem (SAICSi The results of the SCICS analysel ais

informatton among the throe services for the reported sepaiatey in APINC Research PublivatC n
identification of avionics standerdotion opportunites 2OO-OO i-2439 Cost Benefit and Failure Crtiralit
The first edition yf the APB-A uos the I e Analyses of 'he Standard Avionics Integrated Control

collection andt manuel assemply of avionics planning data System (SAICSI Concept, dune 1981 The concepts analysis

for current and futuie planned Army aircraft into a report prcject descriped herein continues a contractual effort

Format similer to that of the Air Force Av nnits 0 dnning 
initidthd By tho air Force in tT9 to otermine ohether a

Baseline and mhe Navy Avionics Planning Base' ine This .cprahensive Packaging, Mounting, and Environmental , 'E)

techi3ca report addrnscs the reutreme,ts for avionics iterfane standard could Benefit Air ForCe
implementing a automated version of the Army avionics aircraft Comprehensive findings of that effort are

data Base compatible with existing Air Force and Navy data documented In ARINC Research Publication t53-Ot-1-2124,

base architectures and capable of mechanizing the Standard Avionics Packaging Mounting a ndColiig
production of the APB-A The compl ete utomateO system Baseline Siudy January 90, nion addresses thc

will Ba documented in a futue report applicabllity of condiercial airlire avionics to militarn

RPTe AD-AI5259 AEPT-284G-Oi-TB-3062 83/07/C) 84NI8103 aircraft, lha cost benefits assoc-iten with Air Force PaE
standards, an d a possible implementation scenario wity
recommended actIvities and schedules

APTa AO-At1685 RCPT-2258-O -2-24R 8 /O8/D 83NI1123

UTTI USAF (United States Air Forca) avionics ma'er plan

CORP Oepartment Cf the Air Force Wahno ton DC

ABS This is the fourth annual USAF AviOn ic astor Plan AMFI UTTL Integrated control of mechanical system for future

It 1i prepared by thin Deputy for Avionics Control us Combat aircraft

directed in AFR 800-28, Air Force Policy on Avionics AUTH R/CILCOCK G B/LANCASTER P a C/MOXY I
Acquisitioh and Support The purpose of the plan is to CORP Royal Aircraft Esteblrshmnt Farnborough (fnglend)

serum as . guide to tee avionics community, to focus . BrIstIh Aerospace AIoraft Group. Warten (England

resources and energies On conOhn goals, and promulgate In AGARO Tactical Airborne Distributed Cumputing and

srateglee to move toowrd the raolott on of cusmor Netorks 16 p (SEE N82-17086 08-O1)

probems Strong emphasis continues in the avionics ADS various teohniqueS for the application of digital control

progreh 0-eas of tactical and strategic C3, electronic 
to aircraft tility systems care incestigeted It is snuwi

combat ano target acquis-'ion/cacogntIOn from the that the prufared aproech utrlrzes a numBer of

stanopoint uf Improved near/mid term capability Programs distributed processors and tarimnals that Interface with

supporting these areas ers proceading essentially a the utility components Analysis performed to data shows

previously planned, wise the ecption of tactical CC weight saying of approitately O0 (,, A 501 and

Significant chahes arm being planned in the approach to pilot WOrkload raduction of th oreer of A t, may bC

achieving an resistant conmunications The alternative aChIeved In a ton engine comsat airureft 81/to/DO

architecture to be selected (scheduled fo review and B2Ni711i

approval in the near futore) could impact the JTIDS and

Maro XV IFF programs as well as SfFK TALK
RPT. AD-Ar25819 a2/12/00 83N292S UTTL Techniques for interfacing multiples systems

AUtH A/CROSS U P ChAP SCI Systems I n , H'n'vrlie AL
ABS Cta escribing the char.cteristics of A numabr of

aircraft ! r' cicenvsmo~s'.i - - P:
a u- -oaras a verlitable supervisor program for avlonics Altnogh Air Force aircraft received priority, were
software considerat ion was also given to other military and

AUTH A/BRACON, G CORP Alectronlue Serge Dassault. Saint commercial airer7ft The t-i6 B-s OAR e1 g -6 F-18

Clou iFrance) In AGABO Software for AuonlCs A p i-t5 wid ARINC 575 systems were in Cuded MIL-StD-153B

(SEE N83-Oo2 ID-Oil was used As a baselIne f o comparison The comeiled data
ABS operience acquired iv the developeent of equipment -od waS analyzed to detereite porint of rncorpatiBllity

aios Ioftyare for the Mirage 1I and the Mirage 2(DO. Between these Systems and a feasibility study was

led to the definition of a software overseer the AtGLl rerformem to assess possible techniques to te used inl

supervisor program is oriented towared onsidef in
0  

achieving bS com-natliblity A progrima bl inter'oe

methodologies and assists in daveloping. seitlning, 050 module defIgn phlosophy is recoa edohici utiliam a

fo1owing the proeot It involved a group of distributed three-mirOprncessor errangoment so echioe

-ml i p o f, O Ar a g m n . ch v i w ;........ . ...

i i! ill i i / l l /Il /P
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the desired irterface compatibility The three-proCesSor and in Athens 10-li May 1979 In AGARD Cesign to Cost

honept alloas nree I ndepengent softaare-oontrolied evants and Life Cyole Cost 8 p SEE N8t-tt902 02-eli

tO ocnor simultaneous ly thus hrooiding oh eatreno itngh AS Thie continually increasing host of acionlcs and oP

degree of flexibility bOth for exiStiliQ sstems at for sst ens betoeen aqotsition and their ifetner operation

future growth are discussed Specific emphasis in given to the
RPTa ADAI01457 AFAL-TR 80-1223 81/02/00 82N13135 following elements of life Cycle Costs, parametric cost

anaiyss, and life cycle Cost methodology a/0/07/00

8IN1924
UTTL A standard Conlroi display unit for multi-arcraft

appl cat ton
iTs A/SWANSON, R L 6/SCOUGTON. C R CORP Collins Radio UTTL Design to life cycle costs irteractlon of engine and

Co Cedar Rapids. IA CS Soe, .ment A ionihs Div I airCraft
In AGARD Tne Impot of Neow Guidance and Control Systems AUT A/4ONES. 6 U CORP Ministft of befner. LondOn
on Ic Airoraft Cohkpit 0es PtO 0 (SEE N82-13048 (Englenol In AGARD Tie Appl of DOesgn to Cost dhd

04-O1 Life Cycle Cost to Aircraft ERg 15 p (SEE N80-31342
AS The need for standardization of sitary ardwern 2 -1ll 22-01)

documented both wthin the US OOD and NA AS The distribution of life cycle Costs for a typical Combat

Stand"rdization issues rIreo- vii in arolnd aircraft etwean airframe avionics and engine iS
interoparablity logistics, and lle-cyhii cost disCussed Oistr~ution or cOSts for the airorafi betoeen
advantages The issue of standardization and its development productli Initiel support and operat ion and

vitability in the desilg of aircraft control/discloy support is compared with see listnibotion for the engineunts (COd) it oadre seg Potental benefita. The Ceffet of fleet sI e and servce life upon he life

requiremets, and reataing problems associated aith cycle oosts are Indicated The large comniteent of 11f0
standaraihotion of acionics control displays are oycle costs early in the conceptual 8n feasibility phase
diSCossed In-cludeO is a discussion of a COU that is of the program is indicated The choice of engine Is an

currently beitig hroduhed anion has san> dl the features eae.tple of this early commitment The relative effect Of
considered eSSential to the ultimate stendard COU the Choice -r single or t-m engine installation of a

1/08/00 82NI305 4 deied engine or the "se f an eissing engine upon the
engine life CyCla costs and the intereolion .1t, arcrat

costs Is discussed The severe operating conditions for
UTTI Actual versus simuleted eqoipment for aircraft the engine of a Combat aircraft are reviewoed Reduced

atotenance tra.ning Cost irpitcatlons y' the support costs are not aooected to give a large mold return

inhrenental versus the unique device on extra engine development investmnt 80/05/CO
AUTH A/VESTEWIG R V , B/EOGEMEIER, F T CORP Air Force 80431344

Human Pesourhes Lab , Brooks AFB, IX CSS (tLhlstih

and Technical Training Dc I Presented at the 23rd Ann
Meeting of the h-man Falors Soc . 1d79 UTTL Standard anionics pa'kaging ounting and Cooling

AbS Life cycle host estisates acre developed for use of baseline study
simulated test equIpment vs actual test equipent in a ATH A/RAILY St, 8/JACKSON. A C/RUSSELL J 0/SMITh C

maintenenve training program of th, type used for curient N 0 T/SULLIVAN N CORP ArmC Researcl Corp
advanKed fighter aircraft Prevhue life cycle cost Annapolis CD

comparisons had not e-ultiltly CO' 1Siered the C ost AS This is tno final report on a StUdy Concerning the
Implicatons of procurement and Support of a oniqua development of an aIonics packging, Sounting, and
training device vs an Incremental device This effort environmental (PME) standard and an assoiate
inocued the unique VS the increman tat danine faotor cost-bonefit analysis the repoit compares militory ml~d

Totaal estimated fifteen Year costs for simulated eqvipnent vommerial airliness avionins geheric standards t
trainers vera significantly lower than comparable determine their techriical ano procedura Ifferences and
estimates for ahtual euiipment trainers The results identifies the ohanges viid waivers required when eduipment
indicte that the ost us llhdtmonv of a unlque dhve us built to the Commerolal airlinen standards n prcured by
an incremental device are Important determ-uants of both the USAF It also compares the functionl and Physical
aCquisilvn and support Cost estisates and shoulO be cnarcterlstts of Cert military and Coheervual

honsidered fully in future life cycle hosting efforts aviheint equipments and assesses th degree vi utility of
RPTa AD'AI02388 AFHRL-TP-81-17 81/07/00 81N31104 current ooueromal eqoipments for use In USRf airvraft

The opinion& of aircraft and aviOni1s mafA'turers
concerning a military aulontcs PAE stanard and their

UTTL Airoorne Systems software Acquisiltion Engneering suggeS-ions as to what the standard's scope on
OuiOevoo1 for application and use of tile gud.ebO-ks applicability Should be are reporthd Alternotive

(aes oceruieo avIonics cooling proCedures and technologies and the
AUTH A/PARRIRTT L CORP TRW Defense and Space Systems concept of employing a separate environrental Control

A roop, Redondo Beach Cc system dedicated to avionics cooI ig are reviewed
ABS 'his guidebook serves as an Introdootios to the AirbOrne life-cycle Cost payback model that addresses the inoaht of

Systems Soft sare Acqistion Engineering goidabook tenes PME standardlization on the cost of ovionics systems in
whion describes sgnuficant ahtinitias and events in the UgAF aircraft IS described The resolts of eaer CIsing tie

softeare acqUisition life cycle Of airborne embedded model are reported The sIgniloant tasks and sciedu1i nq
hosputer systems acquired Within the frasoork of Ai for 'ne heel pna s of eulOntCs PME development leading
Force 800-series documents This guidebook Contains a to the definition and ecceptance of a military avionics

brief description of the other fifteen guidebooks and PME standard, are presented
aimnusmes the application and use of the various RPTN AD-A082166 REPT-1753-01-t-2124 80/01/00 8N2d12

guidebooks during the acquisition u
0 

ebedded weapon
system softeare

RPTa AD-Ai00216 TRW-30323-cOO3-TU-00 ASD-TR-80-5028 Bou1O/00O UTTL Reliability manageeit vf ta avionic system of 0
8N28787 military strike aircraft

AUTH i'WHITE, A P , 8/PAVIER J D CORP
Elliott-Automatmon $pace and cguanced Citary Systems

UTTL Airborne Systems Software Ovquislivn Engineering Ltd , CambRrley (Engltodi In OGARO A viens
Guidebook for software Cost analysis and estimating Roilabl ty Its Tech and Related DiCiplines 13 p (SEE

AUTH A/WOLVERTON, R W CORP IRW Defense and Space Systens N80-19519 10-33)
Grop Redondo ReaCh CA ADS The system management techniques to achiece the

ORS This guidebook assists Air Force Program Offic rel labitlit requirements for the aohic system of the

engineering and managemcnt porsonnelI n criting *hebedded Panavia Tornado airoreft are described The method of
software for avionics appliCat oms A metlhodolgy for cst n -rtonment of these requirements to each of the
reporting and avoidirg the 90 percent ,olplete syndrome tluant parts of the system is enplned The elms

is presertad An annotated bibliography gives the outor 's :teffeutiveness and experience to date of reliohi1liy

personal view Of source material relevant 0 Avionics p,*onstrations aim oo'lined 79/10/0) 80119548

softeere Costing using modern programitng 
pract toes

RPTN AD-Ah01215 TR-30323-6012-TU-00 ASO-TR-80-5025 80/09/00

128785 UTTL Cilitary adaptlon of a comnerolal VOR/ILS airborne
radi ol it a relIabilIty Improvenat warranty

00TH A/FEDER E I 8/NIECOLLER, 0 L PAA /(Betidia
UTTL Pradicting Cost/re)iability/maihtainability of Corp Fort Lauderdale. Plo ) CORP Army AulesiCS

aduamcild general aviation avionics equipment Reseorch and Development Activity Fort Monmouth, NJ In
AUTH A/OAVIS M R . 8/KAMINS M , C/aOOZ. W E CORP RAND AGARO Avionics .Reluo'lity. Itt Teh and Releted

Corp , Santa 14toh , CO Disciplnes 8 p (SE N80-19519 10-38)
lbS 0 methodology is bro oed for rssisting NASA in estimating 085 Loa cyst, small 11ghtaeight airoe nayi10tionroceivei

the hOSt relidtlty, and maintenarnce ICRAYl raq.,mraahc'v Acquired and reconfigur-d to meet U S Army alIroft
for general avionics eullpment operating tI the "980'. specifioations The hontract isoludes a claums requiring
Practoal problems of predicting these faCtors are the sanufacturer to assume responsibility for the field
examined Tne usefulness and mhvrt Comings of different reliability ano repair of each receiver fo a minimum of

approach.s for modeling coast end reliability estimates four years If Sjccessfllly I:.leIented. tne reliablilty
arm discusad together t 5h special problems caused by the Improvement warranty ShOUid irCrease reliability.
lack of historical data ye the Cost of maintaining general availability, and maintainability and reduce the overall

aviation .vionios Suggestions are offeed on ho NASA equipment life cyhie costs 79/10/0 8 95140
'ight proceed in assessing cost re.llbility CRM
implications in the absenoe of reliable gDaerellzed
predictive models UTTL Impacts of technologies selected on the rettablt I

RPTP NASA-CR-152149 RAND/WN-0233-NASA 78/06/00 9 NI9111 and operational availabilty of equipaents Cost

Considerations
AUTH A/GIRARD, J M B/GIRAU M CORP Electronliue Martel

UTTL Sueary of AG.RO lacture Series i' -earodology Dassault Saint Cloud (France) In AGARD Avionics

for cOtiol of life nycle costs for avtonics systeos Relity. Its TeCh and Related Oisciplims 17 p (SEE
AUTHI A/GABELMAN. I U COP Gabelman (Itving 0 ) ToCnnlnal N80-18512 10-38)

Aisociates, Rome N, Lecture held in bonn, 1-8 May 1979 ALL A dIngle criterion, V. IS oroosed to altoc manufacturers
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to evaluate the merits of technological variants once ai the further develocynt of packaging approaches for future
eqipoment baseline version is designed end quoted The V I tonics This r -t contains the responses provided by

factor is computed for an airborne digital conputei. o industry Although the copanies responaing ere identified

Doppler nav igattnal radar, and a search and rescue by name for reference, a reasonable attempt has been made
beacon, each considered in tiree dIfferent versions to render the comments anonymous by removing company names
79/10/00 b0N 1536 any product references The iotents have been groupeI

into natngories a sumnar aed, hoheer, yo ettnnpt hds
boi -ida in thin report to resolve Aeas of conflic.i-g

UTTL A method for designing multiprocessor archltectures plnon given by different companies It is not intended
for avionics functions to isply that the Navy or this Center endorses egree. or
T /ALEONARD, C . B/OEMOMENT A C'RDMAN. P . D/GILLON, aegrees in any manner with the coimesim yravid~d by
S. A/LCAITRE. J F PAA 0/(CERT Toulouse, rrance) indstry
F/(CERT, Toulouse France) CORP Societe Crouzet, RyTe AD-AO59i93 NAC-TR-2240 78/08/09 79Ni3D39
Valence (France) In AGARD Advan in Guidance and
Control Systems Usirg igital Tech 7 p (SEE N80-14017
Oh-Of) UTL The feasibility of estimating avionics support Cots

S A 1gital technique is given for the design of hign early In the acqcuiiIon cycle Value 2 App"ndl.es
performance automatic Sytems The evolution of digital AUTH A/tOOGAN. , S , b/FULLER, A c CORP Institute for
technlqus presarts the autonetibt ath the problem of the Defense Analyses, Arlington. VA CSS (Cost Analysis
total design of a control system It oens going beyond Group
agortIc synthesis from the beginning, to fake into AbS This Paper reports on research to determine the
account all the functional and oheretional aspects Thus feasibility Of developing Methods ta estimate early in
it it poSSible to ptimiee the cantrol system ecoording to the system ecquisition CyCle the potential support cost

three important criteria regard for the deSired inputs of alternative avionics components envtsioned foroperating performances, the total cost, end the very Air Force and Navy fighter aircraft Suppyt costs are

Important matter of operational safety (reliability, defined as those costs incurred at the rganiaational
security. maintalsability. and availasility) 79/yb/DO Intermediate And depot levels to maintain avionos
fN14021 equipment and the Costs of avionicm spares and ropair

parts support Volume ' is aCompilation of appendles
cont nling additional material to support the boslo

UTTL Avionics standardlzatOn potential enalysic report, including sunAry evaluations of forty sight key
AUTH A/GATED, R 1 b/SOIPP. P F CORP Analytic cienCes documents encountered in the )itAr ture search

Corp Rading. M, RPTa AD-AO53486 AD-Etyduj6 P-1292-VOL-2 IDA/HO-77-19873
AbS The objective of the Avionics StandardlzatiOn Potential 77/09/y 78N28093

Analysis program Is to develop A general methodology for
evaluating the benafits accing from the use af standard
equipment across future USAF avionis system The UTTL General Aviation avionics equipment mantenanCe
methOdOlOgy has been developed using nay getion avionics AUTH A/PARKER. C D . f/TOMMEROAHL J S CORP Research
as being representative of avionics In general, in a study Triangle Inst Research Triangle Park. NC
of standardipatton potential acroms navigation m

1 stems oft Saintenisne of general avition al onls quipmeno was
(SPANS) The methodology covers the process of investigated Witn enmphamIs on single engine and light loin
establishing future avionics Systems requirements through engire general aviation aircraff Factors considered
mission analysis. Identification of available equipment include the regulatory agencies aoionlcs manufacturers.
for the deign of misln-responsive avionics suites, alonios repair stations he statistical osaracter of cr5
evaluation of future qusntitetive demands for avionics general aviation community and owners and operators The
equipment, synthests of mission-capable avico"s systems maintenance, environment and pet formence, repair costs.
collection of relevant cost and reliability data anu and reliability of avionics ware defined It is concluded
evaluation of standardiation options using a that a significant acononlo stratification 's reflected n
computer-based Standardization Evaluation Program (STEP) the maintenance problems enOuntered that careful

RPTe AD-AD66f38 TASC-TIR-10593 AFAL-T-78-168 78/ti/30 attention to installations and use practices can have a
79N23958 very positive Impact on maintenance problens And that new

tecnoigies ana a general rwth In general Avi atlo Will
impact maintenance

UTTL TMoular Avlor CS Packaging MAP' 1ORP Ganeial RPTa NASA-COR-45342 RTI-1464-CO-DOF 78/05/00 7bN24132
Electrio Co Utica, Nv CbS lAircroft Equipment Div )

AbS In consdoerIng nodular Avionics Packaging, the ouJact in
of the General Electric study program was tc develop an UTTL Preliminary candidate advanced avioniCs system for
avionics equipment packaging concept, compatible mwi general aviation
MIL-E-5400 and applicable to multipatform avionics AUTH A/MCCALLA, T M , B/GRISMORZE F L C/GcATfl N E
requiments stretching into the 1990's Specific elements D/BIRKIIEAD L M CORP Universit of bvvhirin Illinois
evaluated were Standard Avionics Module (SAM) Carbondale
requirements and concepts integrated racks and CRA AbS An integrated avionics system design was carried out to
requirements and concepts, and airframe interface tha level ehich indicates Subsystem function and the
considerations The V/STOL Type A platform 1ac usea as the methods of overall system integration Sufficient detail
driving requirement In performing trade-off studies fey cam included to allow idertification of possible system
desigt objectives end constrAints included the folCowing component technologies and to perform reliability
Mlnlmisang installed avionics aeight and volume modularity maintainability, cost aid risk analysis upcnehcantual smvljcitd. Significant improvement in the system design Retrofit to 01dot aircraft
Reliability nd Malntalnability. Ellinating single-point availability of this System to the single engiv two place
failure modes Direct access to Weapons Replaceable aircraft' as considered
Nodules (WPM) Modules capable of being corduction-cooled aPTa NASA-CR-152025 77/07/D0 78NIO060
Significant improvement in thermal performance. end
Improved testability at all hardware levels

RPTc AD-AD59637 77/11/30 79NI)93 UTTL Avionics maintenance study
AUTH A/OeENS. y R b/ST..., C R . C/LAM. F D CORP

Air Force Avionics Lab Cright-Patcerson SfB ON
UTTL The Avionics Laboratory Predictive Operations and AbS Avionics maintenance has become a major contributor to the
Support (ALPOS) Cost model 0alume 3 life cycle cost of weapons system$ and this Study was

AcT , /TURE., J P , 8/CIENECKE " l Ill, C/FOLTUS E E undertaken to gain insight Into factrs contributing to
CORP Westinghouss Electric Corp . Hunt Valley, MO the cost of avionics maintenance Tv beCOme familiar with

ASS Recent TOD anperience shOW that a prime factor tn the the procedures employen and operating "Otdtions
evaluation of alternatIve weapon systes for Performing a ancovotered is the operational Air FOrce, a team from the
particular mission in Life Cycle Cost (LCi Since 70% of Air Force Avionics Laboratory visited several avionics
the system LCC Is aetermined oy the end of the conceptual maintenance squadrons. along With depot organizations at
phase, it is important that techniques to predict LCC be Air Logstic"s Centers Through Interovews awtn both
available during that phasee In.c system definition is supervisors and maintenance technicians at these
not Complete enough In this phase to perform detailed organizations, a familiariaation aith the corking level
analysis using accounting models, the major tool chic, can proceaures oem acquired Similarities And differences in
be used is percetric estimating models This report procedures, personnel, taut equpent, complaints en
vescrbes a model which relates the availale design equipment supported at installations under different major
parameters to LCC vie uarious cost estimating commands are noted A bide range of avionics from old.
relasiOnsips (CORe) This doccient IS Volume 3 ci the tube type equipment through tie latest solid state
Final Report which describes the Cbons 1ICated data base equipment just being Introduced into the inventory Was
utilleed so develop the Avionics Laboratory Predictive considered in the selection of organizations to be
Operations and Support (ALPOS) cost model The Air FPre l;td D.ff .icls in obtaining replacement parts And

ugias .nisor oa '_t Thomas T names, Jr (AFAL/AAA-3). dassatlsfaction with test equipment wre founa to be the
System Evaluation Group, Avionic Systems Engineering problems most aftan voiced by maintenance personnel Ta
Branch persons from a laboratory environment, the age of some

OPTe Ab-A0h93S4 AFAL-TR-78 49-VOL-3 78/04/00 79Ni4091 equipment st ITT in use am s hOCking and the tleessity for
designiog anvics to provide reliable service far 15 to
'0 years oat strongly relleed The need for early

UTTL Report on Modular Avionic Packaging (AP) I ndustry consideration Of ATE requirements to ncore rapid
briefing and response cost-effective fault isolation In new avionics design is

AUTH A/KIWaELL A R CORP Naval Avionics Center, emphasized as one conclusion to the study
Indianapoli. IN OPTe AD-AO42568 AFAL-TR-77-90 17/06/00 78NIOD03

AS This report provides information related to a modular
avionic packaging (MAP) Comept presented to Industry on 9
May 1978 at the Naval AvionIcs Center Indianapolis UTTL Use of commercial off-tie-shelf equipment in
Indln a In attendance at this ieting ware 78 military aircraft
representastvas of different divisions of 33 companies As AUTH1 A/SCDTT D L CORP DOfense Systems Management School.
major suppliers of avionics to the Navy Comments ptovided Fort Reluoir, VA
by these companies were anticipated to be vary useful in AfS Thie goals of the project were to identify and evaluate the
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documents ControllIng the performance eiivironnentai Into a program, and the complecity of a program even when
testing and reliability testing of cor.sercii aVionics it is Itsusynte In aditi on. it 0as thown that thc
equip.tet. and to compare tho.e procedures with hypothesized framaieork wa real stic in reviewing the
conventonal military practice, and to analyze ard evolutton Of a subsystem program

nighight those factorn onion inpoot the deCiSion of an PTa A0-A021264 GSMSM/755-h 75/09/00 76N29473
acquisition program mad-ro . is Coilidnihg trie .,i of
comercial equipment in ml'tary aircraft

OPDeAO-0J381A 70/05/00 77N23t03
UTT0 Models eno methodology for lifa cycle cost and tees
and evluation analysls

UTTL A lessons-learned study of an Airbornm UF radio AUTH A/ANOEPSON, R H , loON T E . C/COUCH. R F
program 0/NEenHRT, h it R RP Office of the Assistant for

AUTn A/"'OL N, p A COOP Al Force Inst of Tech Study Support. Kirtland AFr, N M
Wright-Patterson AF, OH COO School of Engineering ) ASS This report documents various models and methodology which

AdS A study .s made on the evolution of trie .aJor subsystem were developed du ing the course of some analytical
orOgran Of p ormroy co"'cern wa the manner in onions studims on life Cycle cost and test and ecaluatron Theme
progran Is .ntieted the Change ahCh It undergoes and studies were Concted by the Office of the Aesistant for
the redmon for the Change- The intent of the study ... Study Support (O) at the request of OCS/Oavelnpment
to er''act lessons learned hlh might be of beef it to clAns Headquarters AFSC The objectivet of the study were
others in subsystem program mamgemeht The etudy can to Investigate ene present methods Of beystet
accomplished by recieing program dat and intmrvieaing rliabililty specification and Identify imitetions
key participants Tri date was reviewed through en asmociated -itf those methods Investigate nea and
hypothesiead 'raework of initial attpts regrouping Invocativm techniques for subsystem reliability menagenant
nature ar- direction olicitation evaluation award and identify benefrts to be derived in terms Of higher
of a subsystem program Thts Study has shown the parformenne/lower COSTa, and, develop models and
difficulty in establishing a basis of action for a methodology applicable to life cycle Cost and test and
subsystem progras. the subjective nature of requirements evaluation analyses (Modified auChor ebstract

the difficulty In building competition and openhandednlesl RPT A 8-72,82 OA$-tR-73-6 73/07/00 74N4516
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qeI iietla date de publication sont souhaitables. Veuiller noter qu il y a lieu 4espdcifier AGARD-R-nnn et AGARD-AR-nnn lorsde Ia
cman derapports AGARD et des i apports;consultatifs;AGA RD respectivemenl. Des rdferences bibliographiques completes ainsi quo

des resurus des pubiicatior - AG ;ARD flau rentl rqns les journaux auivants:
Scientiflque and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) Government Reports Announcements and Index (GRA&I)

f leprl AAScientific and Technical publici par le National Technical Information Service
alormtionDiviion pringfield
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Etats-Unis (acces sible igalement en mode interactif dana; Ia base do
Olonnees bibliographiques en ligne du NTIS, et sur CD-ROM)
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